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Zusammenfassung

Galaxien mit Ausbr�uchen verst�arkter Sternentstehung im Kernbereich, auch \Star-

burstgalaxien" genannt, sind eine wichtige Klasse extragalaktischer Objekte. Ein

gro�er Anteil der massereichen Sterne des nahen Universums entsteht in Starburst-

galaxien. Starbursts �nden sich in einer Vielzahl galaktischer Umgebungen. Un-

tersuchung dieser Galaxien ist wesentlich f�ur das Verstehen sowohl des Sternentste-

hungsprozesses selbst, als auch der Entwicklung von Galaxien und des intergalaktis-

chen Mediums, und der Geschichte der Sternentstehung im fr�uhen Universum. Es

gibt jedoch nur wenig quantitative Informationen �uber die Eigenschaften der Ster-

nentstehung in einer Starburstumgebung und �uber die Entwicklung von Starburstak-

tivit�at. Genauere Untersuchungen wurden fr�uher durch fehlende r�aumliche Au�osung

und durch Staubextinktion erschwert, die Untersuchungen im optischen und ultravio-

letten Wellenl�angenbereich oft unm�oglich macht.

Diese Dissertation stellt die Ergebnisse von Beobachtungen der Starburstgalaxie

M82 im nahen und mittleren Infrarot vor, mit dem Ziel einer detaillerten quanti-

tativen Beschreibung der Starburstaktivit�at dieses Prototypen der Objektklasse. In

diesem Wellenl�angenbereich ist Starburstaktivit�at au��allig und Staubextinktion deut-

lich weniger st�orend als im Optischen und Ultravioletten. Die N�ahe von M82 erlaubt

Untersuchungen auf r�aumlichen Skalen die typisch f�ur gro�e Sternentstehungsgebiete

und Molek�ulwolken sind. Die Nahinfrarotbeobachtungen wurden mit dem abbilden-

den Spektrographen 3D durchgef�uhrt, der gleichzeitig die wesentliche r�aumliche und

spektrale Information gewinnen kann. Die Mittelinfrarotspektroskopie wurde mit dem

Short Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS) des Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) gewon-

nen, das Zugang zum gesamten Spektralbereich � = 3� 40 �m bietet. Zusammen mit

der Anwendung von Modellen zur Population- und Entwicklungssynthese dienen diese

Daten zur (1) Bestimmung der physikalischen Eigenschaften des interstellaren Medi-

ums innerhalb der Sternentstehungsgebiete, (2) Beschreibung der Populationen hei�er,

massereicher Sterne und k�uhler Sterne, (3) Bestimmung der urspr�unglichen Massen-

funktion (IMF) der Sterne, und (4) Bestimmung von Alters, Dauer und Intensit�at

des Starburst in einzelnen Regionen. Zum Zwecke der Populationssynthese wurde mit
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Hilfe von 3D eine Bibliothek von Spektren mittlerer Au�osung von roten Riesen und

�

Uberriesen erstellt. Ferner wurden die Entwicklungssynthesemodelle f�ur die Anwen-

dung neuer Untersuchungswerkzeuge aus 3D- und SWS-Beobachtungen optimiert.

Die untersuchten Daten und Modelle zeigen komplexe Starburstaktivit�at in M82,

die einzelne Sternentstehungsgebiete mit eine Gr�osse von

<

�

25 pc aufweist. Die typis-

che Dauer einzelner Ausbr�uche von einigen Millionen Jahren, und die IMF entsprechen

denen von Entstehungsgebieten massereicher Sterne in unserer Galaxie und den Mag-

ellanschen Wolken. Insgesamt fand die Starburstaktivit�at im wesentlichen in zwei

aufeinanderfolgenden Episoden statt, die vor 10 und 5 Millionen Jahren abliefen und

jeweils einige Millionen Jahre andauerten. Die kurzen Zeitskalen auf allen r�aumlichen

Skalen deuten auf starke negative R�uckkoppelung der Starburstaktivit�at hin. Die erste

Sternentstehungsepisode fand in der gesamten Zentralregion von M82 statt und war in

der Umgebung des Kerns der Galaxie besonders stark. Die zweite Episode fand ausser-

halb der Kernregion statt, vornehmlich in einem zirkumnuklearenRing und entlang des

stellaren Balkens. Diese Sequenz wird als Ergebnis des Einfalls interstellarer Materie

zum Kern interpretiert, ausgel�ost zun�achst durch gravitative Wechselwirkung zwis-

chen M82 und dem Nachbarn M81, und in der Folge durch dynamische Resonanzen

und Sto�wellen des interstellaren Mediums aufgrund des durch die Wechselwirkung

angeregten stellaren Balkens.
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Abstract

Galaxies experiencing vigorous star formation activity in their central regions, or \star-

burst" galaxies, constitute an important class of extragalactic objects. A substantial

fraction of the high-mass star formation in the local Universe takes place in starburst

galaxies, and starbursts are found in a wide variety of galactic environments. Stud-

ies of these galaxies are crucial for the understanding of the star formation process

itself, the evolution of galaxies and of the intergalactic medium, and the star forma-

tion history in the early Universe. However, little quantitative information exists on

the properties of star formation in starburst environments, and on the evolution of

starburst activity. Detailed investigations have been hindered in the past by the lack

of spatially resolved data, and by dust obscuration often preventing studies at optical

and ultraviolet wavelengths.

This dissertation presents the results of near- and mid-infrared observations of the

nearby, archetypal starburst galaxy M82 aiming at a detailed, quantitative description

of its starburst activity. At these wavelengths, starburst activity is conspicuous and

dust obscuration is much less important than in the optical and ultraviolet regimes. The

proximity of M82 allows investigations on spatial scales typical of giant star-forming

regions and molecular clouds. The near-infrared observations were obtained with the

imaging spectrometer 3D, providing simultaneously the essential spatial and spectral

information. The mid-infrared observations were obtained with the Short Wavelength

Spectrometer (SWS) on board the Infrared Space Observatory, providing access to the

complete � = 3 � 40 �m spectral region. Together with the application of population

and evolutionary synthesis models, the data are used to (1) determine the physical

conditions of the interstellar medium within the star-forming regions, (2) characterize

the populations of hot massive stars and cool evolved stars, (3) constrain the initial

mass function of the stars, and (4) determine the age, timescale and intensity of the

starburst in individual regions. For the purpose of population synthesis, a new library

of moderate-resolution spectra of red giant and supergiant stars is obtained with 3D.

In addition, the evolutionary synthesis models are optimized for applications of new

diagnostic tools provided by the 3D and SWS observations.
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The data and models reveal complex starburst activity in M82, with individual

starburst sites on scales as small as 25 pc. The typical timescale of a few million

years for individual bursts and the initial mass function are similar to those of high-

mass star-forming regions in the Milky Way and in the Magellanic Clouds. Globally,

starburst activity in M82 occurred during two successive episodes each lasting a few

million years, about 10 and 5 million years ago. The short timescales on all spatial

scales indicate strong negative feedback e�ects of starburst activity. The �rst starburst

episode took place throughout the entire central regions of M82 and was particularly

intense in the nuclear vicinity. The second episode occurred in the extranuclear re-

gions, predominantly in a circumnuclear ring and along a stellar bar. This sequence

is interpreted as resulting from the infall of interstellar material towards the nucleus

triggered by the gravitational interaction between M82 and its neighbour M81, and

subsequently from the dynamical resonances and shocks in the interstellar medium due

to a stellar bar induced by the interaction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Infrared galaxies

One of the most important discoveries that followed the advent of infrared astronomy

in the mid-sixties was that the nuclei of many galaxies are much more luminous in

the infrared (� � 1� 300 �m) than presumed from observations at other wavelengths

(e.g. Low & Kleinmann 1968; Kleinmann & Low 1970a,b; Rieke & Low 1972; Rieke

& Lebofsky 1978, 1979). The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS ), launched in

1983, played a crucial role in this discovery with the detection of tens of thousands of

galaxies, the vast majority of which were too faint optically to have been previously

catalogued (e.g. Sanders & Mirabel 1996). IRAS observations led to the identi�cation

of the exceptional class of \luminous infrared galaxies", with L

8�1000�m

> 10

11

L

�

(Soifer et al. 1987). In these galaxies, the power emitted between 5�m and 300�m

often exceeds that observed in all other spectral ranges combined and represents, in

the most extreme cases, almost all the energy radiated. The \ultraluminous galaxies",

characterized by L

8�1000�m

> 10

12

L

�

, are even more remarkable (Sanders et al. 1988).

A famous example is the merging system Arp 220, the closest ultraluminous galaxy

(76 Mpc), which emits 99% of its � 10

12

L

�

luminosity in the infrared (Neugebauer et

al. 1984; Soifer et al. 1984). Although observed in a variety of objects, extreme infrared

luminosities seem to be frequently associated with interacting and colliding galaxies.

More speci�cally, the fraction of strongly interacting and merger systems increases from

about 10% at L

8�1000�m

= 10

10:5

� 10

11

L

�

, to nearly 100% at L

8�1000�m

> 10

12

L

�

(Sanders & Mirabel 1996, and references therein).
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The large infrared luminosity of these galaxies is generally attributed to thermal

radiation from dust heated by an energetic source in the nuclear regions. Three hy-

potheses have been proposed concerning the nature of this source. First, by analogy

with star-forming regions and complexes of molecular clouds in our Galaxy, the ul-

traviolet ux from an exceptionally large population of young, massive stars was very

early suspected to heat the interstellar material at the center of infrared galaxies (e.g.

Harwit & Pacini 1975; Rieke & Lebofsky 1978; Telesco & Harper 1980). This scenario

has been widely invoked since and is fully justi�ed in the well-studied examples of M82

and NGC253 (e.g. Rieke et al. 1980, 1993; Engelbracht et al. 1998).

Alternatively, active galactic nuclei (\AGN"), where the tremendous energy release

likely has a non-stellar origin | presumably from an accretion disk surrounding a

black hole | can also provide the energy for the dust heating. In this case, the

infrared excess results from the superposition of the thermal spectrum of the dust and

the non-thermal spectrum of the AGN itself, in proportions determined by the physical

conditions within the host galaxy (e.g. Stein & Weedman 1976; Rieke 1978; Carral,

Turner & Ho 1990; Condon et al. 1991).

Finally, a third energetic process has been proposed that could explain simultane-

ously the large fraction of interacting and merging systems among luminous infrared

galaxies. High velocity shocks between molecular clouds (v

shock

� 500 km s

�1

) in collid-

ing galaxies will produce copious ultraviolet radiation absorbed by the dusty medium

and subsequently reemitted at infrared wavelengths (Harwit et al. 1987).

The attribution of the infrared luminosity to one or the other mechanism is in many

cases controversial. The main di�culty arises from their possible coexistence which,

combined with the distance to the object, hampers the determination of their relative

spatial distributions and of their respective contributions to the global luminosity. The

long-standing debates in the cases of the merging system NGC6240, of the Seyfert

galaxy NGC1068, or of the ultraluminous infrared galaxies illustrate very well such

ambiguities (e.g. van der Werf et al. 1993; Cameron et al. 1993; Sanders et al. 1988).

Very recently, progress in ground-based instrumentation and observational techniques,

as well as the �rst results emerging from the recent Infrared Space Observatory (ISO )

mission have raised new hopes for disentangling the energy sources of infrared galaxies.

Unprecedented high angular resolution observations (e.g. Thatte et al. 1997; Smith

et al. 1998) and the application of new mid-infrared spectroscopic diagnostic tools

(e.g. Genzel et al. 1998) have been particularly useful in determining the main energy

mechanisms in infrared luminous galaxies.
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1.1.2 The starburst phenomenon

The exceptional amount of energy required for the production of the infrared luminosity

observed in the nuclear regions of many galaxies implies high star formation rates. If

such rates are maintained, the present gas reservoir in these galaxies will be exhausted

in much less than a Hubble time (typically� 10

8

years; e.g. Thronson & Telesco 1986).

Consequently, such events must be occurring over relatively short periods of time, and

are referred to by the evocative name of \starburst".

Regardless of whether an AGN or radiative shocks coexist with the intense star

formation activity, the study of starburst galaxies is of immense interest. A fundamen-

tal motivation is the investigation of the star formation process itself which remains,

despite extensive studies, not fully understood yet. The wide range of physical condi-

tions and star formation rates in starburst galaxies make them unique laboratories to

investigate star formation in a variety of environments. The study of starburst galax-

ies is also a key element in the understanding of the evolution of galaxies and of the

intergalactic medium. Enhanced star formation profoundly a�ects the dynamics, the

contents and the chemical composition of galaxies in two ways: the interstellar gas is

consumed and transformed, and young stars and their progeny pump energy back in

the interstellar medium (ISM), thereby generating turbulence, more star formation or

its inhibition, even expulsion of matter out of the galaxy. Another motivation, which

is of cosmological interest, is the important role of nearby starbursts as templates for

the characterization of the star formation history and galaxy evolution in the early

Universe.

Various causes have been proposed for the origin of starbursts. Interactions and col-

lisions between galaxies favour enhanced star formation activity, as �rst demonstrated

by the models of Larson & Tinsley (1978). In their classical paper, these authors found

that the abnormal colours of morphologically peculiar galaxies could be understood as

the result of short bursts of star formation induced by galaxy-galaxy interactions. Nu-

merical simulations of galaxy encounters provide support for this interpretation by

showing that the interstellar matter, more dissipative than the stellar component, ex-

periences strong large-scale torques and loses its angular momentum rapidly. As a

consequence, it falls towards the center of the gravitational potential where it accu-

mulates, eventually resulting in powerful star formation activity (e.g. Sundelius et

al. 1987; Noguchi 1988; Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Mihos & Hernquist 1996). Obser-

vations indicate a high incidence of starburst activity among mergers and interacting

systems, as well as massive pools of molecular gas providing the fuel for intense star

formation events in their central regions (e.g. Condon et al. 1982; Solomon & Sage

1988; Joseph 1990).
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Bars in galactic disks can also trigger starbursts. Both numerical simulations and

observations reveal that such non-axisymmetric features induce large-scale ows that

drive the gas towards the central regions of the galaxy (e.g. Combes & G�erin 1985;

Noguchi 1988; Ball 1986; Ondrechen & van der Hulst 1989; J�ors�ater & van Moorsel

1995). Various observational studies indicate that barred galaxies are more likely to ex-

perience enhanced star formation activity (e.g. Hawarden et al. 1986; Telesco, Dressel

& Wolstencroft 1993; Martinet & Friedli 1997). Telesco & Decher (1988) and Telesco

et al. (1991) described in more detail how the starbursts in NGC1068 and M82 could

have resulted from the presence of a bar. Bars may themselves be induced by the

proximity of a companion galaxy (e.g. Noguchi 1987; Barnes & Hernquist 1991).

Several scenarios relating starbursts to the AGN phenomenon have also been pro-

posed. Amongst others, an AGN could be created from the remnant of a starburst

(Weedman 1983). Conversely, star formation could be triggered by the shocks and

compression of the interstellar matter induced by the gas ow originating from the

active nucleus (Scoville & Norman 1988; Norman & Scoville 1988). Alternatively, co-

existing starbursts and AGNs may be indirectly related through a bar responsible for

the fueling of both (e.g. Telesco & Decher 1988; Heller & Shlosman 1996; Colina et

al. 1997).

To discriminate between the di�erent possibilities responsible for starburst activity

in galaxies, detailed spatial and kinematical studies as well as more elaborated theo-

retical models are necessary. Although general scenarios may be viable, the diversity

of environments in which starbursts occur and the possible relationships between the

proposed triggering mechanisms suggest that this triggering depends most probably on

the history and physical conditions particular to the host galaxy.
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1.2 General properties of starburst galaxies

It is obvious, therefore, that starbursts are found in a variety of objects, including the

spectacular infrared-luminous mergers, interacting systems, Seyfert galaxies, barred,

spiral and irregular galaxies, and blue compact dwarf galaxies. Enhanced star forma-

tion may account for as much as 60%� 80% of the far-infrared luminosity in the local

Universe (Soifer et al. 1987). Four starburst galaxies, including M82 and NGC253,

are responsible for as much as 25% of the high-mass star formation within 10 Mpc of

the Milky Way (Heckman 1998). The physical sizes of starburst regions range from

� 0:1�1 kpc in nuclear starbursts (as in M82) or extranuclear starbursts (for example,

the giant H II region NGC604 in M33), to several kiloparsecs in global bursts that

can cover the entire face of a system (as in the colliding pair NGC4038/4039 or in the

Magellanic irregular NGC4449). Global star formation rates vary from a few M

�

yr

�1

for the modest starbursts to several thousands of M

�

yr

�1

for the most powerful ones

(e.g. Telesco 1988). For comparison, about 3 M

�

yr

�1

of gas are presently converted

into stars throughout the entire Milky Way. The key element which makes even the

modest starbursts so outstanding is the much larger star formation rate per unit volume

compared to more quiescent systems such as our Galaxy.

In addition to a large infrared luminosity, starburst activity exhibits many obser-

vational signatures at all wavelengths. Some of the most salient features are:

� strong hydrogen and helium recombination lines from the visible to the millimet-

ric ranges, due to an important population of young massive stars (see the review

by Telesco 1988),

� a correlation between the global infrared ux and the radio non-thermal con-

tinuum ux, reecting the coexistence of young stars embedded in dust and

supernova remnants where accelerated electrons produce synchrotron radiation

(Telesco 1988; Kronberg, Biermann & Schwab 1985; Helou, Soifer & Rowan-

Robinson 1985),

� deep absorption bands from the CO molecule longwards of 2.3�m due to the

presence of an important population of red supergiants, the descendants of young

massive OB stars (Walker, Lebofsky & Rieke 1988; Doyon 1991; Goldader et

al. 1995; Ridgway, Wynn-Williams & Becklin 1994),

� very bright

12

CO J = 1 ! 0 emission, implying a massive concentration of

molecular gas (Sanders & Mirabel 1985; Young & Scoville 1991).

Starburst activity is particularly conspicuous in the near- and mid-infrared regimes

(� = 1 � 2:5 �m and � = 3 � 40 �m respectively). In addition, starburst regions
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are very often hidden at short wavelengths by large amounts of dust, but become

accessible in the near- and mid-infrared; indeed, obscuration e�ects by interstellar

dust are � 10 � 100 times less important at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths than

at optical wavelengths. The main characteristics of starburst galaxies in the range

� = 1� 40 �m are briey reviewed in the following subsections.

1.2.1 Near-infrared properties

Much of the knowledge of starburst galaxies in the near-infrared has emerged from

spectroscopic studies. The important features are described in the next paragraphs.

� Atomic hydrogen and helium lines

Hydrogen recombination lines of the Brackett and Paschen series, in particular Br

(n = 7 ! 4 at � = 2:166 �m), are amongst the strongest emission lines observed in

nearby starburst galaxies (Moorwood & Oliva 1988; Ho, Beck & Turner 1990; Kawara,

Nishida & Phillips 1989). Helium recombination lines, notably the He I 2

1

S � 2

1

P

transition at � = 2:058 �m, are also detected in these galaxies (e.g. Doyon, Puxley

& Joseph 1992; Doherty et al. 1995; Vanzi & Rieke 1997). This is not surprising

since, in the Milky Way, these lines arise mainly in photoionized regions where intense

ultraviolet ux is produced by new-born, hot stars. Their detection in extragalactic

objects thus allows the identi�cation of H II regions and the determination of their

physical properties such as the mass and luminosity of the ionizing stars, and the

interstellar extinction (e.g. Lester et al. 1990; Satyapal et al. 1995; Engelbracht et

al. 1998).

� Molecular hydrogen lines

The discovery of electric quadrupole emission from warm H

2

(T � 1000 � 2000 K)

as a common characteristic of starburst galaxies is one of the key results of near-

infrared spectroscopy (e.g. Thompson, Lebofsky & Rieke 1978; Fischer et al. 1983;

Rieke et al. 1985; Moorwood & Oliva 1988; Joseph 1989; Kawara, Nishida & Gregory

1987). The strongest line observed is typically the v = 1�0S(1) rotational-vibrational

transition at 2.122�m. In astronomical sources, the H

2

can be excited in two ways: 1)

by absorption of soft ultraviolet photons in the Lyman and Werner electronic bands

(� = 912� 1108

�

A) followed by uorescence down to the excited rotational-vibrational

levels of the ground electronic state, and subsequent radiative decay, or 2) by collisional
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excitation with UV-, X-ray- or shock-heated gas (Shull & Beckwith 1982; Black & van

Dishoeck 1987).

In our Galaxy thermal emission from H

2

is observed in various sources including out-

ows associated with protostars, Herbig-Haro objects, photodissociation regions, plan-

etary nebulae and supernova remnants (e.g. Gautier et al. 1976; Tre�ers et al. 1976;

Elias 1980; Graham, Wright & Longmore 1987; Tanaka et al. 1989). Ultraviolet uo-

rescence, rarer, is also seen in photodissociation regions, and in reection nebulae (e.g.

Hayashi et al. 1985; Sellgren 1986; Gatley et al. 1987; Tanaka et al. 1989).

Near-infrared H

2

emission has now been detected in more than 50 extragalactic

objects of various types such as interacting and merging systems (e.g. Fischer et

al. 1983; Joseph, Wright & Wade 1984), Seyfert galaxies (e.g. Thompson, Lebofsky

& Rieke 1978; Kawara, Nishida & Gregory 1987), and bright spiral galaxies (Puxley,

Hawarden & Mountain 1988). However, the excitation mechanism remains unclear in

most cases. The interpretation of the H

2

emission spectrum is di�cult because the line

ratios are sensitive to the local physical conditions such as the gas density (Sternberg

& Dalgarno 1989) or the shock type and velocity (Hollenbach & McKee 1989). In

addition, di�erent sources may excite the H

2

, and the emission process (thermal or

non-thermal) may not be unique (e.g. Doyon, Wright & Joseph 1994; Mouri 1994).

� [Fe II] lines

The detection of [Fe II] multiplets in starburst galaxies is another key result of near-

infrared spectroscopy (Rieke et al. 1980; Joseph et al. 1987; Moorwood & Oliva 1988;

Kawara, Nishida & Taniguchi 1988). The strongest lines observed correspond to the

magnetic dipole transition a

6

D

9=2

� a

4

D

7=2

at 1.257�m and the electric quadrupole

transition a

4

F

9=2

� a

4

D

7=2

at 1.644�m. The [Fe II] lines originate from energy levels

excited by the absorption of photons from very hot sources or from interstellar radiative

shocks.

The most intense [Fe II] sources in the MilkyWay are found in supernova remnants.

Supernova shock fronts at 30�60 km s

�1

destroy the dust grains, which contain a large

fraction of the iron in the ISM, and singly-ionize the liberated iron atoms (Graham,

Wright & Longmore 1987; Graham et al. 1986; Oliva, Moorwood & Danziger 1989).

In photoionization regions such as the Orion nebula, the energetic ux from young,

massive stars leads to higher ionization states, thereby inhibiting multiplet [Fe II]

emission (e.g. Graham, Wright & Longmore 1987). In the Orion nebula, for example,

a ux ratio [Fe II]/Br of 0.06 is inferred (Lowe, Moorhead & Wehlau 1979) whereas

it is as high as 20 to 70 in supernova remnants (e.g. Shull & Draine 1987).
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In starburst galaxies, where the global [Fe II]/Br ratio is close to unity, near-

infrared [Fe II] emission is generally attributed to supernova remnants (e.g. Moorwood

& Oliva 1988; Mouri, Kawara & Taniguchi 1993), for which a high production rate

is predicted by theoretical models (e.g. Rieke et al. 1980), while the hydrogen lines

originate in H II regions. Alternatively, [Fe II] emission could originate in large-scale

shocks due to a starburst wind, itself generated by high rates of supernova explosions

(Kawara, Nishida & Taniguchi 1988; Mouri et al. 1990).

� Stellar absorption features

The near-infrared continuum spectra of starburst galaxies are generally dominated by

photospheric emission from red giants and supergiants, and exhibit a wealth of absorp-

tion features produced by various atoms and molecules in the atmospheres of these

stars. The strongest features are the �rst overtone CO bandheads between 2.3�m and

2.7�m (e.g. Walker, Lebofsky & Rieke 1988; Goldader et al. 1995; Oliva et al. 1995).

These bandheads are stronger in cooler and more luminous stars (e.g. Kleinmann &

Hall 1986). The �rst overtone CO features in starburst galaxies are often deeper than

in elliptical galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies. This is a natural consequence of the

intense star formation activity, since the large number of young, massive stars formed

evolve into an important population of red supergiants after 10 � 20 million years.

1.2.2 Mid-infrared properties

The mid-infrared regime has remained until recently relatively unexplored. Despite

important progress in instrumentation development in the past decade, the very low

transmission of the Earth's atmosphere over most of the � = 3 � 40 �m range as

well as the thermal emission from the telescope and instruments still make ground-

based observations extremely di�cult. Most observations at these wavelengths have

been carried out from air-borne and balloon-borne observatories such as the Kuiper

Airborne Observatory, or from satellites such as IRAS.

The ISO satellite, launched in November 1995, has provided a unique access to

the infrared regime (Kessler et al. 1996). Compared to IRAS with its four broad

bandpass �lters at 12�m, 25�m, 60�m and 100�m, the four instruments on board ISO

have o�ered a wider wavelength coverage (2.5 times wider), better spatial resolution

(down to a few seconds of arc in the mid-infrared, a factor of 60 improvement), greater

sensitivity (by a factor of 10 at long wavelengths and 1000 at short wavelengths), more

sophisticated instrumentation especially for spectroscopy, and a longer lifetime. ISO
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has contributed signi�cantly to increase the knowledge in many areas of astronomy.

Several of the contributions to the knowledge of starburst galaxies are described here.

� Atomic hydrogen lines

The brightest hydrogen recombination line from the Brackett series, namely Br� (n =

5 ! 4) at 4.051�m, has long been observed in starburst galaxies (e.g. Willner et

al. 1977; Kawara, Nishida & Phillips 1989; Ho, Beck & Turner 1990). Additional lines,

including Br� and several transitions from the Pfund (n! 5) and Humphreys (n! 6)

series, have now become available through ISO observations.

� Molecular hydrogen lines

Pure rotational transitions of H

2

in the mid-infrared can be shock- or photo-excited

in a similar way as the near-infrared rotational-vibrational lines, but at lower tem-

peratures down to � 100 K. These quadrupole emission lines have been previously

observed in the Orion Bar and Orion Molecular Cloud (e.g. Beck, Lacy & Geballe

1979; Knacke & Young 1980, 1981; Beckwith et al. 1983; Brand et al. 1988; Parmar,

Lacy & Achtermann 1991, 1994). The �rst detections in various extragalactic sources

including starburst galaxies have been obtained with ISO (e.g. Rigopoulou et al. 1996;

Moorwood et al. 1996; Valentijn et al. 1996). The strongest lines are typically the

v = 0 � 0 S(5), S(2) and S(1) transitions at 6.91�m, 12.28�m and 17.03�m.

� Fine-structure atomic lines

Fine-structure emission lines of most abundant atoms (such as Ne, Ar, S and Si) in

di�erent low-ionization stages and originating in star-forming regions are commonly

observed in starburst galaxies (e.g. Gillett et al. 1975; Willner et al. 1977; Rigopoulou

et al. 1996; Sturm et al. 1996; Kunze et al. 1996). The most prominent ones are

typically the [Ne II] line at 12.8�m, the [S III] line at 33.5�m and the [Ar II] line at

6.99�m. ISO has provided access to numerous additional �ne-structure lines, many of

which constitute useful diagnostics for electron densities and chemical abundances in

H II regions as well as for the temperature of the ionizing stars (e.g. Rubin 1985).
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� Dust continuum

Thermal emission in the mid-infrared from dust grains heated by newly-born stars pro-

duces the characteristic featureless continuum steeply rising towards long wavelengths

in starburst galaxies. More speci�cally, very small grains (VSGs) mixed with the pho-

toionized gas are heated by resonantly scattered Ly� photons and, possibly, Lyman

continuum photons (� < 912

�

A) to a few hundred Kelvin and are responsible for the

thermal continuum at �

<

�

30 �m. The rising continuum at �

>

�

30 �m is due to

the increasing contribution from cooler, larger dust grains mixed with the neutral gas

further away from the heating sources (e.g. Telesco 1988 and references therein).

� Dust emission and absorption features

Several narrow emission bands are superposed on the thermal continuum of starbursts

at 3.3�m, 6.2�m, 7.7�m, 8.6�m, 11.3�m and 12.7�m (the latter discovered with

ISO). They are generally attributed to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules

(PAHs) or other carbon-hydrogen rich compounds, transiently heated by the absorp-

tion of single ultraviolet photons (e.g. L�eger & Puget 1984; Allamandola, Tielens &

Barker 1985). Alternatively, the carriers of these bands may be closely associated, or

identi�ed with, the VSGs (e.g. Puget, L�eger & Boulanger 1985). Because of their un-

certain origin, these features are also referred to as unidenti�ed infrared bands (UIBs).

The PAH features are observed in interstellar Galactic and extragalactic regions

exposed to far-ultraviolet radiation such as star-forming complexes, planetary and re-

ection nebulae, starburst and infrared-luminous galaxies (Cohen et al. 1986; Cohen

et al. 1989; L�eger & Puget 1984; Normand et al. 1995; Moorwood 1986; D�esert &

Dennefeld 1988). Despite their stability, PAHs may be destroyed if the ultraviolet ra-

diation �eld is too strong (e.g. Roche & Aitken 1985; Boulanger et al. 1988; Helou

1986). Their detection throughout the entire Galactic plane (Giard et al. 1989), and

in all types of galaxies, including normal ellipticals (Vigroux 1997), has revealed the

ubiquity of the interstellar component associated with the PAHs and suggests that,

contrary to theoretical predictions, they may also be excited by visible photons alone.

A broad absorption feature centered at 9.7�m spans the � = 8 � 14 �m spectrum

of starburst galaxies and other types of extragalactic objects (e.g. Gillett et al. 1975;

Jones & Rodriguez-Espinosa 1984; Rieke & Low 1975b; Frogel, Elias & Phillips 1982;

Lebosky & Rieke 1979). This feature is attributed to absorption by cool silicate grains.

It has been used, in the early days of infrared astronomy, to support the idea that dust

does emit infrared radiation in galaxies (Gillett et al. 1975; Rieke & Low 1975a), and

to estimate the amount of dust extinction (e.g. Gillett et al. 1975; Rieke 1974).
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1.3 The archetypal starburst galaxy M82

Despite the fact that starburst galaxies have attracted considerable attention in the

past two decades, relatively little quantitative information about the processes involved

or about the physics of the bursts themselves is available. The main limiting factors

have been: 1) the large amounts of obscuring dust towards the star-forming regions

hampering detailed investigations at optical and ultraviolet wavelengths, and 2) the

lack of information on scales small enough to resolve individual star-forming regions

and complexes, in particular in the infrared due to instrumental limitations. So far,

only nearby or relatively bright objects have been the subject of detailed investigations;

for instance, NGC253 (Engelbracht et al. 1998), NGC6240 (van der Werf et al. 1993),

NGC1068 (Blietz et al. 1994), NGC6946 (Engelbracht et al. 1996), II Zw40 (Vanzi

et al. 1996), and IC 342 (B�oker, F�orster Schreiber & Genzel 1997). By virtue of its

proximity and brightness, the famous galaxy M82 is one of the best-studied starburst

system.

1.3.1 General characteristics of M82

M82 (NGC3034, Arp 337), classi�ed as an irregular galaxy at visible wavelengths, is

located 3.3 Mpc away (Freedman & Madore 1988) in the M81 � M82 � NGC3077

group (�gure 1.1). It is viewed nearly edge-on, with an inclination angle of about 80

�

.

The global kinematics and mass distribution in M82 are very peculiar. The rotation

curve in the inner 500 pc mimics that for central bulges of spiral galaxies and reveals a

comparably high concentration of mass, but declines in the outer parts indicating that

extended disk mass is missing (e.g. Sofue 1998). Both these characteristics are very

di�erent from those of dwarf galaxies with similar total masses (e.g. Persic et al. 1996).

About 30%� 40% of the dynamical mass is contained in molecular gas, a fraction un-

usually high for normal late-type spiral galaxies and more typical for irregular galaxies

(e.g. Young & Scoville 1984). These peculiarities together with various other kinemat-

ical and morphological properties have been ascribed to tidal disruption or truncation

of the disk of M82 by its massive companion M81 at a projected distance of 36 kpc

(e.g. Gottesman & Weliachew 1977; Solinger, Morrison & Markert 1977; Yun, Ho &

Lo 1993; Sofue 1998) or, alternatively, to accretion of gas either formerly stripped from

M82 or associated with the M81 group (e.g. O'Connell & Mangano 1978; Young &

Scoville 1984).

Because of its disturbed optical morphology as well as its high luminosity at all

wavelengths, especially in the infrared with L

5�300�m

= 3 � 10

10

L

�

representing 84%
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Fig. 1.1.| Integrated H I map of the M81�M82�NGC3077 group, obtained by Yun, Ho

& Lo (1994). The tidal bridges of material demonstrate the gravitational interaction between

the three galaxies.

of its total luminosity (Telesco 1988; see also �gure 1.2), M82 was �rst suspected to be

an exploding galaxy or to host an active nucleus (Lynds & Sandage 1963; Burbidge,

Burbidge & Rubin 1964; Schmidt, Angel & Cromwell 1976). Solinger, Morrison &

Markert (1977) �rst proposed the starburst scenario to explain its apparent activity.

This hypothesis was supported by the optical spectroscopy of O'Connell & Mangano

(1978) and the infrared photometry of Telesco & Harper (1980), and led to the �rst

detailed \starburst models" of Rieke et al. (1980). The discovery of a series of time-

variable, compact young radio supernova remnants along the galactic plane of M82

con�rmed one of the main predictions of the young starburst theory (Kronberg, Bier-

mann & Schwab 1985; Muxlow et al. 1994).

In the past decade, a number of studies have been devoted to M82 aiming specif-

ically at a better of understanding of its starburst activity (e.g. Lester et al. 1990;

McLeod et al. 1993; Rieke et al. 1993; Yun, Ho & Lo 1993; Larkin et al. 1994; Satyapal

et al. 1995, 1997). M82 presents particular advantages that motivated this consider-
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Fig. 1.2.| X-ray to radio continuum energy distribution of M 82. The infrared peak corre-

sponds to dust temperatures of 40� 50 K. The radio spectrum is dominated by non-thermal

synchroton emission from electrons accelerated in supernova remnants. The data are from

Fabbiano, Kim & Trinchieri (1992), Rifatto, Longo & Capaccioli (1995), Johnson (1966),

Aaronson (1977), Rieke & Low (1972), Dietz et al. (1989), IRAS Point Source Catalogue,

Telesco & Harper (1980), Ja�e, Becklin & Hildebrand (1984), Smith et al. (1990), Hughes,

Gear & Robson (1990), Elias et al. (1978), Thronson et al. (1989), Carlstrom & Kronberg

(1991), Seaquist, Bell & Bignell (1985) and Klein, Wielebinski & Morsi (1988).

able interest and its promotion as archetype of the class of starburst galaxies. First,

its proximity allows detailed studies on scales typical of H II regions, molecular clouds

or complexes of such systems; at the distance of M82, 1

00

� 15 pc. In addition, the

intense activity it exhibits seems representative of starbursts occurring in other galax-

ies (Rieke & Lebofsky 1979). Finally, the luminosity associated with the starburst

appears to dominate that of the host galaxy (Rieke et al. 1980; 1993). The contribu-

tion of the host galaxy to the global luminosity can thus be neglected and M82 can

be approached almost as a pure starburst. The qualitative picture of M82 that has

progressively emerged from the wealth of observations is summarized below, and is

illustrated in �gures 1.3 and 1.4.
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1.3.2 The global picture of starburst activity in M82

Most of the infrared luminosity of M82 originates from the inner 500 pc and is at-

tributed to thermal radiation of dust heated by an exceptionally large population of

massive young stars (see Telesco 1988 and references therein). Near-infrared imaging

has shown the evolved stellar population to be distributed in a narrow disk (e.g. Rieke

et al. 1980; Dietz et al. 1986; McLeod et al. 1993). The peak of the K-band (2.2�m)

continuum emission at �

1950

: 09

h

51

m

43:

s

53, �

1950

: +69

�

55

0

00:

00

7 (Dietz et al. 1986) co-

incides with the kinematic center (e.g. Weliachew, Fomalont & Greisen 1984; Beck

et al. 1978; Achtermann & Lacy 1995) and is therefore associated with the nucleus of

M82. The 2.2�m light distribution provides the strongest evidence for a � 1 kpc long

stellar bar (Telesco et al. 1991; Larkin et al. 1994), also hinted at by the morphology

and kinematics of the millimetric CO and [Ne II] 12.8�m emission (e.g. Lo et al. 1987;

Achtermann & Lacy 1995). Observations of the molecular and neutral gas, including

CO, HCN, CS, OH and H I, reveal the existence of a rotating molecular ring or tightly

wound spiral arms and of an inner spiral arm at radii of approximately 400 pc and

125 pc respectively (Weliachew, Fomalont & Greisen 1984; Nakai et al. 1987; Lo et

al. 1987; Carlstrom 1988; Loiseau et al. 1990; Shen & Lo 1995).

Tracers of H II regions, such as the near-infrared hydrogen recombination lines,

the 12.8�m [Ne II] line, the mid- and far-infrared continuum emission, and the non-

thermal radio emission indicate that the active star formation is taking place in the

region enclosed by the molecular ring (Joy, Lester & Harvey 1987; Lester et al. 1990;

Carlstrom & Kronberg 1991; Telesco et al. 1991; Waller, Gurwell & Tamura 1992;

Telesco & Gezari 1992; Larkin et al. 1994; Satyapal et al. 1995; Achtermann & Lacy

1995). The most intense star-forming sites may themselves be concentrated in a smaller

rotating ring of diameter� 200 pc and outside this ring, along ridges roughly coinciding

with dust accumulations on the leading side of the stellar bar (Telesco et al. 1991;

Waller, Gurwell & Tamura 1992; Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995).

A large-scale bipolar outow, presumably a superwind resulting from the abnor-

mally high rate of supernova explosions, has been inferred from observations of the

di�use soft X-ray emission (Watson, Stanger & Gri�ths 1984; Schaaf et al. 1989;

Bregman, Schulman & Tomisaka 1995), of the extended radio synchrotron emission

(Seaquist & Odegard 1991), and of the emission lines from ionized gas in the ultravio-

let and visible (e.g. Lynds & Sandage 1963; McCarthy, Heckman & van Breugel 1987;

Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn 1998). Part of the ultraviolet and optical light detected

at high latitudes may also be reection and scattering of radiation escaping along the

minor axis of the galaxy (e.g. McCarthy, Heckman & van Breugel 1987; Shopbell &

Bland-Hawthorn 1998). On smaller scales, the kinematics of the ionized and molecular
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Fig. 1.3.| Optical and infrared images of M82. The composite image, made up with

broad-band B (4400

�

A), V (5500

�

A), R (7000

�

A) and H� line emission (6563

�

A) maps (Kohle

& Credner 1995, top left), illustrates the irregular morphology of M82 at optical wavelengths

characterized by prominent knots and complexes superposed on an extended region of more

di�use emission, and strong dust lanes. High spatial resolution imaging in the V -band with

the Hubble Space Telescope (O'Connell et al. 1995, top right) has resolved the emission

knots in over 100 luminous super star clusters typically 3.5 pc in size. The dramatic e�ects

of high and patchy extinction are obvious from the comparison of optical images with the K-

band map (F�orster 1995, bottom left). The 2.2�m light distribution, dominated by the cool

evolved stars, reveals a conspicuous \inner" disk around the nucleus (marked by a cross in

all images), a kiloparsec long bar, several compact clusters along the plane of the galaxy and

a smooth envelope at larger radii. The thermal dust emission at 12.4�m (Telesco & Gezari

1992, bottom right) exhibits the global double-lobe morphology typical of the molecular and

ionized gas distributions as well as of the millimetric thermal free-free emission, which breaks

up into sub-structures on scales as small as a few tens of parsecs.
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gas near the center of M82 show non-circular and possibly out-of-the-plane motions

(O'Connell & Mangano 1978; Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Shen & Lo 1995).

The triggering of the burst of star formation in M82 is generally attributed to tidal

interaction with M81 � 10

8

years ago or, alternatively, to the stellar bar which may

itself have been induced by the interaction (Gottesman & Weliachew 1977; Williams,

Caldwell & Schommer 1984; Lo et al. 1987; Waller, Gurwell & Tamura 1992; Yun, Ho

& Lo 1993, 1994; Telesco et al. 1991; Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995).

Several authors have applied evolutionary synthesis models to derive the star forma-

tion parameters in M82, such as the age and duration of the starburst, and the initial

mass function (IMF) of the stars. These models were optimized to best reproduce the

global properties of M82 | including the infrared and radio luminosities, the K-band

and ultraviolet uxes, the dynamical mass, the depth of the near-infrared CO stellar

features | with a single burst or two successive burst events (Rieke et al. 1980, 1993;

Bernl�ohr 1992; Doane & Mathews 1993). Although based on di�erent sets of stellar

evolutionary tracks and modeling techniques, the best �ts from various authors were

achieved with similar starburst parameters. The most remarkable outcome from all

these models is that an IMF de�cient in low-mass stars is required in order to satisfy

simultaneously the constraints on the dynamical mass and K-band luminosity. This

important conclusion, however, has been recently challenged by Satyapal et al. (1997),

who also presented the �rst models for selected, individual regions.

1.3.3 Unsolved issues

A global approach is not su�cient for a detailed investigation of the nature and evo-

lution of starburst activity. Such information is crucial for the understanding of the

triggering and propagation mechanisms. The key to further insight resides in a spatially

and spectrally detailed description providing the location of and the physical conditions

within individual regions involved in the starburst. Indeed, recent observations of M82

have revealed small-scale structure (

<

�

25 pc) in the ionized and molecular gas (e.g.

Larkin et al. 1994; Shen & Lo 1995; Achtermann & Lacy 1995). Compact stellar

clusters have been observed at optical and near-infrared wavelengths (e.g. O'Connell

et al. 1995; Satyapal et al. 1997). These results suggest that the central starburst

region is comprised of many smaller individual starburst sites. The two successive

starburst events in the models of Rieke et al. (1993) and the age dispersion inferred

for the young stellar clusters in M82 (Satyapal et al. 1997; O'Connell et al. 1995 and

references therein) indicate a time sequence in the triggering of the individual bursts.
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Despite recent progress revealing more clearly the spatial and chronological evolution

of starburst activity in M82, crucial issues remain pending and are described below.

� The composition of the evolved stellar population

This issue has been addressed by many authors in the past because of its direct impli-

cation on the age and duration of the starburst but no consensus has been reached yet.

From observations within various apertures, several authors infer the presence of an

important population of young supergiants (e.g. Rieke et al. 1980; McLeod et al. 1993;

Lester et al. 1990) whereas others favour an older population of (metal-rich) giants

(e.g. Ga�ney, Lester & Telesco 1993; Lan�con, Rocca-Volmerange & Thuan 1996). The

stellar population in the central regions of M82 needs to be further investigated and

the possibility of spatial variations has to be considered.

� The star formation parameters

The shape and cuto�s of the IMF as well as the starburst age and timescale are essential

for the understanding of the starburst phenomenon. However, most of these parameters

are still poorly constrained in M82.

� The evolution of starburst activity

The spatial and chronological evolution of starburst activity is still unclear. The sce-

narios proposed in the past are based on qualitative evidence, on spatially limited

information, or on data biased towards a particular stellar population. An \inside-

out" propagation of the starburst, from the nucleus towards the outer regions, has

been frequently suggested (e.g. Rieke et al. 1980; McLeod et al. 1993; Lan�con, Rocca-

Volmerange & Thuan 1996). The arguments rely primarily on the spatial distribution

of various tracers showing a more centrally concentrated evolved stellar component sur-

rounded by a \ring" of active star-forming sites. Satyapal et al. (1997) presented the

�rst quantitative analysis supporting the inside-out scenario from the age of a dozen

individual stellar clusters. Other authors have argued in favour of di�erent, even op-

posite scenarios based on the physical state of the molecular gas and on the spatially

extended distribution of the radio supernova remnants (e.g. Shen & Lo 1995). The

evolution of starburst activity in M82 needs to be quantitatively constrained from

spatially detailed observations tracing all of the relevant stellar populations.
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1.4 The present work

1.4.1 Motivation

It is obvious from the previous sections that starburst galaxies constitute an important

class of extragalactic objects, and that their study has far-reaching consequences for the

understanding of star formation, of galaxy evolution at all epochs in the Universe, and

of the evolution of the intergalactic medium. However, crucial questions concerning

the star formation parameters, and the origin and evolution of starburst activity are

still open. Detailed, quantitative investigations have been hindered in the past by dust

obscuration often preventing studies at optical and ultraviolet wavelengths, and by the

lack of spatially resolved data.

Infrared observations are ideal to study starburst galaxies. Starburst activity is

conspicuous in this wavelength regime where, moreover, the e�ects of dust obscuration

are much less important than at optical and ultraviolet wavelengths. Recent progress

in infrared instrumentation and the results from the ISO mission o�er unprecedented

opportunities to address the above questions. The recent technique of integral �eld

spectroscopy provides simultaneously spatial and spectral information. The

instruments on board ISO provide a unique access to the infrared regime, and es-

pecially to the complete mid-infrared spectral region, di�cult to obtain from

ground-based telescopes.

This dissertation was therefore motivated by the tremendous potential of such ob-

servations for the understanding of the starburst phenomenon. M82 was chosen as

the object of study; its proximity | allowing detailed spatial investigations | and

the amount of existing data at all wavelengths | providing important complementary

information | make this galaxy an ideal target. Near-infrared imaging spectroscopy

from the 3D instrument and mid-infrared spectroscopy from the Short Wavelength

Spectrometer on board ISO are combined with existing data at other wavelengths,

and analyzed with stellar population and evolutionary synthesis models to address the

following speci�c issues:

� the composition and the spatial variations of both the young, massive stellar

population and the cool, evolved stellar population,

� the physical conditions of the ISM within the star-forming regions,

� the IMF of the stars associated with the starburst, and

� the age and timescale of starburst activity in individual regions.
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This work ultimately aims at a �rst, fully quantitative description of starburst

activity in M82 by characterizing:

� the star formation process,

� the detailed spatial and chronological evolution of starburst activity.

The results can then be compared with the properties of star formation in high-mass

star-forming regions in the MilkyWay and Magellanic Clouds for example. In addition,

they provide important constraints on the triggering mechanism of starburst activity

in M82, and on its e�ects on the environment.

A large part of this thesis work has also been devoted to obtaining a near-infrared

library of stellar spectra suitable for population and evolutionary synthesis of stellar

populations, and to optimizing an existing evolutionary synthesis code for applications

to near- and mid-infrared data. The important lack of near-infrared stellar spectra

available at moderate resolution as well as the emergence of new diagnostic tools for

the stellar population in both the near- and mid-infrared ranges motivated these com-

plementary projects.

1.4.2 Thesis overview

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the observations, data reduction

and results of the new stellar library, which is then analyzed together with similar

existing stellar atlases. Chapter 3 describes the evolutionary synthesis model used, and

the improvements and extensions brought to it, for the interpretation of the M82 data.

Chapter 4 presents the observations, data reduction and results for M82. Chapter 5

describes the nebular analysis to derive the physical conditions of the ISM and the

composition of the hot, massive stellar population in M82. Chapter 6 describes the

population synthesis to determine the composition of the evolved stellar population in

M82. Chapter 7 presents the quantitative starburst modeling and discusses the nature

and evolution of starburst activity in M82. Chapter 8 summarizes the main results

and conclusions.
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Chapter 2

The 3D stellar library

2.1 Introduction

The identi�cation of the spectral types and luminosity classes of stars is important

in many branches of astronomy, including stellar evolution, dynamics, and population

analysis. In particular, the determination of the stellar contents of clusters and galax-

ies provides important constraints on the star formation history and parameters. This

can be achieved, for instance, by population synthesis which consists of isolating, from

a complete library of observed or theoretical stellar energy distributions, those con-

stituents that contribute to the energy output of the source of interest. Such stellar

libraries are also essential for modeling the integrated properties of evolving stellar

populations (see chapter 3).

Extensive stellar libraries now exist in the ultraviolet and optical regimes, and have

been applied in numerous studies of Galactic and extragalactic sources (e.g. Worthey

1994; Leitherer et al. 1996). These are, however, of limited usefulness for obscured

systems such as starburst and infrared-luminous galaxies. The near-infrared regime

o�ers an alternative opportunity to probe the stellar populations of regions obscured

at shorter wavelengths. In addition, cool (� 3000�6000 K) stellar populations are best

studied at near-infrared wavelengths because their spectral energy distributions peak

near 1�m. An important application of population synthesis in the near-infrared is to

distinguish between populations of red giants and supergiants. Since red supergiants

have high-mass progenitors with short main-sequence lifetimes, their presence implies

recent (� 10 � 20 Myr) star formation. The presence of less massive red giants imply

much earlier star formation (

>

�

10

8

yr). An overview of stellar evolution and a summary

of various stellar properties are given in appendix A.
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Early near-infrared extragalactic studies mostly consisted of observations with broad-

band and narrow-band �lters. In particular, two photometric indices have been exten-

sively used to investigate the stellar populations of composite systems: the CO and

H

2

O photometric indices (CO

ph

and H

2

O

ph

) measuring the depth of the CO absorption

bandheads longwards of 2.29�m, and of the broad H

2

O absorption feature centered

at 1.9�m (e.g. Frogel et al. 1978; Aaronson, Frogel & Persson 1978). However, these

indices as well as broad-band photometry have serious drawbacks in the cases of star-

burst, AGN and infrared-luminous galaxies (e.g. Doyon, Joseph & Wright 1994). For

instance, they are potentially a�ected by extinction, by non-stellar continuum emission

sources (such as hot dust), by emission lines from ionized and molecular gas (such as

H I and He I recombination lines, and H

2

rotational-vibrational lines), and by absorp-

tion from the Earth's atmosphere (especially strong and variable in the bandpass used

to measure the H

2

O absorption near 2�m). In addition, the �lters used cover �xed

wavelength ranges, making the colours and photometric indices redshift-dependent.

These problems can be circumvented by turning to spectroscopy and taking advan-

tage of the wealth of absorption features produced by various atoms and molecules in

the atmospheres of cool stars. Alternative diagnostics for spectral type and luminosity

class can thus be identi�ed, based on more isolated and narrower features, providing

redshift- and extinction-independent indicators free from contamination by potential

emission lines, and located in spectral regions of optimal atmospheric transmission.

2.1.1 Near-infrared stellar libraries

Early near-infrared spectroscopic studies of stars focussed on cool stars. They were

mostly based on low to moderate resolution spectra (R � �=�� � 100 � 3000), were

predominantly qualitative, and were mainly concerned with the identi�cation of the

molecular bands and on their approximate temperature and luminosity dependence

(e.g. Johnson & M�endez 1970; Ridgway 1974; Hyland 1974; Merrill & Stein 1976;

Merrill & Ridgway 1979). More quantitative studies have followed (e.g. Arnaud,

Gilmore & Collier Cameron 1989; Terndrup, Frogel & Whitford 1991). The samples

have been extended to hot, luminous stars including OB, luminous blue variable and

Wolf-Rayet stars, and to pre-main-sequence stellar objects (Morris et al. 1996; Hanson,

Conti & Rieke 1996; Meyer 1996; Blum et al. 1997). High-resolution spectra were also

obtained, aimed at detailed abundance analyses (e.g. Hinkle, Lambert & Snell 1976;

Lambert & Ries 1981; Ridgway 1984; Lambert et al. 1984; Tsuji 1986, 1988, 1991) and

improved line identi�cations (e.g. Wallace & Hinkle 1996).
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In the past decade, a growing number of e�orts have been invested in obtaining

atlases of cool stars at moderate resolution for spectral synthesis of stellar clusters and

galaxies, especially in the H- and K-band (� = 1:45 � 1:85 �m and � = 1:9 � 2:5 �m

respectively). Kleinmann & Hall (1986, hereafter KH86) assembled a K-band atlas of

high signal-to-noise ratio (S=N � 100� 1000) spectra at R � 3000 and analyzed quan-

titatively the variation with temperature and luminosity of the strongest absorption

features. The sample included 26 stars of near-solar metallicity covering spectral types

from F8 to M7 and luminosity classes from dwarfs to supergiants. Lan�con & Rocca-

Volmerange (1992) obtained 1:4 � 2:5 �m spectra at R � 500 with S=N � 20 � 300

of 56 stars of luminosity classes I, III and V between 2000 K and 45000 K. They

used their stellar library in evolutionary synthesis models of external galaxies (Lan�con,

Rocca-Volmerange & Thuan 1996; Lan�con & Rocca-Volmerange 1996). The advantage

of these data over others is an exceptionally large wavelength coverage and accurate

relative ux levels between the H- and K- windows. Origlia, Moorwood & Oliva (1993,

hereafter OMO93) studied in detail the variation with stellar parameters of selected

features in the H- and K-band by combining spectra at R � 1600 (H-band) and

R � 2500 (K-band) of 44 G, K and M giants and supergiants with stellar atmosphere

models. Their stellar data were applied to extragalactic studies and augmented with

observations of template composite stellar populations in subsequent papers (Oliva et

al. 1995; Origlia et al. 1997; Oliva & Origlia 1998). Part of their work was also devoted

to establishing a new metallicity scale for populations of red giants and supergiants

based on near-infrared indicators.

Additional work include that of Ali et al. (1995), who obtained spectra of 33 late-

type dwarfs at R � 1380 in the range 2:15 � 2:35 �m and studied the temperature

dependence of the strongest features in the observed range. Dallier, Boisson & Joly

(1996, DBJ96) conducted a similar investigation from their sample of 40 O7 to M3

stars of luminosity classes I, III and V observed at R � 1500 or R � 2000 between

1.57�m and 1.65�m. Ram��rez et al. (1997) compared their results for 43 K0 to M6

giants observed at R = 1380 and R = 4830 in the range 2:19 � 2:34 �m with those

from Ali et al. (1995) on late-type dwarfs. They also assessed the e�ects of absorption

bands due to the CN molecule on the continuum level at moderate spectral resolution.

Despite these recent e�orts, additional near-infrared stellar atlases suitable for pop-

ulation synthesis purposes are needed. A speci�c problem is the actually quite low num-

ber of template spectra with su�cient resolution (R

>

�

1000) and quality (S=N

>

�

100)

to deblend the numerous closely spaced features in the spectra of cool stars as well as

large enough spectral coverage to account for the broad absorption bands that distort

the continuum. Another problem resides in the disparity in spectral resolution of the

various existing libraries, and in the di�erent de�nitions of spectroscopic indices used
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to quantify the strength of the absorption features. Further empirical spectra would

also be bene�cial to improve the theoretical stellar atmosphere models that still do not

satisfactorily reproduce the spectra of the coolest stars (see the discussions in Lan�con

& Rocca-Volmerange 1992, Oliva & Origlia 1998, and Chiosi, Bertelli & Bressan 1992).

2.1.2 Motivation for the 3D stellar library

In an e�ort to increase the essential near-infrared stellar database, a new stellar library

was assembled, based on observations with the 3D imaging spectrometer. An additional

motivation was to provide a reliable database adequate for the investigation of the

evolved stellar population in M82 for the purpose of this thesis work. The 3D atlas

focusses on normal red giant and supergiant stars. New K-band spectra at R � 830

and R � 2000 with S/N ratios above 100 of 33 late-type giants and supergiants were

collected. This sample includes mostly solar-metallicity stars, but also a few with

sub-solar abundances, as well as two carbon stars.

The next sections describe the selection of the program stars, the observations and

the data reduction procedure. Indices based on equivalent widths (EWs) are de�ned

and applied to measure the depths of the strongest absorption features in the spectra.

The results are used to:

� investigate the e�ects of spectral resolution on the EWs,

� collect data from some of the most relevant existing libraries into a larger database

and assess the consistency between the various data sets,

� examine the variation with stellar parameters of the EWs, and

� construct composite indices as indicators of stellar parameters and dilution by

featureless continuum sources for applications to extragalactic studies.
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2.2 Selection, observations and data reduction of

the sample

2.2.1 Selection of program stars

The sample consists of 25 red giants and 6 red supergiants. Except for a few giants

with [Fe=H] < �0:3

1

, none of the stars are known to have strong abundance anomalies.

The sample was selected from the list of optical spectral standards and well-classi�ed

stars of Keenan & McNeil (1989). A few additional stars were taken from Cayrel de

Strobel et al. (1992). The spectral types are given in the revised MK system (Morgan

& Keenan 1973) and were cross-checked with Keenan & Yorka (1988), Garrison (1994),

Keenan & Pitts (1980) and Morgan & Keenan (1973). In addition, one N-type and one

early-R type carbon stars taken from Yamashita (1972, 1975) were observed. Table

2.1 lists the stars with their spectral types, and their metallicities from three literature

sources (Taylor 1991; Cayrel de Strobel et al. 1992; McWilliam 1990).

2.2.2 Observations

The stars were observed using the Max-Planck-Institut f�ur extraterrestrische Physik

near-infrared imaging spectrometer 3D during three observing runs. A �rst set of

spectra was obtained at the 3.5 m telescope in Calar Alto, Spain, on January 12, 18

and 20, 1995. A second set was collected at the 4.2 m William-Herschel-Telescope in

La Palma, Canary Islands, on January 2 and 9, 1996. The observations were completed

at the 2.2 m ESO telescope in La Silla, Chile, between April 10 and 20, 1996.

3D (Weitzel et al. 1996) is an integral �eld spectrometer that images a square

�eld of view at 0:3

00

� 0:5

00

=pixel and provides simultaneously the entire H- or K-

band spectrum of each spatial pixel at R � 1000 or R � 2000. The �eld of view is

sliced in 16 parallel \slits" whose light is dispersed in wavelength by a grism onto a

256�256 HgCdTe NICMOS 3 array. The data are rearranged in a three-dimensional

cube during data processing. The intrinsic spectral sampling of 3D is with pixels of

size �=R; Nyquist-sampled spectra are achieved by dithering the sampling by half a

pixel on alternate data sets. The Calar Alto and La Palma data were obtained at

R � 1000 in the range 1:9 � 2:4 �m and the La Silla data, at R � 2000 in the range

2:18 � 2:45 �m.

1

the metallicity is often characterized by the number abundance of Fe relative to H, compared to

the solar composition: [Fe=H] � log(n

Fe

=n

H

)� log(n

Fe

=n

H

)

�

.
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Table 2.1: 3D stellar library: program stars

Star Spectral type Reference

(a)

[Fe/H] Reference

(b)

HD 44030 K4 II C92 -0.22; -0.7 T91; C92

HD 78647 K4.5 Ib KM89 0.23 C92

HD 35601 M1.5 Iab-Ib KM89 -0.24 C92

HD 36389 M2 Iab-Ib KM89 0.11 C92

HD 94613 M3+ Ib KM89

HD 90382 M3.5 Iab KM89

HD 20791 G8.5 III KM89

HD 62509 K0 IIIb KM89 0.01; -0.07; -0.51 to 0.16 T91; Mc90; C92

HD 74442 K0 IIIb KM89 -0.11; -0.13 T91; Mc90

HD 37160 K0 IIIb Fe-2 KM89 -0.58; -0.63; -0.70 to -0.19 T91; Mc90; C92

HD 49293 K0+ IIIa KM89 -0.08; -0.12 T91; Mc90

HD 107328 K0.5 IIIb Fe-0.5 KM89 -0.32; -0.48; -0.64 to -0.12 T91; Mc90; C92

HD 89484 K1- IIIb Fe-0.5 KM89 -0.25; -0.49; -0.41 to 0.09 T91; Mc90; C92

HD 85859 K2.5 III KM89 -0.08; -0.03 T91; Mc90

HD 34334 K2.5 III Fe-1 KM89 -0.26; -0.46; -0.39, -0.25 T91; Mc90; C92

HD 97907 K3 III C92 -0.09 T91

HD 90432 K4+ III KM89 -0.24; -0.12 T91; Mc90

HD 133774 K5- III KM89 -0.41; 0.01 T91; Mc90

HD 82668 K5 III KM89

HD 29139 K5+ III KM89 -0.16; -0.34; -0.33 to 0.00 T91; Mc90; C92

HD 95578 M0 III KM89

HD 80874 M0.5 III KM89

HD 25025 M0.5 IIIb Ca-1 KM89

HD 102212 M1 III KM89 -0.09 C92

HD 119149 M1.5 III KM89

HD 120052 M2 III KM89

HD 44478 M3 IIIab KM89 -0.05 C92

HD 80431 M4 III KM89

HD 4408 M4 IIIa KM89

HD 102620 M4+ III KM89

HD 120323 M4.5 III KM89

HD 113801 C2,1 (R0) Y72 (HD) -0.26 C92

HD 92055 C6,3 (N2) Y72 (HD) -0.1 C92

(a)

C92 : Cayrel de Strobel et al. 1992; KM89 : Keenan & McNeil 1989; Y72 : Yamashita 1972; HD :

from the Henry Draper Catalogue.

(b)

T91 : average computed by Taylor (1991) from data in the literature; C92 : values collected from

the literature by Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1992); Mc90 : best �t to high-resolution optical spectra and

photometric data using model atmospheres by McWilliam (1990).
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Each star was observed in two sequences of several exposures, each sequence taken

with spectral sampling shifted by half a pixel with respect to the other. Two similar

sequences with an equal number of o�-source exposures were obtained to allow proper

subtraction of the \background" emission from the sky, the instruments and the ob-

servatory. The e�ects of variable background emission were minimized by taking the

o�-source positions at most 1

0

away from the stars, and by alternating the on- and

o�-sequences on timescales of less than 10 minutes. The integration time and number

of individual exposures were dictated by the brightness of each star and by the require-

ment of achieving a S=N

>

�

100 per spectral point. B, A, F and early-G type stars

were observed each night, before and after the program stars, in order to monitor the

atmospheric transmission. Calibration stars close to the program stars in the sky were

chosen to optimize the correction for di�erential airmass and transmission spectrum.

Table 2.2 gives the log of the observations. The K-band magnitudes listed are an

inhomogeneous collection of values taken from the literature or computed from V -band

magnitudes using the V �K colours given in Koornneef (1983b). They are expected

to be only accurate to � 0:2 mag and were meant as a guide for calculating integration

times. The S/N was evaluated on the relatively clean portion of the spectrum between

2.242�m and 2.258�m. Since this interval is not completely free of lines (see e.g. the

KH86 spectra), especially at R � 2000 and for the carbon stars, this estimate represents

a lower limit to the actual S/N. The resolution reported in the table corresponds to

the �nal resolution of the reduced spectra (see section 2.2.3).

2.2.3 Data reduction

The data reduction was carried out using the 3D data analysis package, based on the

the GIPSY software package (van der Hulst et al. 1992). Because of the di�erent grisms

used and of the better tracking from one observing run to the next, the data collected

at di�erent telescopes were not reduced in the exact same way. In the following, the

reduction of data from di�erent observing runs is described separately.

� Calar Alto data

During the Calar Alto run, the lower resolution K-band grism (R � 1000 in the range

1:90�2:40 �m) was used and the spatial scale was 0.5

00

/pixel. The data sets obtained at

each wavelength sampling were reduced independently. The non-linear signal response

of the detector was �rst corrected for in all on- and o�-source frames. O�-source

exposures were averaged and subtracted from the corresponding averaged on-source
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Table 2.2: 3D stellar library: log of the observations

Star K t

int

(a)

S/N

(b)

Calibrator Range R

(c)

Run

(d)

[mag] [s] [�m]

HD 44030 0.00 100 376 PPM 95062 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 78647 -0.79 10 113 BS 3699 (A8 Ib) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 35601 3.37 54 205 PPM 95062 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 36389 0.07 4.5 213 PPM 95062 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 94613 2.80 38 99 HD 87504 (B9 III-IV) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 90382 2.49 40 85 BS 4037 (B8 IIIe) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 20791 3.52 112 251 BS 1153 (B3 V) 1.90-2.40 1000 LP96

HD 62509 -1.21 2.7 218 BS 2890 (A2 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 74442 1.59 14.5 309 BS 3510 (G1 V) 1.90-2.40 830 LP96

HD 37160 1.93 95 343 PPM 95062 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 49293 2.11 36 277 BS 2779 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 107328 2.61 40 112 BS 4757 (B9.5 V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 89484 0.13 49 212 BS 4039 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 85859 2.29 95 108 HD 71459 (B3 V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 34334 1.95 58 349 PPM 95062 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 97907 0.00 140 418 PPM 158259 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 90432 0.58 38 155 HD 87504 (B9 III-IV) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 133774 1.53 20 107 HD 136664 (B4 V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 82668 -0.54 9.5 83 HD 87504 (B9 III-IV) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 29139 -2.81 8.7 323 BS 788 (F9 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 95578 1.00 9 119 HD 87504 (B9 III-IV) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 80874 0.98 19 112 HD 71459 (B3 V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 25025 -0.79 14.5 283 BS 788 (F9 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 102212 0.15 49 328 PPM 158259 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 119149 1.10 40 100 HD 129116 (B3 V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 120052 1.28 19 132 HD 129116 (B3 V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

BS 4134 (F6 V)

HD 44478 -1.66 2.7 344 PPM 95062 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 CA95

HD 80431 2.12 100 142 BS 3836 (A5 IV-V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 4408 0.04 22.2 290 HD 4676 (F8 V) 1.90-2.40 830 LP96

HD 102620 -0.23 6 133 BS 4662 (B8 IIIpHgMn) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 120323 -1.15 9.5 99 BS 4979 (G3 V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 113801 5.89 600 82 BS 5210 (B5 III) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

HD 92055 -0.70 10 25 BS 3836 (A5 IV-V) 2.18-2.45 2000 LS96

(a)

Total on-source integration time per spectral point.

(b)

S/N evaluated on the �nal spectra between 2.242�m and 2.258�m.

(c)

E�ective resolution of the reduced spectra.

(d)

CA95 : January 1995 run at the 3.5 m telescope at Calar Alto, Spain; LP96 : January 1996 run

at the 4.2 m William-Herschel-Telescope on the Canary Islands, Spain; LS96 : April 1996 run at the

ESO 2.2 m telescope at La Silla, Chile.
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exposures to remove the dark current, the thermal background and the telluric emis-

sion lines. Residuals due to spatial and temporal variations in the background emission

level were

<

�

1%. Spatial and spectral at-�elding, to correct for the di�erential re-

sponse of the array pixels, was performed with images of featureless sources, namely

the observatory's dome and a glowing Nernst rod. Wavelength calibration was achieved

using images of a neon discharge lamp and the data were spectrally redistributed onto

a regular grid of spacing 0.002�m. The two-dimensional wavelength-calibrated frames

were then rearranged in a three-dimensional data cube in which dead and hot pixels

were corrected for by interpolation.

The Earth's atmospheric transmission was corrected for with the help of the cali-

bration stars that were reduced in the manner described above. The calibration spectra

were �rst extracted from the reduced data cubes and divided by a black-body curve

of the temperature corresponding to that of each reference star. The intrinsic ab-

sorption features of the late-F dwarf calibrators are < 5% of the continuum level at

R � 1000. The spectrum of the A2 V calibrator has a stronger Br absorption line

at 2.166�m but is otherwise featureless. Since the Br line lies in a wavelength range

where the atmospheric transmission is not very sensitive to the atmospheric conditions,

it was removed by simple interpolation in all calibration spectra. The other features

in the late-F dwarfs were removed by division with the normalized and Br-corrected

spectrum of the G3 V star | having similar line strengths | from the KH86 atlas,

convolved with a gaussian pro�le at the resolution of 3D. The resulting spectra include

only the variation with wavelength of the telluric and instrumental transmission. The

data cubes of the program stars were then ratioed with the calibration spectra. The

residuals introduced by inexact cancellation of the intrinsic features of the reference

stars are less than 1%.

Since the atmosphere was not monitored simultaneously with the library stars,

spatial and temporal variability of the atmospheric transmission led to imperfect can-

cellation of telluric absorption features. The proximity in time and sky position of

the calibration stars kept this e�ect below 3-4% for � > 2 �m. However, at shorter

wavelengths, where the atmospheric transmission is poorer and more variable, residuals

up to 20% were left in a few spectra. In the case of HD25025, the spurious features

amounted to 12% and 40% longwards and shortwards of 2�m respectively. The resid-

uals could be reduced by �ne-tuning the airmass assigned to the reference star using

synthetic spectra of the atmospheric transmission at various zenithal distances and

water vapour column densities generated with the program ATRAN (Lord 1992). An

examination of the �nal spectra reveals that residuals do not persist to more than 1%

in most of the band and 5% around 2.0�m (except for HD25025: 10% around 2.0�m).
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The spectra of the library stars at both wavelength samplings were extracted from

the resulting data cubes by summing over the illuminated spatial pixels (with intensity

down to 1/10 of the peak). They were normalized in global shape and ux level to

one another by polynomial �tting (the di�erences never exceeded a few percent) and

then interleaved, giving the fully sampled, \merged" spectrum. The wavelength cali-

bration and spectral redistribution were performed independently for each wavelength

sampling. This procedure caused the �nal e�ective resolution to be R � 830 instead

of the expected R � 1000.

� La Silla data

During the La Silla observing run, the higher resolution K-band grism (R � 2000 in

the range 2:18 � 2:45 �m) was selected and the data were acquired in both 0.5

00

/pixel

and 0.3

00

/pixel scales. The observations were assisted by the tip-tilt adaptive optics

system ROGUE II (Thatte et al. 1995), with a tracking accuracy better than 0.1

00

.

Correction for non-linear detector response, averaging, dark current and background

subtraction were performed as described for the Calar Alto data. Due to the accurate

tracking, the position of the stars on the array was very stable and each column along

the wavelength axis corresponded to the spectrum of the exact same spatial point

during one exposure and between successive exposures. Therefore, the background-

subtracted object frames at both wavelength samplings could be merged column by

column (i.e. in wavelength space) before wavelength calibration, following the pro-

cedure described for the reduced Calar Alto spectra. Flat �elding, and wavelength

calibration and redistribution (onto a grid of spacing 0.0005�m) were subsequently

performed as for the Calar Alto data but using \merged" at �elds and neon lamp

images. The data were then re-arranged in a three-dimensional cube, and bad and hot

pixels were corrected for.

Correction for atmospheric transmission was also done similarly as for the Calar

Alto data. No intrinsic features were removed for the B- and A-type calibrators since

they are not expected to have any between 2.18�m and 2.45�m. For the F6 and G3

dwarfs, the absorption lines were removed using the G3 V star from KH86, leaving

residuals � 1%. Di�erences in airmass between the program and calibration stars

introduced features typically � 5% except in the case of HD94613 (20%). Airmass

correction using ATRAN cancelled these features to better than 1%. The �nal spectra

of the library stars were extracted from the resulting data cubes. Since the merging

was done before the wavelength calibration, the expected resolution of R � 2000 was

fully achieved.
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At the higher spectral resolution, and more importantly for the 0.3

00

/pixel scale,

a complex high-frequency interference pattern appeared in the data, due to multiple

reections at the surface of the detector array. The frequency and position angle

of the fringes varied with position on the array and with wavelength sampling, and

di�ered signi�cantly for defocused observations (e.g. in the dome images). This pattern

multiplicatively modulated the observed counts with a typical peak-to-peak amplitude

of 5%-10%. The similar nature of the library and calibration stars as well as the nearly

identical technical conditions under which they were observed (telescope pointing close

to the zenith, same focus, source positioned at the center of the array) resulted in

similar interference patterns in the respective data sets. The division of the library

stars by the calibration stars cancelled the fringes to better than 1% except for HD

82668, where they remained at the 3% level at short wavelengths.

� La Palma data

During the La Palma run, the lower resolutionK-band grism was used (R � 1000 in the

range 1:90 � 2:40 �m). HD4408 and HD74442 were observed without the assistance

of ROGUE II. These data were reduced in the same way as the Calar Alto data,

with the merging of the wavelength-shifted data sets after data reduction, resulting

in R � 830. HD20791 was observed with ROGUE II on, enabling successful merging

before wavelength calibration, and was reduced as the La Silla data. The spectrum of

HD20791 therefore has a �nal resolution of R � 1000. Residuals from intrinsic features

of the calibration stars and atmospheric transmission, and from airmass di�erences are

less than a few percents. The noise in the spectra obtained at La Palma is somewhat

higher than in the other data sets because of less favourable weather conditions.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Spectra

The �nal spectra are displayed in �gures 2.1 to 2.3, sorted according to luminosity

class and advancing spectral type. They have been normalized to unity in the interval

2:2875 � 2:2910 �m. They are presented on a linear ux scale and vertically shifted

by equal intervals of 0.5 starting at the bottom. The considerable continuum struc-

ture is most obvious in the higher resolution spectra. The variation in strength of

most features with spectral type and luminosity class is also apparent. The strongest

features longwards of 2.15�m, identi�ed by comparing their locations with those in

KH86, are indicated. Inspection of the high resolution stellar spectra published by

Wallace & Hinkle (1996) shows that the absorption features seen at moderate resolu-

tion result from the blending of a number of lines from various elements. However, the

nomenclature given in KH86 is adopted since it generally corresponds to the species

contributing the most to the absorption (see section 2.5.1), and to avoid confusion by

respecting the convention established so far. Line identi�cations in the literature for

the complex near-infrared spectra of carbon stars are scarce and uncertain. Therefore,

no features are identi�ed for the two carbon star in �gure 2.3 except for the

12

CO and

13

CO bandheads.

To illustrate the quality of the 3D data, several higher-resolution 3D spectra are

compared in �gure 2.4 with spectra from KH86 convolved at R � 2000 with a gaussian

pro�le. The KH86 spectra are ratioed with A0 V stars. In order to recover the original

energy distributions they were multiplied by a power-law continuum proportional to

�

�3:94

which is the closest representation of an A0 dwarf (Kurucz 1979; as quoted by

McGregor 1987). In all cases the 3D and KH86 spectra compare remarkably well.

2.3.2 Equivalent widths of selected absorption features

The strength of the absorption features in the spectra can be quanti�ed by equivalent

widths (EWs), de�ned as:

W

�

=

Z

�

2

�

1

(1� f

�

) d�; (2:1)

where f

�

is the spectrum normalized to a at continuum slope while �

1

, �

2

are the

integration limits and d� is expressed in

�

A. EWs are independent of extinction since the

e�ects of continuous opacity of interstellar dust grains are cancelled by the continuum

normalization (dust extinction is described in more detail in chapter 5). The EWs
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Fig. 2.1.| Spectra of red giants at R � 830 (the spectrum of HD 20791 has R � 1000).

The spectra are normalized to unity between 2.2875�m and 2.2910�m. The vertical axis

is the appropriate linear ux scale for the bottom spectrum. The other spectra are shifted

upwards by intervals of 0.5 relative to one another. The strongest features longwards of

2.15�m (marked on the bottom spectrum) were identi�ed from the KH86 atlas.
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Fig. 2.2.| Same as �gure 2.1 for red giants observed at R � 2000.
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Fig. 2.3.| Same as �gure 2.1 for red supergiants observed at R � 830 (top), and R � 2000

(middle), and for carbon stars observed at R � 2000 (bottom).
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Fig. 2.4.| Comparison of a subset of 3D spectra at R � 2000 (black lines) with spectra

of stars having similar spectral types from the KH86 atlas convolved at the resolution of the

3D data (grey lines). The KH86 spectra have been multiplied by a power law continuum

proportional to �

�3:94

in order to recover the original energy distribution of the stars (see

text). All spectra are normalized to unity in the range 2:2875� 2:2910 �m. The vertical

axis is the appropriate linear ux scale for the bottom pair of spectra, the other pairs being

shifted upwards by intervals of 0.5 relative to one another.
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were measured for the Na I doublet centered at 2.2076�m, the Ca I multiplet centered

at 2.2636�m and the

12

CO(2,0),

12

CO(3,1) and

13

CO(2,0) �rst overtone bandheads

at 2.2935�m, 2.3227�m and 2.3448�m respectively (hereafter W

Na

, W

Ca

, W

2:29

, W

2:32

and W

2:34

). In addition, the EWs for the Fe I lines at 2.2263�m and 2.2387�m and of

the Mg I line at 2.2814�m (W

Fe1

, W

Fe2

, W

Mg

) were measured in the higher resolution

spectra.

Some authors have de�ned the normalizing continuum by �tting a straight line to

featureless portions of the spectrum over a large wavelength range (e.g. KH86; Ali et

al. 1995). However, this is inappropriate if the continuum shape is distorted by broad

features such as the H

2

O absorptions around 1.9�m and 2.7�m in very cool stars, or

a�ected by extinction and contributions from additional emission sources such as hot

dust. The normalizing continuum for each atomic feature of interest here was therefore

taken in adjacent regions 0:002 � 0:003 �m wide on each side of the absorption. Since

there is no line-free continuum longwards of the CO bandheads in the 3D spectra, the

normalizing continuum was de�ned at shorter wavelengths only. The continuum for

12

CO(2,0) was taken to be the average in the clear band around 2.29�m. Although

the continuum slope is thereby not constrained, the absorption itself is close enough

to the continuum interval and narrow enough so that W

2:29

does not su�er from large

uncertainties in the continuum slope. In the case of

12

CO(3,1) and

13

CO(2,0), for

which no close continuum exists, a power-law was �tted to the continuum between

2.21�m and 2.29�m to better extrapolate over the bandheads. The continuum-de�ning

intervals were selected in spectral regions free of stellar absorption lines at moderate

resolution (R � 1000�2000), and of potential emission lines from ionized and molecular

gas commonly observed in various types of galaxies.

The narrow bands used in the computation of the EWs are reported in table 2.3.

The integration limits for the Na I and Ca I features and for the CO bandheads, as

well as the continuum de�nition for

12

CO(2,0) are the same as in KH86. In view

of the compilation of selected data sets published in the past, the de�nition of the

local continuum and band limits of OMO93 for the strong

12

CO(6,3) second overtone

bandhead at 1.6187�m and the Si I feature at 1.5892�m in the H-band are also listed

(W

1:62

and W

1:59

).

In order to compare the EWs from the 3D spectra taken at di�erent spectral res-

olution, and ultimately provide a means for comparing observations obtained using

di�erent instruments with existing stellar data, the variations of the EWs de�ned here

with instrumental resolution were investigated. This is equivalent to studying the ef-

fects of velocity broadening of the absorption features. The Mg I and Fe I lines were

excluded from this analysis because their weakness hampers reliable measurements at
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Table 2.3: Bandpass edges for the computation of the equivalent widths of the stellar ab-

sorption features

Feature Symbol Continuum points

(a)

Integration limits

[�m] [�m]

Si I 1.5892�m W

1:59

1.5850,1.5930 1:5870� 1:5910

12

CO (6,3) 1.6187�m W

1:62

1.6160,1.6270 1:6175� 1:6220

Na I 2.2076�m W

Na

2.1965,2.2125,2.2175 2:2053� 2:2101

Fe I 2.2263�m W

Fe1

2.2125,2.2175,2.2323 2:2248� 2:2293

Fe I 2.2387�m W

Fe2

2.2323,2.2510,2.2580 2:2367� 2:2402

Ca I 2.2636�m W

Ca

2.2510,2.2580,2.2705,2.2760 2:2611� 2:2662

Mg I 2.2814�m W

Mg

2.2705,2.2760,2.2900 2:2788� 2:2840

12

CO (2,0) 2.2935�m W

2:29

2.2900 2:2924� 2:2977

12

CO (3,1) 2.3227�m W

2:32

2.2125,2.2175,2.2335,2.2560,2.2705,2.2900 2:3218� 2:3272

13

CO (2,0) 2.3448�m W

2:34

(same as for W

2:32

) 2:3436� 2:3491

(a)

Central wavelength of the 0:002� 0:003 �m wide intervals used to �t the normalizing continuum.

R

<

�

1000. The instrumental pro�les were assumed to be well approximated by a gaus-

sian function. A grid of stellar spectra convolved with gaussians of velocity dispersion

� ranging from 0 km/s to 400 km/s, in steps of 10 km/s, was �rst generated using

the KH86 spectra for types later than K0. The variations of the EWs with � did not

depend on the chosen templates and were best �tted by second order polynomials.

This procedure was repeated with the 3D sample at R � 2000 and the same results

were obtained, within the errors. Velocity dispersions � < 60 km=s for the CO band-

heads and � < 20 km=s for the Na I and Ca I features produced no measurable e�ect.

The dispersion around the �ts was less than �5% for � � 200 km=s but increased for

larger �, corresponding to R

<

�

600. Since at such low resolving powers, the resolution

element �=R becomes comparable to the integration intervals �

2

� �

1

, � � 200 km=s

was considered as the range of validity for the empirical corrections.

Oliva et al. (1995) used this approach in order to compare the EWs of the

12

CO(2,0),

12

CO(6,3) and Si I 1.59�m features in velocity broadened spectra. The correction they

found for W

2:29

(measured as in the present work) using templates at R � 2500 is given

by a linear relationship with � for � � 60 km=s. Within the errors, this line is a good

approximation to the �t obtained here at � � 200 km=s. For the sake of consistency

with previous work, the relation derived by Oliva et al. (1995) for W

2:29

is adopted.

The �nal empirical relationships are:
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W

�

=W

�

(observed) [1 + a (� � 60)] 60 km=s � � � 200 km=s (2:2)

for W

1:59

, W

1:62

and W

2:29

, where a(1:59) = 8:70 � 10

�4

, a(1:62) = 7:10 � 10

�4

and

a(2:29) = 8:75 � 10

�4

,

W

�

= W

�

(observed) [1+ a (�� 60)+ b (� � 60)

2

] 60 km=s � � � 200 km=s (2:3)

for W

2:32

and W

2:34

, where a(2:32) = 4:38 � 10

�4

, b(2:32) = 3:52 � 10

�6

, a(2:34) =

1:32 � 10

�4

and b(2:34) = 2:61 � 10

�6

,

W

�

= W

�

(observed) [1+ a (�� 20)+ b (� � 20)

2

] 20 km=s � � � 200 km=s (2:4)

for W

Na

andW

Ca

, where a(Na) = 1:67�10

�3

, b(Na) = 4:43�10

�6

, a(Ca) = 2:33�10

�4

and b(Ca) = 6:24� 10

�6

. The corrections for R � 1000 amount to � 5% or less except

for W

Ca

(10%) and W

Na

(22%). At R � 600, they are � 13% or less, 27% and 48%

respectively.

The EWs measured on the 3D spectra, corrected for resolution where appropriate,

are listed in tables 2.4 and 2.5. The typical uncertainties are �0:5

�

A for the atomic

features, �0:8

�

A for W

2:29

, and �1:0

�

A for W

2:32

and W

2:34

. The atomic features were

not measured for the carbon stars since their spectra are expected to be dominated by

numerous absorption bands of carbon compounds such as CN and C

2

(see section 2.5.2).

These absorption bands may hide the atomic features and obliterate the continuum,

preventing reliable measurements of EWs.

2.3.3 Data from selected stellar atlases in the literature

Three references were chosen to complement the 3D data, because they present data

of red giants and supergiants relevant to population synthesis based on near-infrared

spectroscopy at moderate resolution. The EWs were measured on the digitally available

spectra of DBJ96 and KH86; the EWs given in OMO93 were taken directly because

measured according to the de�nitions adopted here. The variations of the EWs with

stellar e�ective temperature (see section 2.4) are shown in �gures 2.5 and 2.6. The EWs

for main-sequence stars from KH86 and DBJ96 are included for comparison purposes.

The data obtained from the various references are in excellent agreement.

No systematic deviation of a particular data set is seen, and for the few stars common

to two or more samples, the EWs agree within the uncertainties.
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Table 2.4: Equivalent widths of the 3D stellar library stars: CO bandheads

(a)

Star Type [Fe/H]

(b)

W

2:29

W

2:32

W

2:34

[

�

A] [

�

A] [

�

A]

HD 44030 K4 II -0.22 12.0 13.0 9.6

HD 78647 K4.5 Ib 0.23 15.3 15.0 9.7

HD 35601 M1.5 Iab-Ib -0.24 19.7 22.0 14.7

HD 36389 M2 Iab-Ib 0.11 19.2 21.8 15.4

HD 94613 M3+ Ib 20.0 21.8 12.7

HD 90382 M3.5 Iab 19.6 20.9 14.5

HD 20791 G8.5 III 5.1 5.8 1.6

HD 62509 K0 IIIb 0.01 5.5 5.9 1.8

HD 74442 K0 IIIb -0.11 7.6 8.2 4.4

HD 37160 K0 IIIb Fe-2 -0.58 6.0 6.4 1.8

HD 49293 K0+ IIIa -0.08 7.8 8.6 3.0

HD 107328 K0.5 IIIb Fe-0.5 -0.32 10.3 10.1 6.5

HD 89484 K1- IIIb Fe-0.5 -0.25 8.5 9.5 5.3

HD 85859 K2.5 III -0.08 9.7 9.7 5.1

HD 34334 K2.5 III Fe-1 -0.26 9.8 11.0 6.9

HD 97907 K3 III -0.09 9.1 10.5 5.3

HD 90432 K4+ III -0.24 11.4 11.3 7.8

HD 133774 K5- III -0.41 12.8 11.8 7.3

HD 82668 K5 III 11.9 11.5 8.1

HD 29139 K5+ III -0.16 12.2 11.3 8.0

HD 95578 M0 III 13.6 12.7 8.4

HD 80874 M0.5 III 13.6 13.5 9.9

HD 25025 M0.5 IIIb Ca-1 12.5 12.4 8.5

HD 102212 M1 III -0.09 12.1 12.6 10.0

HD 119149 M1.5 III 14.2 13.2 9.8

HD 120052 M2 III 13.1 12.5 10.2

HD 44478 M3 IIIab -0.05 13.5 14.3 11.2

HD 80431 M4 III 16.3 14.7 11.7

HD 4408 M4 IIIa 14.9 16.5 12.2

HD 102620 M4+ III 15.2 14.8 12.3

HD 120323 M4.5 III 13.5 11.6 10.2

HD 113801 C2,1 (R0) -0.26 9.8 10.1 3.6

HD 92055 C6,3 (N2) -0.1 17.5 16.8 13.1

(a)

The typical uncertainties are �0:8

�

A for W

2:29

, and �1:0

�

A for W

2:32

and W

2:34

.

(b)

The metallicity from Taylor (1991) has been preferred here when more than one reference was listed

in table 2.1.
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Table 2.5: Equivalent widths of the 3D stellar library stars: atomic features

(a)

Star Type [Fe/H]

(b)

W

Na

W

Fe1

W

Fe2

W

Ca

W

Mg

[

�

A] [

�

A] [

�

A] [

�

A] [

�

A]

HD 44030 K4 II -0.22 2.7 1.7

HD 78647 K4.5 Ib 0.23 3.1 2.1 1.4 2.5 1.0

HD 35601 M1.5 Iab-Ib -0.24 4.2 2.9

HD 36389 M2 Iab-Ib 0.11 4.6 3.1

HD 94613 M3+ Ib 4.7 2.8 1.5 2.7 1.2

HD 90382 M3.5 Iab 5.0 3.3 2.0 3.7 1.3

HD 20791 G8.5 III 1.4 1.1

HD 62509 K0 IIIb 0.01 1.3 1.1

HD 74442 K0 IIIb -0.11 1.8 1.5

HD 37160 K0 IIIb Fe-2 -0.58 1.3 0.9

HD 49293 K0+ IIIa -0.08 2.3 1.7

HD 107328 K0.5 IIIb Fe-0.5 -0.32 1.5 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.9

HD 89484 K1- IIIb Fe-0.5 -0.25 2.3 1.3

HD 85859 K2.5 III -0.08 2.2 0.9 0.4 1.6 1.0

HD 34334 K2.5 III Fe-1 -0.26 2.0 1.4

HD 97907 K3 III -0.09 2.5 1.8

HD 90432 K4+ III -0.24 2.6 1.7 1.0 2.1 0.9

HD 133774 K5- III -0.41 2.9 1.9 1.2 2.8 1.2

HD 82668 K5 III 2.1 1.3 0.8 2.2 0.5

HD 29139 K5+ III -0.16 2.7 2.2

HD 95578 M0 III 3.0 1.6 0.9 2.7 1.1

HD 80874 M0.5 III 3.0 1.8 1.1 2.6 1.1

HD 25025 M0.5 IIIb Ca-1 3.1 2.0

HD 102212 M1 III -0.09 2.5 2.3

HD 119149 M1.5 III 3.5 2.3 1.3 2.8 0.7

HD 120052 M2 III 2.3 1.2 0.7 2.6 0.6

HD 44478 M3 IIIab -0.05 3.5 2.5

HD 80431 M4 III 3.2 2.4 1.3 3.2 1.1

HD 4408 M4 IIIa 3.3 3.3

HD 102620 M4+ III 3.5 2.2 1.5 3.4 0.9

HD 120323 M4.5 III 3.7 1.9 1.1 3.9 1.5

(a)

The typical uncertainties are �0:5

�

A.

(b)

The metallicity from Taylor (1991) has been preferred here when more than one reference was listed

in table 2.1.
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Fig. 2.5.| Variations of the EWs of the molecular absorption features with e�ective temper-

ature and luminosity class from the 3D sample and from selected existing atlases. Top left:

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.2935�m; top right:

12

CO (3,1) bandhead at 2.3227�m; bottom left:

13

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.3448�m; bottom right:

12

CO (6,3) bandhead at 1.6187�m. Open

symbols represent data for supergiants and carbon stars, �lled symbols data for giants and

crosses, data for dwarfs. Di�erent symbols are also used to distinguish between data from

various authors (3D: this work, KH86: Kleinmann & Hall 1986, OMO93: Origlia, Moorwood

& Oliva 1993, DBJ96: Dallier, Boisson & Joly 1996). The typical uncertainties are �0:8

�

A

for W

2:29

, �1:0

�

A for W

2:32

and W

2:34

, and �0:5

�

A for W

1:62

.
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Fig. 2.6.| Variations of the EWs of the atomic absorption features with e�ective temper-

ature and luminosity class from the 3D sample and from selected existing atlases. Top left:

Na I feature at 2.2076�m; top center: Ca I feature at 2.2636�m; top right: Mg I feature at

2.2814�m; bottom left: Fe I feature at 2.2263�m; bottom center: Fe I feature at 2.2387�m;

bottom right: Si I feature at 1.5892�m. Open symbols represent data for supergiants, �lled

symbols data for giants and crosses, data for dwarfs. Di�erent symbols are also used to

distinguish between data from various authors (3D: this work, KH86: Kleinmann & Hall

1986, OMO93: Origlia, Moorwood & Oliva 1993, DBJ96: Dallier, Boisson & Joly 1996). The

typical uncertainties are �0:5

�

A.
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2.4 The temperature scale

The e�ective temperature (T

e�

) of stars is generally determined from the observed

spectral energy distribution in combination with model atmosphere predictions (e.g.

Blackwell et al. 1990). A more fundamental method based on angular diameters and

bolometric uxes can alternatively be used for nearby stars (e.g. Ridgway et al. 1980).

In both cases, uncertainties arise from the observations, from the assumptions on the

structure of the atmosphere and physical conditions (e.g. plane-parallel geometry, hy-

drostatic and local thermodynamic equilibrium) and from the theoretical modeling

(e.g. limb-darkening corrections, opacities). T

e�

determinations are particularly dif-

�cult for cool stars, notably due to extensive molecular absorptions distorting their

spectral energy distributions. Evolved stars (red giants and supergiants, carbon stars)

also have complex and expanding atmospheres. In addition, their photometric and

spectral properties are often variable, and thermal emission from a surrounding dust

shell can contribute to the observed energy distribution.

In order to obtain the most reliable calibrations for supergiants, giants and dwarfs,

empirical T

e�

scales and determinations for G-, K- and M-type stars from various

authors were compared (�gure 2.7, which also gives the references). The red giants

constitute the most complete and consistent sample with respect to T

e�

determina-

tions, down to spectral type M6. The measurements for supergiants exhibit the largest

scatter: �

T

e�; I

� 225 K compared to �

T

e�; III;V

� 140�170 K. This reects the relatively

poor knowledge of these objects (less reliable spectral classi�cation, less satisfactory

models), due in part to the scarcity of nearby red supergiants for detailed investigations.

Fourth-order polynomial �ts provide good analytical representations of the empirical

data except where there is a break (e.g. between K and M giants) and for G-type

giants due to ringing e�ects. The �ts for dwarfs and giants are in excellent agreement

with those of Ali et al. (1995) and Ram��rez et al. (1997), based on slightly di�erent

references. The Schmidt-Kaler (1982) T

e�

scales follow the analytical �ts almost ev-

erywhere within the dispersion in the data, and much better reproduce the data in the

problematic regions; they are therefore adopted throughout this work.

Several authors have derived temperature scales for carbon stars (e.g. Mendoza &

Johnson 1965; Bergeat et al. 1976; Tsuji 1981a; Ohnaka & Tsuji 1996). However, such

calibrations are uncertain, mainly because temperature determinations are still scarce,

and the various spectral classi�cation systems proposed in the past have not completely

succeeded in providing a consistent temperature sequence. Therefore, it is preferable

to use individual determinations. Dominy (1984) derived T

e�

= 4700 K for HD113801.

Given that the MK temperature criteria can be applied to early-R carbon stars, the

equivalent oxygen-type for HD113801 is K1-K2 III (Keenan 1993) and corresponds to
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Fig. 2.7.| Empirical e�ective temperature calibrations and individual determinations for

late-type stars: top left: supergiants, top right: giants, bottom: dwarfs. Data from various

sources in the literature are represented by di�erent symbols (see insets in each plot). The

dashed line in each plot is the Schmidt-Kaler (1982) calibration and the solid line, a fourth-

order polynomial �t to the data, excluding Schmidt-Kaler.

� 4500 K, close to the result from Dominy. The most reliable T

e�

determination for

the N-type carbon star HD92055 is from Ohnaka & Tsuji (1996) who accounted for

molecular absorptions and extinction, and found T

e�

= 3080 K.
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2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Variations of the equivalent widths with spectral type

and luminosity class

As can be seen from �gures 2.5 and 2.6, over the range of spectral types considered,

the absorption features of interest vary strongly with temperature except for Si I and

Mg I. The EWs of the CO bandheads and of the Na I, Ca I and Fe I features in giants

and supergiants increase monotonically with decreasing T

e�

whereas those for Si I and

Mg I remain almost constant. The dwarfs are clearly distinguished by lower EWs for

T

e�

� 4000 � 4500 K, except for Na I and Mg I, even turning over around 4500 K for

Ca I and both Fe I. Ali et al. (1995) and DBJ96 provide further details on dwarfs. In

the rest of this subsection, giants and supergiants are discussed.

In addition to their variation with spectral type, the �rst overtone CO bandheads

longwards of 2.29�m also show the long recognized trend with luminosity class for

T

e�

� 4500 K, supergiants exhibiting deeper absorptions than giants of the same

temperature. Below 4000 K, the Na I feature is also stronger in supergiants. A similar

but weaker trend is seen for the Fe I lines. The K-band EWs in supergiants seem to

decrease more rapidly with increasing T

e�

above 4500 K than those in giants. However,

the range 4500�6000 K at high luminosity is poorly sampled, and this behaviour needs

to be con�rmed with additional data. The giants generally form a tight distribution in

the EWs versus T

e�

diagrams whereas the supergiants display a larger scatter, especially

for the luminosity-sensitive CO bandheads. This can possibly be attributed to the

larger uncertainties in the T

e�

calibration and spectral type assignment as well as the

larger range in luminosity within class I (e.g. Humphreys & McElroy 1984). The EWs

for the �rst overtone CO bandheads of both carbon stars lie on the loci of giants.

However, no conclusion pertaining to these particular types can be reached based on

only two measurements.

No metallicity e�ect is obvious in the data presented here, mainly because of the

actually small range in [Fe/H] covered by the samples, with only a few metal-poor

and metal-rich stars. From previous empirical and theoretical studies, a variation of

the EWs is expected at more extreme metallicities, with an increase from low to high

[Fe/H] (e.g. Frogel et al. 1978; Frogel, Cohen & Persson 1983; Terndrup, Frogel &

Whitford 1991; Origlia et al. 1997; Oliva & Origlia 1998).

The observed variations with spectral type and luminosity class of several of the

absorption features considered in this work have been discussed previously by vari-
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ous authors (e.g. KH86; Lan�con & Rocca-Volmerange 1992; OMO93; Ali et al. 1995;

DBJ96; Ram��rez et al. 1997). E�orts have also been made to investigate the dependence

of the feature strengths on physical parameters from a theoretical point of view using

stellar atmosphere models (e.g. McWilliam & Lambert 1984; OMO93, Ali et al. 1995).

However, the complex nature of cool stars has prevented so far a full understanding.

In addition, for such purposes, a precise knowledge of the species actually contributing

to the observed absorption features is necessary. As emphasized by OMO93, identi�-

cations in moderate resolution spectra based on the comparison of line positions may

be misleading because di�erent species can produce absorption lines within a given

bandpass, and the various line strengths may vary with di�erent stellar parameters.

In this regard, it is instructive to compare the line identi�cations from Wallace &

Hinkle (1996) in their R � 45000 spectra with the bandpasses used in this work to

quantify the strongest features at R � 1000 � 2000 (�gure 2.8). Of all the absorption

features discussed here, the Na I, Ca I, Mg I and Fe I features are the most \contam-

inated", and include contributions from Sc I, Ti I, V I, Si I, S I and HF (1-0) lines.

In particular, the variations with temperature and luminosity of the Na I, Ca I and

Fe I features seem primarily governed by Sc I, Ti I and V I which may even become

the dominant sources of absorption in the coolest giants and supergiants. The iden-

ti�cations adopted by KH86 are actually more appropriate for dwarfs than for giants

and supergiants. This is not surprising since these authors identi�ed the features by

comparing their spectrum of the K5 V star 61CygA with spectra of sunspots.

It is important to emphasize that the variations of the EWs as discussed here are

the observed variations with spectral type as parametrized by T

e�

, and with luminosity

class. These cannot be simply interpreted as direct dependences on stellar T

e�

and

luminosity. Briey, the contributions from lines of di�erent elements obviously compli-

cate the interpretation of the behaviour of the EWs as a function of the stellar physical

parameters. In addition, parameters other than the temperature and luminosity also

play an important role in these behaviours, such as the surface gravity, the chemical

composition, and the micro-turbulent velocity. A detailed discussion is beyond the

scope of this work, but can be found notably in OMO93.

2.5.2 Carbon stars

The spectra of the carbon stars (�gure 2.3) are particularly interesting. HD113801 does

not seem to di�er from a normal giant, but HD92055 does. In �gure 2.9, the carbon

stars are compared to normal giants of similar e�ective temperature. HD113801 (C2,1

{ R0) is almost identical to its temperature counterpart HD107328 (K0.5 IIIb). On the
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Fig. 2.8.| Positions of the lines of the various elements contributing to the strongest atomic

features in medium-resolution spectra of red dwarfs, giants and supergiants as identi�ed by

Wallace & Hinkle (1996). The bandpasses used to integrate the depth of the features labeled

as \Na I", \Fe I 1", \Fe I 2", \Ca I" and \Mg I" are indicated on the spectrum of HD 120323

by the dashed lines (see table 2.3).

other hand, HD92055 (C6,3 { N2) shows similar CO bandhead strengths as HD80431

(M4 III) but a very di�erent continuum riddled with numerous absorption features.

The prominent bands characterizing the optical spectra of carbon stars are mainly

due to C

2

, CN and CH molecules. Line identi�cations in the near-infrared are much

more uncertain because of the scarcity of empirical spectra and of the lack of laboratory

work on some potentially important molecules in the atmosphere of carbon stars. Near-

infrared spectra of carbon stars are more complex than those of normal giants and

supergiants: the CO lines remain the deepest features but the level of the overall

continuum structure is generally elevated and the atomic lines are less prominent (e.g.

Johnson & M�endez 1970; Wallace & Hinkle 1996). Wallace & Hinkle (1996) identi�ed

most of the continuum structure shortwards of 2.29�m with lines of the CN red system

and perhaps some lines of the C

2

Phillips system.

The C

2

and the CN red system bands in the optical are weaker in early-R stars

than in N stars | at least in the early-N ones (e.g. Yamashita 1972). Assuming C

2

and CN molecules contribute to the near-infrared absorption spectrum of carbon stars,

and if the behaviour between early-R and N types of the C

2

and CN features can be
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Fig. 2.9.| Comparison of the spectra of the carbon stars HD113801 and HD92055 (black

lines) with spectra of normal giants of similar e�ective temperature (grey lines). All spectra

have been normalized to unity in the range 2:2875 � 2:2910 �m. The vertical axis is the

appropriate linear ux scale for the bottom pair of spectra, the other pair being shifted

upwards by an interval of 0.5.

extrapolated at longer wavelengths, the spectra of the two carbon stars presented here

could be understood as follows. For both HD113801 and HD92055, the �rst overtone

CO bandheads are the most prominent features longwards of 2.29�m. Shortwards of

2.29�m, the carbon star features in the early-R type HD113801 are too weak to be

detected at moderate resolution and the striking similarity with early-K giants suggests

common sources of opacity for the strongest features. In the N-type star HD92055,

the carbon star features are deep enough to show up clearly and even hide the atomic

features.

2.5.3 Stellar temperature and luminosity indicators

In this section, diagnostic tools for population synthesis of composite systems are iden-

ti�ed from the EWs discussed above. Empirical relationships constitute useful tools

even without the detailed knowledge of the species contributing to the absorptions

of interest and their individual dependence on stellar parameters. Because of the re-

stricted range in metallicities of the stellar samples, these tools are reliable only for

systems with near-solar abundances.
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Fig. 2.10.| Variations of the ratios of EWs of the �rst overtone CO bandheads with e�ective

temperature and luminosity class. Left:

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2:2935�m and

12

CO (3,1)

bandhead at 2:3227 �m; right:

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2:2935 �m and

13

CO (2,0) bandhead

at 2:3448 �m. Open symbols represent data for supergiants and carbon stars, and �lled

symbols data for giants. Di�erent symbols are used to distinguish between data from various

authors (3D: this work, KH86: Kleinmann & Hall 1986). The sharp increase of W

2:29

/W

2:34

at low temperatures may be an artefact due to the extreme weakness of the

13

CO (2,0)

bandhead.

W

1:62

and W

Ca

constitute pure T

e�

indicators. All other EWs | except W

1:59

and

W

Mg

| can also be used to determine the average spectral type but their variation

with luminosity class at low temperatures complicates their interpretation. None of

the absorption features discussed here varies strictly with luminosity class, so dis-

criminating between giants and supergiants requires prior knowledge of the e�ective

temperature. The most sensitive luminosity indicator is W

2:29

. The ratios W

2:29

/W

2:32

and W

2:29

/W

2:34

plotted in �gure 2.10 show that all three bandheads actually contain

the same information about the spectral type and luminosity class for giants and su-

pergiants. The sharp increase of W

2:29

/W

2:34

at temperatures above 4500 K likely may

be an artefact due to the extreme weakness of the

13

CO(2,0) bandhead. For the coolest

stars (T

e�

<

�

4000 K), W

Na

, W

Fe1

and W

Fe2

can in principle also discriminate between

luminosity classes if the measurement errors are small enough.

Various combinations of EWs (sums and ratios) were explored as possible temper-

ature and luminosity diagnostic tools. In most cases, the composite indices displayed

too large a scatter to provide better indicators than single EWs alone. However, a few

proved to be potentially useful and are shown in �gure 2.11. As �rst noted by OMO93,

the log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

) is a very good T

e�

diagnostic and is not hindered by a luminosity

dependence. The log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) is also sensitive to temperature and supergiants
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Fig. 2.11.| Variations of composite spectroscopic indices with e�ective temperature and

luminosity class. Top left: logarithm of the ratio of EWs of the

12

CO (6,3) bandhead at

1.62�m and of the Si I feature at 1.59�m; top center: logarithm of the ratio of EWs of the

12

CO (6,3) and

12

CO (2,0) bandheads at 1.62�m and 2.29�m respectively; top right: ratio

of EWs of the

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.29�m and of the Mg I feature at 2.28�m; bottom

left: Sum of EWs of the Fe I features at 2.23�m and 2.24�m; bottom center: ratio of EWs of

the

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.29�m and of the Ca I feature at 2.26�m; bottom right: ratio

of EWs of the

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.29�m and of the Na I feature at 2.21�m. Open

symbols represent data for supergiants, and �lled symbols data for giants. Di�erent symbols

are used to distinguish between data from various authors (3D: this work, KH86: Kleinmann

& Hall 1986, OMO93: Origlia, Moorwood & Oliva 1993, DBJ96: Dallier, Boisson & Joly

1996).
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have a lower ratio than giants. These two indicators have been extensively discussed

in OMO93, Oliva et al. (1995), Origlia et al. (1997) and Oliva & Origlia (1998).

W

2:29

/W

Mg

has a pronounced temperature sensitivity, mostly due to W

2:29

, but the

number of data points is smaller and the scatter is larger than for log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

).

The sum of W

Fe1

and W

Fe2

provides an additional temperature diagnostic with only

marginal luminosity sensitivity, and a higher S/N ratio measurement than the individ-

ual Fe I EWs. Combining the sharp increase of W

2:29

and W

Ca

with decreasing T

e�

and the luminosity sensitivity of W

2:29

at T

e�

<

�

4500 K results in a W

2:29

/W

Ca

ratio

discriminating between giants and supergiants. The W

2:29

/W

Na

is also shown in �gure

2.11 although since W

2:29

and W

Na

exhibit similar behaviours with T

e�

and luminosity

class, their ratio is almost identical in giants and supergiants cooler than 4500 K.

2.5.4 Contamination by featureless continuum sources

The interpretation of the EWs becomes more intricate in objects where featureless

continuum sources contribute to the near-infrared emission. For example, thermal

emission from hot dust (T � 600� 1000 K) or from an important population of young

stars, strong free-free emission or non-thermal emission from an AGN can dilute the

stellar absorption features. The contribution and spectral shape of these continuum

sources are often di�cult to constrain. This problem can be circumvented by using

dilution-free indicators made up of ratios of EWs of features that are close enough in

wavelength to be a�ected by similar amounts of dilution, so that their ratio is essentially

insensitive to dilution.

OMO93 proposed log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

) as a dilution-free temperature indicator, and

used it in combination with W

1:62

and log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) to constrain the amount of

dilution around 1.6�m and 2.3�m in various types of galaxies (Oliva et al. 1995). In

particular, they used spectroscopic equivalents of colour-magnitude plots, namely the

W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

) and W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) diagrams (�gure 2.12). In

these plots, undiluted stellar populations of clusters and of elliptical, spiral and even

starburst galaxies occupy regions falling on the observed distribution for individual

stars (Oliva et al. 1995). The amount of dilution near 1.6�m is determined from the

vertical displacement with respect to the locus of stars in the W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

)

diagram. Similarly, the amount of dilution around 2.3�m is estimated from the hori-

zontal displacement in the W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) diagram once the W

1:62

has been

corrected for dilution. However, because giants and supergiants appear to lie on sepa-

rate branches in the latter plot, two solutions for the 2.3�m dilution are possible unless

the luminosity class can be determined independently.
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Fig. 2.12.| Variations of the EWs of selected absorption features as functions of

temperature-sensitive ratios of EWs, as diagnostics for the amount of dilution by sources

of featureless continuum emission. Top left: EW of the

12

CO (6,3) bandhead at 1.6187�m

versus the logarithm of its ratio with the EW of the Si I feature at 1.5892�m; top right: EW

of the

12

CO (6,3) bandhead at 1.6187�m versus the logarithm of its ratio with the EW of the

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.2935�m; bottom left: EW of the Ca I feature at 2.2636�m versus

the ratio of the EWs of the

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.2935�m and of the Mg I feature at

2.2814�m; bottom right: EW of the

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.2935�m versus its ratio with

the EW of the Mg I feature at 2.2814�m. Open symbols represent data for supergiants, and

�lled symbols data for giants. Di�erent symbols also distinguish between data from various

authors (3D: this work, KH86: Kleinmann & Hall 1986, OMO93: Origlia, Moorwood & Oliva

1993, DBJ96: Dallier, Boisson & Joly 1996). The arrows indicate the e�ects of dilution by

continuum sources other than late-type stars.
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Similar diagrams constructed strictly from the K-band data are less satisfactory

mainly because of larger scatter and/or absence of strong enough temperature de-

pendence in ratios of EWs. Furthermore, the variation with luminosity of almost all

indices at low temperatures (single and combined EWs) may introduce degeneracy in

the determination of the amount of dilution. The best diagrams, in terms of smaller

scatter, are W

Ca

vs W

2:29

/W

Mg

and W

2:29

vs W

2:29

/W

Mg

, and are shown in �gure 2.12.

W

2:29

/W

Mg

constitutes the dilution-free temperature indicator whileW

Ca

andW

2:29

also

serve as temperature indicators but are potentially a�ected by dilution, which can then

be estimated from the vertical displacement. W

Ca

vs W

2:29

/W

Mg

would in principle be

the best K-band tool to constrain the fraction of the continuum around 2.3�m not

originating from evolved stars because both indices are only sensitive to temperature,

yielding unambiguous solutions for the dilution. However, the relatively loose distri-

bution of the data limits the accuracy. The \double-branched distribution" of other

similar diagrams in the T

e�

<

�

4500 K regime is illustrated in the W

2:29

vs W

2:29

/W

Mg

plot. The di�erence in dilution inferred assuming a population of supergiants instead

of giants can amount to 50% for very cool populations.

By way of conclusion, the

12

CO(2,0) and

12

CO(6,3) bandheads as well as the Si I

feature at 1:59 �m remain at present the most useful and reliable spectroscopic di-

agnostic tools for studies of stellar populations at moderate spectral resolution in the

range � = 1:5 � 2:5 �m. Despite some drawbacks, they have the advantage of being

amongst the strongest, purest and best-studied features in the near-infrared spectra of

red giants and supergiants.

2.5.5 Remaining limitations

The indicators proposed above and partly by the other authors cited in this chapter

seem promising at �rst glance but applications to extragalactic studies have shown

some limitations of these tools (see e.g. Oliva et al. 1995 and chapter 6). Firstly,

the frequently limited S/N for extragalactic sources and the dispersion in the stellar

data translates in relatively large uncertainties in the derived average spectral type

and luminosity class of the evolved population, typical errors on T

e�

amounting to

approximately�350 K (see also Ali et al. 1995). Secondly, the atomic features in theK-

band are intrinsically weak. Thirdly, the amount of dilution can only be determined to

within � 10%�20% due to the scatter in the template data, and is further complicated

by the variations with luminosity class of most indices. In addition, the Si I feature at

1.59�m may be contaminated by the hydrogen recombination line Br14 at 1.5881�m

from H II regions along the line of sight. Although the Br14 line can be removed
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using the Br13 pro�le, this increases the uncertainty on W

1:59

and thus on the useful

log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

).

The interpretation of the observed EWs (or of the entire spectrum) in terms of

a single average spectral type and luminosity class is a simplistic one and may be

misleading when distinct evolved populations contribute to the integrated continuum

emission, for example young supergiants formed in a recent starburst and older, pre-

existing giants. In some cases, the stellar EWs alone are not su�cient to investigate

composite systems, and need to be complemented with additional indicators sensitive

to the stellar contents and the star formation parameters such as the mass-to-light

ratio, and the K-band-, Lyman continuum and bolometric luminosities (see also Oliva

et al. 1995).

There is still a de�nite need for additional data covering a wider range of stellar

parameters especially in metallicity and at high luminosities, probing more diverse

stellar evolutionary stages and including composite systems to 1) provide a more com-

plete set of empirical templates to which observations of clusters and galaxies can be

compared, and 2) better constrain theoretical models. Indeed, most of the stars for

which moderate resolution near-infrared spectroscopy exists have [Fe/H] in the range

�0:3 to +0:1 and only a few exhibit larger abundance anomalies. In addition, the data

for supergiants are still relatively scarce. Consequently, model predictions for high-

luminosity stars and stars with more extreme metallicities cannot be thoroughly tested

against observations. Moreover, the age-metallicity degeneracy, a well-known problem

in stellar population studies from optical and ultraviolet data, has to be clari�ed in

the near-infrared. The work of Origlia, Oliva and coworkers (e.g. Origlia et al. 1997;

Oliva & Origlia 1998) constitutes a valuable e�ort in this direction. Finally, the lack of

spectroscopic observations is most severe for peculiar red giants such as Miras, S stars

and N-type carbon stars which are presumably related to the AGB phase. Such stars

potentially contribute a non-negligible fraction of the integrated near-infrared output

of stellar populations at certain evolutionary phases (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 1993).
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2.6 Summary

Moderate resolution K-band spectra of 33 late-type giants and supergiants were ob-

tained with the aim of widening existing near-infrared stellar libraries useful for stellar

population synthesis of clusters and galaxies. The EWs of the strongest absorption

features were computed: the Na I 2.2076�m and Ca I 2.2636�m features, and the

12

CO(2,0),

12

CO(3,1) and

13

CO(2,0) bandheads. Relationships between these EWs

and the spectral resolving power (or, equivalently, the velocity dispersion) were de-

rived, allowing comparison between data sets obtained at di�erent resolution in the

range R � 600 � 3000. In addition, the EWs of the Mg I 2.2814�m feature as well

as of the Fe I features at 2.2263�m and 2.2387�m were measured in a subset of the

spectra.

The 3D data set was augmented with EWs obtained from other similar stellar

libraries, and complemented with EWs of the

12

CO(6,3) bandhead and Si I 1.5892�m

feature in the H-band. This extended database was used to assess the consistency

between the various data sets, and to further investigate spectroscopic diagnostics of

spectral type and luminosity class of stars. The main conclusions are:

� The existing data sets compare remarkably well. Compiled together they bet-

ter constrain the variation of several absorption features with spectral type and

luminosity class found by various authors in the past based on smaller samples.

� Several features provide useful tools in stellar population studies of clusters and

galaxies. W

2:29

, W

1:62

and W

1:59

constitute the best diagnostic tools to constrain

the average spectral type and luminosity class of cool evolved stars, and the

contribution from featureless continuum sources (young hot stars, non-stellar

sources). W

Ca

and W

Mg

o�er alternatives to W

1:62

and W

1:59

in the K-band.

� There is still an important need for data for red supergiants, AGB stars such as

Miras and carbon stars, and at both high and low metallicities.
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Chapter 3

Evolutionary synthesis models for

starburst galaxies

3.1 Introduction

Evolutionary synthesis refers to the modeling of the complete evolutionary path of a

stellar system to the presently observed state. Assuming a star formation history, the

evolution of the integrated properties and spectrum of an ensemble of stars speci�ed

by an initial mass function is followed from the birth of the �rst stars. Evolutionary

synthesis is intrinsically more powerful than the simpler population synthesis in studies

of stellar clusters and galaxies, since it allows the investigation of the star formation

parameters and history.

The application of evolutionary synthesis to M82 constitutes a major part of this

thesis work (see chapter 7). The modeling of the stellar and nebular properties of in-

dividual stellar populations is performed using the stellar evolutionary synthesis code

STARS (Kovo, Sternberg & Alexander 1998) and the photoionization code CLOUDY

(Ferland 1996). Several improvementswere made recently in order to optimize the mod-

els for applications to near- and mid-infrared spectroscopic data. Speci�cally, the set

of properties predicted by STARS was augmented with new diagnostic tools available

with the 3D imaging spectrometer, namely near-infrared stellar absorption features. In

addition, a spectral synthesis routine was developed to generate the detailed integrated

spectral energy distribution (SED) used as input to CLOUDY, for comparison with

observations of mid-infrared spectra obtained with the Short Wavelength Spectrome-

ter on board ISO. In addition, the stellar evolutionary tracks used were extended and

new theoretical stellar SEDs were implemented to better account for the evolution and
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properties of the stellar populations accessible in the range � = 1 � 40 �m with 3D

and SWS (young, massive stars and cool, evolved stars).

In this chapter, the two main programs STARS and CLOUDY are briey described,

together with the improvementsmade to STARS and the developmentof a new program

for the purpose of this thesis work:

� the inclusion of the thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch phase for intermediate-

mass stars,

� the prediction of the near-infrared stellar equivalent widths presented in the pre-

vious chapter,

� the prediction of the integrated properties for more realistic starburst populations

composed of an ensemble of clusters with a luminosity distribution.

The latter item constitutes an additional step in the modeling of starbursts, performed

with the new code CLUSTERS and based on the results obtained with STARS and

CLOUDY. Figure 3.1 gives a ow chart providing an overview of the complete modeling

procedure, which consists of three steps:

1. the prediction with STARS of the integrated properties of an evolving stellar

cluster described by an initial mass function, given a star formation rate;

2. the prediction with CLOUDY of the emission spectrum of a gaseous nebula in

response to the impinging SED of the stellar cluster;

3. the modeling with CLUSTERS of the integrated stellar and nebular properties

for an ensemble of evolving clusters which follow a cluster luminosity function,

given a cluster formation rate.

Steps 1 and 2 provide the integrated properties of single evolving clusters. Step 3

combines the \cluster evolutionary tracks" generated from steps 1 and 2, weighted ac-

cording to luminosity and cluster formation rate, to compute the integrated properties

of an ensemble of evolving clusters.
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Integrated
SED

STARS CLOUDY

Stellar evolutionary tracks Empirical stellar data
Stellar atmosphere models

stellar absorption features,
(luminosities, supernova explosions,

mass, etc.)

Integrated stellar properties

(emission lines, etc.)

Integrated nebular properties

gaseous nebulae

Physics of

Star formation
parameters

(initial mass function,
star formation rate, etc.)

Cluster evolutionary tracks

Cluster formation rate
Cluster luminosity function CLUSTERS

(luminosities, supernova explosions,

nebular emission lines, etc.)

Integrated properties

stellar absorption features, mass,

(gas density,
degree of ionization,
geometry, etc.)

Nebular
parameters

Fig. 3.1.| Flow chart for the evolutionary synthesis models applied in this work, and

described in this chapter. The modeling procedure consists of three steps, based on the

programs STARS, CLOUDY and CLUSTERS, and represented as dark-shaded boxes (see

text). The boxes with dashed borders represent the main \ingredients" used by STARS and

CLOUDY. The boxes with solid borders and the light-shaded ovals indicate for each program

the direct input and output respectively.
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3.2 Modeling of integrated stellar properties

3.2.1 The evolutionary synthesis code STARS

The modeling of integrated properties of evolving stellar populations is based on the

evolutionary synthesis code STARS, written by Kovo, Sternberg & Alexander (1998).

This code is similar to other models developed by various investigators in the past

(e.g. Tinsley 1972; Huchra 1977; Bruzual 1983; Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange 1987;

Mas-Hesse & Kunth 1991; Doyon, Joseph & Wright 1994; Leitherer & Heckman 1995;

Lan�con & Rocca-Volmerange 1996). It has been used previously in several studies of

starburst systems (e.g. Krabbe, Sternberg & Genzel 1994; Genzel et al. 1995; Tacconi-

Garman, Sternberg & Eckart 1996; B�oker, F�orster Schreiber & Genzel 1997; Schinnerer

et al. 1997; Maiolino et al. 1998). STARS is briey described here; appendix B provides

a more detailed description of the code, as well as of the theoretical stellar atmosphere

models and empirical data used for the energy distributions of individual stars.

STARS is based on the most recent \Geneva" stellar evolutionary tracks, which

cover initial stellar masses between 0.8 M

�

and 120 M

�

for �ve metallicities and two

assumptions on the mass-loss rates for high-mass stars (Schaller et al. 1992; Schaerer

et al. 1993a, 1993b; Charbonnel et al. 1993; Meynet et al. 1994). Representative tracks

are illustrated in �gure A.1 of appendix A, where various stellar evolutionary phases are

identi�ed. STARS follows the evolution in the theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

(HRD) of a stellar population whose composition at birth is speci�ed by a power-law

initial mass function (IMF)

dN

dm

/ m

��

: (3:1)

between a lower and upper mass cuto�, m

low

and m

up

. The star formation rate (SFR)

is assumed to decline exponentially as

R(t

b

) = R

0

e

�t

b

=t

sc

; (3:2)

where t

b

is the time elapsed since the onset of star formation (or \burst age"), t

sc

is

the burst timescale, R(t

b

) is the SFR at age t

b

, and R

0

is the initial SFR. The SFR is

expressed in M

�

yr

�1

.

At any given age, the distribution of the stellar population in the HRD is computed

and the integrated properties are obtained by summing over those of all the stars

present. STARS computes a wide range of stellar properties; the most relevant ones

for the purpose of this thesis include the complete spectral energy distribution (SED),
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the hydrogen ionizing luminosity (or Lyman continuum luminosity L

Lyc

, � < 912

�

A),

the bolometric luminosity (L

bol

), the K-band luminosity (L

K

, between 1.9�m and

2.5�m), the gas mass consumed (M

?

) and the rate of supernova explosions (�

SN

).

The integrated SED is intended speci�cally for the computation of the emission

spectrum of nebulae photoionized by the stars, such as H II regions (section 3.3).

The choice of appropriate SEDs for individual stars is thus crucial, especially for the

hot, massive ones. A hybrid grid of stellar SEDs was generated from two libraries

of theoretical model atmospheres. The Kurucz (1992) models, which assume local

thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE), are used for stars with e�ective temperatures

T

e�

� 19000 K. The e�ects of line blanketing in the rapidly expanding atmospheres

of hotter stars are not well represented by LTE models. The new non-LTE stellar

atmosphere models for T

e�

= 25000 � 65000 K from Pauldrach et al. (1998) are more

appropriate and are therefore adopted at T

e�

� 25000 K. The SEDs for stars with

intermediate temperatures are obtained by interpolating between the Kurucz and the

Pauldrach et al. models.

Similarly, simple black-body approximations or currently available model atmo-

spheres do not reproduce satisfactorily the energy distributions of cool stars, which are

distorted by extensive molecular absorption and potentially contaminated by thermal

emission from a circumstellar dust shell. The relevant properties for cool stars (opti-

cal and near-infrared luminosities) are therefore derived from the empirical bolometric

corrections from Schmidt-Kaler (1982) and the broad-band colours from Koornneef

(1983b). The importance of using the more appropriate empirical data is stressed

by the fact that red giants and supergiants usually dominate the near-infrared stellar

continuum emission from composite systems. The composition of cool, evolved stellar

populations provides useful constraints for the star formation history. Therefore, part

of the recent improvements made to STARS focussed on cool stars, and are described

below.

3.2.2 Extension of the stellar evolutionary tracks: TP-AGB

phase

The Geneva tracks follow the evolution of high-mass stars up to the end of the carbon-

burning phase, of intermediate-mass stars up to the end of the early asymptotic giant

branch (E-AGB), and of low-mass stars up to the He-core ash. Later evolutionary

stages for high- and low-mass stars do not have important consequences on the mod-

eling of starburst galaxies. Indeed, the pre-supernova stage for massive stars can be
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neglected because of its very short duration (a few months to a few years; Woosley

& Weaver 1986). For low-mass stars, the post-He-core ash evolution is slower but

occurs after a few 10

9

yr or more, so that it is barely relevant in starburst populations,

usually much younger. In the cases where an older, pre-existing stellar population has

to be accounted for, low-mass stars in post-He-core ash phases (horizontal branch,

asymptotic giant branch) will be outshined by other stars in di�erent phases or mass

ranges provided the star formation timescale is long enough. In addition, they trace

much earlier star formation activity which, in the context of starburst studies, becomes

essentially equivalent to that traced by normal red giants.

Intermediate-mass stars, on the other hand, may become important contributors

to the integrated properties while undergoing double-shell burning on the thermally-

pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB), especially at wavelengths between 1�m

and 5�m owing to their large luminosities and low temperatures. Stars with initial

masses from 7 M

�

to 2 M

�

reach the TP-AGB phase in about 50 Myr to 1 Gyr.

Although this evolutionary stage lasts typically no more than about one million years,

the combination of large luminosities and IMF-weighting results in measurable e�ects

on various properties predicted from theoretical evolutionary synthesis models (e.g.

Charlot & Bruzual 1991).

Observationally, TP-AGB stars have been known for a long time to exist in the

Magellanic Clouds (Costa & Frogel 1996 and references therein). There is now growing

evidence for the presence of important populations of these luminous, intermediate-age

stars contributing signi�cantly to the integrated light in the central regions or bulges

of several nearby dwarf elliptical and spiral galaxies, including our own (e.g. Blum,

Sellgren & DePoy 1996a), M31 (Rich, Mould & Graham 1993; Rich & Mighell 1995;

Davidge et al. 1997), M32 (Freedman 1992; Elston & Silva 1992), M33 (McLean & Liu

1996) and the M31 companions (Lee 1996; Lee, Freedman & Madore 1993; Davidge

1994; Mart��nez-Delgado & Aparicio 1998).

In the past, the TP-AGB phase has been included in evolutionary synthesis mod-

eling optimized for evolved systems such as elliptical galaxies, or for the Magellanic

Clouds (e.g. Charlot & Bruzual 1991; Bressan, Chiosi & Fagotto 1994; Worthey 1994;

Girardi & Bertelli 1998). Lan�con & Rocca-Volmerange (1994, 1996) were probably

the �rst to introduce this evolutionary stage in \starburst models", but they barely

discuss the implications. The implementation of the TP-AGB phase in STARS, thus,

had two motivations. Firstly, it allowed a quantitative investigation of its inuence on

various cluster properties. Secondly, it seems relevant in studies of the nuclear regions

of starburst galaxies | as in this work, and potentially helps to disentangle stars born

in earlier bursts or which belong to an underlying population of continuously forming
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stars, from supergiants associated with recent bursts.

Several uncertainties remain, however, concerning the TP-AGB evolution. The ma-

jor problem is linked to the \carbon star mystery" (Iben 1981), raised by the observed

de�cit of high-luminosity carbon stars (L

bol

> 10

4

L

�

) and the excess at lower lumi-

nosities in the Large Magellanic Cloud compared to theoretical predictions. The de�cit

at high luminosities also extends to oxygen-rich AGB stars (Frogel, Mould & Blanco

1990; Reid, Tinney & Mould 1990). Possible theoretical scenarios have been explored

to solve this discrepancy but are not completely satisfactory (e.g. Iben & Renzini

1983; Groenewegen & de Jong 1993; Boothroyd, Sackmann & Wasserburg 1995). Re-

cent searches for obscured luminous AGB stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud remained

inconclusive (e.g. Reid, Hughes & Glass 1995; Loup et al. 1997; van Loon et al. 1998).

No de�nitive consensus has been reached yet concerning the details of theoretical mod-

eling and, consequently, on the observational sequence in terms of the stellar types

believed to lie on the TP-AGB (e.g. Groenewegen & de Jong 1993; Groenewegen, van

den Hoeck & de Jong 1995; Wallerstein 1988; Gustafsson 1989; Gautschy & Saio 1996).

Despite the above uncertainties, an estimate of the contribution of TP-AGB stars to

integrated properties of evolving stellar populations is possible. Indeed, the morphology

and location of the TP-AGB in the HRD does not di�er signi�cantly amongst recent

models of various authors, and agrees well with the observations for those stars with

measured temperatures and luminosities. Both L

bol

and T

e�

depend only weakly on the

few necessary assumptions made on the input physics (see Charlot & Bruzual 1991). In

particular, the average luminosity during the TP-AGB evolution is related to the well-

determined core mass in a simple way (Paczy�nski 1970), and is thus little sensitive to the

more uncertain parameters governing mass-loss and photospheric chemical abundances

(e.g. Groenewegen & de Jong 1993). These have a much larger impact on the duration

of the TP-AGB phase and on the line-blanketing throughout the spectrum. Total AGB

lifetimes are compared in table 3.1 for models of several authors.

The models of Bedijn (1988) were chosen to extend the Geneva tracks because of

their simplicity and because they are representative of other, more complicated models

for the parameters of relevance here (age, T

e�

, L

bol

). Another attractive feature of these

models is that they reproduce well the statistical properties of local Miras and OH/IR

stars, and are closely linked to the most widely accepted evolutionary scenario be-

tween di�erent types of TP-AGB stars. Regardless of the details, the assumed scenario

is that of an initially unobscured, short-period variable star which becomes progres-

sively cooler, intrinsically more luminous but more obscured due to the building-up

of a circumstellar shell resulting from mass-loss, and with a longer variability period.

Accordingly, two evolutionary points were added to the Geneva tracks to represent
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Table 3.1: Total lifetimes of intermediate-mass stars in the TP-AGB phase

(a)

M Lifetimes in 10

5

yr

[M

�

] Bedijn GHJ V&W F&C

2.0 13.9 7.5 11.8 |

2.5 13.8 12.1 21.8 |

3.0 13.7 16.2 | 12.2

3.5 | 9.7 4.3 |

4.0 5.5 6.8 | 2.3

5.0 3.2 5.5 2.6 1.3

6.0 4.9 | | 0.9

7.0 5.2 5.8 | |

(a)

The references are Bedijn (1988), Groenewegen, van den Hoek & de Jong (1995; \GHJ"), Vassiliadis

& Wood (1993; \V&W") as quoted in Ortiz & Maciel (1996), and Forestini & Charbonnel (1997;

\F&C"). The various models compared here are for solar-metallicity stars and, as much as possible,

for similar laws and parameters describing mass-loss.

the TP-AGB phase. They correspond to di�erent pulsation modes (\�rst overtone"

and \fundamental" modes) and are associated observationally with short-period op-

tical Mira variables and with long-period OH/IR stars. Bedijn's prescriptions extend

smoothly the E-AGB phase from the Geneva tracks (�gure 3.2).

Since TP-AGB stars are most conspicuous in the near-infrared, the attribution of

the near-infrared photometric properties needs to be considered carefully. Unfortu-

nately, systematic studies of these stars are scarce at near-infrared wavelengths and

represent a rather inhomogeneous data set. An alternative approach, similar to that

followed by Charlot & Bruzual (1991), was adopted. Given the small dispersion in T

e�

for stars of various masses on their TP-AGB and since the time spent in the funda-

mental mode as a long-period OH/IR variable is at most 30% of the total TP-AGB

lifetime according to Bedijn's models, the average bolometric correction and broad-

band colours of the prototypical Mira variable ! Cet were assigned to all TP-AGB

stars. They were derived from the data of Mendoza & Johnson (1965) and Zhou et

al. (1984), and are given in table 3.2.
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Fig. 3.2.| Evolutionary tracks in the theoretical HRD for the TP-AGB phase of

intermediate-mass stars (initial masses between 2 M

�

and 7 M

�

; grey lines), computed from

the models of Bedijn (1988). The two \stars" on each track indicate the evolutionary points

corresponding to the two pulsation modes considered (�rst overtone followed by fundamental

mode). The black lines represent the Geneva tracks.
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Table 3.2: Adopted photometric properties of TP-AGB stars

(a)

Property

(b)

Value

BC -8.0 mag

V �K 10.3 mag

J �K 1.3 mag

H �K 0.3 mag

(a)

Characteristic of the prototypical Mira variable ! Cet. The data are from Mendoza & Johnson (1965)

and Zhou et al. (1984).

(b)

The bolometric correction (BC) gives the di�erence in magnitude between the bolometric and the

V -band ux densities. The central wavelengths of the V -, J-, H- and K-band are 0.55�m, 1.25�m,

1.65�m and 2.2�m respectively.

3.2.3 Near-infrared stellar absorption features

The set of properties predicted by STARS was augmented with the equivalent widths

(EWs) of several near-infrared absorption features observed at moderate spectral reso-

lution in late-type stars discussed in chapter 2: W

2:29

,W

1:62

,W

1:59

,W

Na

andW

Ca

. First-

and second-order polynomial �ts were performed to the homogeneized stellar data from

�gures 2.5 and 2.6. The resulting relationships with T

e�

for luminosity classes V, III

and I below 5700 K were implemented in the code. EWs assigned to hotter stars were

identically zero, since the absorption features considered become negligibly small or

absent at higher temperatures. The exception is the Si I 1.59�m feature, but above

� 6000 K, hydrogen is responsible for the absorption feature which then has a di�erent

physical meaning. The predicted EWs include the dilution by the featureless free-free

and free-bound nebular continuum (see appendix B).

For TP-AGB stars, H- and K-band spectroscopic data at moderate resolution are

severely lacking in the literature. From preliminary 3D data which were obtained for a

sample of Miras and other TP-AGB stars (S- and N-type stars), the CO bandheads are

comparable in strength to those of the latest normal M-type giants. A similar conclu-

sion is reached by inspection of the few spectra published by Johnson & Mend�ez (1970)

and Wallace & Hinkle (1996), and those obtained by Lan�con (private communication).

The EWs of normal giants with T

e�

= 3000 K were therefore assigned to all TP-AGB

stars.
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3.3 Modeling of nebular emission lines

Photoionized nebulae around young, massive stars (H II regions) are often the most

conspicuous gaseous nebulae in starburst galaxies. The various processes which occur

in H II regions include (e.g. Osterbrock 1989):

� photoionization and recombination,

� collisional excitation and de-excitation,

� free-free, free-bound and bound-free interactions between electrons and ions,

� charge-exchange reactions.

These processes result in line emission from the various elements, and continuum emis-

sion. When present, dust also contributes to the nebular emission spectrum with

thermal continuum and possibly narrow bands such as the PAH features in the mid-

infrared. Absorption of photons by gas and dust, and subsequent re-emission modify

the stellar radiation �eld within the nebula.

Nebular recombination and �ne-structure lines are particularly important in star-

burst studies. They allow the determination of the physical conditions of the ionized

nebulae. In addition, they probe the shape and intensity of the

>

�

10 eV ultraviolet

radiation �eld which is usually dominated by the photospheric emission from hot, mas-

sive stars. Such information provides important constraints on the properties of the

youngest stellar populations such as the luminosity-averaged e�ective temperature, the

global luminosity and the number population. Three mid-infrared emission line ratios,

accessible with ISO observations, constitute particularly useful temperature indica-

tors: [Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m, [Ar III] 8.99�m/[Ar II] 6.99�m, and [S IV]

10.5�m/[S III] 18.7�m. Because the species involved have very di�erent ionization

potentials, they are very sensitive to the SED of the ionizing stars, which is harder

for higher stellar temperatures (see appendix B). Furthermore, these line ratios are

essentially independent of the chemical abundances of the gas.

For the purpose of this thesis, the modeling of line emission from nebulae pho-

toionized by evolving stellar populations was performed with the photoionization code

CLOUDY. A complete description of CLOUDY is given in Ferland (1996). Briey,

CLOUDY predicts the emission spectrum from gaseous nebulae which are heated and

ionized by the radiation �eld of a central object. This is done by simultaneously solv-

ing the equations of photoionization equilibrium, of statistical and thermal equilibrium,
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and of heating-cooling processes under the conditions speci�ed by a set of input param-

eters. The input parameters provide the physical conditions within the nebula (e.g.

gas and dust composition, hydrogen gas density n

H

, ionization parameter

1

U), the ge-

ometry of the nebula (e.g. spherical or plane-parallel geometry, distance R between

the source and the illuminated surface of the nebula), and the energy distribution of

the impinging radiation �eld.

Model predictions for the three mid-infrared line ratios of interest here were ob-

tained using the SEDs generated by STARS. The individual line uxes for a burst

timescale of t

sc

= 1 Myr were computed with CLOUDY; they were then convolved by

the SFR for longer burst timescales. The ionized nebulae were represented as shells sur-

rounding a central, point-like source (the stellar population), with uniform gas density

and nearly plane-parallel geometries. For such nebulae,

U �

Q

4�R

2

n

H

c

(3:3)

where Q is the hydrogen ionization rate of the source and c is the speed of light. The

gas and dust composition, n

H

and R were assumed to be time-independent. For the

t

sc

= 1 Myr models, U was allowed to vary with burst age proportionally to Q for

consistency, and the U

max

reached at the age for which Q is maximum was speci�ed.

This sets the absolute ux scale for the SEDs, whose shape and relative ux scale as the

stellar population evolves are determined by STARS. The computations are stopped

when log U becomes smaller than �5:5 dex; at this point, the SFR has dropped by

several orders of magnitude compared to the initial SFR and the stellar population is

generally expected to have faded away in the galaxy's background population.

The variation of U with Q was not accounted for when convolving for the longer

burst timescales. As a consequence, the \generations" of stars with U and Q close

to maximum dominate the nebular line emission at each time step, as expected for

composite populations with a range of ages. The assumption of constant n

H

and R

and the treatment of U may not be realistic for evolving H II regions. However, for

applications to starburst galaxies as in this work, they ensure consistency between the

data and the predictions by providing models for which the nebular parameters at any

age are close to the observed values.

1

giving the number of hydrogen ionizing photons impinging at the surface of the nebula per hy-

drogen atom; see chapter 5
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3.4 Model predictions for single evolving clusters

3.4.1 Evolution of the integrated properties

In applications of evolutionary synthesis models, it is generally assumed that the spec-

i�ed IMF applies to the entire stellar population within the observed regions. In other

words, the entire population is modelled as if composed of identical clusters with re-

spect to their initial stellar mass distribution, or if it actually consisted of one, large

single cluster. Such \single cluster" models computed with STARS and CLOUDY as

described in the previous sections are here discussed. The evolution with cluster age

of the most relevant properties for this work are presented in �gures 3.3 to 3.6, in-

cluding L

bol

, L

Lyc

, L

K

, �

SN

, M

?

, EWs of near-infrared stellar absorption features and

mid-infrared nebular line ratios. These properties are mostly sensitive to the burst age

and timescale, and to the upper mass cuto� of the IMF; the exception is M

?

which is

actually mainly sensitive to the lower mass cuto� instead of the upper mass cuto�.

Two sets of representative models are shown in the �gures to illustrate the general

behaviour of the properties with t

b

, t

sc

and m

up

: 1) computations for t

sc

= 1 Myr,

5 Myr, 20 Myr and 1 Gyr, with a �xed m

up

= 100 M

�

, and 2) computations for

m

up

= 25 M

�

, 35 M

�

, 50 M

�

and 100 M

�

, with a �xed t

sc

= 1 Myr. The range of

burst ages covers 10

6

� 10

9

yr. Time steps equally spaced on a logarithmic scale, with

� log(t

b

) = 0:1 dex, were chosen for a proper sampling of the various evolutionary

phases. For all models, the IMF was assumed to have a Salpeter power-law index

� = 2:35 (Salpeter 1955) and to extend down to m

low

= 1 M

�

. The initial SFR

was R

0

= 10 M

�

yr

�1

. The stellar tracks for solar metallicity and for the lowest

mass-loss rates for massive stars (or \normal" mass-loss rates) were selected. The TP-

AGB phase for intermediate-mass stars was accounted for. The nebular parameters for

CLOUDY were those appropriate for M82, as determined in chapter 5: n

H

= 300 cm

�3

,

log U

max

= �2:3, R = 10

19:9

cm (25 pc), and solar gas-phase abundances; the e�ects of

interstellar dust mixed with the ionized gas were neglected.

Both L

bol

and L

Lyc

, which trace the hot young stars, are largest during the early

phases of a burst and decrease rapidly as soon as the SFR drops signi�cantly because

of the rapid evolution of these stars. For Salpeter-like IMFs, the integrated L

Lyc

is

dominated by the most massive stars while stars in the range 10�25 M

�

contribute to

the bulk of L

bol

. Therefore, the L

bol

/L

Lyc

ratio is very sensitive to m

up

in young stellar

populations. This ratio also depends on the burst timescale after a few million years

because it reects the relative populations of stars in di�erent mass ranges, which have

di�erent main-sequence lifetimes. Similarly, the mid-infrared nebular line ratios vary
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Variations with burst timescale Variations with upper mass cutoff

Fig. 3.3.| Variation with burst age and timescale, and with upper mass cuto� of the IMF

of L

bol

, L

Lyc

, L

K

and �

SN

for a single cluster. Left panels: t

sc

= 1 Myr (solid line), 5 Myr

(dashed line), 20 Myr (dash-dot-dot-dot line) and 1 Gyr (dotted line); m

up

= 100 M

�

for

all models. Right panels: m

up

= 100 M

�

(solid line), 50 M

�

(dashed line), 35 M

�

(dash-

dot-dot-dot line) and 25 M

�

(dotted line); t

sc

= 1 Myr for all models. The other model

parameters adopted are given in the text. The vertical scales are the same between the left-

and right-hand side panels, except for �

SN

.
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Variations with burst timescale Variations with upper mass cutoff

Fig. 3.4.| Variation with burst age and timescale, and upper mass cuto� of the IMF of

L

bol

/L

Lyc

, L

K

/L

Lyc

, �

SN

/L

bol

and M

?

=L

K

for a single cluster. Left panels: t

sc

= 1 Myr

(solid line), 5 Myr (dashed line), 20 Myr (dash-dot-dot-dot line) and 1 Gyr (dotted line);

m

up

= 100 M

�

for all models. Right panels: m

up

= 100 M

�

(solid line), 50 M

�

(dashed

line), 35 M

�

(dash-dot-dot-dot line) and 25 M

�

(dotted line); t

sc

= 1 Myr for all models.

The other model parameters adopted are given in the text.
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Variations with burst timescale Variations with upper mass cutoff

Fig. 3.5.| Variation with burst age and timescale, and upper mass cuto� of the IMF of

W

1:62

and W

2:29

for a single cluster. Left panels: t

sc

= 1 Myr (solid line), 5 Myr (dashed line),

20 Myr (dash-dot-dot-dot line) and 1 Gyr (dotted line); m

up

= 100 M

�

for all models. Right

panels: m

up

= 100 M

�

(solid line), 50 M

�

(dashed line), 35 M

�

(dash-dot-dot-dot line) and

25 M

�

(dotted line); t

sc

= 1 Myr for all models. The other model parameters adopted are

given in the text.
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Variations with burst timescale Variations with upper mass cutoff

Fig. 3.6.| Variation with burst age and timescale, and upper mass cuto� of the IMF of the

[Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m, [Ar III] 8.99�m/[Ar II] 6.99�m and [S IV] 10.5�m/[S III]

18.7�m for a single cluster. Left panels: t

sc

= 1 Myr (solid line), 5 Myr (dashed line), 20 Myr

(dash-dot-dot-dot line) and 1 Gyr (dotted line); m

up

= 100 M

�

for all models. Right panels:

m

up

= 100 M

�

(solid line), 50 M

�

(dashed line), 35 M

�

(dash-dot-dot-dot line) and 25 M

�

(dotted line); t

sc

= 1 Myr for all models. The other model parameters adopted are given in

the text.
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strongly with m

up

, t

sc

and t

b

since they are very sensitive to the e�ective temperature,

and thus mass, of the ionizing stars.

The evolution of L

K

is characterized by a substantial increase marking the ap-

pearance of red supergiants at � 10

7

yr. The subsequent decrease, which occurs at

di�erent ages for di�erent burst timescales, corresponds to the less massive and less

luminous red giants progressively dominating L

K

while the supergiants end their life.

Since stars initially more massive than � 25 M

�

never become red supergiants, L

K

is

essentially insensitive to m

up

in the range considered here and for cluster ages above

10 Myr. At younger ages, however, L

K

depends on m

up

due to the contribution of neb-

ular processes (free-free and free-bound interactions), which is large and proportional

to L

Lyc

(see Eq.B.11 in appendix B). For later stages, this contribution becomes neg-

ligible owing to the overwhelming near-infrared output from cool, evolved stars. The

L

K

/L

Lyc

ratio is strongly dependent on t

sc

and provides a good measure of the relative

populations of massive main-sequence stars and their progeny, cool evolved stars. In

addition, it is also sensitive to m

up

at young ages, for similar reasons as L

bol

/L

Lyc

.

The rate of supernova explosions is non-negligible for burst ages where stars more

massive than 8 M

�

end their life. Due to the IMF weighting, it is larger when the stars

in the lower mass range explode.

According to the convention adopted in STARS, M

?

represents the total mass

consumed since the onset of star formation, either locked in stars that are still alive or

returned to the ISM via stellar winds and supernova explosions. It therefore increases

proportionally to the SFR. Because of the shape of the IMF, it is dominated by the low-

mass stars and depends strongly on m

low

. Since L

K

is insensitive to contributions from

these stars, at least for t

b

<

�

10

9

yr, M

?

=L

K

is very sensitive to m

low

, as demonstrated

in �gure 3.7. The dip around 10 Myr is due to the presence of the luminous red

supergiants. From models computed with m

low

= 1 M

�

, the correction factor at any

age for an IMF extending down to m

true

low

is simply obtained from Eq.B.3 (appendix B):

M

?

(m

true

low

)

M

?

(1 M

�

)

=

m

��+2

up

� (m

true

low

)

��+2

m

��+2

up

� 1

� 6= 2; (3:4)

M

?

(m

true

low

)

M

?

(1 M

�

)

=

lnm

up

� lnm

low

lnm

up

� = 2; (3:5)

The various EWs of the near-infrared stellar absorption features show similar gen-

eral behaviours mainly governed by variations in the luminosity-averaged e�ective tem-

perature of cool, evolved stars; onlyW

1:62

and W

2:29

are illustrated in �gure 3.5. Before

� 10 Myr, the absence of red giants and supergiants, the weakness of the absorption

features in cool dwarfs and the large nebular contribution to L

K

combine to produce
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Fig. 3.7.| Variation of the M

?

=L

K

ratio with the lower mass cuto� of the IMF for a

single cluster: m

low

= 0:1 M

�

(dashed line), 1 M

�

(solid line) and 3 M

�

(dotted line).

m

up

= 100 M

�

and t

sc

= 1 Myr for all curves. The other model parameters are the same as

for �gures 3.3 to 3.6.

essentially no observable absorption. For later stages, the cool, evolved stars dominate

almost completely the near-infrared emission. The �rst peak near 10 Myr is due to cool,

massive supergiants. The subsequent decline results from the longer main-sequence and

total lifetimes of stars with progressively lower masses, which have higher temperatures

and are characterized by shallower absorption features. The decline is slightly steeper

for EWs which are more sensitive to the luminosity class (e.g. W

2:29

). The bump

around 1 Gyr is produced by intermediate-mass stars when they reach the TP-AGB

phase and very low temperatures (the TP-AGB contribution is further discussed be-

low). The TP-AGB feature is more pronounced and comparable in strength to the

\supergiant peak" for EWs predominantly sensitive to T

e�

(e.g. W

1:62

). The narrower

and more pronounced \supergiant peak" around 10 Myr and \TP-AGB peak" around

1 Gyr for short burst timescales is a natural consequence of the narrower mass range

undergoing these phases almost simultaneously. The \dilution" of the absorption fea-

tures by contributions to the near-infrared light associated with stars in earlier and

later evolutionary phases is reduced.

The \oscillations" apparent in the models for some of the properties and especially

for short burst timescales (notably for L

K

, M

?

=L

K

and the stellar EWs) are artefacts

inherent to the synthesis method followed in STARS and to the discreteness of the

HRD grid where the stars are distributed to compute the integrated properties (see

appendix B). The stars are binned in mass, and each mass bin is assigned to one

evolutionary track; consequently, stars with a small dispersion in mass associated to a
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given track may accumulate temporarily in a single, or very few log T

e�

� logL

bol

bins.

For instance, this e�ect likely exaggerates the peak contribution of TP-AGB stars for

the shortest timescales, when stars of similar initial masses reach simultaneously the

same low-T

e�

and high-L

bol

bin. Such uctuations are much less important during the

supergiant-dominated phase for two reasons: the large spread in L

bol

in the HRD for

the mass range covered by the main-sequence progenitors, and the large spread in T

e�

for each mass bin due to the extremely rapid post-main-sequence evolution of these

stars result in long populated segments along the stellar tracks.

3.4.2 The e�ects of TP-AGB stars

The contribution to various properties of intermediate-mass stars on the TP-AGB (for

ages between 50 Myr and 2 Gyr) can be assessed from �gures 3.8 and 3.9. Due to IMF

weighting and longer TP-AGB lifetimes, stars in the lower mass range (around 2�3 M

�

)

produce the largest e�ects, at ages � 1 Gyr. As expected from the large luminosities

and low temperatures of TP-AGB stars, the most important di�erences occur for L

bol

and for near-infrared properties. The maximumcontribution of TP-AGB stars is about

25% to L

bol

and 40% to near-infrared luminosities, depending on t

sc

. The models of

Charlot & Bruzual (1991) predict smaller contributions which never exceed 10% and

20% respectively. However, given the uncertainties in the assigned properties, and the

di�erent evolutionary synthesis method and TP-AGB tracks between this work and

Charlot & Bruzual (1991), the agreement is satisfactory. As mentioned in the previous

subsection, the contribution of TP-AGB stars is probably arti�cially enhanced for short

burst timescales in the models presented here.

The presence of the cool, luminous TP-AGB stars which have absorption features

comparable in strength to those of late-M giants translates into substantial di�erences

in the predicted stellar EWs. Generally, the local maximum in all EWs around 500 Myr

is solely attributable to the presence of TP-AGB stars. When the TP-AGB phase is

excluded, even the EWs that are only sensitive to the T

e�

| such as W

1:62

| exhibit a

steeper decline because of the progressively warmer normal giants producing the bulk of

the near-infrared light. Figures 3.5 and 3.9 suggest that W

2:29

together with W

1:62

can

be used to discriminate between populations of young supergiants and older evolved

populations with less massive progenitors, namely red giants and TP-AGB stars.
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Fig. 3.8.| E�ects of intermediate-mass stars on the TP-AGB in the model predictions for

the bolometric, K-, H- and V -band luminosities for a single evolving cluster. The curves

are the ratios of the luminosities computed including and excluding the TP-AGB phase, for

t

sc

= 1 Myr (solid line), 5 Myr (dashed line), 20 Myr (dash-dot-dot-dot line) and 1 Gyr

(dotted line). For all models, m

up

= 100 M

�

, but the results are insensitive to m

up

since

TP-AGB stars have progenitors with masses � 7 � 8 M

�

. The other model parameters are

the same as for �gures 3.3 to 3.6. The contribution of the TP-AGB stars at � 500 Myr is

likely exaggerated due to the synthesis technique employed (see text). The horizontal axis

extends to 10

10

yr to show clearly the maximum contribution from the TP-AGB stars.
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TP-AGB excluded TP-AGB included

Fig. 3.9.| E�ects of intermediate-mass stars on the TP-AGB in the model predictions for

W

1:62

and W

2:29

for a single evolving cluster. Left panels: computations excluding the TP-

AGB phase, right panels: computations including the TP-AGB phase. The various curves

in each plot correspond to t

sc

= 1 Myr (solid line), 5 Myr (dashed line), 20 Myr (dash-dot-

dot-dot line) and 1 Gyr (dotted line). For all models, m

up

= 100 M

�

, but the results are

insensitive to m

up

since TP-AGB stars have progenitors with masses � 7� 8 M

�

. The other

model parameters are the same as for �gures 3.3 to 3.6. The contribution of the TP-AGB

stars at � 500 Myr is likely exaggerated due to the synthesis technique employed (see text).
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3.5 Model predictions for ensembles of evolving

clusters

Single cluster models as described in the previous section may not be appropriate

for entire starburst regions, which potentially include a number of individual clusters.

Indeed, compact \super star clusters" with typical sizes � 1 pc to � 10 pc, in some

cases grouped in large associations, have been revealed by observations with the Hubble

Space Telescope (HST) in several nearby starburst galaxies including M82 (O'Connell

et al. 1995), NGC4038/4039 (Whitmore & Schweizer 1995), NGC1569 and NGC1705

(O'Connell, Gallagher & Hunter 1994), NGC1140 (Hunter, O'Connell & Gallagher

1994), and He 2 � 10 (Conti & Vacca 1994). Bright compact sources interpreted

as young clusters of red supergiants are also seen in high angular resolution near-

infrared images of starburst galaxies, notably M82 (Satyapal et al. 1997) and NGC1808

(Tacconi-Garman, Sternberg & Eckart 1996). Furthermore, important substructure in

the ISM on scales

<

�

10 pc is observed or inferred from detailed modeling of starburst

regions (e.g. Shen & Lo 1995; Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Carral et al. 1994).

Most importantly, applications of single cluster models are based on the assumption

that the IMF is well populated up to m

up

in all clusters. However, this neglects possible

mass constraints: small clusters may not have enough mass available to form the most

massive stars for a �xed IMF slope. Therefore, a more realistic assumption is that

ensembles of stellar clusters in starburst regions likely have a distribution

of masses, and that small clusters may not be able to form very massive stars.

This hypothesis is supported by observations of OB associations and clusters, and

of bright H II regions in the disk of our own Galaxy (e.g. McKee & Williams 1997),

in nearby spiral and irregular galaxies (e.g. Elson & Fall 1985; Kennicutt, Edgar

& Hodge 1989; Gonzalez-Delgado et al. 1995), as well as in starburst systems like

NGC4038/4039 (Whitmore & Schweizer 1995). These studies show that the number

distribution of young clusters and associations in optical light and in ionizing luminosity

follows a power-law luminosity function (LF)

�(L) �

dN

d(log L)

/ L

��

: (3:6)

The LF in the variety of star-forming environments above have remarkably similar

indices in the range � = 0:5�1, down to the faintest luminosities observed. The typical

completeness limits correspond to an absolute V -band magnitude of M

V

� �10 mag

or to an hydrogen ionizing rate Q

Lyc

� 10

50

s

�1

. For comparison, the Orion nebula is

powered by OB stars with a total Q

Lyc

= 10

48:85

s

�1

(Kennicutt 1984). In addition, star

counts in OB associations and young clusters in the Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds
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provide no evidence for variations in the shape of the IMF with spatial concentration

and richness of the cluster, metallicity, galactocentric distance and morphological type

of the host galaxy (e.g. Hunter et al. 1997; Massey & Hunter 1998; Eisenhauer et

al. 1998). Therefore, it seems plausible to interpret the observed LF as the result of a

cluster mass distribution which determines the mass of the most massive star formed

in each cluster (see also Massey & Hunter 1998).

The 3D and ISO observations of M82 presented in this thesis do not resolve indi-

vidual stellar clusters; the ISO-SWS beam corresponds to spatial scales at the distance

of M82 from 200 pc � 300 pc to 300 pc � 500 pc depending on wavelength, and the

angular resolution of the 3D data is � 15� 20 pc. In addition, M82 is oriented nearly

edge-on. Therefore, any region considered for starburst modeling very likely includes

contributions from a large number of individual parsec-scale clusters (see also chapter

5). For LFs decreasing with increasing luminosity, a softening of the integrated ion-

izing radiation �eld is expected due to the contribution from smaller clusters. More

realistic models for ensembles of evolving clusters were therefore developed to assess

quantitatively the e�ects of a distribution of cluster masses and luminosities on the

integrated properties of starburst regions. These models are described in this section.

3.5.1 Extrapolation of the cluster LF to low luminosities

The distribution of an ensemble of evolving clusters is parametrized in the models by a

power-law LF in hydrogen ionizing rate Q

cl

(the superscript \cl" designates hereafter

integrated cluster properties, and the subscript \Lyc" is omitted for clarity). As there

are no observational constraints on the shape of the LF for small clusters, the �rst step

in the modeling consisted in extrapolating the observed LF (for Q

cl

>

�

10

50

s

�1

) at low

luminosities. An analytical derivation is inadequate for low-mass clusters containing

small numbers of ionizing stars because stochastic e�ects become important, and be-

cause of the steep relationship between the ionizing rate and the mass for individual

stars (see appendix A). For example, the formation of a 20 M

�

star instead of a 15 M

�

one in a small cluster can change Q

cl

by close to an order of magnitude.

The derivation of the LF was therefore done using simple Monte Carlo simulations

to determine the stellar population of clusters of di�erent masses (see also Thornley et

al. 1998). The initial cluster IMF was assumed to have a Salpeter slope, and to be �lled

from the lowest masses upwards (a cluster lower mass cuto� of 0.1 M

�

was assumed,

but the choice has little consequences on the derivation of the LF). The cluster upper

mass cuto� (m

cl

up

) was therefore constrained by the number of stars in the cluster or,
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equivalently, the cluster mass. The actual stellar mass distribution of the clusters was

then obtained using Poisson statistics. The simulations were run for a sample of 2�10

5

clusters, with the number of stars per cluster ranging from 100 to 10

7:5

. Simulations

were performed for four di�erent values of the most massive star(s) allowed to form in

any cluster: m

glob

up

= 25 M

�

, 35 M

�

, 50 M

�

and 100 M

�

. It is emphasized that m

cl

up

applies to individual clusters in the ensemble and is di�erent from the intrinsic, global

upper mass cuto� of the IMF m

glob

up

.

Cluster properties as a function of Q

cl

, such as the total mass M

cl

and the upper

mass cuto� m

cl

up

, were obtained by averaging over the properties of all clusters in

logarithmic bins of width � log(Q

cl

) = 0:1 dex, covering a speci�ed range. Assuming

that the physics underlying the LF is a mass function of the parent molecular clouds,

and

dN

d(logM

cl

)

/ (M

cl

)



; (3:7)

the LF can be written as

�(Q

cl

) / (M

cl

)



d(logM

cl

)

d(logQ

cl

)

: (3:8)

The cluster mass function can be reasonably expected to have a constant slope (e.g.

Scoville & Sanders 1987). The entire LF can then be derived from the relationship

between Q

cl

and M

cl

, and by adjusting  so that the resulting LF at high luminosities

matches the observations.

For the models presented here, the mass function was chosen to reproduce the

LF for Galactic OB associations determined by McKee & Williams (1997), which has

� = 1 in the observed range of Q

cl

� 10

50

� 10

51

s

�1

. The �nal LF is assumed to

cover the range Q

cl

= 10

45

� 10

53

s

�1

. These limits were chosen to include the smallest

associations susceptible of ionizing an H II region (i.e. containing only one early-

B star), as well as the most luminous super star clusters such as those detected in

M82 and NGC4038/4039 (O'Connell et al. 1995; Whitmore & Schweizer 1995). The

M

cl

(Q

cl

) relationship exhibits a change of slope near 10

49:5

s

�1

mainly due to stellar

properties, which therefore introduces a change of slope in the LF. The resulting LF

can be well approximated by a broken power-law:

�(Q

cl

) / (Q

cl

)

�0:17

; 10

45

s

�1

� Q

cl

< 10

49:5

s

�1

(3:9)

and

�(Q

cl

) / (Q

cl

)

�1:0

; 10

49:5

s

�1

� Q

cl

� 10

53

s

�1

: (3:10)
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3.5.2 Modeling of an ensemble of evolving clusters

For the purpose of computing the integrated properties of an ensemble of evolving

clusters, a library of single cluster models (\cluster evolutionary tracks") for t

sc

= 1Myr

was generated for m

cl

up

between 5 M

�

and 100 M

�

. The modeling of ensembles of

clusters from this library is analogous to the modeling of single clusters; it constitutes

an additional step in which clusters are treated as individual units instead of stars.

The two successive steps involved are based on equivalent elements, schematically:

Individual clusters in the ensemble Ensemble of clusters

� Stellar evolutionary tracks � Cluster evolutionary tracks

� Stellar IMF � Cluster LF

� Star formation rate � Cluster formation rate

The range Q

cl

= 10

45

� 10

53

s

�1

considered for the ensemble of clusters was divided

in logarithmic bins of width � log(Q

cl

) = 0:05 dex. For a given m

glob

up

, the average

m

cl

up

(Q

cl

) relationship obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations is used to assign

a single cluster model to each log(Q

cl

) bin. The models for intermediate m

cl

up

were

obtained by interpolation of the library models. The clusters are assumed to follow at

birth the derived LF (Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10). The single cluster model curves for each bin

were therefore scaled so that their zero-age ionizing rates matched the Q

cl

predicted by

the LF. For any burst age, the LF was computed by redistributing the clusters according

to their initial number and evolved Q

cl

in the �xed log(Q

cl

) grid, normalizing to the

total initial number of clusters. The integrated luminosities and emission line uxes,

the gas mass consumed and the rate of supernova explosions were computed following

the general equation:

L(t

b

) =

R

logQ

max

(t

b

)

logQ

min

(t

b

)

L(Q

0

; t

b

)�(Q

0

) d(logQ)

R

logQ

max

(t

b

)

logQ

min

(t

b

)

�(Q

0

) d(logQ)

; (3:11)

where the integration was performed numerically over all clusters including those fainter

than the initial lower limit of Q

cl

= 10

45

s

�1

. This ensured continuity in the evolution

of the integrated properties when a signi�cant number of clusters have evolved to faint

luminosities. All quantities in Eq. 3.11 are cluster properties; the superscript \cl" has

been omitted for the sake of clarity. L(Q

0

; t

b

) is the luminosity at age t

b

of the clusters

with initial ionizing luminosity Q

0

, and �(Q

0

) is the number of these clusters. The

EWs of the near-infrared stellar absorption features were averaged:
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W

�

(t

b

) =

R

logQ

max

(t

b

)

logQ

min

(t

b

)

W

�

(Q

0

; t

b

)L

�

(Q

0

; t

b

)�(Q

0

) d(logQ)

R

logQ

max

(t

b

)

logQ

min

(t

b

)

L

�

(Q

0

; t

b

)�(Q

0

) d(logQ)

; (3:12)

where W

�

(Q

0

; t

b

) and L

�

(Q

0

; t

b

) are the EW and the luminosity at the wavelength of

the absorption feature at age t

b

of the clusters with initial ionizing rate Q

0

.

For longer burst timescales, the number of clusters formed in each log(Q

cl

) bin was

assumed to decrease according to an exponentially decaying \cluster formation rate"

(CFR) as in Eq. 3.2. The LF was obtained by redistributing all clusters formed since

t

b

= 0 in the log(Q

cl

) grid according to their initial number and evolved Q

cl

. The

integrated properties were computed by convolution integrals over time t (numerically

with �t = 1 Myr, and between 0 and t

b

), and over log(Q

cl

) using Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12.

Longer SFR for individual clusters were not considered, as studies of young clusters

and OB associations show that typical burst timescales are � 1 Myr (e.g. Leitherer

1998a).

3.5.3 Evolution of the integrated properties

The evolution with burst age of the LF and of the \luminosity-weighted LF", Q

cl

�

�(Q

cl

), is shown in �gures 3.10 and 3.11 respectively for m

glob

up

= 100 M

�

, and CFRs

with t

sc

= 1 Myr and 20 Myr. The slope of the LF at high luminosities is essentially

independent of the burst age and of the CFR. This results from the fact that the IMF of

clusters with Q

cl

>

�

10

50

s

�1

is well populated in very high mass stars which have similar

main-sequence lifetimes of about 3�4 Myr. Consequently, the high-luminosity clusters

evolve towards lower luminosities at nearly the same \speed". In addition, due to the

attening of the Q(m) relationship at high stellar masses, \dilution e�ects" from less

massive stars are important: for the parameters illustrated, the Q

cl

of high-luminosity

clusters is dominated by stars near 60 M

�

. The high-luminosity LF thus reects more

importantly the mass distribution of the clusters than their high-mass stars contents.

The constant shape of the high-luminosity LF is consistent with the similarity of the

LFs determined observationally in a variety of objects, which likely have a range of

ages and di�erent starburst histories. The assumption made for the modeling that the

zero-age clusters are distributed according to the observed LF is thus justi�ed. As

the most massive stars die after a few million years, the most luminous clusters evolve

towards lower Q

cl

rapidly and accumulate in log(Q

cl

) bins corresponding to lower m

cl

up

,

where smaller clusters have not yet evolved to lower luminosities. The local \bump"

in the evolving LF is thus attributable to stellar lifetimes on the main-sequence and is

naturally broader for longer bursts.
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up
clm ( M    ) 10 25 35 10050

Fig. 3.10.| Evolution of the luminosity function (LF) of an ensemble of clusters. The

initial LF is given by Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10. Models are shown for cluster formation rates with

timescales of 1 Myr (top panel) and 20 Myr (bottom panel); the global upper mass cuto� for

the ensemble of clusters is 100 M

�

. The various lines in each diagram represent the LF for

di�erent burst ages as indicated in the insets. The LF is arbitrarily normalized but within

each plot, is normalized to the total number of clusters existing at each age. The average

cluster upper mass cuto� m

cl

up

obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations is indicated above

the top panel for a few Q

cl

.
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10 25 35 10050
up
clm ( M    )

Fig. 3.11.| Evolution of the luminosity-weighted LF of an ensemble of clusters. The curves

give simply the number of clusters per luminosity interval from �gure 3.10, multiplied by

their luminosity. The curve for 50 Myr in the upper panel has been scaled upwards for

illustration purposes. The average cluster upper mass cuto� m

cl

up

obtained from the Monte

Carlo simulations is indicated above the top panel for a few Q

cl

.
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The luminosity-weighted LF gives a more representative measure of the distribution

of the ionizing radiation amongst the clusters; �gure 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate clearly

that despite their much larger numbers, small clusters make only small contributions

to the integrated ionizing radiation �eld as long as the CFR is not negligible.

Model predictions for ensembles of clusters and single clusters with m

up

= m

glob

up

are compared in �gure 3.12. Models are shown for di�erent m

up

and t

sc

= 1 Myr; the

pairs of curves for longer burst timescales exhibit very similar o�sets. The introduction

of the LF makes the largest di�erences for the properties which are most sensitive to

the massive stars, such as the nebular line ratios, L

bol

/L

Lyc

and 10

12

�

SN

=L

bol

. The

e�ects on these ratios amount up to about a factor of two; the largest di�erences are

for m

up

= 100 M

�

and become very small (10% � 15%) for m

up

= 25 M

�

. This

is attributable to the steepening of the relationships between the properties involved

(notably L

Lyc

, L

bol

and the hardness of the ionizing spectrum) and the stellar mass

towards lower masses. The properties of individual stars cause the \dilution e�ects" by

less luminous clusters to be more important for higher upper mass cuto�s and younger

ages.

The choice of parameters for the LF can a�ect signi�cantly these results. The most

sensitive parameters are the slope of the LF at high luminosities, and the maximum

Q

cl

. Shallower slopes as determined for young open clusters in the Large Magellanic

Cloud by Elson & Fall (1985), for which � = 0:5, imply much smaller e�ects on the

integrated properties (at most � 20%). On the other hand, a truncation of the LF at

Q

cl

< 10

53

s

�1

results in larger e�ects. However, the LFs in most of the sources studied

so far have power-law indices closer to � = 1, and the super star clusters observed in

starburst galaxies, including M82, support high values for the maximum Q

cl

in the

range 10

52

� 10

53

s

�1

. For example, from HST photometry, O'Connell et al. (1995)

measured absolute V -band magnitudes | corrected for extinction | ranging from

�9:6 mag to �13:2 mag for the clusters in the most conspicuous emission region at

optical wavelengths (region \A"). In addition, the brightest individual cluster in the

entire HST �eld of view (known as source \F") has an intrinsic M

V

= �14:5 mag.

For an unevolved stellar population with a Salpeter IMF, these values correspond to

Q = 10

50:5

�10

52:2

s

�1

and 10

52:7

s

�1

respectively. Accounting for possible evolutionary

e�ects, the observed magnitudes are still consistent with high Q

cl

up to � 10

52

s

�1

.

The adopted LF (Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10) therefore seems to be a plausible choice for

starburst galaxies in general and for M82 in particular, and provides a quantitative

estimate of the e�ects of a distribution of cluster masses and luminosities for starburst

populations. The models presented in this section demonstrate that these e�ects are

signi�cant, but are not expected to be larger than factors of a few.
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Variations with upper mass cutoffVariations with upper mass cutoff

Fig. 3.12.| Comparison between model predictions for single clusters (grey lines; from

�gures 3.4 to 3.6) and for ensembles of clusters (black lines). The ensembles of clusters are

characterized by an initial LF given in Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10. The most massive stars allowed to

form in each model pair is the same. The various line types represent m

up

= m

glob

up

= 100 M

�

(solid lines), 50 M

�

(dashed lines), 35 M

�

(dash-dot-dot-dot lines) and 25 M

�

(dashed lines).

The burst timescale is t

sc

= 1 Myr; the o�sets between the single cluster and ensemble of

clusters models are representative of those for longer timescales.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the evolutionary synthesis models applied to M82 in chapter 7, based

on the codes STARS and CLOUDY, have been presented. The improvements and

extensions made speci�cally in the context of this thesis work have been described:

� the extension of the stellar evolutionary tracks for intermediate-mass stars up to

the end of the TP-AGB phase,

� the prediction of the EWs of near-infrared stellar absorption features,

� the prediction of the integrated properties for ensembles of clusters with a lumi-

nosity distribution.

The main results from this chapter are the following:

� Intermediate-mass stars on the TP-AGB make a non-negligible contribution to

the integrated L

bol

and near-infrared properties of evolving stellar populations

at ages between � 50 Myr and � 1 Gyr. The models presented here predict

contributions up to 25% for L

bol

and 40% at near-infrared wavelengths.

� Various properties which provide useful constraints on the burst age and timescale,

and on the cuto�s of the IMF have been discussed from single cluster models.

These include notably the [Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m nebular line ratio, the

EWs of the CO bandheads at 1.62�m and 2.29�m, and combinations of L

bol

,

L

Lyc

, L

K

, M

?

and �

SN

.

� Models for ensembles of clusters characterized by a luminosity function have

been developed. For the same global m

up

, the e�ects of a distribution of cluster

luminosities on the various integrated properties can amount up to a factor of a

few compared to predictions for a single cluster.
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Chapter 4

Near- and mid-infrared

observations of M82

The 3D stellar library and the optimization of evolutionary synthesis models presented

in the previous chapters were motivated by the new possibilities o�ered by the re-

cent technique of near-infrared imaging spectroscopy and by the instruments on board

the ISO satellite. These allow unprecedented detailed studies of starburst galaxies,

moreover in wavelength regimes where starburst activity is conspicuous and dust ob-

scuration is much less important than at optical and ultraviolet wavelengths. These

new instrumental, empirical and theoretical tools are applied in this work to the nearby

galaxy M82 for a �rst, fully quantitative investigation of the nature and evolution of its

starburst activity. The proximity of M82 makes it an ideal target for essential spatially

detailed studies on scales typical of giant star-forming regions and molecular clouds.

For the purpose of this thesis, observations were obtained with the integral �eld

spectrometer 3D and with the Short Wavelength Spectrometer on board ISO. 3D pro-

vided for the �rst time detailed spectral information over the entire H- and

K-band, simultaneously with spatial information on scales of � 20 pc in the

central regions of M82. The ISO Short Wavelength Spectrometer provided, also for

the �rst time, the complete � = 3 � 40 �m spectrum of the starburst core of

M82. This chapter presents:

� the observations and the data reduction,

� the resulting images and spectra.
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4.1 Observations and data reduction

4.1.1 Near-infrared observations

M82 was observed using the Max-Planck-Institut f�ur Extraterrestrische Physik (MPE)

3D instrument (Weitzel et al. 1996, described in chapter 2), at the 3.5 m telescope in

Calar Alto, Spain, on January 13, 14, 16 and 21, 1995. The observations were completed

at the 4.2 m William-Herschel-Telescope in La Palma, Canary Islands, on January 6,

1996.

In order to sample representative starburst regions in M82, an area approximately

250�150 pc, nearly parallel to the plane of the galaxy, was selected for the observations

(see �gure 4.1 in section 4.1.3). The entire region mapped includes the nucleus and

extends to the west along the major axis up to the inner edge of the molecular ring

which surrounds the starburst core. The data were obtained with a spatial scale of

0.5

00

/pixel and a spectral resolution of R � 1000 in both H- and K-band. The 3D �eld

of view being 8

00

� 8

00

, four di�erent �elds were observed in order to cover the target

region, corresponding to 16

00

� 10

00

(at the distance of M82, 1

00

� 15 pc). The center

position of each �eld is given in table 4.1; adjacent �elds overlap by approximately 3

00

.

Each �eld was observed in an object-sky-sky-object sequence, with the o�-source

frames taken on blank portions of the sky 2

0

�4

0

away in the north and south directions.

For each �eld, two data sets were obtained with spectral sampling shifted by half a

pixel with respect to each other. The total on-source integration times per �eld and

wavelength channel were 10 minutes for the K-band data, 8 minutes for the Calar

Alto H-band data and 15 minutes for the William-Herschel-Telescope H-band data.

Typical single-frame exposures were 60� 100 s. For atmospheric calibration, B-, late-

F or early-G dwarf stars were observed each night, before and/or after M82. The

seeing varied from 1

00

to 1.5

00

during the observations. Table 4.2 gives the log of the

observations.

Table 4.1: Center position of the �elds observed with 3D on M82

Field ��

(a)

��

(a)

1 +2

00

+1:5

00

2 +2

00

�2

00

3 �3

00

�1

00

4 �8

00

�3

00

(a)

Right ascension and declination o�sets with respect to the nuclear position de�ned by the K-band

emission peak, at the position �

1950

: 09

h

51

m

43:

s

53, �

1950

: +69

�

55

0

00:

00

7 (Dietz et al. 1986).
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Table 4.2: Log of the 3D observations of M82

Date Telescope

(a)

Field Band t

int

(b)

Seeing Atmospheric calibrator

13/01/95 CA 1 K 600 s 1.5

00

HD 82189 (F5 V)

2 K 600 s 1.5

00

HD 82189 (F5 V)

14/01/95 CA 3 K 600 s 1

00

PPM 17105 (G0 V)

3 H 480 s 1

00

HD 87141 (F5 V)

16/01/95 CA 4 K 600 s 1.3

00

PPM 17105 (G0 V)

21/01/95 CA 1 H 480 s 1

00

HD 87141 (F5 V)

4 H 480 s 1

00

HD 87141 (F5 V)

06/01/96 WHT 2 H 900 s 1

00

HD 26356 (B5 V)

(a)

CA : 3.5 m telescope at Calar Alto, Spain. WHT : 4.2 m William-Herschel-Telescope on the Canary

Islands, Spain.

(b)

Total on-source integration time per detector pixel.

4.1.2 Near-infrared data reduction

The data reduction was carried out using the 3D data analysis package, based on the

GIPSY software package (van der Hulst et al. 1992). The procedure was similar to

that followed in chapter 2 for the 3D stellar library data obtained at Calar Alto. The

data sets for each wavelength sampling were reduced independently as follows.

The non-linear signal response of the detector was �rst corrected for in all on-

and o�-source frames. O�-source exposures were averaged and subtracted from the

corresponding averaged on-source exposures to remove the dark current, the thermal

background and the telluric emission lines. Residuals due to spatial and temporal

variations in the sky emission level could not be removed using sky portions of the

images because M82 completely �lled all �elds, but they were minimized by taking

the o�-source frames as close as possible in space and time. Spatial and spectral

at-�elding, to correct for the di�erential response of the array pixels and for the

instrumental transmission, was performed with the featureless images of observatory's

dome and of a glowing Nernst rod. Wavelength calibration was achieved using images

of a neon discharge lamp, and the data were spectrally redistributed onto a regular

grid of spacing 0.002�m. The two-dimensional wavelength-calibrated frames were then

rearranged in a three-dimensional data cube in which dead and hot pixels were corrected

for by interpolation.

The atmospheric transmission was corrected for with the help of the calibration stars

that were observed immediately before and/or after M82 and reduced as described

above. The procedure followed for the K-band data was quite straightforward and
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similar to that applied for the stellar library stars in section 2.2.3. The calibration

spectra were �rst extracted from the data cubes and divided by a black-body curve

of the appropriate temperature given the spectral type of each reference star. The

Br absorption line, in a wavelength range where the atmospheric transmission is little

sensitive to the atmospheric conditions, was removed by linear interpolation. The

other intrinsic features were corrected for by the division with the normalized and

Br-corrected spectrum of the G3 V star | having similar line strengths as the F5 V

and G0 V calibrators | from the Kleinmann & Hall (1986) atlas, convolved at the

resolution of the 3D data. The M82 data cubes were divided by the resulting calibration

spectra. The residuals introduced by inexact cancellation of the intrinsic features of

the reference stars are less than 1%.

In the H-band, B, late-F and early-G dwarf stars have intrinsic features at � 5%

of the continuum level, even at R � 1000. Since no complete H-band spectra for

these types of stars were digitally available, the correction procedure was di�erent

than for the K-band data. Composite calibration spectra were constructed as follows.

Synthetic spectra were generated between 1.55�m and 1.75�m, where the atmospheric

transmission is most stable, at the proper resolution and sampling as well as zenithal

distance using the program ATRAN (Lord 1992). At the edges of the H-band (� <

1:55 �m and � > 1:75 �m), the transmission is very sensitive to the actual atmospheric

conditions and the stars remain the best calibrators for these wavelength ranges. Since

they also have no important features bluewards of 1.55�m and redwards of 1.75�m

(within the range observed with 3D), these portions of their spectrum were ratioed

with the appropriate blackbody curves and connected to the synthetic spectra. The

M82 data cubes were then divided by the resulting composite calibration spectra.

Since the atmosphere was not monitored simultaneously with M82, spatial and

temporal variability of the atmospheric transmission led to imperfect cancellation of

telluric absorption features. The proximity in time and sky position of the calibration

stars kept this e�ect below 3%� 4% for most of the H- and K-band. Between 1.9�m

and 2.0�m as well as at both edges of the H-band, where the atmospheric transmission

is lower and more variable, residuals up to 20% remained. The spurious features were

reduced by �ne-tuning the airmass assigned to the calibration star with the help of

ATRAN. An examination of spectra taken at various positions within the observed

regions reveals that residuals do not persist to more than 1% in the K-band and in the

middle of the H-band but can amount to 10% at the edges of the H-band.

The resulting data cubes were smoothed with a two-dimensional gaussian to a

common spatial resolution of 1.5

00

. The small scale structure is thus smeared out

in the higher resolution �elds, but no important spatial features are lost. This was
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necessary in order to mosaic properly the various �elds of view. The data cubes were

ux-calibrated relative to one another by adjusting the mean broad-band ux in the

overlapping areas to a common level, and were thereafter combined to produce the

�nal mosaic. Absolute ux calibration was achieved using the broad-band photometric

measurements from Rieke et al. (1980) in 3.9

00

and 5.8

00

circular apertures centered on

the K-band peak. The uncertainties on the absolute uxes are estimated to be 15%

in the H-band and 10% in the K-band. They include possible systematic errors in

the relative spatial and spectral ux distribution which may occur in the background

subtraction, in the correction for telluric absorption and in the mosaicking (see also

section 4.2.2).

4.1.3 Mid-infrared observations and data reduction

Mid-infrared spectroscopy of M82 was obtained with the Short Wavelength Spectrom-

eter (SWS; de Graauw et al. 1996) on board ISO

1

(Kessler et al. 1996). These obser-

vations were carried out as part of the MPE ISO Central Program project \Galactic

Nuclei" during ISO revolution 116 on March 12, 1996. The grating scan mode AOT

SWS01 was used to get a full spectrum of the entire SWS range from 2.4�m to 45�m.

The slowest scan speed was selected to obtain the highest spectral resolution possible

in this mode (i.e. half of the full SWS resolution). In addition, individual lines were

scanned with the grating line pro�le mode AOT SWS02, to get full SWS resolving

power (R � 1000 � 2000) for the key lines used in the data interpretation.

The SWS rectangular aperture was centered on the western mid-infrared emission

peak (actual pointing at �

1950

: 09

h

51

m

42:

s

20, �

1950

: +69

�

55

0

00:

00

74). The major axis of

the aperture was oriented at a position angle of 64:

�

5 so that the SWS �eld of view was

aligned nearly parallel to the galactic plane of M82. The size of the SWS �eld of view

depends on the \band" in which a line or wavelength range is observed, as reported in

table 4.3. The SWS apertures include the regions mapped with 3D, as illustrated in

�gure 4.1. They extend out to a maximum distance of about 350 pc from the nucleus

of M82 and contain parts of the molecular ring to the west.

The on-source integration time for the individual line observations was of 100 s,

with a reset time of 1 s. For the weakest lines, the scans were repeated up to three

times to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The SWS full scan, which covers all bands,

took in total 1

h

50

m

.

1

ISO is an ESA project with instruments funded by ESA Member States (especially the PI coun-

tries: France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) with the participation of ISAS

and NASA. The SWS is a joint project of SRON and MPE.
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Table 4.3: ISO-SWS aperture size as a function of wavelength

Band Wavelength range Aperture size

1 2:38� 4:05 �m 14

00

� 20

00

2 4:05� 12:0 �m 14

00

� 20

00

3A, 3C, 3D 12:0� 27:8 �m 14

00

� 27

00

3E 27:8� 29:5 �m 20

00

� 27

00

4 29:5� 45:2 �m 20

00

� 33

00

20" = 300 pc

- SWSISO
3D

Fig. 4.1.| 3D �eld of view and ISO-SWS apertures shown on a K-band image of M82

(F�orster 1995). The cross and the triangle indicate the positions of the nucleus and of the

western mid-infrared peak respectively. The molecular ring, which encloses the starburst core

of M82, is located just outside the bright central concentration in the 2 �m emission.

The ISO-SWS data were reduced with the SWS Interactive Analysis package (SIA),

using special interactive extensions for glitch tail removal, dark subtraction, up-down

correction, at �elding and defringing. As the combined spectra of the 12 detectors

of each SWS band are oversampled, the �nal data were rebinned to the proper instru-

mental resolution. The calibration was performed using the SWS calibration tables as

of February 15, 1998, equivalent to OLP version 7.0. The overall accuracy of the line

and continuum uxes is estimated to be � 10% � 20% (Schaeidt et al. 1996; Salama

et al. 1997).
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Near-infrared spectra of selected regions

Three individual regions within the 3D �eld of view were selected for a particularly

detailed analysis in the subsequent chapters: the nucleus, and the Br sources located

10

00

west, 5

00

south and 5

00

west, 2

00

south from the nucleus, denoted hereafter \B1"

and \B2" (see �gure 4.3). B1 is close to the molecular ring, and B2 coincides with the

western peak in the mid-infrared continuum emission. All three positions were chosen

because they sample representative regions of the starburst core of M82, with di�erent

spectral properties indicative of di�erent stellar populations as described below.

The H- and K-band spectra of the individual regions as well as of the entire 3D

�eld of view were extracted from both 3D data cubes shifted by half a pixel in wave-

length space. The were merged in the manner described in section 2.2.3 to obtain full

Nyquist sampling, and have a �nal spectral resolution of R � 1015 in the H-band and

R � 830 in the K-band. Synthetic apertures of 2:3

00

�2:3

00

were used for the individual

regions, corresponding to 35 pc � 35 pc. The resulting spectra are shown in �gure

4.2. The emission lines were identi�ed from the line positions given in Allen (1976),

Morris et al. (1996), Black & van Dishoeck (1987), and Nussbaumer & Storey (1988).

The absorption features were identi�ed by comparison with the stellar spectra obtained

with 3D and from Kleinmann & Hall (1986), Origlia, Moorwood & Oliva (1993) and

Lan�con & Rocca-Volmerange (1992). All spectra exhibit the typical signatures of star-

burst activity but the intensity of the emission and absorption features relative to the

continuum vary with position. The emission lines become stronger along the radial

sequence Nucleus ! B2 ! B1. The stellar absorption features show the opposite

trend. This reveals important spatial variations on relatively small scales in the stel-

lar populations within the starburst core of M82, and suggests that the most recent

enhanced star formation activity has taken place outside the nucleus, as proposed by

several authors (see chapter 1).

The H- and K-band ux densities were computed by averaging over the spectra of

each region in the ranges � = 1:52� 1:78 �m and � = 1:96� 2:42 �m respectively, and

are reported in table 4.4, together with the area and position of the individual regions.

Throughout this work, the photometric system of Wamsteker (1981) is adopted. Its

speci�cations are given in appendix C. The 3D bandpasses do not cover completely

those of Wamsteker's system. In addition, the data from Rieke et al. (1980) used for

the absolute ux calibration of the 3D data cubes are expressed in a slightly di�erent

system. However, since the continuum dominates the broad-band emission and is
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Fig. 4.2.| 3D H- and K-band spectra of the nucleus, and of the Br sources B1 and B2

taken in 2:3

00

� 2:3

00

apertures (see table 4.4 and �gure 4.3), as well as of the entire 3D �eld

of view. The resolution is R � 1015 in the H-band and R � 830 in the K-band. The

vertical axis is a linear ux density scale. The spectra are normalized to unity in the interval

2:2875� 2:2910 �m. The absolute ux densities in Wm

�2

�m

�1

can be recovered using the

multiplicative factors 6:52� 10

�14

for the nucleus, 2:96� 10

�14

for B2, 1:78� 10

�14

for B1

and 7:24� 10

�13

for the 3D �eld of view. The positions of various lines are indicated on the

spectra of the nucleus (stellar absorptions) and of B1 (emission lines).
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Table 4.4: H- and K-band ux densities (f

H

and f

K

) of selected regions in M82 (in Jy)

(a)

Region Area and location

(b)

f

H

f

K

Nucleus 2:3

00

� 2:3

00

at (0

00

; 0

00

) 0.076 0.104

B1 2:3

00

� 2:3

00

at (�10

00

;�4:25

00

) 0.021 0.030

B2 2:3

00

� 2:3

00

at (�5:25

00

;�2

00

) 0.032 0.048

3D �eld � 16

00

� 10

00

at � (�4

00

;�1

00

) 1.01 1.20

(a)

The uncertainties on f

H

and f

K

are estimated to be 15% and 10% respectively.

(b)

Position relative to the peak of the K-band emission | see table 4.1

relatively at for the regions observed with 3D, the di�erences in ux densities measured

in these systems are 3% or less. A more detailed discussion is given in appendix C.

The uxes of various emission lines (H I and He I recombination lines, H

2

rotation-

vibration lines and [Fe II] lines) were integrated in the spectra after subtracting the

continuum obtained by �tting a straight line to adjacent line-free spectral regions.

The continuum-de�ning intervals were selected by inspection of template spectra of K

and M stars from the 3D, Kleinmann & Hall (1986) and Origlia, Moorwood & Oliva

(1993) atlases so that the linear interpolation adequately represented the underlying

continuum. The validity of this procedure was tested by integrating the line uxes

after subtracting several template spectra of stars within � 3 spectral classes of the

representative type for each region (determined in chapter 6). The average line uxes

are reported in table 4.5, where the uncertainties correspond to one standard deviation

of the multiple measurements. At the spectral resolution of 3D, the Br11 and Br12

lines at 1.6807�m and 1.6407�m are blended with the [Fe II] lines at 1.6769�m and

1.6435�m respectively. In these cases, double gaussian pro�les were �tted to the

emission features in order to determine the individual line uxes. The emission lines

contribute at most 1.5% to the broad-band ux densities for all four regions.

The equivalent widths (EWs) of several of the most prominent stellar absorption

features (CO �rst and second overtone bandheads at 2.29�m and 1.62�m, Si I, Na I

and Ca I features at 1.59�m, 2.21�m and 2.26�m) were measured on the spectra

according to the de�nitions and corrections for resolution e�ects given in chapter 2. The

EWs are reported in table 4.6. The Br14 emission line at 1.5881�m partially �lls the

Si I feature in all spectra. In order to remove this contamination, the pro�le of the Br13

line at 1.6109�m was scaled according to the intrinsic ratio Br14=Br13 = 0:80 assuming

case B recombination (Hummer& Storey 1987), and subtracted at the position of Br14.

An electron density of n

e

= 300 cm

�3

and temperature of T

e

= 5000 K were adopted,

as appropriate for M82 (see chapter 5). Di�erential extinction between these lines can

be neglected because they are so close in wavelength.
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Table 4.5: Near-infrared emission line uxes of selected regions in M82 (in 10

�17

Wm

�2

)

(a)

Species Transition

(b)

Nucleus B1 B2 3D �eld

[Fe II] a

4

F

9=2

� a

4

D

5=2

(1.5335�m) < 0:11 0:75� 0:09 0:56� 0:04 9:2� 2:9

H I Br13 (n = 4� 13, 1.6109�m) 0:48� 0:30 0:90� 0:08 0:71� 0:16 13:2� 4:5

H I Br12 (n = 4� 12, 1.6407�m) 0:33� 0:08 0:81� 0:19 0:75� 0:45 12:9� 6:5

[Fe II] a

4

F

9=2

� a

4

D

7=2

(1.6435�m) 4:12� 0:07 3:53� 0:44 4:99� 0:44 137� 12

[Fe II] a

4

F

7=2

� a

4

D

5=2

(1.6769�m) 0:52� 0:37 0:22� 0:07 0:34� 0:13 10:5� 3:6

H I Br11 (n = 4� 11, 1.6807�m) 0:42� 0:25 1:44� 0:28 0:90� 0:19 14:3� 4:1

He I 3

3

P � 4

3

D (1.7008�m) < 0:16 0:50� 0:12 0:38� 0:09 6:3� 2:8

H I Br10 (n = 4� 10, 1.7362�m) 1:22� 0:24 2:31� 0:18 1:76� 0:17 32:2� 5:2

He I 2

1

S � 2

1

P (2.0581�m) 2:53� 0:28 5:19� 0:08 4:34� 0:14 74:9� 3:3

He I Blend of 3

1

P � 4

1

S and | 0:48� 0:05 | |

3

3

P � 4

3

S (2.113�m)

H

2

1� 0 S(1) (2.1213�m) 1:01� 0:21 0:66� 0:07 0:98� 0:11 21:3� 2:4

H I Br (n = 4� 7, 2.1655�m) 5:25� 0:55 10:1 � 0:2 9:04� 0:25 148� 6

H

2

1� 0 S(0) (2.2227�m) 0:67� 0:14 0:11� 0:03 0:25� 0:07 9:8� 1:6

H

2

2� 1 S(1) (2.2471�m) 0:29� 0:10 0:28� 0:03 0:20� 0:06 6:3� 1:2

H

2

1� 0 Q(1) (2.4059�m) 0:92� 0:27 1:04� 0:22 1:31� 0:32 13:2� 3:2

(a)

The uncertainties represent those of the continuum subtraction (see text). Uncertainties of the

absolute ux calibration and systematic errors are estimated to be 15% in the H-band, and 10% in

the K-band.

(b)

Ionic transitions are given as lower level - upper level. H

2

transitions are labeled by the upper and

lower vibrational quantum numbers followed by S(j) or Q(j) which refer to transitions for which j�j

0

equals �2 or 0 respectively, where j and j

0

are the lower and upper rotational quantum numbers.

Table 4.6: EWs in

�

A of near-infrared stellar absorption features of selected regions in M82

(a)

Region W

1:59

(b)

W

1:62

W

2:29

W

Na

W

Ca

log(W

1:62

=W

1:59

) log(W

1:62

=W

2:29

)

Nucleus 3.6 5.6 15.2 4.1 2.9 0:19 � 0:05 �0:43 � 0:03

B1 3.3 3.4 8.4 2.9 1.8 0:01 � 0:07 �0:39 � 0:05

B2 3.7 4.6 12.2 3.5 2.1 0:09 � 0:05 �0:42 � 0:04

3D �eld 3.4 4.8 13.0 3.3 2.2 0:15 � 0:06 �0:43 � 0:03

(a)

Uncertainties are �0:4

�

A for W

1:59

, �0:3

�

A for W

1:62

, �0:6

�

A forW

2:29

and �0:5

�

A for W

Na

and W

Ca

.

(b)

Corrected for dilution by the Br14 line at 1.5881�m as described in the text.
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4.2.2 Near-infrared images

Broad-band images and maps of various emission lines and EWs of stellar absorption

features were �rst obtained separately from the wavelength-shifted 3D data cubes by

applying to each pixel the procedure described in the previous section for the spectra.

The resulting pairs were then averaged together to produce the �nal images. Selected

images and ratio maps are presented in �gures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, and are briey discussed

below. Three boxes in each image indicate the 2:3

00

� 2:3

00

apertures used to extract

the spectra of the individual regions shown in �gure 4.2.

The spatial distributions of the H- and K-band emission obtained with 3D agree

well with maps in the literature (e.g. Dietz et al. 1986; Telesco et al. 1991; Rieke et

al. 1980; Larkin et al. 1994; Satyapal et al. 1995). The emission is generally centrally

concentrated about the nucleus, but small-scale structure is apparent, in particular

the so-called \secondary peak" 8

00

west from the nucleus. Synthetic circular aperture

photometry on the 3D broad-band maps is compared in table 4.7 to selected measure-

ments in the literature. The slight di�erences between the H- and K-band images are

presumably due to spatial variations in the dust obscuration (e.g. Telesco et al. 1991).

The accuracy of the mosaicking can be assessed by comparing the H- and K-band

ux densities measured at di�erent positions between the 3D data and the large-scale

images at 1

00

resolution from Satyapal et al. (1997), which were obtained with a single

detector array (table 4.7). The relative ux densities between various regions agree

typically to 15% and 10% in the H- and K-band respectively. The di�erences may be

due in part to the di�erent spatial resolution of the data sets.

The Br and the He I 2.058�m line emission exhibit clumpy morphologies and

follow each other very well. The ratio map, however, reveals spatial variations in the

He I 2.058/Br line ratio. The Br image obtained with 3D agrees well with previ-

ously published maps (Waller, Gurwell & Tamura 1992; Larkin et al. 1994; Satyapal

et al. 1995). The Br line ux was measured in various circular apertures centered on

the nucleus and is compared with measurements from the literature in table 4.8. The

discrepancies between the various results are very large: up to a factor of 3.5. They

are probably attributable to uncertainties in absolute calibration, positioning and con-

tinuum subtraction. The spatial distribution of the [Fe II] 1.644�m line emission is

di�erent, and reveals a prominent arc-like structure nearly centered on the nucleus,

on the south side. The contamination of the [Fe II] linemap from the adjacent Br12

emission line due to inaccurate deblending is more important in regions where the Br

line is stronger, but does not exceed 15%.
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Table 4.7: Comparison between H- and K-band photometric measurements from 3D and

from the literature

Band Position

(a)

Aperture diameter Observed ux

(b)

Literature

(c)

(��;��) [arcsec] [Jy] [Jy]

H (0, 0) 3.9 0.148 0.141 (1)

(0, 0) 5.8 0.266 0.252 (1)

(0, 0) 2.0 0.052 0.050 (2)

(-3.8, -2.6) 2.0 0.022 0.016 (2)

(-5.0, -0.1) 2.0 0.024 0.017 (2)

(-7.1, -0.6) 2.0 0.032 0.022 (2)

(-8.4, -3.9) 2.0 0.015 0.014 (2)

(-8.9, -1.7) 2.0 0.031 0.027 (2)

(-10.8, -3.5) 2.0 0.013 0.011 (2)

(-10.9, -1.8) 2.0 0.018 0.020 (2)

K (0, 0) 3.9 0.209 0.200 (1)

(0, 0) 5.8 0.371 0.350 (1)

(0, 0) 2.0 0.070 0.075 (2)

(-3.8, -2.6) 2.0 0.031 0.025 (2)

(-5.0, -0.1) 2.0 0.033 0.025 (2)

(-7.1, -0.6) 2.0 0.039 0.027 (2)

(-8.4, -3.9) 2.0 0.022 0.019 (2)

(-8.9, -1.7) 2.0 0.042 0.036 (2)

(-10.8, -3.5) 2.0 0.022 0.017 (2)

(-10.9, -1.8) 2.0 0.027 0.027 (2)

(a)

Position in arcseconds relative to the peak of the K-band emission | see table 4.1.

(b)

The uncertainties on the 3D measurements are 15% in the H-band and 10% in the K-band.

(c)

References: (1) Rieke et al. 1980; the uncertainties are � 5%. (2) Satyapal et al. 1997; the uncer-

tainties are 10%.

The contrast between the distribution of the broad-band emission and of the H I

recombination line emission is well delineated by the logarithmic map of the ratio of

the K-band to Lyman continuum luminosities, log(L

K

=L

Lyc

). L

K

is proportional to

the K-band ux density f

K

and bandwidth ��. L

Lyc

is computed from the Br line

ux F

Br

assuming case B recombination and using the recombination coe�cients from

Hummer & Storey (1987). For �� = 0:6 �m, and for n

e

= 300 cm

�3

and T

e

= 5000 K,

log

 

L

K

L

Lyc

!

= log

 

3:99 � 10

�4

f

K

F

Br

!

; (4:1)

where f

K

is expressed in Wm

�2

�m

�1

and F

Br

, in Wm

�2

.
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Table 4.8: Comparison between Br ux measurements from 3D and from the literature

Aperture diameter

(a)

Observed ux Source

[arcsec] [10

�17

Wm

�2

]

3.8 11:3� 1:8 This work

20:0� 0:4 Lester et al. (1990)

5:7� 0:7 Larkin et al. (1994)

17:1� 3:4 Satyapal et al. (1995)

8 48� 8 This work

(b)

22� 2 Rieke et al. (1980)

26� 3 Larkin et al. (1994)

73:6� 14:7 Satyapal et al. (1995)

(a)

Aperture centered on the peak of the K-band emission | see table 4.1.

(b)

An 8

00

aperture slightly exceeds the regions covered by the 3D Br map, but the missing ux is

estimated to be less than a few percents.

The W

2:29

and W

1:62

maps reveal similar spatial variations in the observed EWs,

indicating notably very deep absorption features around the nucleus and the \secondary

peak", and progressively shallower features at B2 and B1. The ratio of W

1:62

and

W

2:29

is however not constant throughout the regions observed, as illustrated by the

log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) map. In particular, W

1:62

is enhanced relative to W

2:29

around B1

and B2. The W

2:29

image is similar to the CO index map obtained at low spectral

resolution by Satyapal et al. (1997) within the regions observed with 3D. The W

2:29

map compares well with the spatial distribution of the K-band emission but even

better with the log(L

K

=L

Lyc

) map. The local maximum of W

2:29

and W

1:62

around the

nucleus does not coincide exactly with the position of the maximumK-band emission

but is o�set about 1.5

00

west and 0.5

00

south. This corresponds to the maximum of

the log(L

K

=L

Lyc

) distribution and to a local minimum in the Br, He I 2.058�m and

[Fe II] 1.644�m emission.

The images demonstrate clearly that the central 35 pc at the nucleus and B1 have

the most extreme properties in the entire 3D �eld of view while B2 has intermediate

properties, justifying their choice for a particularly detailed analysis. The maps also

support the indication from the spectra in �gure 4.2 that the most recent active star

formation activity has occurred outside of the central few tens of parsecs.
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bandK- (colours)
bandH- (contours)

Br γ (colours)
mµHeI 2.058 (contours)

µm[FeII] 1.644

Fig. 4.3.| Top: False-colour image of the K-band emission in units of

Wm

�2

�m

�1

arcsec

�2

. Contours of the H-band emission, from 5.0 to 21.5 in steps of 1.5

and in units of 10

�15

Wm

�2

�m

�1

arcsec

�2

. Middle: False-colour image of the Br line

emission in units of Wm

�2

arcsec

�2

. Contours of the He I 2.058�m line emission, from 5.0

to 15.0 in steps of 1.0 in units of 10

�18

Wm

�2

arcsec

�2

. Bottom: False-colour image of the

[Fe II] 1.644�m line emission in units of Wm

�2

arcsec

�2

. The crossed circle marks the po-

sition of the nucleus (table 4.1). The axis coordinates are relative o�sets in arcsec from the

nucleus. From left to right, the boxes indicate the central 35 pc of M82, B2 and B1.
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W 2.29

W 1.62

Fig. 4.4.| Top: False-colour map of the equivalent width of the

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at

2.29�m, W

2:29

, in units of

�

A. Bottom: False-colour map of the equivalent width of the

12

CO

(6,3) bandhead at 1.62�m, W

1:62

, in units of

�

A. The crossed circle marks the position of the

nucleus (table 4.1). The axis coordinates are relative o�sets in arcsec from the nucleus. From

left to right, the boxes indicate the central 35 pc of M82, B2 and B1.
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L K L Lyc/log (                  )

mµHeI 2.058 Brγ/

W1.62 W2.29/log (                        )

Fig. 4.5.| Top: False-colour map of log(L

K

=L

Lyc

) (see text). Middle: False-colour map of

the He I 2.058/Br line ratio. Bottom: False-colour map of log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

). The crossed

circle marks the position of the nucleus (table 4.1). The axis coordinates are relative o�sets

in arcsec from the nucleus. From left to right, the boxes indicate the central 35 pc of M 82,

B2 and B1.
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4.2.3 Mid-infrared spectra

The full scan spectrum of M82 between 2.4�m and 45�m is shown in �gure 4.6. Several

hydrogen recombination lines from the Brackett, Pfund and Humphreys series are

detected as well as pure rotational lines from H

2

and numerous �ne-structure forbidden

lines from various atoms mostly in low ionization stages. Broad PAH emission features

and absorption features from dust grains are conspicuous. The higher S/N ratio scans

obtained for several individual lines are plotted in �gure 4.7.

Broad-band ux densities computed from the full scan SWS01 spectrum are re-

ported in table 4.9 and compared to ux densities in large apertures from the litera-

ture. The emission line uxes were measured from both the full scan SWS01 spectrum

and the individual line scans SWS02 spectra. A gaussian pro�le was �tted to the fea-

tures after subtraction of the continuum baseline obtained by �tting a line to adjacent

line-free portions of the spectrum. The line uxes relevant to this work are given in

table 4.10. In order to compare the data obtained with the di�erent SWS apertures,

the uxes are also scaled to the smallest 14

00

� 20

00

aperture. Because most of the

line emission arises from the regions within the smallest ISO-SWS �eld of view, the

correction has to be smaller than the ratio of aperture areas. The scaling factors were

estimated from the [Ne II] 12:8�m map of Achtermann & Lacy (1995) and are 0.8

for the 14

00

� 27

00

aperture and 0.7 for the 20

00

� 33

00

one, with 10% uncertainty. The

Br� 4.051�m, [Ar III] 8.99�m and [S IV] 10.51�m maps obtained by these authors

exhibit morphologies similar to that of the [Ne II] emission, justifying the use of the

same scaling factors for all mid-infrared lines. At the resolution of the SWS, the Br�

line (2.6252�m) is blended with the H

2

1-0 O(2) line at 2.626�m. However, from the

strength of the H

2

1-0 Q(3) at 2.423�m (2:65�10

�16

Wm

�2

) and assuming uorescent

excitation (Black & van Dishoeck 1987), its contribution is estimated to be at most

30% to the Br� ux. Several line uxes from ISO-SWS are compared with measure-

ments from the literature in table 4.11. Given the morphology of the emission regions

(see Achtermann & Lacy 1995), the various results in di�erent apertures are consistent

with each other.
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Fig. 4.6.| Mid-infrared spectrum of the central starburst regions of M82, obtained with

the ISO-SWS (full scan AOT-SWS01). The spectral resolution varies from � 1000 at short

wavelengths to � 500 at long wavelengths. The \jumps" in the continuum level at 27.8�m

and 29.5�m are due to the increase in aperture size. The jump at 12.0�m is smaller and not

obvious in this plot.
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βBr Br α Pf α [ArIII] [SIV]

[NeII] [NeIII] [SIII] [SIII] [NeIII]

Fig. 4.7.| Higher S/N ratio spectra of individual mid-infrared lines observed in the central

starburst regions of M82 with the ISO-SWS (line scans AOT-SWS02). The resolution ranges

from � 2000 at short wavelengths to � 1000 at long wavelengths.
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Table 4.9: Comparison between mid-infrared broad-band ux densities from the ISO-SWS

data

(a)

and from the literature

Band � Observed ux Aperture

(b)

Source

[�m] [Jy]

L 3.6 1:7� 0:3 SWS 14

00

� 20

00

This work

2:3� 0:1 35

00

diameter Kleinmann & Low 1970a

M 4.8 1:4� 0:3 SWS 14

00

� 20

00

This work

8:4� 1:5 � 30

00

diameter Rieke & Low 1972

N 10.5 19� 4 SWS 14

00

� 20

00

This work

25� 3 � 15

00

� 26

00

Telesco et al. 1991

(c)

45:4� 0:4 � 40

00

� 90

00

Telesco et al. 1993

27� 2 � 30

00

diameter Rieke & Low 1972

11:8� 13:0 �m 12.4 35� 7 SWS 14

00

� 27

00

This work

66� 7 � 15

00

� 26

00

Telesco & Gezari 1992

Q 21 79� 16 SWS 14

00

� 27

00

This work

120� 8 � 30

00

diameter Rieke & Low 1972

(a)

Measured on the ISO-SWS01 full scan spectrum.

(b)

All apertures centered within 8

00

of the nucleus. The rectangular apertures are roughly aligned parallel

to the plane of the galaxy.

(c)

As quoted by Telesco & Gezari (1992).
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Table 4.10: Selected mid-infrared line uxes measured in the central starburst regions of

M 82, obtained with ISO-SWS

Species Transition

(a)

�

observed

FWHM Flux

(b)

Observation

(c)

Scaled ux

(d)

[�m] [�m] [10

�15

Wm

�2

] [10

�15

Wm

�2

]

H I Br� (n = 4� 6, 2.6252�m) 2.62726 0.00295 3.90 01 14

00

� 20

00

2.62720 0.00231 4.10 02 14

00

� 20

00

H I Pf� (n = 5� 9, 3.2961�m) 3.29913 0.00325 0.59 01 14

00

� 20

00

H I Pf (n = 5� 8, 3.7395�m) 3.74247 0.00501 1.07 01 14

00

� 20

00

H I Hu14 (n = 6� 14, 4.0198�m) 4.02301 0.00370 0.13 02 14

00

� 20

00

H I Br� (n = 4� 5, 4.0512�m) 4.05437 0.00464 8.75 01 14

00

� 20

00

4.05474 0.00414 8.15 02 14

00

� 20

00

H I Pf� (n = 5� 7, 4.6525�m) 4.65623 0.00447 1.39 01 14

00

� 20

00

[Ar II]

2

P

3=2

�

2

P

1=2

(6.9853�m) 6.98912 0.01083 26.7 01 14

00

� 20

00

H I Pf� (n = 5� 6, 7.4578�m) 7.46376 0.00872 2.49 01 14

00

� 20

00

7.46417 0.00727 2.59 02 14

00

� 20

00

[Ar III]

3

P

2

�

3

P

1

(8.9914�m) 8.99664 0.01096 4.89 01 14

00

� 20

00

8.99681 0.00824 4.76 02 14

00

� 20

00

[S IV]

2

P

1=2

�

2

P

3=2

(10.5105�m) 10.51646 0.01468 1.89 01 14

00

� 20

00

10.51639 0.00825 1.49 02 14

00

� 20

00

[Ne II]

2

P

3=2

�

2

P

1=2

(12.8136�m) 12.81923 0.01554 99.1 01 14

00

� 27

00

79.3

12.81936 0.01216 89.2 02 14

00

� 27

00

71.4

[Ne III]

3

P

2

�

3

P

1

(15.5551�m) 15.56331 0.01685 17.5 01 14

00

� 27

00

14.0

15.56337 0.01404 15.7 02 14

00

� 27

00

12.6

[S III]

3

P

1

�

3

P

2

(18.7130�m) 18.72210 0.01734 34.7 01 14

00

� 27

00

27.8

18.72181 0.01384 31.5 02 14

00

� 27

00

25.2

[Ar III]

3

P

1

�

3

P

0

(21.8293�m) 21.84123 0.05191 0.70 02 14

00

� 27

00

0.6

[S III]

3

P

0

�

3

P

1

(33.4810�m) 33.49818 0.03873 83.3 01 20

00

� 33

00

58.3

33.49816 0.03432 80.3 02 20

00

� 33

00

56.2

[Ne III]

3

P

1

�

3

P

0

(36.0135�m) 36.03283 0.04118 2.92 01 20

00

� 33

00

2.04

36.03075 0.03535 2.68 02 20

00

� 33

00

1.88

(a)

Transitions are given as lower level - upper level.

(b)

The uncertainties on the observed line uxes are estimated to be 20% for most of the lines, and up to

50% for the faintest lines (including uncertainties of the absolute calibration, continuum subtraction

and systematic errors).

(c)

01: data from the full scan SWS01 spectrum, 02: data from the individual line scan SWS02 spectra.

The SWS02 data are preferred for the analysis because of their higher S/N ratio.

(d)

Data obtained in the 14

00

� 27

00

and 20

00

� 33

00

apertures are scaled down to the 14

00

� 20

00

aperture

using the factors 0.8 and 0.7 respectively (see text). The uncertainties on the scaling factors are

estimated to be 10%.
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Table 4.11: Comparison between mid-infrared line ux measurements obtained with ISO-

SWS

(a)

and from the literature

Line Position

(b)

Aperture

(b)

Observed ux Source

(��;��) [10

�15

Wm

�2

]

Br� 4.05�m (-8, -2.5) 14

00

� 20

00

8:15� 1:47 This work

� (�6; 0) 30

00

16 Willner et al. 1977

� (�6; 0) 11

00

3:8� 0:3 Simon, Simon & Joyce 1979

| 3 brightest sources 15:8� 3:16 Achtermann & Lacy 1995

[Ar II] 6.99�m (-8, -2.5) 14

00

� 20

00

26:7� 5:3 This work

� (�6; 0) 28

00

40� 10 Willner et al. 1977

[Ar III] 8.99�m (-8, -2.5) 14

00

� 20

00

4:76� 0:95 This work

| 3 brightest sources 10:4� 2:08 Achtermann & Lacy 1995

[S IV] 10.5�m (-8, -2.5) 14

00

� 20

00

1:49� 0:45 This work

| 3 brightest sources 3:0� 0:90 Achtermann & Lacy 1995

[Ne II] 12.8�m (-8, -2.5) 14

00

� 27

00

89:2� 17:8 This work

� (�6; 0) 7

00

60 Gillett et al. 1975

� (�6; 0) 25

00

� 35

00

300 Gillett et al. 1975

� (�6; 0) 30

00

1080� 270 Willner et al. 1977

(0, 0) 30

00

� 20

00

126� 38 Beck et al. 1978

(c)

| 3 brightest sources 180� 27 Achtermann & Lacy 1995

[S III] 18.7�m (-8, -2.5) 14

00

� 27

00

31:5� 6:3 This work

(0, 0) 25

00

52:1� 15:6 Houck et al. 1984

[S III] 33.5�m (-8, -2.5) 20

00

� 33

00

80:3� 16:1 This work

(0, 0) 25

00

116:3� 14:0 Houck et al. 1984

(a)

The measurements from the individual line scan SWS02 data are preferred when available.

(b)

Position in arcsecs relative to the peak of the K-band emission| see table 4.1. For circular apertures,

the diameter is given. Rectangular apertures are roughly aligned parallel to the plane of the galaxy.

(c)

Integrated over the velocity maps as quoted in Lord et al. 1996.
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Chapter 5

Nebular analysis of the starburst

regions in M82

From the new ISO-SWS and 3D data presented in the previous chapter, two main

constituents within the central starburst regions of M82 can be investigated, namely the

interstellar medium (ISM) and the stellar population. Various near- and mid-infrared

emission lines probe the physical conditions of the ISM and measure the intensity and

shape of the ultraviolet radiation �eld from the hot, young stars. The near-infrared

absorption features allow the characterization of the composition of the cool, evolved

stellar population.

This chapter presents the nebular analysis of M82. The physical parameters critical

for the interpretation of the nebular line emission are �rst derived

1

, and the composition

of the population of OB stars is then investigated. Speci�cally, the following properties

are quantitatively constrained:

� the interstellar extinction towards the H II regions,

� the electron density and temperature within the line-emitting gaseous nebulae,

� the gas-phase chemical abundances for these nebulae,

� the degree of ionization as well as the geometry of the ionized and neutral gas in

the H II regions, and

� the average e�ective temperature and number population of the OB stars.

1

the derivation of many of the equations used can be found in basic reference work, such as Spitzer

(1978) and Osterbrock (1989), and so are not repeated here
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5.1 Interstellar extinction

5.1.1 Overview

Interstellar extinction is the obscuration of background light through absorption and

scattering by intervening dust grains. The extinction depends on the nature and sizes

of the obscuring particles and varies with the wavelength of the incident radiation (e.g.

Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck 1977; Draine & Lee 1984; Emerson 1988; and the review

by Mathis 1990). In general, the continuous opacity of interstellar dust grains increases

at progressively shorter wavelengths.

The variation of extinction with wavelength (\extinction law") is often expressed

in magnitudes and relative to the extinction in the V -band (centered at � = 0:55 �m)

as A

�

=A

V

. The extinction in magnitudes is related to the optical depth � through

A

�

= 2:5 log(e) �

�

= 1:086 �

�

: (5:1)

Alternatively, the extinction law can be expressed as the colour excess E

��V

relative

to E

B�V

(the B-band is centered at � = 0:44 �m). The colour excess between two

wavelengths �

1

and �

2

is de�ned as E

�

1

��

2

� (m

�

1

�m

�

2

)� (m

�

1

�m

�

2

)

0

= A

�

1

�A

�

2

.

The di�erence in magnitude of the uxes, (m

�

1

� m

�

2

) and (m

�

1

� m

�

2

)

0

, are the

observed and intrinsic colour indices. The absolute amount of extinction at a given

wavelength is usually transformed into an equivalent A

V

or E

B�V

by assuming an

extinction law.

Observationally, and regardless of the dust properties, the amount of extinction and

its wavelength dependence are usually measured by the e�ects of the obscuring material

on the detected light. The di�erential extinction A

�

1

�A

�

2

is determined by comparing

the observed uxes at wavelengths �

1

and �

2

from attenuated sources whose intrinsic

spectral energy distribution is well-known | such as stars. Similarly, ratios of line

uxes emitted by gaseous nebulae for which the physics are well understood provide

solid diagnostics for the extinction, as, for example, the nebular H I recombination

lines. Various other methods, including measurements of the dust column density

from the strength and pro�le of dust absorption features (notably the broad feature

at 9:7 �m attributed to silicate grains), from the infrared dust continuum emission or

from molecular gas emission lines, can alternatively be used (e.g. Savage & Mathis

1979; Hildebrand 1983; Roche & Aitken 1985; Makinen et al. 1985; Gear 1988).

The relative spatial distribution of the obscuring material and emission sources also

a�ects the extinction. For a uniform, optically thin dust cloud located between the

source(s) and the observer (�gure 5.1), the intensity of the emergent radiation I(�) is
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related to that of the incident radiation I

0

(�) by

I(�) = I

0

(�) e

��

�

: (5:2)

This particular case is referred to as a \uniform foreground screen" model. In astro-

nomical sources, particularly galaxies, the geometry is more complicated. Moreover,

any large concentrations of dust present will result in optically thick conditions. Ob-

servations at di�erent wavelengths will then probe regions at di�erent physical depths

since radiation at longer wavelengths can generally penetrate further into dust. As a

consequence, for A

�

=A

V

decreasing with increasing �, the equivalent visual extinction

will be larger if inferred from diagnostics at longer wavelengths. This behaviour is more

pronounced for steeper extinction laws. Radiative transfer calculations for an homo-

geneous mixture of dust and sources, for clumpy foreground dust or for dust screens

interleaved between multiple sources can reproduce the threshold optical depths in

complex and optically thick cases (e.g. Mathis 1983; Puxley 1991; Witt, Thronson &

Capuano 1992; McLeod et al. 1993). Two of these cases will be considered in this work,

and are illustrated in �gure 5.1. For dust and sources uniformly distributed within the

same volume, hereafter \mixed" model, the attenuation of the radiation is given by

I(�) = I

0

(�)

1� e

��

�

�

�

: (5:3)

Here, I

0

(�) is the total intrinsic intensity of all the sources, and �

�

represents the

extinction through the region up to the limiting optical depth of the radiation that is

measured. For a \two-screen two-source" geometry, where the sources are interleaved

between two uniform dust screens,

I(�) = I

0

(�)

f + e

��

�

e

g�

�

: (5:4)

The parameters f and g characterize the amount of light and the optical depth of the

sources and the screen nearest the observer in terms of the farthest ones. The total

source intensity in this case is (1 + f) I

0

(�).

5.1.2 Previous work on M82

The large amounts of dust within M82 make reddening corrections essential for deriving

the intrinsic properties of the galaxy even from near- and mid-infrared observations.

The amount of extinction measured towards the starburst regions of M82 has long

been a subject of controversy. Measurements have been carried out using a variety of

increasingly sophisticated methods, including optical and infrared recombination line

studies, near-infrared broad-band photometry, �ts to the depth of the 9.7�m silicate
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τ λ )I0 (λ
Uniform dust screen Sources

To observer

,)I0 (λ τ λ

To observer

Homogeneous mix of dust and sources

)I0 (λf τ λ )I0 (λτ λg

To observer

Two-screen two-source

Fig. 5.1.| Three geometries considered in extinction models: a uniform foreground dust

screen between the sources | represented as stars | and the observer (top), an homoge-

neous distribution of dust and sources (middle), and two uniform dust screens separating two

emitting regions (bottom).
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absorption feature, optical depth measurements from the far-infrared and submillimet-

ric dust continuum emission, and the ratio of the 3.3 mm free-free continuum to Br

line emission. Various extinction determinations from the literature are summarized

in table 5.1.

The results vary considerably depending on the aperture used and position observed,

on the method employed to measure the extinction, and on the geometry assumed for

the sources and obscuring dust. In particular, determinations made under the as-

sumption of a uniform foreground screen model or based on optical and near-infrared

diagnostics yielded A

V

from a few to about 15 mag, while A

V

� 20�60 mag have been

inferred for a mixed model or from diagnostics at longer wavelengths. These important

di�erences can be understood in view of the spatially non-uniform extinction across

the disk of M82, of the large optical depths that prevent the radiation at shorter wave-

lengths produced in the most obscured regions to escape, and of the large uncertainties

in beam-size corrections involved in several studies.

A uniform foreground screen model is probably inappropriate for M82, as hinted by

the systematic increase in derivedA

V

with increasing wavelength for purely foreground

extinction (see table 5.1), and the spatial variations revealed by the existing extinction

maps (e.g. Telesco et al. 1991; McLeod et al. 1993; Larkin et al. 1994; Satyapal et

al. 1995). The mixed model and a two screen-two source geometry have been applied

to M82 using data over large wavelength ranges, reproducing satisfactorily the ob-

servations (see notably Puxley 1991 and McLeod et al. 1993). On the other hand, a

few authors have defended a posteriori the validity of a simple screen, associated with

the molecular ring, based on the correlation of their extinction map with the spatial

distribution of the H I optical depth and CO J = 1! 0 emission (Telesco et al. 1991;

Satyapal et al. 1995).

One major hindrance in previous studies has been the lack of data in the mid-

infrared regime. ISO-SWS observations have now �lled this gap, with a consistent

set including several H I recombination lines between 3�m and 10�m. In

addition, many studies were based on limited data sets not su�cient for probing the

most obscured regions and for discriminating between various geometries. In the fol-

lowing, the SWS data are combined with H I recombination line measurements from

millimetric to optical wavelengths obtained with 3D and taken from the literature. This

extensive collection of data is used to constrain accurately the amount of extinction,

and the dust and sources geometry towards the ionized gas in M82. In addition, the

� = 3� 10 �m extinction law is assessed from the SWS lines. Finally, the 3D data are

used to constrain the extinction towards individual regions.
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Table 5.1: Summary of various extinction determinations towards M82 from the literature

Work Diagnostics Law

(a)

Model

(b)

Aperture

(c)

A

V

(d)

[mag]

Gillett et al. 1975 9.7�m absorption (1) | 7

00

15� 60

Willner et al. 1977 Br, Br� vdH#15 UFS 30

00

� 25

Simon et al. 1979 Br, Br� vdH#15 UFS 11

00

14� 5

Rieke et al. 1980 Br, Br� vdH#12 UFS 8

00

� 26

JHK colours vdH#12 MIX 3:9

00

, 5:8

00

, 7:8

00

� 20

Ja�e et al. 1984 400�m continuum (2) | 42

00

7:6� 44

Pipher et al. 1987 H �K colour L84 UFS Maps 6� 15

Joy et al. 1987 JHK colours L84 UFS 6

00

� 5

MIX � 15

100�m continuum (3) | Starburst core 25� 50

Young et al. 1988 [S III] 9532

�

A, H� W58 UFS Maps

<

�

8

Lester et al. 1990 H�, Pa�, Br10, Br�, Br, Br� L84 UFS 3:8

00

5:4� 15

90 GHz continuum, Br 5

[Fe II] 1.257�m, 1.644�m 5.7

JHK colours 3:7� 11:1

G�otz et al. 1990 H�, H�, H SM79 UFS 3

00

� 5

00

3� 4:3

Puxley 1991 Pa�, Br11, Br10, Br�, Br, Br� L84 UFS 3:8

00

5:5� 2:0

MIX 24:3� 11:4

JHK colours UFS

>

�

5

MIX

>

�

20

Telesco et al. 1991 JHK colours L84 UFS Maps

<

�

8

MIX

<

�

30

Waller et al. 1992 [S III] 9532

�

A, H� S82 UFS Maps 0� 7

R� I colour Maps

<

�

4

H�, Br Maps

<

�

5
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Table 5.1: | continued

Work Diagnostics Law

(a)

Model

(b)

Aperture

(c)

A

V

(d)

[mag]

McLeod et al. 1993 H�, Pa�, Pa, Pa�, Br, Br� C89/RL85 UFS 6

00

9

MIX 55

2s/2s 20

H�, Br�, H53� UFS 30

00

9

MIX 55

2s/2s 20

H �K colour RL85 UFS Maps 0� 12:5

Larkin et al. 1994 JHKL

0

colours RL85 UFS Maps 0� 11

3.3 mm continuum, Br | 6

00

25

Achtermann & Lacy 1995 Br, Br� D89 UFS Maps 15� 10

Satyapal et al. 1995 Pa�, Br L84 UFS Maps 2� 12

JHK colours Maps 2� 12

Satyapal et al. 1997 JHK colours L84 UFS 24

00

7

MIX 65

2s/2s 15

(a)

(1): assuming A

V

=�

9:7�m

= 10 � 40; (2): using the dust properties from Whitcomb et al. (1981)

and Hildebrand (1983); (3): assuming A

V

=�

100�m

= 500� 1000; vdH#15 and #12: extinction curves

# 15 and # 12 from van der Hulst, as quoted in Johnson (1968); L84: Landini et al. (1984); W58:

Whitford (1958); SM79: Savage & Mathis (1979); S82: Sche�er (1982); C89: Cardelli et al. (1989);

RL85: Rieke & Lebofsky (1985); D89: Draine (1989).

(b)

UFS: uniform foreground screen; MIX: homogeneous mixture of dust and sources; 2s/2s: two-screen

two-source model, with f = 0:15 and g = 0:1 for McLeod et al. (1993), and f = 0:3 and g = 0:2 for

Satyapal et al. (1997).

(c)

All single-beam apertures are centered on or close to the nucleus, all maps cover most of the central

starbursting regions (� 30

00

) and include the nucleus.

(d)

For the cases where the extinction was derived from maps, the A

V

was obtained independently for

each pixel or resolution element, i.e. a non-uniform foreground screen model was assumed. The values

reported for A

V

correspond to the range found over the mapped regions.
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5.1.3 Global extinction towards the H II regions in M82

H I recombination lines are excellent \standard candles" for extinction determinations

because their intrinsic line emissivities �

�

are well determined theoretically. The method

employed here to derive the extinction consists of adjusting the extinction parameters

for the best �t to

F

�

F

ref

=

�

�

�

�

ref

��

X

�

X

ref

�

; (5:5)

where F

�

=F

ref

are the observed line uxes relative to that of a reference line, �

�

=�

ref

are the intrinsic ratios of line emissivities, and X

�

and X

ref

are the attenuation due to

extinction at the wavelengths of the lines considered. The goodness-of-�t is measured

by the reduced chi-squared, de�ned as

�

2

n

�

�

1

n�m

�

n

X

i

"

R

obs

i

�R

pred

i

�

i

#

2

; (5:6)

where n�m is the number of degrees of freedom, R

obs

i

and R

pred

i

are the observed and

predicted line ratios, and �

i

are the uncertainties on the measurements. Good �ts are

characterized by �

2

n

� 1.

The intrinsic line emissivities are taken from Hummer & Storey (1987) assuming

case B recombination, i.e. that the emitting gas is optically thick in the H I Lyman

lines but optically thin in all other lines. An electron density of n

e

= 100 cm

�3

and

temperature of T

e

= 5000 K are adopted, appropriate for M82 as shown in section

5.2

2

. The extinction laws from Draine (1989) and from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) are

adopted at infrared and optical wavelengths respectively. The extinction is assumed

to be zero at millimetric wavelengths.

The three extinction models described in section 5.1.1 are considered, so that the

line attenuation X

�

and X

ref

are given by Eqs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Deviations from the

simple uniform foreground screen model are perceptible only for lines which probe

appreciably di�erent optical depths. This is illustrated in �gure 5.2, which shows the

variation of selected line ratios with A

V

for various extinction models. The e�ects of

di�erent geometries in the ranges � = 1:6 � 2:2 �m and � = 2:6 � 7:5 �m covered

by the 3D and the SWS data are essentially indistinguishable, but become signi�cant

between optical and mid-infrared wavelengths. The amount of extinction and the dust

and sources geometry are closely related. It is thus as important to constrain the

geometry as the absolute extinction itself since models which reproduce the observed

relative line uxes over a given wavelength range may result in very di�erent extinction

2

The electron density is actually in the range � 10 � 500 cm

�3

, but the tabulated values for

100 cm

�3

are used since the line emissivities are little sensitive to n

e

.
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corrections, and thus in very di�erent values for the intrinsic properties of interest.

Figure 5.2 emphasizes the importance of using data over a wavelength range as large

as possible to constrain reliably both A

V

and the extinction model in M82. Moreover,

the inclusion of lines which are unobscured is important because even the mid-infrared

lines may lead to underestimates of the absolute extinction throughout the galaxy if

the sources are severely obscured.

The SWS and 3D data are therefore combined with H I line measurements from

the literature, obtained in large apertures (diameter

>

�

20

00

), from the optical to the

millimetric regime. Since the SWS lines constitute the largest, self-consistent data set

available so far, Br� is chosen as the reference line. For an appropriate analysis, the line

uxes outside the mid-infrared regime are scaled to match the SWS 14

00

�20

00

aperture.

Since the most prominent emission regions are included in the SWS �eld of view (see

for example the linemaps from McCarthy, Heckman & van Breugel 1987, Satyapal et

al. 1995, Achtermann & Lacy 1995 and Seaquist et al. 1996), the extinction derived

from measurements obtained in the SWS and larger apertures should be representative

for the bulk of the ionized gas in M82. The beam-size correction is applied in two steps:

the uxes are �rst scaled to a 30

00

{diameter aperture centered on the nucleus, and

then to the SWS aperture. The latter correction is derived by comparing the various

continuum and line ux measurements obtained with the SWS with those reported in

the literature (tables 4.9 and 4.11), all of which presumably trace the same sources

since they have similar spatial distributions (e.g. Telesco et al. 1991; Achtermann &

Lacy 1995). The scaling factor 30

00

! SWS is 0.5, with 10% uncertainty.

Several hydrogen recombination lines have been observed in M82 from the submil-

limetric to the radio regime. However, lines at centimeter wavelengths are potentially

a�ected by stimulated emission and free-free absorption, which introduce consider-

able complexity in the assessment of the ionizing ux, and thus of the extinction (e.g.

Seaquist, Bell & Bignell 1985; Seaquist et al. 1996). Millimetric and submillimetric

lines su�er much less from these e�ects. The line measurements available in the range

� � 1 � 10 mm include H26�, H27�, H41� (Seaquist et al. 1996), H30� (Seaquist,

Kerton & Bell 1994), H40� and H53� (Puxley et al. 1989). The integrated uxes for

large apertures are consistent with predominantly optically thin, spontaneous emission

in local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) from H II regions (see references above).

The beam size corrections to a 30

00

{diameter beam are inferred from the corrections

derived by Seaquist, Kerton & Bell (1994) between 19

00

, 21

00

and 41

00

apertures and the

entire emission region, with an estimated uncertainty of 15%.

At optical wavelengths, the H�measurement of McCarthy, Heckman & van Breugel

(1987) in a 90

00

� 90

00

region is used. An additional estimate is obtained from the H�
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Fig. 5.2.| Variations of selected H I recombination line ratios with A

V

for di�erent extinc-

tion models (represented by di�erent lines). \UFS", \MIX" and \2s/2s" stand for uniform

foreground screen, mixed and two-screen two-source model respectively. The dots on each

curve indicate the e�ects for various A

V

as labeled. A

V

= 1, 2, and 5 mag refer to the

uniform foreground screen model only. A

V

= 10, 20, 50 and 100 mag are indicated for the

mixed model. In the bottom right plot, the (f; g) pairs for the two-screen two-source models

are also indicated for clarity.
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+ [N II]��6548; 6584

�

A ux of Young, Kleinmann & Allen (1988) in a 64

00

{aperture,

assuming a uniform H�/[N II] ratio of 0.5 (McCarthy, Heckman & van Breugel 1987).

Both these apertures contain essentially all of the line emission fromM82 and the beam

size correction derived from the millimetric lines is applied. The spatial distribution of

the H� emission exhibits signi�cant di�erences compared to that of longer wavelength

emission lines, probably mostly due to the patchy extinction across the starbursting

regions. Scaling factors estimated directly from the H� maps are, however, consistent

with those from the millimetric lines, within � 35%.

At near-infrared wavelengths, large discrepancies up to factors of more than three

exist between various measurements in the literature. The Br and Pa� uxes ob-

tained by di�erent authors are compared in �gure 5.3. Such di�erences are puzzling.

Early measurements from aperture spectroscopy at low resolution are inevitably more

uncertain due to the small line-to-continuum ratio at low resolution, and to possible

positional errors. However, there is no obvious explanation for recent measurements

at higher spectral resolution from well-registered linemaps, as for Larkin et al. (1994)

and Satyapal et al. (1995).

The absolute ux calibration of the 3D data was not performed independently

from standard stars at the time of the observations. However, the 3D broad-band

photometry (based on multi-aperture measurements from Rieke et al. 1980) is in very

good agreement with that of Satyapal et al. (1997) over the regions mapped with 3D

(see table 4.7), con�rming the accuracy of the ux calibration of the 3D data cubes.

Both the spectral resolution and coverage as well as the quality of the 3D spectra allow

a more accurate continuum subtraction than previous studies. In order to derive the

ux in a 30

00

aperture, the scaling factor between an 8

00

{ and 30

00

{diameter aperture

from the data of Satyapal et al. (1995) is applied to the 3D data (with 10% uncertainty).

This factor corresponds to a ux proportional to �

1:5

, where � is the aperture diameter.

Although the absolute Br line uxes di�er importantly between the two data sets,

the spatial distribution of the line emission within the regions covered by both agrees

very well, giving con�dence in the scaling factor employed.

Because of the similar spatial distributions of the Br and Pa� line emission (Satya-

pal et al. 1995), the beam-size corrections inferred from Br are applied to all near-

infrared lines. The 3D Br10, Br11, Br12 and Br13 uxes in small apertures su�er from

relatively large uncertainties due to the weakness of the lines within � 5

00

of the nu-

cleus. The uxes integrated over the entire 3D map are used instead and multiplied by

the ratio of Br uxes in the SWS and 3D �elds of view. For Pa�, the uxes in 3

00

{ and

6

00

{beams from McLeod et al. (1993) and Satyapal et al. (1995) are scaled according

to �

1:5

to a 30

00

{beam, then to the SWS aperture, and �nally averaged together.
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87 96543

6 8 20 304

IRaIRb

Fig. 5.3.| Comparison of the Br and Pa� line uxes in M82 from various authors as a

function of beam diameter �. All measurements, obtained either from direct observations

through circular apertures or derived from linemaps, correspond to a center position coincid-

ing with the nucleus of the galaxy, except for the Br points labeled \IRa" and \IRb" at 11

00

from Simon et al. (1979) and Satyapal et al. (1995). These were taken at ��;�� = �6

00

; 0

00

(IRa) and 1

00

; 4

00

(IRb) relative to the nucleus. For clarity, the measurements for � = 8

00

are

shown slightly displaced along the horizontal axis.
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Table 5.2 lists the observed line uxes for the determination of the extinction. Table

5.3 gives the observed uxes relative to Br� and those for the best-�t extinction param-

eters for each geometry. The results are also illustrated in �gure 5.5, as the intrinsic

hydrogen ionization rate Q

0

derived from each of the extinction-corrected line uxes

(�gure reported in section 5.1.4; plots labeled \Draine"). The case B recombination

coe�cients from Hummer & Storey (1987) for n

e

= 100 cm

�3

and T

e

= 5000 K were

used to convert the intrinsic line uxes into ionization rates, assuming an average ion-

izing photon energy of 15 eV. Assuming that the emission lines originate from the same

regions, the predicted Q

0

should be identical for the appropriate A

V

and extinction

model. The average Q

0

for each geometry is reported in table 5.3. Figure 5.6 shows

the reciprocal chi-squared diagrams, 1=�

2

n

, as a function of the extinction parameters

(section 5.1.4; curves and plots labeled \Draine").

The best �ts are achieved with A

MIX

V

= 43� 23 mag for the mixed model, A

2s=2s

V

=

73 � 35 mag, f = 0:6 � 0:35 and g = 0:05

+0:01

�0:04

for the two-screen two-source model,

and A

UFS

V

= 4

+1:5

�4

mag for the uniform foreground screen model. The latter geometry,

however, results in a poor �t to the data, with a minimum �

2

n

� 8 compared to

�

2

n

� 1� 2 for the mixed and the two-screen two-source models. Figure 5.5 illustrates

clearly that purely foreground extinction provides a much less satisfactory �t to the

data over the entire wavelength range considered. Rieke et al. (1980) �rst proposed

the alternative mixed geometry for M82 to explain the observed JHK colours, while

McLeod et al. (1993) �rst considered the additional two-screen two-source model. The

extinction derived for the mixed model is consistent with the results in large apertures

obtained by other authors for this geometry (see table 5.1). The parameters for the

two-screen two-source model are, on the other hand, di�erent from those obtained by

McLeod et al. (1993) and Satyapal et al. (1997) (see notes to table 5.1).

The data do not allow the discrimination between more or less uniformly mixed

dust and sources. However, the mixed and the two-screen two-source models imply

comparable extinction corrections at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths (di�erences

of � 20% near 2�m and � 30% near 5�m), nearly identical Q

0

, and consequently,

similar values for the intrinsic properties of interest in this work. The true geometry in

M82 is likely a combination of regions with well-mixed ionized nebulae and dust clouds,

separated by multiple dust screens. Since the mixed and two-screen two-source models

result in similar extinction corrections at the wavelengths of interest, combinations of

these models probably would also.

The uncertainties on the extinction parameters are estimated from �gure 5.6, with

a 1� error corresponding to a factor of e

�1=2

from the maximum reciprocal �

2

n

(i.e. a

gaussian distribution is assumed). The 1� values for both the mixed and the two-screen

two-source models are very large for A

V

and f , with the upper bound lying outside
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Table 5.2: H I recombination line uxes used in the derivation of the global extinction

towards the ionized gas in M82

Line Observed ux

(a)

Aperture

(b)

Scaled ux

(c)

Reference

(d)

[10

�16

Wm

�2

] [10

�16

Wm

�2

]

H� 0.6563�m 450 90

00

� 90

00

170� 68 McCarthy et al. 1987

H� 0.6563�m 510 64

00

200� 82 Young et al. 1988

Pa� 1.2818�m 86� 17 30

00

43� 10 see note (d)

Br13 1.6109�m 1:32� 0:50 3D 1:5� 0:6 This work

Br12 1.6407�m 1:29� 0:70 3D 1:5� 0:8 This work

Br11 1.6807�m 1:43� 0:50 3D 1:6� 0:6 This work

Br10 1.7362�m 3:22� 0:70 3D 3:7� 0:9 This work

Br 2.1655�m 4:8� 0:8 8

00

17� 4 This work

Br� 2.6252�m 41:0� 10:5 SWS 41:0� 10:5 This work

Pf� 3.2961�m 5:9� 2:0 SWS 5:9� 2:0 This work

Pf 3.7395�m 10:7� 3:1 SWS 10:7� 3:1 This work

Hu14 4.0198�m 1:3� 0:4 SWS 1:3� 0:4 This work

Br� 4.0512�m 81:5� 14:7 SWS 81:5� 14:7 This work

Pf� 4.6525�m 13:9� 4:1 SWS 13:9� 4:1 This work

Pf� 7.4578�m 25:9� 4:7 SWS 25:9� 4:7 This work

H27� 0.95 mm (2:11� 0:43)� 10

�2

Total (8:1� 2:2)� 10

�3

Seaquist et al. 1996

H30� 1.29 mm (3:20� 0:38)� 10

�3

21

00

(2:0� 0:4)� 10

�3

Seaquist et al. 1994

H40� 3.03 mm (9:22

+1:38

�1:84

)� 10

�4

19

00

(6:2� 1:6)� 10

�4

Puxley et al. 1989

H41� 3.26 mm (1:32� 0:22)� 10

�3

Total (5:1� 1:3)� 10

�4

Seaquist et al. 1996

H53� 6.98 mm (1:87� 0:28)� 10

�4

41

00

(8:6� 2:0)� 10

�5

Puxley et al. 1989

(a)

Total uncertainties are given, including those of the absolute ux calibration, continuum subtraction

and systematic errors whenever possible. For the H� measurements, no uncertainties were given in

the references, but those of the beam size corrections should dominate for the scaled uxes.

(b)

All apertures except the 3D and SWS �elds of view are centered approximately on the nucleus of

M82. \Total" refers to measurements integrated over the entire emission regions in M82.

(c)

Line uxes after beam-size correction to match the SWS 14

00

� 20

00

aperture (see text). The uncer-

tainties also account for those of the beam size correction.

(d)

Reference for the observed line uxes. The Pa� measurement represents the average of the results

derived frommeasurements in a 3

00

{ and 6

00

{diameter aperture fromMcLeod et al. (1993) and Satyapal

et al. (1995), as described in the text.
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Table 5.3: H I recombination line ux ratios for the best-�t global extinction towards the

ionized gas in M82

(a)

Ratio Observed UFS Mixed 2s/2s

A

V

= 4 mag A

V

= 43 mag A

V

= 73 mag

f = 0:6, g = 0:05

H�/Br� 2:1� 0:9 1.7 1.7 1.9

H�/Br� 2:5� 1:1 1.7 1.7 1.9

Pa�/Br� (5:3� 1:5)� 10

�1

7:6� 10

�1

3:1� 10

�1

7:1� 10

�1

Br13/Br� (1:8� 0:8)� 10

�2

2:7� 10

�2

1:2� 10

�2

2:4� 10

�2

Br12/Br� (1:8� 1:1)� 10

�2

3:5� 10

�2

1:6� 10

�2

3:1� 10

�2

Br11/Br� (2:0� 0:8)� 10

�2

4:7� 10

�2

2:1� 10

�2

4:2� 10

�2

Br10/Br� (4:5� 1:4)� 10

�2

6:5� 10

�2

3:0� 10

�2

5:8� 10

�2

Br/Br� (2:1� 0:6)� 10

�1

2:5� 10

�1

1:4� 10

�1

2:2� 10

�1

Br�/Br� (5:0� 1:1)� 10

�1

4:6� 10

�1

3:2� 10

�1

4:1� 10

�1

Pf�/Br� (7:2� 2:3)� 10

�2

8:3� 10

�2

7:0� 10

�2

7:6� 10

�2

Pf/Br� (1:3� 0:3)� 10

�1

1:3� 10

�1

1:2� 10

�1

1:2� 10

�1

Hu14/Br� (1:6� 0:5)� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

Pf�/Br� (1:7� 0:5)� 10

�1

2:1� 10

�1

2:3� 10

�1

2:2� 10

�1

Pf�/Br� (3:2� 0:5)� 10

�1

3:6� 10

�1

4:9� 10

�1

5:4� 10

�1

H27�/Br� (9:9� 3:2)� 10

�5

2:9� 10

�5

4:7� 10

�5

6:6� 10

�5

H30�/Br� (2:5� 0:7)� 10

�5

1:5� 10

�5

2:5� 10

�5

3:4� 10

�5

H40�/Br� (7:6� 2:3)� 10

�6

2:8� 10

�6

4:6� 10

�6

6:4� 10

�6

H41�/Br� (6:3� 1:9)� 10

�6

2:3� 10

�6

3:8� 10

�6

5:3� 10

�6

H53�/Br� (1:1� 0:3)� 10

�6

5:0� 10

�7

8:1� 10

�7

1:1� 10

�6

log < Q

0

>

(b)

| 53:49

+0:21

�0:41

53:70

+0:10

�0:14

53:71

+0:11

�0:14

(a)

The results reported for each extinction model are the ratios of the intrinsic line emissivities (from

Hummer & Storey 1987) multiplied by the attenuation factors obtained for the best-�t extinction

parameters, as in Eq. 5.5. \UFS", \Mixed" and \2s/2s" stand for uniform foreground screen, mixed

and two-screen two-source model respectively. The extinction laws from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985)

and Draine (1989) were adopted at optical and infrared wavelengths respectively. The extinction was

assumed to be zero in the millimetric regime.

(b)

< Q

0

> is the average hydrogen ionizing rate (in s

�1

) derived from the extinction-corrected line uxes,

using the recombination coe�cients from Hummer & Storey (1987). The uncertainties represent the

dispersion of the individual values.
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of the range considered for the �ts. This reects the \asymptotic" behaviour of the

line ratios for these geometries, characterized by an increasingly slower variation as

A

V

increases (see �gure 5.2). As reasonable uncertainties, the 1� values de�ned by

the lower bound are adopted for each side of the best-�t A

V

and f . For A

V

values

above the adopted 1� limit, the optical depth through M82 at near-infrared wave-

lengths exceeds 5. Such high obscuration would imply that only a very small fraction

of the near-infrared line uxes from the emitting regions is detected, and originates

from the most foreground sources. This would be inconsistent with the similar spatial

distributions of the near-infrared line emission and of the millimetric line and free-free

continuum emission (e.g. Carlstrom & Kronberg 1991; Satyapal et al. 1995; Seaquist

et al. 1996). The best-�t A

V

for the two-screen two-source geometry implies very large

optical depths at 2�m for the screen farthest from the observer, and the very large val-

ues of f correspond to most of the emission originating from the nearest, less obscured

sources. The resulting uncertainties on the extinction corrections are � 50% near 2�m

and � 20% near 5�m for both the mixed and the two-screen two-source models.

The extinction parameters are fairly insensitive to the choice of electron density

and temperature since the relative line emissivities vary slowly with these properties

(particularly with n

e

). For example, increasing the density to 10

4

cm

�3

or the tem-

perature to 10

4

K results in larger A

V

's, smaller f and larger extinction corrections,

but remain within the 1� uncertainties for the nominal case with n

e

= 100 cm

�3

and

T

e

= 5000 K. The derived Q

0

values are not very sensitive to n

e

, increasing by � 15%

for n

e

= 10

4

cm

�3

, because the total hydrogen recombination coe�cient (�

B

) depends

weakly on n

e

; they are more a�ected by variations of T

e

(because �

B

/ T

�0:81

e

; Hummer

& Storey 1987), increasing by � 50% for T

e

= 10

4

K.

Part of the H� emission, particularly from above and below the galactic plane of

M82, may include a component from light escaping along the minor axis scattered by

dust grains (e.g. O'Connell & Mangano 1978; Notni 1985). This would lead to an

overestimate of the observed H� ux relative to those of lines at longer wavelengths,

since the scattering e�ciency of interstellar dust grains generally decreases rapidly

with increasing � (e.g. Emerson 1988). Fits were thus performed excluding the two

H� measurements. The results for the mixed and two-screen two-source geometries are

little a�ected (A

MIX

V

= 44 mag, and A

2s=2s

V

= 80 mag, f = 0:6, g = 0:05 respectively).

On the other hand, a substantially larger A

UFS

V

= 9 mag is obtained, as expected since

the dust and sources are actually more or less uniformly mixed. The importance of

including unobscured lines for determining the extinction towards heavily obscured

sources as in M82 is illustrated by the fact that much smaller A

V

for the uniform

foreground screen models are derived compared to the other geometries. Fits excluding

the millimetric lines result in A

MIX

V

= 18 mag, and A

2s=2s

V

= 7, f = 0:15 and g = 0:15.
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Draine (1989)

GC
Lutz et al. (1996)

Fig. 5.4.| Comparison of the 3� 10 �m extinction law derived from SWS data towards the

Galactic Center (GC) by Lutz et al. (1996) with the commonly used law from Draine (1989).

5.1.4 3� 10 �m extinction law in M82

Despite the good overall �t for the mixed and two-screen two-source models, �gure 5.5

shows that the SWS data are not well reproduced. The extinction law assumed for these

wavelengths may not be appropriate however. Indeed, until recently, the extinction law

in the � = 3�10 �m range was poorly determined because of the di�culties inherent to

ground-based observations and because the properties of the template sources accessi-

ble so far in this regime were not well-known. The Draine law represents the best �t to

various determinations from di�erent authors. ISO, and especially the SWS, has now

provided observations in various objects of numerous nebular H I recombination lines

between 3�m and 10�m. These lines have been used notably to investigate the extinc-

tion law in the direction of the Galactic Center (Lutz et al. 1996). Interestingly, the

\Galactic Center law" lacks the pronounced minimum in the 4�8 �m region expected

for standard graphite-silicate dust mixtures which are usually assumed (e.g. Draine

1989 and references therein), suggesting additional contributors to the extinction. The

Galactic Center law from Lutz et al. (1996; hereafter simply GC law) is compared with

the Draine law in �gure 5.4.

The SWS line uxes in M82 are much better reproduced if the GC law between 3�m

and 10�m is assumed. The best �ts for the di�erent models are A

MIX

V

= 52� 17 mag,

A

2s=2s

V

= 32

+15

�10

mag with f = 0:35

+0:4

�0:1

and g = 0:1

+0:01

�0:05

, and A

UFS

V

= 4

+2

�3

mag. Table

5.4, and �gures 5.5 and 5.6 (plots and curves labeled \GC") show the results for the

GC law. The �t for the uniform foreground screen model is still much poorer than
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Table 5.4: H I recombination line ux ratios for the best-�t global extinction towards the

ionized gas in M82, using the Galactic Center law

(a)

Ratio Observed UFS Mixed

(b)

2s/2s

A

V

= 4 mag A

V

= 52 mag A

V

= 32 mag

f = 0:35, g = 0:1

H�/Br� 2:1� 0:9 1.8 2.0 1.9

H�/Br� 2:5� 1:1 1.8 2.0 1.9

Pa�/Br� (5:3� 1:5)� 10

�1

8:1� 10

�1

3:7� 10

�1

5:8� 10

�1

Br13/Br� (1:8� 0:8)� 10

�2

2:8� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

1:9� 10

�2

Br12/Br� (1:8� 1:1)� 10

�2

3:7� 10

�2

1:9� 10

�2

2:5� 10

�2

Br11/Br� (2:0� 0:8)� 10

�2

4:9� 10

�2

2:5� 10

�2

3:3� 10

�2

Br10/Br� (4:5� 1:4)� 10

�2

6:9� 10

�2

3:6� 10

�2

4:7� 10

�2

Br/Br� (2:1� 0:6)� 10

�1

2:6� 10

�1

1:7� 10

�1

1:9� 10

�1

Br�/Br� (5:0� 1:1)� 10

�1

4:9� 10

�1

3:8� 10

�1

4:0� 10

�1

Pf�/Br� (7:2� 2:3)� 10

�2

8:2� 10

�2

6:7� 10

�2

6:9� 10

�2

Pf/Br� (1:3� 0:3)� 10

�1

1:3� 10

�1

1:2� 10

�1

1:2� 10

�1

Hu14/Br� (1:6� 0:5)� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

Pf�/Br� (1:7� 0:5)� 10

�1

2:0� 10

�1

2:0� 10

�1

2:0� 10

�1

Pf�/Br� (3:2� 0:5)� 10

�1

3:4� 10

�1

3:7� 10

�1

3:6� 10

�1

H27�/Br� (9:9� 3:2)� 10

�5

3:1� 10

�5

6:8� 10

�5

7:0� 10

�5

H30�/Br� (2:5� 0:7)� 10

�5

1:6� 10

�5

3:5� 10

�5

3:6� 10

�5

H40�/Br� (7:6� 2:3)� 10

�6

3:0� 10

�6

6:6� 10

�6

6:8� 10

�6

H41�/Br� (6:3� 1:9)� 10

�6

2:5� 10

�6

5:4� 10

�6

5:6� 10

�6

H53�/Br� (1:1� 0:3)� 10

�6

5:3� 10

�7

1:2� 10

�6

1:2� 10

�6

log < Q

0

>

(c)

| 53:50

+0:20

�0:40

53:79

+0:08

�0:09

53:76

+0:08

�0:10

(a)

Same as table 5.3 but the extinction law derived by Lutz et al. (1996) towards the Galactic Center

from SWS observations was used between 3�m and 10�m instead of the Draine (1989) law. \UFS",

\Mixed" and \2s/2s" stand for uniform foreground screen, mixed and two-screen two-source model

respectively.

(b)

Adopted result (section 5.1.6).

(c)

< Q

0

> is the average hydrogen ionizing rate (in s

�1

) derived from the extinction-corrected line

uxes. The uncertainties represent the dispersion of the individual values.

for the other geometries. The Q

0

di�ers by 7% between the mixed and the two-screen

two-source models, and the extinction corrections near 2�m and 5�m di�er by 12%

and 2% respectively. The uncertainties on these corrections are � 30% (near 2�m) and

� 25% (near 5�m). The A

MIX

V

is very close to the result from McLeod et al. (1993),

but both A

2s=2s

V

and f are signi�cantly larger than derived by these authors (table 5.1).

The data do not allow the accurate determination of the extinction law in M82, but

provide evidence for deviations from the commonly used Draine law similar to those

found towards the Galactic Center by Lutz et al. (1996).
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Fig. 5.5.| Intrinsic hydrogen ionization rates Q

0

for the SWS 14

00

� 20

00

aperture, derived

from the H I line uxes corrected for the best-�t extinction parameters for each extinction

model and 3� 10 �m law considered. The horizontal lines indicate the average Q

0

.
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Draine lawDraine law

GC law GC law

Two-screen two-source

Fig. 5.6.| Variations of ln(1=�

2

n

) with extinction parameters for the models and 3� 10 �m

laws considered (see text). The contour plots show, for the two-screen two-source model, the

projections in the A

V

� f and A

V

� g planes for the best-�t g and f values respectively.

Contours are 1�, 2�, 3� and 4� from the maximum ln(1=�

2

n

) marked with the star symbol

(i.e. the minimum �

2

n

), where � � ln(e

�1=2

).
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5.1.5 Consistency check from millimeter-wave free-free emis-

sion

As a consistency check for the derived extinction, the 3.3 mm (92 GHz) continuum

ux density can be used to estimate the intrinsic ionization rate. For spontaneous line

emission and optically thin, LTE free-free emission, the recombination line uxes are

directly proportional to the free-free continuum ux density. Because of the minimum

in ux density in the spectrum of M82 around 3.3 mm (see �gure 1.2) and since

thermal free-free emission has a low spectral index (S

�

�

/ �

��

with � = 0:1 � 0:2),

this process can only dominate at these wavelengths. Jura, Hobbs & Maran (1978),

Seaquist, Bell & Bignell (1985) and Carlstrom & Kronberg (1991) concluded that the

continuum emission around 3.3 mm from the starburst core of M82 is predominantly of

thermal free-free origin. Klein, Wielebinski & Morsi (1988) inferred a smaller thermal

contribution at 87 GHz of � 25%, but point out that this may be an underestimate.

The total continuum measurement obtained at 92 GHz by Carlstrom & Kronberg

(1991) of 0:59� 0:09 Jy is in very good agreement with those of Seaquist et al. (1996)

at the same frequency (0:67 � 0:10 Jy), of Carlstrom & Kronberg (1991) at 91 GHz

(0.55 Jy), and of Jura, Hobbs & Maran (1978) and Klein, Wielebinski & Morsi (1988)

at 87 GHz (0:54�0:08 Jy and 0:51�0:08 Jy respectively). With the above assumptions

on the emission processes,

Q

0

s

�1

= 1:32� 10

53

 

D

Mpc

!

2
�

�

90 GHz

�

0:2

�

T

e

10

4

K

�

�0:57

 

S

�

�

Jy

!

(5:7)

where D is the distance to the source, � is the frequency of the emission observed, and

S

�

�

is the thermal free-free continuum ux density (e.g. Spitzer 1978). Adopting the

result from Carlstrom & Kronberg (with appropriate beam size correction to match

the SWS aperture), T

e

= 5000 K and the distance to M82 of 3.3 Mpc, Eq. 5.7 yields

logQ

0

= 53:69

+0:10

�0:12

. This agrees well with the values in table 5.4 obtained from the

intrinsic H I line uxes assuming the mixed and two-screen two-source models.
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5.1.6 Parameters adopted for the global extinction towards

the H II regions in M82

Since the mixed and two-screen two-source models result in similarly good �ts, as well

as nearly identicalQ

0

and extinction corrections at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths,

the mixed model with A

V

= 52 mag will be adopted throughout this thesis as

representative of the global extinction towards the bulk of the ionized gas in M82.

The ionizing luminosity for a 30

00

{diameter aperture is twice that for the SWS �eld

of view, Q

0

= 1:23 � 10

54

s

�1

. The Galactic Center law (Lutz et al. 1996) will be

adopted between 3�m and 10�m. For the other wavelength ranges relevant to this

work, the extinction law from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985; � � 0:9 �m) and from Draine

(1989; 0:9 �m < � < 3 �m and 10 �m < � < 40 �m) will be used. The validity of the

Draine law at near-infrared wavelengths (A

�

/ �

�1:75

), or of similar extinction laws

(e.g. Landini et al. 1984, with A

�

/ �

�1:85

), was con�rmed by Satyapal et al. (1995).

5.1.7 Local extinction towards the H II regions in M82

From the spatially resolved Brackett line emission obtained with 3D, the extinction

towards individual regions can be derived as described in section 5.1.3 using Br as the

reference line. As demonstrated in �gure 5.2, di�erent geometries result in very similar

variations in the Brackett line ratios so that the data do not allow the discrimination

between di�erent extinction models; the two-screen two-source model will not be con-

sidered here. The A

UFS

V

and A

MIX

V

for the central 35 pc of M82, the Br sources B1 and

B2, and the 3D �eld of view are derived from the uxes listed in table 4.5. The results

are reported in table 5.5, together with the Q

0

computed from the Br uxes (the

most accurately measured line), corrected for A

MIX

V

. The extinction law from Draine

(1989), and the line emissivities and recombination coe�cients for n

e

= 100 cm

�3

and

T

e

= 5000 K from Hummer & Storey (1987) are adopted. The A

V

's are little a�ected

by the choice of n

e

and T

e

, but the Q

0

values increase by up to 50% for T

e

= 10

4

K.

The lowerA

MIX

V

for the 3D �eld of view compared to the global extinction derived in

the previous subsections is consistent with the fact that the 3D near-infrared lines probe

less obscured sources. The resulting extinction correction at 2:2 �m for A

MIX

V

= 36 mag

is 3.5 instead of 4.9 for A

MIX

V

= 52 mag. In turn, the larger A

UFS

V

is consistent with the

exclusion of data at optical wavelengths. The di�erences in A

V

between the individual

regions are in good agreement with the spatial variations seen in the extinction map
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Table 5.5: Extinction towards the ionized gas for selected individual regions in M82

Central 35 pc B1 B2 3D �eld

A

UFS

V

[mag] 10� 5 8� 2 11� 2 9� 3

A

MIX

V

[mag] 23 � 10 27� 7 45� 20 36 � 16

logQ

0(a)

52:03

+0:12

�0:17

52:37

+0:09

�0:11

52:51

+0:15

�0:23

53:64

+0:15

�0:23

(a)

The mixed model will be adopted. Q

0

(in s

�1

) derived from the observed Br uxes corrected for

A

MIX

V

.

from Satyapal et al. (1995) obtained from Br and Pa� measurements. For each region,

the A

MIX

V

and A

UFS

V

imply similar extinction corrections near 2�m, to within 35% or

less. This is as expected because the lines are so close in wavelength, and therefore

probe regions up to similar limiting optical depths. The uncertainties on the extinction

corrections are typically 20% � 40% for both models. As will be discussed in section

5.3, the ionized nebulae are likely mixed with the molecular gas and dust clouds even

on scales of a few tens of parsecs. The results for a mixed model in table 5.5 will

therefore be adopted for the selected individual regions.

Attempts to generate an extinction map using the 3D Brackett linemaps, rebinned

to 1

00

� 1

00

pixels to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, were still hampered by the weak-

ness of the H-band lines over signi�cant areas. In the regions where the signal-to-noise

ratio is su�cient, the di�erences in extinction corrections near 2�m between a uniform

foreground screen and a mixed model are

<

�

20%. Furthermore, the corrections implied

by the extinction towards the evolved stars derived in chapter 6 are typically within

20% of those inferred here from the extinction towards the ionized gas (for purely fore-

ground obscuration). Therefore, on the smaller spatial scales of individual pixels, the

foreground extinction towards the evolved stars provides a satisfactory approximation

to the local extinction towards the ionized gas. The extinction from this non-uniform

foreground screen model will thus also be applied to the emission line sources when

considering the properties of individual pixels throughout this thesis.
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5.2 Physical conditions of the ISM

5.2.1 Electron temperature in M82

The average electron temperature T

e

in H II regions can be computed from H I re-

combination line uxes combined with thermal free-free continuum ux densities. For

optically thin gas in LTE and spontaneous line emission, the line-to-continuum ratio in

the millimetric regime is essentially determined only by T

e

(e.g. Osterbrock 1989 and

references below). From the global continuum ux density around 3.3 mm together

with various millimetric H I recombination lines, a T

e

near 5000 K is inferred for the

starburst core of M82 (Puxley et al. 1989; Carlstrom & Kronberg 1991; Seaquist,

Kerton & Bell 1994; Seaquist et al. 1996). If thermal dust emission or non-thermal

synchrotron radiation from supernova remnants contribute to the 3.3 mm continuum,

a lower T

e

would result from the lower thermal free-free ux density. However, the

various authors above have shown that these contributions to the global emission in

M82 are small.

The electron temperature can be estimated on smaller spatial scales from the maps

of the H41� line emission (� = 3:26 mm) and of the underlying continuum emission

obtained by Seaquist et al. (1996). With the resolution of these data (4.5

00

), the central

35 pc of M82, and the Br sources B1 and B2 lie in regions of bright continuum emis-

sion, for which Seaquist et al. (1996) show the line-to-continuum ratio to be consistent

with optically thin LTE emission and T

e

= 5000 � 10

4

K. The H41� map exhibits,

however, enhanced emission relative to the continuum at a few locations, indicating

LTE temperatures below 2000 K. Seaquist et al. (1996) interpret these \cold spots" as

due to the presence of dense (n

e

> 10

4:5

cm

�3

) regions less than 1 pc in size exhibiting

primarily stimulated emission, presumably compact H II regions or molecular clouds

shock-ionized by the starburst wind. However, the millimetric line ratios for the entire

starburst core of M82 are consistent with spontaneous emission (Seaquist, Kerton &

Bell 1994; Seaquist et al. 1996). In addition, the central 35 pc of M82, B1 and B2

do not coincide with the cold spots. Stimulated emission therefore does not a�ect the

determination of T

e

in the individual regions considered here.

Electron temperatures in Galactic and extragalactic H II regions fall in the range

5000 � 20000 K, with the lower values corresponding to higher abundances of heavy

elements (e.g. Smith 1975; Shaver et al. 1983). The extensive models of Rubin (1985)

show that among the e�ective temperature of the ionizing stars, the electron density

and the metallicity, the latter is the most sensitive factor a�ecting T

e

, mainly because

the heavy elements are very e�cient coolants. According to these models, electron
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Fig. 5.7.|Variations of T

e

with e�ective temperature of the ionizing stars for various nebular

parameters, computed with the photoionization code CLOUDY and the model atmospheres

from Pauldrach et al. (1998). The solid black curve shows the T

e

for the parameters appro-

priate for M82 determined in this chapter: n

e

= 300 cm

�3

, logU = �2:3, R = 25 pc, solar

gas-phase abundances and no dust grains mixed with the ionized gas. The other curves illus-

trate the e�ects of adopting the gas and dust composition typical of the Orion nebula, and of

varying n

e

(� n

H

) and logU as indicated in the upper left corner. The vertical line indicates

the average temperature for the OB stars which dominate the integrated mid-infrared nebu-

lar line emission in the SWS aperture, and the shaded box indicates the dispersion observed

across the regions mapped with 3D (section 5.4).

temperatures between � 3000 K and 6000 K are predicted for abundances of heavy

elements between three times solar and solar respectively, for n

e

= 10

2

� 10

3

cm

�3

and a large range in stellar temperatures. The gas-phase abundances determined from

various ISO-SWS lines in section 5.2.3 below are nearly solar. For the average e�ective

temperature of the OB stars in the SWS and 3D �elds of view (section 5.4), photoion-

ization models computed with CLOUDY

3

(assuming n

e

= 300 cm

�3

, logU = �2:3,

R = 25 pc, and using the stellar atmosphere models from Pauldrach et al. 1998 for so-

lar metallicity main-sequence stars) predict T

e

� 6000 K, in very good agreement with

the observations. This is shown in �gure 5.7, where the e�ects of varying the electron

density, the ionization parameter or the gas and dust composition are illustrated as

well. The density and the ionization parameter have small e�ects only, while modest

gas depletion of heavy elements onto dust grains as in the Orion nebula results in a

substantial change in T

e

.

3

described in chapter 3
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5.2.2 Electron density in M82

The electron density n

e

in gaseous nebulae can be determined using a variety of tech-

niques, including ratios of collisionally excited lines from species with similar ionization

potentials but having di�erent critical densities for collisions with electrons (e.g. Os-

terbrock 1989). The SWS spectrum provides three density-sensitive ratios towards the

starburst regions in M82, namely [S III] 18.7�m/33.5�m, [Ne III] 15.6�m/36.0�m

and [Ar III] 8.99�m/21.8�m. All three are fairly insensitive to T

e

in the range

5000 � 20000 K. The [S III] ratio is the most reliable one because both lines are

amongst the strongest in the SWS spectrum. It is also the most sensitive at low

densities because the upper levels of the transitions have the lowest critical densities.

The ratios for the 14

00

� 20

00

SWS aperture corrected for the global extinction of

A

V

= 52 mag (mixed model) are [S III] 18.7�m/33.5�m = 0:71 � 0:23, [Ne III]

15.6�m/36.0�m = 9:0 � 4:2 and [Ar III] 8.99�m/21.8�m = 15:5 � 9:3. The uncer-

tainties include those on the line uxes, on the scaling factor between the di�erent

apertures, and on the extinction. Comparison with the results of computations of

collisional excitation in �gure 5.8 shows that these ratios lie in the low-density limit,

indicating n

e

in the range � 10 � 600 cm

�3

. This is similar to the average n

e

in

large apertures obtained previously by various authors using di�erent infrared and ra-

dio diagnostics and assuming a single-density model (e.g. Houck et al. 1984; Du�y et

al. 1987; Seaquist, Bell & Bignell 1985; Seaquist et al. 1996). The [O III] 52�m/88�m

measured by Du�y et al. (1987) in a 48

00

{diameter aperture is also shown in �gure 5.8.

This ratio is more sensitive to n

e

at low densities, and indicates n

e

� 50 � 500 cm

�3

.

Such low densities are typical for giant Galactic and extragalactic H II regions, and

have been measured in various starburst galaxies as well (e.g. Shields 1990; Lutz et

al. 1996; Rigopoulou et al. 1996; Kunze et al. 1996). A value of 300 cm

�3

will be

adopted throughout this thesis for the electron density within the H II regions in M82.

Some studies provide indications of two distinct gas components in M82: one char-

acterized by a volume �lling factor near unity and n

e

<

�

100 cm

�3

, and the other, by

a much smaller volume �lling factor (10

�4

� 10

�1

) and n

e

>

�

10

3

cm

�3

(e.g. Seaquist,

Bell & Bignell 1985; Lugten et al. 1986; Seaquist, Kerton & Bell 1994; Seaquist et

al. 1996). Seaquist, Kerton & Bell (1994) have even proposed a di�erent origin for

the millimetric H I lines and the far-infrared forbidden lines such as [O III] 88�m and

[N III] 57�m, the former being produced in dense, compact star-forming regions and

the latter arising in low-density regions. However, the very good spatial correlation

between existing near- and mid-infrared H I emission line maps (which are not a�ected

by stimulated emission in high-density gas), the 3.3 mm continuum emission, and the

mid-infrared �ne-structure line emission | in particular [Ne II] 12.8�m and [Ar III]
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48’’

SWS

SWS
SWS

Fig. 5.8.| Determination of the electron density in M82 from infrared �ne-structure line

ratios. The various curves are the collisional excitation computations for three electron

temperature: 5000 K (solid line), 10

4

K (dashed line) and 2 � 10

4

K (dotted line). The

[S III] 18.7�m/33.5�m, [Ne III] 15.6�m/36.0�m and [Ar III] 8.99�m/21.8�m plots show

the measurements obtained with the ISO-SWS. The [O III] 52�m/88�m ratio from Du�y et

al. (1987) in a 48

00

{diameter aperture is shown as well.

8.99�m | (e.g. the 3D Br map; Satyapal et al. 1995; Seaquist et al. 1996; Achter-

mann & Lacy 1995) suggests that the density derived above from the SWS forbidden

lines is representative of n

e

in the H II regions observed in the range � = 1� 40 �m.

The spatially resolved 3D data provide the [Fe II] 1.533�m/1.644�m line ratio,

which is also a good density indicator in the range n

e

= 10

2

� 10

6

cm

�3

. The near-

infrared [Fe II] line emission, however, does not originate from the star-forming regions

but is likely due to collisional excitation by shocks associated with supernova remnants

or a starburst wind (e.g. Greenhouse et al. 1997). This is obvious from the spatial

distribution of the [Fe II] 1.644�m emission (�gure 4.3; see also Greenhouse et al. 1997),

which is very di�erent from that of the Br emission.
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The [Fe II] 1.533�m/1.644�m ratios measured in individual regions, corrected for

the extinction derived in section 5.1.7, can be compared with the theoretical compu-

tations by Bautista & Pradhan (1996). The inferred n

e

are 2:0

+1:2

�0:7

� 10

4

cm

�3

at B1,

4:0

+2:3

�1:5

� 10

3

cm

�3

at B2, and 2:0

+1:2

�0:7

� 10

3

cm

�3

for the entire 3D �eld of view. These

values are consistent with the densities in Galactic supernova remnants inferred from

near-infrared [Fe II] lines by Oliva, Moorwood & Danziger (1989). The non-detection

of the [Fe II] 1.599�m line in the 3D spectra con�rms n

e

< 10

4:5

cm

�3

(Oliva, Moor-

wood & Danziger 1989). The upper limit on the [Fe II] 1.533�m line ux for the

central 35 pc of M82 implies n

e

<

�

500 cm

�3

. This is much lower than the estimate

of 10

4:5

� 10

6

cm

�3

from McLeod et al. (1993) using several lines in the J -band in a

3

00

{diameter aperture at the nucleus (central 45 pc), but consistent with the upper limit

of 10

4:5

cm

�3

inferred by Lester et al. (1990) from their non-detection of the [Fe II]

1.599�m in a 3.8

00

{diameter aperture at the nucleus (central 60 pc). It is emphasized

that these high densities do not represent those within the ionized nebulae traced by

the mid-infrared �ne-structure lines considered above and by the H I recombination

lines, which are substantially lower.

5.2.3 Gas-phase abundances in M82

The SWS data allow the determination of the gas-phase abundances of three of the

most abundant heavy elements in H II regions, namely Ne, Ar and S, from the �ne-

structure lines emitted by their ions. The line uxes for the 14

00

� 20

00

SWS aperture,

corrected for extinction, are listed in table 5.6. Detailed models accounting for the

ionization structure of the nebulae can be used to derive accurate abundances (e.g.

Rubin 1985; Shields & Ferland 1994; Simpson et al. 1995). However, for the purpose

of this work, simpler estimates are su�cient.

In the low-density limit, collisional de-excitation can be neglected. This is the case

for the �ne-structure lines considered here, which have critical densities for collisions

with electrons at T

e

= 5000 K in the range � 10

4

� 10

6

cm

�3

, much larger than

the density of n

e

� 300 cm

�3

determined in the previous section. Assuming a \one-

layer" model with uniform density and temperature, the number abundance of a heavy

element X in the i

th

ionization stage relative to H

+

can be computed from

F

�(X

+i

)

F

�(H

+

)

=

n

i

n

e

�

�(X

+i

)

n

H

+
n

e

�

�(H

+

)

; (5:8)

where F

�(X

+i

)

and F

�(H

+

)

are the uxes of the ionic line of interest and of a reference

H I recombination line, n

i

and n

H

+
are the densities of ions X

+i

and H

+

, and �

�(X

+i

)

and �

�(H

+

)

are the line emissivities. In H II regions, H is nearly completely ionized so
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that n

H

+

� n

H

. The emissivity of a collisionally excited line (in the low-density limit)

is given by

�

�(X

+i

)

=

 

hc

�

!  

8:629 � 10

�6

T

1=2

e

!

�

�

12

!

1

�

e

��

12

=kT

e

b; (5:9)

where h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, k is Boltzmann's constant, T

e

is the electron temperature, �

12

and �

12

are the e�ective collisional strength and the

energy of the transition between levels 2 and 1 giving rise to the line emission, and !

1

is the statistical weight of the lower energy level 1 (e.g. Osterbrock 1989 for Eqs. 5.8

and 5.9). b is the fraction of excitations to level 2 that are followed by emission of a

photon in the line of interest; for the cases considered here, b = 1.

Taking Br� as reference H I recombination line, its intrinsic line ux is computed

from the ionization rate in table 5.4 for A

MIX

V

= 52 mag, using the total hydrogen

recombination coe�cient and line emissivities from Hummer & Storey (1987), for

the appropriate electron temperature and density for M82. The e�ective collisional

strengths at T

e

= 5000 K are taken from Johnson, Kingston & Dufton (1986), Saraph

& Tully (1994), Butler & Zeippen (1994), Pelan & Berrington (1995), and Galav��s,

Mendoza & Zeippen (1995). For ionizing stars with e�ective temperatures in the range

35000 K � 40000 K, as found for M82 (section 5.4 below), the Ne, Ar and S are ex-

pected to be mostly in the lowest ionization stage observed with SWS, with the Ne

+

,

Ar

+

and S

++

zones nearly coinciding with the H

+

zone owing to their comparable ion-

ization potentials in the range 13 eV�23 eV (see appendix B). Ionization stages higher

than those listed in table 5.6 are neglected because the corresponding lines are either

very weak or absent in the SWS spectrum. To a good approximation, the elemental

abundances correspond therefore to the sum of the ionic abundances determined here.

The data and results are given in table 5.6, together with the solar composition for

comparison. The uncertainties on the ionic abundances are estimated to be about

�50%, and up to a factor of two for those derived from the weakest lines. The relative

abundances are nearly solar or slightly above for Ne and Ar, and about one-fourth

solar for S. Similar underabundances for S have been found in Galactic H II regions

(e.g. Simpson et al. 1995) and in some extragalactic starburst systems (e.g. Genzel et

al. 1998), and are attributed to depletion of S onto interstellar dust grains.

Most abundance determinations for M82 in the literature indicate no large deple-

tions or enhancements for most elements compared to the solar neighbourhood com-

position (e.g. Ga�ney & Lester 1992; McLeod et al. 1993 and references therein;

Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Lord et al. 1996). The exception is Si, for which Lord et

al. (1996) found a gas-phase abundance three times larger than in Galactic nebulae,

and which they interpret as probably due to partial destruction of silicate grains by

fast supernova-driven shocks.
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Table 5.6: Gas-phase abundances of Ne, Ar and S within the H II regions of M82

Transition

(a)

F

0

�

(b)

�

12

(c)

�

�

(d)

X

+i

=H

(e)

[Wm

�2

] [cm

3

s

�1

K

1=2

] [erg cm

3

s

�1

]

Br� (4.05�m) 2:38� 10

�14

| 2:29� 10

�26

|

[Ne II]

2

P

3=2

�

2

P

1=2

(12.8�m) 1:37� 10

�13

0.277 1:05� 10

�21

Ne

+

=H = 1:26� 10

�4

[Ne III]

3

P

2

�

3

P

1

(15.6�m) 2:17� 10

�14

0.730 1:89� 10

�21

Ne

++

=H = 1:11� 10

�5

[Ne III]

3

P

1

�

3

P

0

(36.0�m) 2:41� 10

�15

0.227 4:71� 10

�22

Ne

++

=H = 4:92� 10

�6

[Ar II]

2

P

3=2

�

2

P

1=2

(6.99�m) 6:51� 10

�14

2.70 1:55� 10

�20

Ar

+

=H = 4:03� 10

�6

[Ar III]

3

P

2

�

3

P

1

(8.99�m) 1:70� 10

�14

3.18 1:25� 10

�20

Ar

++

=H = 1:31� 10

�6

[Ar III]

3

P

1

�

3

P

0

(21.8�m) 1:09� 10

�15

1.35 4:39� 10

�21

Ar

++

=H = 2:38� 10

�7

[S III]

3

P

1

�

3

P

2

(18.7�m) 5:21� 10

�14

5.03 1:87� 10

�20

S

++

=H = 2:69� 10

�6

[S III]

3

P

0

�

3

P

1

(33.5�m) 7:34� 10

�14

2.22 1:48� 10

�20

S

++

=H = 4:79� 10

�6

[S IV]

2

P

1=2

�

2

P

3=2

(10.5�m) 5:70� 10

�15

5.85 5:14� 10

�20

S

+++

=H = 1:07� 10

�7

X/H

(e)

Solar composition

(f)

M82 ([X=H]

M82

)

(g)

Ne/H 1:17� 10

�4

� 1:4� 10

�4

(0.08 dex)

Ar/H 3:98� 10

�6

� 5 � 10

�6

(0.1 dex)

S/H 1:62� 10

�5

� 4� 10

�6

(-0.6 dex)

(a)

Ionic transitions are given as lower level - upper level.

(b)

Fluxes for the 14

00

� 20

00

SWS aperture (table 4.10), corrected for A

V

= 52 mag (mixed model). The

Br� ux is computed from the intrinsic ionization rate (table 5.4) using the recombination coe�cient

and line emissivities from Hummer & Storey (1987).

(c)

E�ective collisional strengths for T

e

= 5000 K. [Ne II]: Saraph & Tully (1994); [Ne III]: Butler &

Zeippen (1994); [Ar II]: Pelan & Berrington (1995); [Ar III] and [S III]: Galav��s, Mendoza & Zeippen

(1995); [S IV]: Johnson, Kingston & Dufton (1986).

(d)

The volume emissivities for the ionic lines are computed from Eq. 5.9 (b = 1 for the transitions

considered). The volume emissivity for Br� is taken from Hummer & Storey (1987).

(e)

Ionic or elemental number abundance relative to hydrogen, with estimated uncertainties of approxi-

mately �50%, and up to a factor of two for the ionic abundances derived from the weakest lines.

(f)

From Grevesse & Anders (1989) and Grevesse & Noels (1993), as given in Ferland (1996).

(g)

Relative to the solar composition: [X=H]

M82

= log(X=H)

M82

� log(X=H)

�

.
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5.2.4 Dust within the H II regions in M82

Interstellar dust grains mixed with the ionized gas in H II regions can a�ect sub-

stantially the nebular line emission since dust competes e�ectively with the gas for

absorption of ionizing photons. This can lead to underestimates of the ionizing lu-

minosity of the stars derived from emission line uxes. In addition, dust will harden

the ionizing radiation spectrum within the nebulae since the absorption cross-section

of standard interstellar dust grains generally increases at lower ionizing energies (e.g.

Draine & Lee 1984; Mathis 1990).

In M82, the presence of dust heated by young, hot stars is supported by the cor-

relation between the spatial distributions of thermal continuum emission and PAH

features at infrared wavelengths, and of tracers of ionized gas such as H I recombina-

tion lines or the [Ne II] 12.8�m line (e.g. Telesco & Gezari 1992; Normand et al. 1995;

Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Satyapal et al. 1995). However, spatial variations in the

line-to-continuum ratio for the 3.3�m PAH feature suggest that the carriers of this

emission band are depleted in the central 20

00

of M82 (Normand et al. 1995). Partial

destruction of silicate dust grains in the H II regions of M82 has been proposed by Lord

et al. (1996) to explain the enhanced Si gas-phase abundance they measured compared

to that in Galactic H II regions. Whether | and how much| dust is truly mixed with

the ionized gas in M82, and what are its properties is, however, still very uncertain.

Dust grains within H II regions will be ignored in the models applied to M82 in this

work, but their e�ects will be discussed when appropriate.
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5.3 Ionization parameter in M82

H II regions can be represented as shells surrounding central, point-like stellar clusters.

In such models, the nebular conditions are speci�ed by the distance R between the

ionizing cluster and the illuminated surface of the gas cloud, the hydrogen number

density n

H

of the gas, and the ionization parameter U de�ned as

U �

�

n

H

c

; (5:10)

where � is the stellar Lyman continuum photon ux and c is the speed of light. U

thus gives the number of ionizing photons impinging at the surface of the nebula per

hydrogen atom. In the simple shell representation,

� =

Q

4�R

2

; (5:11)

where Q is the production rate of ionizing photons from the stars. Since H is the most

abundant element in the ISM and is nearly completely ionized in H II regions, and

since He (the second most abundant element with typically n

He

=n

H

� 0:1) is not fully

ionized in M82 (section 5.4), n

H

� n

e

will be hereafter assumed.

U is a particularly critical parameter in photoionization modeling because it a�ects

importantly the ionization structure of the nebula and, in turn, the relative line in-

tensities (e.g. Davidson & Netzer 1979; Shields 1993; Shields & Ferland 1994). More

speci�cally, as U decreases, the ionization fronts for the various species become less

sharply de�ned. Consequently, for a given element, a larger fraction of the nebula is

in an intermediate ionization state, resulting in a decrease of the ratios of high to low

ionization lines, such as [Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m. In such complex and distant

systems as starburst galaxies, a large number of H II regions may coexist in a relatively

small volume and may not be individually resolved by the observations. In this case,

the shell geometry is not directly applicable. The spatial distribution of the gas relative

to the ionizing sources is crucial in determining �, and in deriving the e�ective U and

R to model appropriately the ionized nebulae using the idealized shell geometry.

U is generally poorly determined in starburst galaxies because of the lack of de-

tailed information on small enough spatial scales. M82 is one exception: owing to

its proximity, various observations of the molecular, neutral atomic and ionized gas in

the starburst regions of M82 reveal important structure on scales at least as small as

� 20 � 30 pc (e.g. the 3D linemaps in �gure 4.3; Shen & Lo 1995; Larkin et al. 1994;

Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Satyapal et al. 1995). Models of the ISM suggest even more

extreme properties, with the molecular and the neutral atomic gas con�ned in very

small and dense clouds by a strong but di�use ultraviolet radiation �eld (e.g. Olofsson
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& Rydbeck 1984; Telesco 1988; Wol�re, Tielens & Hollenbach 1990; Lord et al. 1996;

Stutzki et al. 1997). The equilibrium between the strong radiation pressure and ther-

mal gas pressure con�nes the warm clouds in a small volume and prevents their thermal

expansion.

In this section, the 3D and SWS data together with existing data from the literature

are used to constrain the degree of ionization of the nebulae within the starburst regions

of M82. Three representative regions are selected for this purpose: a 30

00

{diameter

aperture centered on the nucleus (hereafter \starburst core"), and the two brightest

Br sources B1 and B2. For clarity, most numerical results in the following sections are

not mentioned in the text but reported directly in tables 5.7 and 5.8 at the end of this

section. The 3D and SWS data are complemented with the results from the detailed

modeling of photodissociation regions (PDR) by Lord et al. (1996). These provide

particularly relevant constraints on the properties of the gas and on the radiation �eld

for the present purposes, and are �rst summarized below.

5.3.1 Properties of the neutral and molecular gas

Lord et al. (1996) modeled the global [O I] 63�m and [Si II] 35�m line emission

together with additional data on the molecular gas and far-infrared emission from the

literature. These authors considered di�erent spatial distributions for the far-infrared

emission, and favoured the case where it arises mainly from two regions about 125 pc

in diameter, roughly coinciding with molecular gas concentrations on each side of the

nucleus. This is consistent with the general morphology of the infrared continuum

emission as well as of the tracers of H II regions. Their models suggest that these

lobes contain together � 3 � 10

5

clouds with typical masses M

cl

� 600 M

�

and radii

r

cl

= 0:4 � 1 pc. These clouds possess thin neutral gas surfaces with temperature

� 230 K and density � 10

4

cm

�3

, and are illuminated by far-ultraviolet uxes � 10

3

times the average interstellar value for the Milky Way (see also Du�y et al. 1987 and

Lugten et al. 1986). The inferred cloud core densities are n

H

2

� 10

4

� 10

5

cm

�3

,

consistent with the large mass fraction of dense gas inferred from observations of the

HCN molecule emission (e.g. Shen & Lo 1995; Brouillet & Schilke 1993; G�usten et

al. 1993). The volume �lling factor of the clouds is � 0:01 � 0:1, and their mean

separation is d

cl�cl

= 1:5� 3:8 pc. The average incident ux on the clouds in each lobe

inferred from the PDR modeling is about the same as the beam-averaged radiation

�eld seen in the far-infrared emission, suggesting that the stars, or stellar clusters,

are randomly distributed in the starburst core of M82. The southwestern lobe, which

encompasses the regions B1 and B2, has the smallest clouds with r

cl

= 0:4 pc and

M

cl

= 220 M

�

.
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5.3.2 Geometrical volumes

The geometrical volume V of the regions of interest is critical for several of the proper-

ties derived below. For the starburst core, the ionized and molecular gas are assumed to

�ll an edge-on disk of radius and thickness of 200 pc, consistent with the observations

(e.g. Satyapal et al. 1995; Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Shen & Lo 1995). The 2:3

00

�2:3

00

square apertures used to extract the spectra at B1 and B2 from the 3D data cubes

cover an equivalent circular area of radius 19.5 pc. This is comparable to the full width

at half maximum of the emission sources as determined from the Br line map. The

kinematics of the Br, [Ne II] 12.8�m and millimetric CO emission suggest that the

ionized and molecular gas are distributed along a rotating ring or spiral arms (Larkin

et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Shen & Lo 1995). The emission regions at B1

and B2 are assumed to occupy cylindrical volumes with lengths corresponding to the

intersection along the line-of-sight of the edge-on starburst disk. B1 and B2 are located

10.9

00

and 5.6

00

away from the nucleus, along the plane of the galaxy. The corresponding

lengths are thus 230 pc and 365 pc respectively. In all cases, the integrated ionizing

ux observed is assumed to be produced by soures distributed uniformly in the entire

volume considered.

5.3.3 Mass and distribution of the ionized gas

Using the intrinsic ionization rates and the electron density and temperature deter-

mined in the previous sections, the mass and volume �lling factor of the ionized gas in

the regions of interest are derived assuming a uniform distribution for the ionized gas

and case B recombination (Hummer & Storey 1987). The mass of ionized gas is given

by

M

H

+

M

�

= 3:24 � 10

�45

�

Q

s

�1

� �

n

e

cm

�3

�

�1

�

T

e

10

4

K

�

0:81

: (5:12)

Combining the mass and density of the ionized gas, the volume �lling factor is then

�

H

+

V

= 1:31� 10

�43

�

Q

s

�1

� �

n

e

cm

�3

�

�2

�

T

e

10

4

K

�

0:81

:

"

V

pc

3

#

�1

; (5:13)

where V is the geometrical volume of the region considered (e.g. Osterbrock 1989).

5.3.4 Mass and distribution of the molecular gas

The mass of molecular gas (M

H

2

) at B1 and B2 is estimated from the CO J = 1 ! 0

map of Shen & Lo (1995), which has a spatial resolution comparable to the 3D data
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(2.5

00

). The CO intensities at B1 and B2 are converted into H

2

column densities and

molecular masses using N

H

2

=I

CO 1!0

= 7 � 10

19

cm

�2

=Kkms

�1

derived by Wild et

al. (1992) for regions including these Br sources. For the entire starburst core, these

authors estimatedM

H

2

= 1:8�10

8

M

�

, which is the mass adopted by Lord et al. (1996)

for their PDR modeling. The number N

cl

, space density n

cl

and mean separation d

cl�cl

of the molecular clouds are computed assuming an average cloud mass M

cl

of 220 M

�

at B1 and B2, and 600 M

�

for the starburst core.

The spatial distribution of the CO J = 1 ! 0 emission di�ers somewhat on small

scales from that of the tracers of ionized gas. However, the tracers of dense gas (n

H

2

>

�

10

4

cm

�3

), such as HCN emission, correlate better with those of H II regions (e.g. Shen

& Lo 1995; Golla et al. 1996). This is consistent with the picture in which the warm

cloud remnants are highly pressurized by the intense UV radiation �eld produced by

the numerous new-born stars in the regions where most of the ionized gas emission

is observed. The N

H

2

=I

CO1!0

conversion factor was derived by Wild et al. (1992)

from detailed radiative transfer calculations applied to observations of

12

CO (up to

J = 6! 5),

13

CO and

18

CO lines at various positions along the galactic plane of M82.

It should thus account properly for the molecular gas mass at each location.

5.3.5 Ionizing clusters

Usually, the number density of individual OB stars with a representative spectral type

inferred from optical and/or infrared nebular line ratios is compared to that of gas

clouds. Lord et al. (1996) estimated an average separation between OB stars of a few

parsecs. They argued that this supports a randomized distribution for the stars, since

this distance is comparable to the distance massive, new-born stars would travel from

motions of

>

�

3 km s

�1

induced by star-star and star-cloud gravitational interactions

over their main-sequence lifetimes of a few million years, and is consistent with young

clusters rapidly disrupted by the dynamical processes occurring in starburst regions.

However, it is likely that the young, massive OB stars in M82 are still in clusters.

Indeed, high-resolution HST imaging of M82 reveals the presence of over 100 super

star clusters with typical sizes of 3.5 pc (O'Connell et al. 1995). Similar super star

clusters are observed in other starburst galaxies as well (e.g. Whitmore & Schweizer

1995; O'Connell, Gallagher & Hunter 1994; Conti & Vacca 1994). Due to the high

extinction towards the central regions of M82, these super star clusters are probably

mostly foreground, but some of them may also belong to the central regions if they lie

in directions of lower extinction. In particular, the conspicuous associations of super-

star clusters in the regions denoted \A" and \C" (following O'Connell & Mangano
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1978) coincide with regions of lower extinction just south from the nucleus and from

the western mid-infrared emission peak (see extinction maps from Telesco et al. 1991;

McLeod et al. 1993; Larkin et al. 1994; Satyapal et al. 1995). Furthermore, the spatial

distribution of the K-band continuum emission and of the stellar CO bandheads at

2.29�m and 1.62�m (3D maps in �gures 4.3 and 4.4; Satyapal et al. 1997) reveal

distinct compact sources along the galactic plane within � 100 pc of the nucleus.

From their surface brightness, their sizes and the depth of the CO bandheads, these

are associated with young clusters of supergiants with ages near 10

7

yr. Similar clusters

have been observed at near-infrared wavelengths in other starburst galaxies as well (e.g.

Tacconi-Garman, Sternberg & Eckart 1996). The optical and near-infrared clusters are

thought to be very young globular clusters, gravitationally bounded.

Therefore, it is more appropriate to compare the number density of ionizing stellar

clusters with that of molecular clouds. A plausible cluster luminosity function (LF)

for starburst galaxies in general, and M82 in particular, was derived in chapter 3:

�(Q

?

) � dN

?

=d(logQ

?

) / (Q

?

)

��

, with � = 0:17 in the range Q

?

= 10

45

� 10

49:5

s

�1

and � = 1 in the range Q

?

= 10

49:5

� 10

53

s

�1

. Using this LF

4

, the number of ionizing

clusters is derived from

N

?

= K

Z

53

45

�(Q

?

)d(logQ

?

); (5:14)

where the normalization constant is obtained from the total intrinsic ionizing rate

observed Q

0

:

Q

0

= K

Z

53

45

Q

?

�(Q

?

)d(logQ

?

): (5:15)

From this, the cluster number density n

?

and mean separation d

?�?

is computed.

5.3.6 The geometry of the ionized gas and stellar clusters

The �nal consideration in the determination of the e�ective ionization parameter in

M82 is the true geometry of the ionized nebulae relative to the ionizing clusters. The

average properties on small spatial scales are very similar to those for the entire star-

burst core (table 5.7). The dense, small and warm molecular clouds with their thin

neutral atomic gas envelope are bathed in the more tenuous and pervasive ionized

medium. The mean separation between clusters and between clouds is comparable,

supporting a highly uniform distribution of clusters and clouds. The formalism of

Wol�re, Tielens & Hollenbach (1990) is followed to derive the e�ective U (hereafter

U

e�

) for a random distribution of clusters and clouds by comparison with a reference

case where the sources are centrally concentrated (hereafter central cluster, or CC

4

the star symbol is used here to denote stellar clusters, and the subscript \cl" refers to gas clouds
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Fig. 5.9.| Two geometries considered in the derivation of U

e�

. Top: a central stellar cluster

(or association of clusters) illuminates the surrounding gas; bottom: a uniform distribution

of ionizing clusters and gas clouds.

model) and ionize the clouds located a distance R

CC

away, with R

CC

being the radius

of the entire region considered. These geometries are illustrated in �gure 5.9. In the

random distribution model, the volume which is not occupied by the molecular, neutral

and ionized gas is assumed to be �lled by a hot (T � 10

6

K), tenuous (n � 1 cm

�3

)

plasma associated with the interior of evolved supernova remnants, as proposed for

NGC253 by Carral et al. (1994).

For convenience, the cylindrical volumes considered for the various regions are di-

vided in spherical sub-units, with appropriate scaling of the luminosity and gas mass.

More speci�cally, for the starburst core, a sphere with radius equal to half of the disk
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thickness (i.e. 100 pc) is treated. For B1 and B2, spheres with radius equal to that

of the column cross-section (19.5 pc) are treated. In the CC model, the incident pho-

ton ux and corresponding U

CC

are given by the expressions applicable for the simple

shell geometry (Eqs. 5.10 and 5.11), with R

CC

as the inner radius of the nebula. For

a random distribution of stars and clouds within a spherical region of radius R

CC

, the

incident radiation �eld corresponds to the average interstellar radiation �eld (ISRF)

consisting of the contributions from all the clusters reduced by a \shielding factor"

(f

shield

): �

ISRF

= f

shield

�

CC

. f

shield

accounts for the interception of part of the radiation

along a given light path by intervening clouds. Since the distribution is uniform, this

factor is simply

f

shield

=

 

�

R

CC

!

h

1� e

�R

CC

=�

i

; (5:16)

where � is the mean free path of a photon, further discussed below. Consequently, in

the logarithmic units used below,

log U

e�

= log U

CC

+ log f

shield

: (5:17)

As long as � is small compared to the size of the sub-region, the ionizing radiation

from adjacent sub-units can be neglected. Otherwise, it is accounted for by adding

the �

ISRF

of adjacent sub-units scaled by the ratio �=R

CC

and assuming 25% of this

photon ux is emitted in the direction of the sub-unit considered. The correction factor

is denoted �

adj

. Two limiting values are given in table 5.8 for logU

e�

: a lower limit for

no contribution from the adjacent sub-units, and an upper limit obtained by (over-)

estimating the contribution from the adjacent sub-units as just described.

The shielding factor is crucial for the derivation of U

e�

. Since the ionizing radiation

is relevant here, the appropriate radius for the shielding clouds has to account for an

ionized layer. Denoting this radius by r

shield

, this means r

shield

� r

cl

where r

cl

includes

the thin neutral gas surface around the molecular core (see �gure 5.10). r

shield

is set

by the requirement that the total volume of ionized gas must equal the fraction of the

geometrical volume corresponding to its volume �lling factor, i.e.

�

H

+

V

V = N

cl

4�

3

(r

3

shield

� r

3

cl

): (5:18)

Together, n

cl

and r

shield

determine the mean free path of ionizing photons:

� =

�

n

cl

�r

2

shield

�

�1

: (5:19)

The geometry considered (�gure 5.9, bottom) is only valid as long as the ionized thick-

ness

l

H

+

=

�

?

�

B

n

2

e

(5:20)
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Fig. 5.10.| Local geometry between a cluster and a cloud, indicating the various radii

entering in the models.

does not exceed r

shield

(�

B

is the total hydrogen recombination coe�cient assuming

case B, taken from Hummer & Storey 1987). Otherwise, the clouds become optically

thin to ionizing radiation and shield much less e�ciently. Note that in Eq. 5.20, the

incident photon ux �

?

is that produced by a particular cluster on a nearby cloud at

a distance r = 0:25(d

?�?

+ d

cl�cl

)� r

shield

.

The atomic and molecular gas has, of course, much larger densities than the sur-

rounding ionized gas itself, so that accurate computation of the ionized thickness should

account for a density gradient towards the cloud centers. This also prevents to a large

extent the most luminous clusters (Q

?

>

�

10

50

� 10

51

s

�1

) to ionize fully the entire

galaxy, in the case where they have blown away most of the dense natal cloud rem-

nants. In addition, the cloud-cloud and cluster-cluster separations, and the distance

from clusters to the inner surface of the nebulae derived here are averages for each

region. More luminous clusters contain more massive stars whose strong stellar winds

will push the surrounding gas left further away than most clusters which are much less

luminous. For instance, a cluster with Q

?

= 10

52

s

�1

will ionize interstellar gas with

n

e

= 100 cm

�3

located 2 pc away up to a depth of 1.5 kpc, but 60 pc if the distance is

increased to 10 pc or if the density is increased to 500 cm

�3

. For the typical cloud core
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densities of n

H

2

= 10

4

� 10

5

cm

�3

, the ionizing radiation would not penetrate further

than � 0:1 pc even for a distance of 2 pc, were all the ux to impinge on the cloud core.

Again, the small neutral gas clouds present only a small cross-section to the ionizing

radiation and most of it impinges on less dense material. To a �rst approximation, a

consistency check for the random distribution model is to compare the average < l

H

+

>

with r

shield

for an average cluster having < Q

?

>= Q

0

=N

?

.

5.3.7 The e�ective ionization parameter

Tables 5.7 and 5.8 summarize the adopted set of parameters, and the derived properties.

In all cases, the distance from cluster to center of cloud is taken as half of the average

of d

?�?

and d

cl�cl

. The quantity R

e�

listed in table 5.8 is the e�ective inner radius that

an equivalent shell-like H II region would have for the adopted density, the ionizing

rate for a spherical sub-unit, and the derived U

e�

(through Eqs. 5.10 and 5.11).

The logU

e�

for B1, B2 and the entire starburst core for the adopted parameters

are between �2:3 dex and �2:5 dex. The average ionized thickness is about 1/4 of

the cloud radius including the ionized layer, so that the random distribution model is

valid. The ionized gas at B1 and B2 has a volume �lling factor � 10

�1

, about ten

times larger than the molecular and neutral atomic gas. For the entire starburst core,

the volume �lling factors are more similar, � 10

�2

. This is consistent with the fact

that B1 and B2 have the brightest Br emission, with denser populations of OB star

clusters. The mean free path for the ionizing photons is about 20 pc, implying modest

shielding for B1 and B2, but substantial shielding for the entire starburst core. The

number of luminous clusters (Q

?

> 10

50

s

�1

) for the entire starburst core is about 10

times larger than observed with HST (O'Connell et al. 1995). This is consistent with

most of the young clusters being heavily obscured in the central regions of M82. The

R

e�

are larger than the radius of the spherical sub-units considered in the modeling.

This reects the fact that the shielding a�orded by the randomly distributed clouds is

e�ectively equivalent to a larger geometrical dilution by an increase in the size of the

region for a shell-like representation. In other words, in terms of e�ective ionization

parameter, a random distribution of clouds and clusters within a region of given radius

is equivalent to a central cluster model with a larger radius.

Variations in the input parameters over plausible ranges do not a�ect substantially

the derived logU

e�

and R

e�

. These are estimated to be accurate to a few 0.1 dex and

to a factor of two respectively. Variations in several parameters have e�ects which are

compensated by opposite, related e�ects. This is mainly due to the constraint imposed
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by the volume �lling factor of the ionized gas, which ensures some \self-regulation"

of logU

e�

by adjustments of r

shield

and r. For instance, increasing n

e

implies smaller

r

shield

and reduced shielding, but the e�ect on logU

e�

is compensated by the increase

of n

e

itself and of r. For n

e

<

�

100 cm

�3

, < l

H

+
>

>

�

r

shield

but accounting for density

gradients would maintain the validity of the random distribution model as discussed in

section 5.3.6. Larger, more massive clouds imply larger r

shield

but thinner ionized layers,

and a smaller number of clouds. The mean free path of photons increases, resulting in

a more intense radiation �eld incident on the cloud surfaces, but r increases too and

partly compensates for the increase in logU

e�

due to the smaller cloud shielding.

The most uncertain parameters are those on the properties of the molecular clouds

and on the LF, neither of which can be constrained from the 3D and SWS data. For

the LF, substantial di�erences in the derived log U

e�

require either a very at LF (e.g.

� < 0:5 at high luminosities) or a very high lower cuto� (e.g. near the inection point

at Q

?

= 10

49:5

s

�1

). However, the observed LF in a wide variety of environments

| from our own Galaxy to merger systems like NGC4038/4039 | has a power-law

index in the range � = 0:5� 1:0 (see chapter 3). In addition, a severe truncation with

no clusters below the transition luminosity would imply the unlikely situation that

only massive clusters containing at least one O5 star (50 M

�

) can form, excluding the

presence of smaller OB associations.

The geometrical volumes are also quite uncertain. Those adopted in table 5.7 for

B1 and B2 represent in fact upper limits. Smaller volumes would be more realistic

since the ionized ring along which the prominent sources of nebular line emission are

distributed has a smaller radius than the entire infrared emitting region (Achtermann

& Lacy 1995), and because the ionized gas is clumpy on scales of a few tens of parsecs.

The other limiting case corresponds to the situation where the ionizing clusters and

gas clouds are con�ned in spherical volumes, with a radius of 19.5 pc. This results

however in a relatively small increase in logU

e�

of 0:1� 0:2 dex because the increased

shielding partly compensates the increased ionizing photon density. Finally, although

more realistic, the random distribution is obviously still an ideal description in the sense

that the gas clouds are probably distributed in chains or �laments, and the clusters may

be grouped in associations. For such geometries, the shielding is reduced | at least

locally | but at the same time, the distance between clusters and gas cloud surfaces

is larger. Given the high space density for both clouds and clusters, the net e�ect on

log U

e�

would probably be small. The limiting case would be the CC geometry, with

higher log U up to � �1:7 (table 5.8).
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Table 5.7: Adopted properties of selected regions in M82 relevant for the determination

of the ionization parameter

Property Units B1 B2 Starburst core

Global properties

Geometry | cylindrical cylindrical edge-on disk

Radius pc 19.5 19.5 200

Length pc 230 365 200

Volume pc

3

2:7� 10

5

4:4� 10

5

2:5� 10

7

Q

(a)

s

�1

2:34� 10

52

3:24� 10

52

1:23� 10

54

M

H

2

M

�

1:1� 10

6

2:3� 10

6

1:8� 10

8

Spherical sub-units

R

CC

pc 19.5 19.5 100

V pc

3

3:1� 10

4

3:1� 10

4

4:2� 10

6

Cluster luminosity function

(b)

Q

?

min

s

�1

10

45

10

45

10

45

Q

?

max

s

�1

10

53

10

53

10

53

Q

?

kink

s

�1

10

49:5

10

49:5

10

49:5

�

1

| 0.17 0.17 0.17

�

2

| 1.0 1.0 1.0

Neutral cloud properties

(c)

r

cl

pc 0.4 0.4 0.6

M

cl

M

�

220 220 545

Ionized gas properties

n

e

cm

�3

300 300 300

T

e

K 5000 5000 5000

(a)

Intrinsic hydrogen ionizing rates determined for each region, from tables 5.4 and 5.5 (for the mixed

extinction model).

(b)

The cluster luminosity function from Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10, described by a broken power-law with index

�

1

between the lower cuto� Q

?

min

and the inection point at Q

?

kink

, and �

2

between Q

?

kink

and the

upper cuto� Q

?

max

.

(c)

From the PDR modeling of Lord et al. (1996).
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Table 5.8: Derived properties for selected regions in M82 relevant for the determination

of the ionization parameter

(a)

Property Units B1 B2 Starburst core

Properties of the ionizing clusters

N

?

| 2340 3240 1:2� 10

5

N

?

(10

50

� 10

53

)

(b)

| 25 35 1325

n

?

pc

�3

8:7� 10

�3

7:4� 10

�3

4:8� 10

�3

d

?�?

pc 6.0 6.4 7.3

< Q

?

> s

�1

10

49

10

49

10

49

Properties of the neutral and molecular gas

N

cl

| 4990 10440 3:3� 10

5

n

cl

pc

�3

1:9� 10

�2

2:4� 10

�2

1:3� 10

�2

d

cl�cl

pc 4.7 4.3 5.3

�

cl

V

| 5:0� 10

�3

6:4� 10

�3

1:2� 10

�2

n

H

2

cm

�3

1:7� 10

4

1:7� 10

4

1:2� 10

4

Properties of the ionized gas

M

H

+
M

�

1:4� 10

5

2:0� 10

5

7:6� 10

6

�

H

+

V

| 7:2� 10

�2

6:1� 10

�2

4:1� 10

�2

r

shield

pc 1.0 0.88 0.98

r pc 1.7 1.8 2.2

< l

H

+
> pc 0.23 0.21 0.14

Geometrical and nebular properties

� pc 17 17 25

f

shield

| 0.60 0.60 0.24

�

adj

| 1.26 1.29 1.07

logU

CC

| �2:19 �2:25 �1:72

logU

e�

| �2:40 to �2:30 �2:48 to �2:37 �2:30 to �2:32

R

e�

pc 25.2 25.2 202

(a)

The number of ionizing clusters and molecular clouds as well as the mass of ionized gas are given for

the entire volume of each region.

(b)

The number of clusters with hydrogen ionization rates in the range 10

50

� 10

53

s

�1

.
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To summarize, the properties characterizing the spatial distribution of the ionizing

clusters and gas clouds, and the degree of ionization of the nebulae are remarkably

similar on small scales (B1 and B2) and on large scales (entire starburst core). The

average separation between clusters and between molecular clouds are comparable and

relatively small: from a few to � 10 pc. This supports the picture of a highly ran-

domized distribution of clusters and clouds, as also concluded by Lord et al. (1996)

from the simpler consideration of average distance between individual stars. For all

plausible sets of parameters, log U

e�

is relatively well constrained to values between

about �2 and �2:5. For the large R

e�

inferred, photoionization models are little sensi-

tive to variations of the inner radius. For all models presented in this work, the

nebulae will therefore be described as shells with logU

e�

= �2:3 dex and

R

e�

= 25 pc.

5.3.8 Final remarks

Two �nal remarks concerning the distribution of clusters and clouds assumed here

can be made. Firstly, the large-scale distributions of the molecular and ionized gas

in M82 are not uniform. However, it is emphasized that the aim pursued in this

section is to provide an average picture of the H II regions. For example, the central

50 pc of M82 appear depleted in gas and dust, presumably due to the intense nuclear

starburst � 10

7

yr ago and subsequent supernova-driven starburst wind (see chapter 7).

The properties in this region are certainly very di�erent from the uniform and closely

packed distribution of ionizing clusters and dense, compact clouds assumed above, but

this region does not contribute much to the integrated ionized gas emission either.

Secondly, the physics underlying the cluster LF is presumably a mass function for

the natal molecular clouds (see chapter 3). The models considered here, in which the

clouds all have identical sizes, are not necessarily inconsistent with the existence of a LF.

The regions modeled are those in which star formation has already occurred and where

the cloud remnants are importantly a�ected by the intense ultraviolet radiation �eld,

strong stellar winds and supernova explosions. The results of evolutionary synthesis

modeling in chapter 7 indicate that starburst activity in M82 has strong negative

feedback e�ects on the environment, inhibiting further star formation after a few million

years only. Star formation activity probably occurs preferentially in regions where

the ultraviolet radiation �eld and the disruptive e�ects of massive stars are much less

important, allowing the molecular gas clouds to follow a more natural mass distribution.
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5.4 Young stellar populations in M82

The average e�ective temperature of newly-formed OB stars, T

OB

e�

, can be determined

from the ratios of emission lines from species which have di�erent ionization potentials.

Indeed, such line ratios are sensitive to the shape of the ionizing radiation spectrum,

which is in turn related to T

OB

e�

. The SWS and 3D data provide several diagnostics

sensitive to energy di�erences in the range 13 eV�41 eV, in particular ratios of atomic

�ne-structure lines in the mid-infrared, and of He I to H I recombination lines in

the near-infrared. The contribution from shock-ionized material to the line emission

considered below is not likely to be important in M82 (McLeod et al. 1993; Lutz et

al. 1998); it will be assumed that the lines originate entirely in gas photoionized by the

OB stars. Table B.1 and �gure B.2 in appendix B give the ionization potentials of the

species involved and illustrate their sensitivity to T

OB

e�

.

5.4.1 Mid-infrared �ne-structure line ratios

Several diagnostic line ratios are available from the SWS data set for estimating T

OB

e�

.

In particular, [Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m, [Ar III] 8.99�m/[Ar II] 6.99�m and

[S IV] 10.5�m/[S III] 18.7�m have the advantage of being essentially independent

of the chemical abundances. The neon ratio is the most reliable one since the lines

involved are strong in M82, the e�ects of extinction are minimized by their proximity

in wavelength, and they were observed through the same aperture.

The line ratios, corrected for extinction and scaled to the same aperture size when

appropriate, are reported in table 5.9. The ratios are compared to the predicted

variations with T

OB

e�

in �gure 5.11. The theoretical predictions were obtained us-

ing CLOUDY and the Pauldrach et al. (1998) stellar atmosphere models for solar-

metallicity main-sequence stars, with the nebular parameters derived for M82 in the

previous sections: n

e

= 300 cm

�3

, log U = �2:3 dex and R = 25 pc. Solar abundances

for the gas were assumed, and interstellar dust grains were not accounted for. Details

on the treatment of the species involved can be found in Ferland (1996) and Shields &

Ferland (1994). The T

OB

e�

derived from each ratio is given in table 5.9.

The e�ects of varying the gas and dust composition, n

e

or logU are also shown

in �gure 5.11. The most sensitive parameter a�ecting the line ratios is the ionization

parameter. However, varying logU in the plausible range from �2 dex to �2:5 dex

found for M82 in section 5.3 implies relatively small di�erences in T

OB

e�

: � �1000 K for

the neon and argon ratios, and �2000 K or +4000 K for the sulphur ratio. The T

OB

e�

's

inferred from the SWS data are similar to the values in the range 30000 K� 37000 K
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Fig. 5.11.|Mid-infrared �ne-structure line ratios in M82 measured from the SWS spectrum

(shaded bars) compared to theoretical predictions of their variation with e�ective temperature

of the ionizing stars. The model predictions were computed using CLOUDY assuming a shell

geometry and the nebular parameters derived for M82: n

H

� n

e

= 300 cm

�3

, R = 25 pc,

logU = �2:3 dex, solar composition for the gas and no interstellar dust grains mixed with

the ionized gas (solid line). The e�ects of changing the ISM composition to a gas and dust

mixture as in the Orion nebula, the gas density to n

H

= 10

3

cm

�3

, or logU between �2 dex

and �2:5 dex are illustrated as well (see labels in each plot).
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Table 5.9: Mid-infrared T

OB

e�

{sensitive �ne-structure line ratios in M82

Diagnostic Measured ratio

(a)

T

OB

e�

[K]

[Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m 0:16� 0:04 37400 � 400

(b)

[Ar III] 8.99�m/[Ar II] 6.99�m 0:26� 0:08 33500� 500

[S IV] 10.5�m/[S III] 18.7�m 0:11� 0:04 39900� 1000

(a)

Corrected for A

V

= 52 mag (mixed model). The sulphur lines have been scaled to a common aperture.

The uncertainties include those on the line uxes (continuum subtraction, systematic e�ects, absolute

ux calibration), of the beam size correction (sulphur ratio), and on the extinction.

(b)

Adopted result (section 5.4.2).

obtained in the past for the starburst core of M82 from various infrared and millimetric

diagnostic lines (Gillett et al. 1975; Willner et al. 1977; Puxley et al. 1989; McLeod et

al. 1993; Achtermann & Lacy 1995).

5.4.2 Near-infrared He I to H I recombination line ratios

Three He I emission features are detected in the 3D spectra, namely the 2

1

S � 2

1

P ,

3

3

P � 4

3

D and the blend of 3P � 4S triplet and singlet transition lines at 2.058�m,

1.701�m and 2.113�m respectively. Combined with the nearby Br and Br10 lines,

they provide sensitive T

OB

e�

diagnostic ratios in the range

<

�

55000 K which are very

little a�ected by extinction. Above this temperature, helium becomes doubly ionized

and this complicates the interpretation of the line ratios. However, such hot O stars,

corresponding to spectral types earlier than O3, have not been observed in Galactic

H II regions (e.g. Leitherer 1998a). The low-excitation SWS spectrum and the non-

detection of He II lines in the 3D data (for example at 2.189�m) rule out the presence

of important numbers of Wolf-Rayet stars that are hot enough to doubly ionize helium.

Due to sensitivity of the 2.058�m line to local physical conditions and to degeneracy

in T

OB

e�

(through resonance and collisional e�ects), the traditionally employed He I

2.058/Br ratio alone is not su�cient to constrain T

OB

e�

reliably. Similar e�ects a�ect

the triplet component of the 2.113�m feature detected at B1. On the other hand,

the 1.701�m line originating from a higher quantum state in the n

3

P � n

0 3

D series

is little sensitive to the e�ects mentioned above, but the He I 1.701/Br10 saturates

above T

OB

e�

� 40000 K. The combination of the He I 2.058/Br, He I 1.701/Br10

and He I 2.113/Br ratios allows one to constrain uniquely T

OB

e�

. More details on the

He I recombination lines and on the model computations obtained using CLOUDY are

given in appendix D. A description of the treatment of helium in CLOUDY is given in

Ferland (1996) and Shields & Ferland (1994).
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Table 5.10: Near-infrared He I to H I recombination line ratios in M82

(a)

Region He I 2:058/Br He I 1:701/Br10 T

OB

e�

(b)

[K]

Central 35 pc 0:52� 0:08 < 0:13 35700� 800

B1 0:55� 0:02 0:22� 0:06 36000� 200

B2 0:52� 0:02 0:22� 0:06 35600� 200

3D �eld 0:55� 0:03 0:20� 0:09 36000� 300

(a)

The ratios are corrected for the (small) extinction e�ects. The uncertainties on the ratios include

those of the continuum subtraction, systematic e�ects, and extinction correction.

(b)

Inferred from the He I 2.058�m/Br ratio.

The He I 2.058/Br and He I 1.701/Br10 ratios measured for the central 35 pc of

M82, for the Br sources B1 and B2, and for the entire 3D �eld are reported in table

5.10, and plotted against theoretical predictions in �gure 5.12. The He I 2.113�m blend

was detected at B1 only, and the He I 2.113/Br ratio is 0:049 � 0:005. The model

predictions were computed for the same nebular parameters as for the mid-infrared

line ratios in the previous subsection. The line ratios in table 5.10 are corrected for

extinction, but since the lines compared in each case lie so close in wavelength, they

are very little a�ected by dust obscuration (at most 7%).

The He I 2.058/Br and He I 1.701/Br10 ratios imply T

OB

e�

near 36000 K for the

selected regions considered. The He I 1.701/Br10 ratio clearly rules out the high-T

OB

e�

solutions from the He I 2.058/Br ratio. For the temperature range inferred, He I

2.058/Br and He I 1.701/Br10 are little a�ected by variations in n

e

or logU within

plausible ranges for M82, or to modest changes in the composition of the ISM (�gure

5.12). The He I 2.113/Br ratio at B1 is well above the predicted saturation value of

� 0:03 from the models in appendix D. This seems to suggest that large optical depths

in the 2

3

S�n

3

P series, not accounted for in the models, a�ect importantly the triplet

component of the 2.113�m feature.

The He I 2.058/Br map obtained with 3D (�gure 4.5) supports a general though

small increase in T

OB

e�

from the nucleus to larger projected radii along the galactic plane

of M82 to the west. Similar radial variations in T

OB

e�

have been suggested by Satyapal

et al. (1995), from their ratio map of Br to 3.29�m PAH feature emission. McLeod

et al. (1993) also suggested such a trend with radial distance from the nucleus on

the basis of the lower temperatures derived from mid-infrared line ratios, presumably

tracing the innermost stellar population, and the higher temperatures indicated by

optical line ratios, tracing foreground, and thus outermost clusters. No clear spatial

variations, however, are seen in the relative line uxes from the Br�, [Ne II] 12.8�m,

[Ar III] 8.99�m and [S IV] 10.5�m maps from Achtermann & Lacy (1995). These
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Fig. 5.12.| Near-infrared He I to H I recombination line ratios measured from the 3D

spectra for selected individual regions in M82, compared to theoretical predictions of their

variation with e�ective temperature of the ionizing stars. Di�erent boxes indicate the ratios

measured at di�erent locations: central 35 pc at the nucleus (empty box labeled N, and

horizontal line marking the upper limit), B1 (broken horizontal lines), B2 (vertical lines) and

the entire 3D �eld of view (shaded box). The various model curves shown are for the same

nebular parameters as for �gure 5.11.

authors concluded that the excitation, and thus T

OB

e�

, is roughly constant across the

starburst core of M82.

To constrain quantitatively the spatial variations in T

OB

e�

across the entire regions

mapped with 3D, the He I 2.058�m and Br linemaps were rebinned to 1

00

� 1

00

pixels,

in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio on the line uxes. The ratios in rebinned

pixels are plotted along the model curve for the nebular parameters appropriate for

M82 in �gure 5.13 (extinction e�ects have been neglected, but this introduces errors
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Fig. 5.13.| He I 2.058�m/Br line ratio measured in individual 1

00

� 1

00

pixels across

the 3D �eld of view. The data are compared in the left panel to theoretical predictions

from CLOUDY for the nebular parameters appropriate for M82 (n

H

� n

e

= 300 cm

�3

,

logU = �2:3, solar gas abundances and dust grain depletion). The right panel shows

the ratio versus the intrinsic Lyman continuum luminosity, given by L

Lyc

[L

�

] = 5:10 �

10

23

F

Br

[Wm

�2

] for case B recombination, and the T

e

, n

e

and distance for M82. The

size of the data points is proportional to the intrinsic K-band ux density, given by

L

K

[L

�

] = 2:04 � 10

20

f

K

[Wm

�2

�m

�1

] for the distance of M82 and a K-bandwidth of

0.6�m. The Br ux and K-band ux density are corrected for foreground extinction de-

rived from the H �K colour, as described in chapter 6. The typical uncertainties are shown

by the error bars in each plot.

<

�

5% in the ratios). The T

OB

e�

implied by He I 2.058/Br varies from 33200 K to

37500 K, excluding the data points which have the largest He I 2.058/Br ratios but

uncertainties twice as large as the typical uncertainty. There is no apparent correlation

with the intrinsic hydrogen ionizing luminosityL

Lyc

or with theK-band luminosity L

K

,

as shown in the right-hand panel from �gure 5.13. These luminosities are proportional

to the Br ux and to the K-band ux density respectively (see �gure caption); the

extinction correction applied for the individual pixels was derived from the observed

H �K colour and will be described in chapter 6 (see also section 5.1.7). The average

T

OB

e�

is 35700 K with a relatively small dispersion of 1� = 650 K. The 3D data indicate

therefore a roughly constant T

OB

e�

for the hot massive stars across the regions

observed, with only a marginal gradient with projected radius.

The most reliable diagnostic for the absolute T

OB

e�

available from the SWS and 3D

data sets is the [Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m ratio, because of the quality of the
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measurement (strong, closely spaced lines observed through the same aperture), and

because theoretical modeling of the neon lines does not involve complications as for

the He I lines. In addition, the inferred T

OB

e�

is little a�ected by the uncertainties

on the physical conditions within the nebulae. On the other hand, the uncertainties

on the He abundance and of the theoretical predictions (optical depth e�ects for the

He I 2.058�m line, He I 1.701�m intensity obtained indirectly from optical He I line

intensities) make He I 2.058/Br and He I 1.701/Br10 less reliable indicators for the

absolute T

OB

e�

. However, for the typical ratios observed in M82 and the corresponding

T

OB

e�

's, optical depth e�ects are much less important than at high T

OB

e�

and the He I

to H I line ratios are little sensitive to nebular conditions. These ratios constitute

reliable diagnostics for the relative T

OB

e�

between di�erent regions (assuming negligible

variations in He abundance). Since the SWS aperture nearly coincides with the 3D

�eld of view, the nebular line emission in the respective data sets trace the same stellar

populations. In the rest of this work, the absolute T

OB

e�

from He I 2.058/Br in

individual regions will therefore be increased by 1400 K, corresponding to the

di�erence between the T

OB

e�

inferred from the SWS [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio and from the

integrated He I 2.058/Br ratio in the 3D �eld of view.

5.4.3 Number of representative OB stars

Adopting the temperature scale from Vacca, Garmany & Shull (1996), the T

OB

e�

in-

ferred from the [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio corresponds to O8.5 V stars, with masses of

� 28 M

�

. The small dispersion in T

OB

e�

from the He I 2.058/Br ratio implies the

same representative type over most of the regions mapped with 3D. Because of the

roughly constant excitation in M82, and since the SWS and 3D �elds of view include

half of the integrated emission in a 30

00

{diameter region centered on the nucleus, the

above spectral type is probably representative of the OB stars in the entire starburst

core of M82 as well. The number of equivalent O8.5 V stars required to produce the

ionizing luminosity in various regions within M82 are given in table 5.11, assuming

Q

O8:5V

= 10

48:72

s

�1

(Vacca, Garmany & Shull 1996).

Table 5.11: Number of equivalent O8.5 V stars in selected regions in M82

(a)

Central 35 pc B1 B2 3D �eld SWS 14

00

� 20

00

Starburst core

N

O8:5V

2040 4470 6170 8:3� 10

4

1:2� 10

5

2:4� 10

5

(a)

Using the intrinsic hydrogen ionization rates derived assuming a mixed model for extinction (tables

5.4 and 5.5). The ionization rate for the entire starburst core, enclosed in a 30

00

{diameter aperture

centered on the nucleus, is twice that measured in the SWS 14

00

� 20

00

aperture (section 5.1.3).
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5.5 The nature of the ISM and of the massive star

populations in M82

The results presented in this chapter reveal two important aspects concerning the ISM

and the massive stars in M82. Firstly, the average properties of the H II regions

on all spatial scales are remarkably similar. This is reected most strikingly in the

ionization parameter, in the volume �lling factor of the ionized gas, and in the nebular

line ratios. The properties of the molecular and neutral atomic gas closely associated

with the H II regions are also quite uniform throughout M82. Such uniformity may

seem surprising over spatial scales of

>

�

100 pc, and given the important sub-structure

on scales of a few tens of parsecs of the emission regions. The similar properties

suggest similar evolutionary states for the ionizing clusters and their surrounding H II

regions. This is con�rmed by the evolutionary synthesis models presented in chapter

7, which imply very similar ages for the OB star populations across the starburst

core of M82. Kinematics studies provide evidence that the most prominent sources

of ionized gas emission are distributed in a ring-like structure and along a stellar bar

between radii of 85 pc and 200 pc (e.g. Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995).

Since M82 is viewed nearly edge-on, the observed properties can be understood as the

combination of star formation triggered nearly simultaneously along the \ring" and

the bar, and projection e�ects. Strong stellar winds and supernova explosions from

important populations of massive stars in the closely-packed clusters severely disrupt

the ISM, consistent with the geometrical parameters inferred for the H II regions, and

may thereby contribute to some homogeneization on timescales of a few million years.

Secondly, a large fraction of the integrated ionized gas line emission comes from a

di�use component. For instance, the bright Br sources B1 and B2 contribute only

� 10% of the total intrinsic emission in the regions observed with 3D and SWS. In

turn, these regions include most of the prominent sources but contribute about half of

the integrated emission from the entire starburst core. The di�use component could

be attributable to ionizing radiation escaping from the evolved H II regions in the

surrounding medium. Alternatively, it could be due to an underlying population of

smaller clusters, for which large numbers are predicted from plausible cluster lumi-

nosity functions. In this context, Meurer et al. (1995) interpreted the large fractional

contributions from di�use emission at ultraviolet wavelengths seen in several nearby

starburst galaxies within the framework of a bi-modal scenario for star formation in

starbursts: prominent cluster formation, and dominant di�usely distributed star for-

mation.
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5.6 Summary

In this chapter, the physical conditions of the photoionized nebulae and the properties

of the young stellar populations in M82 have been determined, and are summarized in

the following table.

PROPERTY RESULTS

Photoionized nebulae

Extinction Global A

V

= 52 mag

Mixed model

Galactic Center law between 3�m and 10�m

Spatially variable

Electron temperature T

e

� 5000 K

Electron density n

e

� 300 cm

�3

Gas-phase abundances Nearly solar

E�ective ionization parameter logU

e�

� �2:3 dex

Equivalent geometry Shell of radius R

e�

= 25 pc

OB stars

E�ective temperature < T

OB

e�

>= 37400 K

Fairly uniform, with only a marginal

increase with distance from the nucleus

Equivalent spectral type O8.5 V, with mass � 28 M

�

The most important results concern the extinction towards the ionized gas, and the

state and spatial distribution of the gas closely associated with the young OB stars:

� Purely foreground extinction towards the ionized gas is de�nitively ruled out. The

new SWS data provide evidence for deviations from the Draine extinction law

between 3�m and 10�m consistent with the extinction law towards the Galactic

Center (Lutz et al. 1996), indicating more extinction than produced by standard

graphite-silicate dust mixtures.

� The photoionized nebulae across the entire starburst regions are characterized

by similar values for the ionization parameter and similar excitation, with little

spatial variations at a resolution of � 20 pc. This suggests similar evolutionary

states for the populations of OB stars, similar distributions of the ionized nebulae

relative to the ionizing clusters, and a large degree of uniformity within and

between the H II regions complexes throughout the starburst core of M82.
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Chapter 6

Stellar population synthesis for

M82

From the nebular analysis presented in the previous chapter, the properties of the

young stellar populations of massive OB stars and of their surrounding H II regions

were constrained using the near- and mid-infrared nebular line emission observed with

3D and the ISO-SWS. The 3D data allow the investigation of additional constituents

of M82, most importantly the populations of cool, evolved stars.

In general, the near-infrared continuum emission of pure starburst galaxies is com-

posed of

� the integrated light of the evolved stellar population,

� the integrated light of the young stellar population,

� the nebular emission originating around OB stars in the H II regions, and

� the thermal emission from dust heated at T � 600 � 1000 K by OB stars.

Each of these components can be a�ected by extinction, which may di�er from one

source to the other. Red giants and supergiants, when present, usually dominate the

near-infrared continuum emission of composite stellar populations because of their tem-

peratures about 3000 K � 5000 K and their large luminosities. Cool main-sequence

stars are too faint in comparison to make a signi�cant contribution despite their larger

numbers. Populations of supergiants, in turn, outshine the more numerous but less

luminous giants. The characterization of the evolved stellar population provides im-

portant constraints for the starburst history as, notably, the presence of supergiants
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implies recent star formation (10�50 Myr) whereas populations of giants, much earlier

star formation (

>

�

10

8

� 10

9

yr).

In this chapter, population synthesis is applied to the 3D data of M82, based on

the 3D stellar library and on the diagnostic tools presented in chapter 2. Speci�cally,

the following properties will be constrained:

� the spectral type and luminosity class of the evolved stellar populations,

� the metallicity of the evolved stellar populations,

� the contribution of other sources of near-infrared continuum emission such as hot

dust, OB stars and nebular free-free and free-free bound processes, and

� the extinction towards the evolved stellar populations.

In addition, the global properties of the entire starburst core of M82 (strength of

the stellar absorption features, extinction towards the evolved stars) will be derived

with the help of existing data in the literature, in view of the evolutionary synthesis

modeling in chapter 7. It is not possible to completely quantify independently all the

components of the near-infrared continuum emission and this makes such an analysis

not straightforward. The following sections illustrate quite well this complex procedure

and thus, the di�culty in any attempt to conduct a study of this type, in particular in

complex objects such as starburst, AGN, interacting and merging galaxies.
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6.1 The composition of the evolved stellar popula-

tions in M82

6.1.1 The giants-supergiants controversy

The nature of the stellar population at the nucleus of M82 has long been debated.

Various diagnostics have been used in the past, including the near-infrared broad-band

colours, the CO

ph

and H

2

O

ph

photometric indices measuring the depth of the CO

bandheads longwards of 2.3�m and of the H

2

O absorption feature at 1.9�m, spectral

synthesis in the range 2:18 �m � 2:28 �m and measurements of the M

?

=L

K

ratio

(Walker, Lebofsky & Rieke 1988; Lester et al. 1990; Ga�ney & Lester 1992; Ga�ney,

Lester & Telesco 1993; McLeod et al. 1993; Lan�con, Rocca-Volmerange & Thuan 1996).

Application of evolutionary synthesis models has also been used to constrain indirectly

the composition of the stellar population in the nuclear vicinity (Rieke et al. 1980,

1993; Satyapal et al. 1997). However, no consensus has been reached yet. Some of the

above studies indicate the presence of young supergiants while others provide evidence

for old, metal-rich giants as dominant sources for the near-infrared continuum emission.

Several factors may be responsible for the di�erent conclusions reached by various

authors. Firstly, the interpretation of the indicators used so far is complicated by

extinction, by emission from hot dust and by the chemical composition of the stars (see

the introduction of chapter 2). Secondly, while the observed CO

ph

in the nuclear regions

of M82 is well-determined, large discrepancies exist between the various measurements

of the H

2

O

ph

. This has been the main cause for the giants-supergiants controversy.

Both indices are sensitive to the temperature and to the luminosity of the stars; one

index alone is not su�cient to discriminate between giants and supergiants, making

H

2

O

ph

critical for interpreting CO

ph

. However, the depth of the H

2

O absorption feature

is di�cult to measure because it lies in a wavelength range where the atmospheric

transmission is poor and strongly variable. Thirdly, population synthesis based on

spectroscopy in the range 2:18 �m�2:28 �m at moderate spectral resolution (R � 650),

as applied by Ga�ney & Lester (1992) and McLeod et al. (1993), su�ers from large

uncertainties because the stellar absorption features in this range are weak (

<

�

5% of

the continuum). Finally, the results may be strongly dependent on aperture size if the

composition of the stellar population varies spatially.

Another controversy pertains to the contribution of hot dust to the near-infrared

continuum emission. Estimates of the amount of hot dust emission in the past were

based on the near-infrared broad-band colours and on CO

ph

(Lester et al. 1990; McLeod
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et al. 1993; Larkin et al. 1994; Satyapal et al. 1997). Some authors have argued against

important hot dust contributions in the nuclear vicinity while others have inferred as

much as 30% � 40% contribution. Again, for the indicators employed, the e�ects of

hot dust are intimately related to the composition of the stellar population and to

the extinction. In turn, the amount of hot dust emission has important consequences

for the characterization of the stellar population and the extinction. The separation

between these three components from broad-band colours and photometric indices

depends moreover on several assumptions such as the extinction model and the dust

temperature, and is not unique.

The spatially resolved 3D data, at a spectral resolution of R � 1000, allow the

application of alternative diagnostic tools from which the crucial issues of the compo-

sition of the evolved stellar populations and spatial variations thereof can be reliably

constrained.

6.1.2 Analysis of selected stellar absorption features

Spectroscopic indices such as those discussed in chapter 2 constitute powerful diagnos-

tic tools in stellar population studies from moderate-resolution near-infrared spectra.

The �rst overtone

12

CO (2,0) bandhead at 2.29�m, the second overtone

12

CO (6,3)

bandhead at 1.62�m, and the Si I feature at 1.59�m are particularly well suited for

applications to obscured starburst galaxies such as M82. Indeed, they are amongst the

strongest absorption features usually observed in such systems and provide sensitive

indicators for the e�ective temperature and luminosity class of evolved stars. More-

over, they lie in spectral ranges of optimal atmospheric transmission. Finally, their

equivalent widths (W

2:29

, W

1:62

and W

1:59

) are independent of extinction and provide

a means of constraining the contribution, or \dilution", from sources of featureless

continuum emission without requiring any assumptions on their nature and physical

properties, which are usually very uncertain.

� Selected individual regions in M82

The equivalent widths (EWs) of the above features measured for the central 35 pc of

M82, for the Br sources B1 and B2, and for the entire 3D �eld of view (from table 4.6)

can be interpreted using the various diagnostic diagrams discussed in chapter 2. The

relevant ones are reproduced in �gures 6.1 to 6.3, where the measurements for M82

are compared to stellar data. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 give the e�ective temperature (T

e�

)

and luminosity class implied by the EWs, while �gure 6.3 allows the determination
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of the amount of dilution near 1.6�m (D

1:6

) from the vertical displacement relative

to the locus of stars in the W

1:62

versus log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

) diagram, and near 2.3�m

(D

2:3

) from the horizontal displacement in the W

1:62

versus log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) diagram

once W

1:62

is corrected for dilution. Quantitatively, the fraction of the continuum

emission attributable to the dilution sources is evaluated by comparing the observed

and intrinsic EWs using

W

obs

�

W

intr

�

= 1�D

�

: (6:1)

For composite stellar populations, such an analysis provides the average properties of

the stars which contribute the most to the emission that is measured. The integrated

EWs are expected to fall on the distributions of stars in the W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

)

and W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) diagrams, and this is indeed the case for undiluted

populations observed by Oliva et al. (1995) in Galactic globular clusters and young

clusters in the Large Magellanic Cloud, as well as in the central regions of elliptical

and spiral galaxies.

For the central 35 pc at the nucleus of M 82, both W

1:62

and log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

)

indicate an average e�ective temperature in the range 3600�4100 K, implying negligible

dilution around 1.6�m. The W

2:29

is characteristic of either giants with T

e�

= 3200 �

3600 K or supergiants with T

e�

= 3600 � 4200 K. Therefore, the strengths of both

CO bandheads are only consistent with each other if supergiants dominate

the near-infrared continuum emission, and indicate negligible dilution around

2.3�m. If D

2:3

were not negligible, the intrinsicW

2:29

would be larger, implying cooler

temperatures not consistent with the H-band EWs for any luminosity class. Using

the temperature calibration from Schmidt-Kaler (1982), the results correspond to an

average spectral type of K5 I.

For B1, T

e�

= 4000 � 4400 K and negligible D

1:6

are inferred from W

1:62

and

log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

). The observed W

2:29

indicates higher temperatures and, therefore,

dilution around 2.3�m. Due to the degeneracy in luminosity of W

2:29

, it is not possible

to discriminate between giants and supergiants. The CO bandheads can be reconciled

for K3 III stars and D

2:3

� 10%, or for K2 I stars and D

2:3

� 10% � 40%. The EWs

at B2 and for the entire 3D �eld of view are very similar. They imply populations of

supergiants with average temperatures between 3900 K and 4200 K (i.e. K3{K4 I),

negligible dilution around 1.6�m, and D

2:3

� 0% � 20% at B2 and D

2:3

� 0%� 15%

for the 3D �eld of view, although undiluted emission from K4 III cannot be completely

ruled out. The results for each region are summarized in table 6.1.
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Central 35 pcCentral 35 pc B1

Fig. 6.1.| Determination of the e�ective temperature and luminosity class of the evolved

stellar population for the central 35 pc of M82 and the Br source B1. The shaded bars rep-

resent the log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

), W

1:62

and W

2:29

measured for each region. They are compared

with the stellar data compiled in chapter 2 from the 3D stellar library (3D), and from the

stellar atlases of Kleinmann & Hall 1986 (KH86), Origlia, Moorwood & Oliva 1993 (OMO93),

and Dallier, Boisson & Joly 1996 (DBJ96).
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3D fieldB2

Fig. 6.2.| Same as �gure 6.1 for the determination of the e�ective temperature and lumi-

nosity class of the evolved stellar population for the Br source B2 and the entire 3D �eld of

view.
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B2 3D
N N

3D B2

B1

Fig. 6.3.| Estimation of the amount of dilution near 1.6�m and 2.3�m in M82. For

clarity, the stellar data are represented by shaded areas corresponding to the loci of giants

(dark shade) and supergiants (light shade) from �gure 2.12. Undiluted composite populations

observed in Galactic globular clusters, Large Magellanic Cloud young clusters, and in the

central regions of elliptical galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies fall on the distributions

de�ned by individual stars (Oliva et al. 1995). The arrows indicate the e�ects of dilution by

featureless continuum sources. Stellar e�ective temperatures corresponding to various W

1:62

(undiluted) are labeled on the right-hand side diagrams. Top: data for the central 35 pc of

M82 (labeled as N), B1, B2 and the entire 3D �eld of view (labeled as 3D). Bottom: data

for individual 1

00

� 1

00

pixels from the rebinned 3D maps, with typical uncertainties shown in

the upper left corner of the diagrams.
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Table 6.1: Results from the analysis of selected stellar absorption features for selected regions

in M82

Central 35 pc B1 B2 3D �eld

Representative type K5 I K2 I or K3 III K4 I K4 I

D

1:6

(a)

0% 0% 0% 0%

D

2:3

(a)

0% 25% or 10% 15% 10%

(a)

Fraction of the continuum emission near 1.6�m and 2.3�m contributed by sources of featureless

continuum emission. The uncertainties are typically �10%.

� Spatially detailed analysis

A similar analysis can be applied for all the regions observed with 3D. Maps of the

W

1:59

,W

1:62

andW

2:29

were generated from the 3D data cubes rebinned to 1

00

�1

00

pixels

in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, especially for W

1:59

. The W

1:59

map was

corrected for contamination by the Br14 emission line (� = 1:5881 �m) using a Br13

line map (� = 1:6109 �m) obtained from the rebinned H-band data cube, following the

procedure described in section 4.2.1. The resulting spectroscopic indices for all pixels

are plotted in the W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

) and W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) diagrams in

the bottom panels of �gure 6.3.

Together with the EW maps from �gure 4.4, �gure 6.3 reveals spatial variations

on scales of a few tens of parsecs in the intrinsic composition of the evolved

stellar population, little dilution around 1.6�m and variable dilution around 2.3�m.

The ranges of values measured for W

1:62

and log (W

1:62

=W

1:59

) indicate T

e�

's from

4500 K down to 3600 K, corresponding to spectral types G9 to M0 for supergiants.

The average is 4000 K with dispersion of 1� = 200 K, equivalent to K4 � two spec-

tral classes assuming supergiants. Several individual regions exhibit enhanced W

2:29

relative to W

1:62

, and lie on the locus of supergiants in the W

1:62

vs log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

)

diagram. Other regions are characterized by too small W

2:29

relative to W

1:62

com-

pared to normal evolved stars, indicating signi�cant dilution up to � 20% assuming an

intrinsic population of giants, or � 50% for supergiants. For most individual regions,

the log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

) does not allow the discrimination between giants and supergiants

due to degeneracy in luminosity class and dilution. The analysis of the M

?

=L

K

ratio

provides an additional constraint on the composition of the stellar population which

dominates the K-band emission. As will be shown in chapter 7, the very low M

?

=L

K

ratios measured at all radii in M82 (from � 10 pc to � 250 pc) compared to those

typically found for old populations in elliptical galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies

strongly suggest that the sources of near-infrared continuum emission throughout the

entire starburst core of M82 are young populations of red supergiants.
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The above analysis allows the correct interpretation of the W

1:62

and W

2:29

maps

presented in �gure 4.4. Because W

1:62

is not a�ected by dilution in M82, its spa-

tial distribution constitutes essentially a T

e�

map for the evolved stars. The spatial

variations in the T

e�

of the evolved stellar populations are more complex than sim-

ple radial gradients. The coolest populations are found in distinct regions

<

�

30 pc

in size around the nucleus and along a ridge extending up to the secondary K-band

peak about 8

00

to the west. Just south from this ridge, the T

e�

increases progressively

along the Nucleus ! B2 ! B1 sequence. Although a�ected by dilution, the W

2:29

map exhibits similar spatial variations, which are mostly attributable to the variations

in T

e�

if supergiants dominate the K-band everywhere. The spatial distributions of

W

1:62

and W

2:29

follow roughly that of the near-infrared broad-band emission. This

is not surprising even if supergiants are the main sources of near-infrared continuum

emission, because cooler supergiants are also more luminous.

The correlation between the intrinsic stellar L

K

, W

1:62

and W

2:29

can be assessed

from �gure 6.4 (left panel). For this purpose, the intrinsicW

2:29

for each individual pixel

was obtained from the stellar data for supergiants, with the T

e�

inferred from W

1:62

.

The amount of dilution at 2.3�m was then determined by comparing the observed and

predicted W

2:29

(Eq. 6.1). Finally, from the K-band ux density, corrected for dilution

and for the extinction towards the stars derived in section 6.3 below, the intrinsic stellar

K-band luminosity was computed. The dispersion in the data is large, but there is

a general trend of increasing W

2:29

(and thus W

1:62

) at larger L

K

. The dispersion

likely results from a combination of spatial variations in the composition and space

density of the stellar clusters, and from projection e�ects. The centrally concentrated

distributions at the nucleus of both EWs and of the continuum emission suggest a large

concentration of populations of supergiants within a radius of a few tens of parsecs.

Lower surface brightness regions which exhibit very large EWs probably simply trace

smaller numbers of clusters containing very cool supergiants.

Figure 6.4 (right panel) also shows the relationship between the amount of dilution

and the ratio of stellar K-band to Lyman continuum luminosities (L

K

/L

Lyc

), propor-

tional to the ratio of K-band ux density | corrected for dilution | to Br ux (see

Eq. 4.1). No extinction correction has been applied to the observed uxes. The extinc-

tion towards the evolved stars may di�er from that towards the ionized gas, at least

for some regions (table 5.5 and 6.3). However, the di�erences in extinction corrections

near 2�m found for individual 1

00

� 1

00

pixels are typically

<

�

20% (section 5.1.7), so

that the observed \undiluted" L

K

/L

Lyc

ratios are close to the intrinsic values. The

amount of dilution at 2.3�m exhibits a clear anticorrelation with the L

K

/L

Lyc

ratio,

con�rming that the sources of dilution are closely associated with the OB star clusters.
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Fig. 6.4.| Relationships between the intrinsic W

2:29

and L

K

, and between the amount of

dilution at 2.3�m and the ratio of K-band to Lyman continuum luminosities for individual

1

00

� 1

00

pixels from the rebinned 3D maps (see text). Typical uncertainties are shown by the

error bars.

The important and complex spatial variations in the composition of the evolved

stellar population revealed by the 3D data indicate that studies based on data obtained

through di�erent apertures or at a few positions only may be misleading. In particular,

from a comparison of the CO

ph

measured at the nucleus and at the secondary peak,

Lester et al. (1990) and McLeod et al. (1993) concluded that there are no gradients in

the composition of the stellar population across the starbursting core of M82. However,

the 3D W

1:62

and W

2:29

maps clearly show that these regions are \privileged" in the

sense that they sample stellar populations with very similar properties. From the

comparison of the H

2

O

ph

in di�erent apertures between 3.8

00

and 12

00

, Lan�con, Rocca-

Volmerange & Thuan (1996) suggested a \radial" picture in which giants dominate the

near-infrared continuum in small apertures while supergiants dominate increasingly

in larger apertures. The stellar EWs from the 3D data in both these apertures are,

however, much more consistent with supergiants. The shallower W

2:29

at increasing

radii puts less stringent constraints on the luminosity class, but within 3.8

00

, it is strong

enough to indicate clearly, together with W

1:62

, the presence of supergiants.

The spatial resolution of the 3D images prevents a reliable investigation of the

nuclear population on scales smaller than � 20 pc. Ga�ney, Lester & Telesco (1993)

claimed that an old bulge population dominates the near-infrared continuum emission

in the central 15 pc of M82. Re-examining their arguments, we disagree with this

conclusion. Firstly, these authors used an L

K

= 10

8

L

�

in their analysis, which is twice
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as large as the value of 5:6�10

7

L

�

derived for the central 35 pc in this work (table 6.5

below). Using the K-band ux density of 26 mJy given by Ga�ney, Lester & Telesco

(1993) themselves, and applying the same extinction correction that they employed

(foreground extinction with �

K

= 0:8), L

K

= 7 � 10

6

L

�

is derived, consistent with

the 3D measurement. The stellar mass obtained by these authors is 3�10

7

M

�

, which

yields M

?

=L

K

= 4:3 M

�

=L

�

(instead of 0:3 M

�

=L

�

with L

K

= 10

8

L

�

). They argue

that the similarity of the M

?

=L

K

ratios in M82 and in the Galactic Center within the

same radius of 7.5 pc supports that a nuclear bulge population predating the starburst

dominates the near-infrared continuum emission in the nucleus of M82. The correct

ratio of � 4 M

�

=L

�

is in fact signi�cantly larger than the ratio of 0:5 M

�

=L

�

they

quote for the Galactic Center. Furthermore, the near-infrared light within 7.5 pc of the

Galactic Center contains an important contribution from a population of young red

supergiants (e.g. Haller & Rieke 1989; Blum, Sellgren & DePoy 1996b). TheM

?

=L

K

�

4 M

�

=L

�

is nonetheless signi�cantly lower than the typical ratios of 10 � 30 M

�

=L

�

for old populations in the centers of elliptical galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies,

indicating an important contribution to L

K

from a young and luminous population of

supergiants.

6.1.3 The metallicity of the evolved stellar population

The analysis of the EWs presented above is based on empirical indicators valid for stars

with near-solar metallicities. This seems justi�ed for most regions in M82 since the

gas within the H II regions has roughly solar abundances (chapter 5), and the evolved

stars presently observed should have formed

>

�

10 Myr ago from interstellar material

with similar or poorer abundances. The recent work by Origlia et al. (1997) and Oliva

& Origlia (1998) on the e�ects of metallicity on the indicators used above provides

a means of constraining directly the metallicity of the evolved stars in M82. Their

results are here applied 1) to demonstrate directly that an old and metal-rich bulge

population is not plausible as dominant near-infrared continuum source in the central

35 pc of M82, and 2) to constrain quantitatively the metallicity of the supergiants

throughout the regions observed with 3D.

Origlia et al. (1997) used theoretical stellar atmosphere models and empirical data

of Galactic globular clusters to analyze the dependence of the CO bandheads and Si I

feature on metallicity in the range [Fe=H] = +0:4 to �2:2 dex, in K and M giants. They

demonstrate that W

1:62

is signi�cantly a�ected by metallicity while W

2:29

varies more

importantly with microturbulent velocity (�) and W

1:59

is little a�ected by changes

in these parameters. Qualitatively, if the continuum emission from the central 35 pc
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of M82 were dominated by an old, metal-rich population, W

1:62

would be abnormally

large relative to W

2:29

compared to the EWs for solar-metallicity giants. The opposite

behaviour is seen in the data, as expected for supergiants which have larger micro-

turbulent velocities than giants. Quantitatively, the diagnostics of micro-turbulent

velocity and metallicity proposed by Origlia et al. (1997) can be used to derive � and

[Fe/H] assuming a population of giants. FromW

1:62

and log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

), � � 3 km=s.

Adopting a solar [C=Fe] = 0:0 dex, W

1:62

and � imply [Fe=H] � �0:5 dex. Assuming

a carbon depletion of [C=Fe] = �0:5 dex increases the derived [Fe/H] to � �0:2 dex.

The 3D data exclude larger carbon depletions; indeed, for [C=Fe] � �0:5 dex, the

OH bands at 1.6265�m anking the

12

CO (6,3) bandhead become comparably deep

or deeper than the CO bandhead (Origlia et al. 1997), which is not the case in the 3D

spectra. Therefore, the CO bandheads in the central 35 pc of M82 are not

consistent with an old bulge population of metal-rich giants dominating the

near-infrared light.

In a subsequent paper, Oliva & Origlia (1998) have conducted a similar study

for red supergiants. Unfortunately, the metallicity estimates for supergiants depend

sensitively on T

e�

, and cannot be very well constrained. Assuming T

e�

� 3800 K

found in the previous section for the central 35 pc of M82, the observed W

1:62

and

W

2:29

imply � � 3 km=s, and [Fe=H] � �0:5 to 0.0 dex is inferred for [C=Fe] = 0:0 to

�0:5 dex. Lower temperatures would reduce the inferred metallicity by up to 0.3 dex.

Conversely, higher temperatures up to 4300 K would increase the metallicity by up

to 0.4 dex. However, the analysis of the EWs in section 6.1.2 leading to a consistent

interpretation together with the near-solar abundances of the H II regions support that

the supergiants in the central 35 pc of M82 have metallicities about solar,

within a factor of � 2.

Similar metallicities are inferred over the entire regions mapped with 3D, assuming

supergiants dominate the near-infrared light everywhere and accounting for the vari-

ations in T

e�

. The spatial variations in the CO bandheads EWs are not likely due to

variations in the metallicity of the stars. Indeed, the observed ranges for W

1:62

and

W

2:29

would imply variations in the metallicity by factors of at least 4� 5. Such large

variations on scales of � 10 � 100 pc are not plausible, particularly for populations of

supergiants formed in the past 10 � 50 Myr, i.e. during an interval too short for such

substantial chemical enrichment.
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6.1.4 Contribution from very cool giant stars

Thermally-pulsing AGB stars such as Mira variables and carbon stars (of type N)

exhibit deep absorption features in their near-infrared spectra. Broad H

2

O absorption

bands centered at 1.9�m and 2.7�m severely distort the continuum emission of oxygen-

rich AGB stars at both edges of theK-band as well as at the long-wavelength edge of the

H-band. A strong Ballik-Ramsey C

2

absorption feature at 1.77�m and CN absorption

bands in theK-band (� < 2:3 �m) characterize the near-infrared spectra of carbon-rich

AGB stars (e.g. Johnson & Mendez 1970; Wallace & Hinkle 1996; see also �gures 2.3

and 2.9). None of these extreme features are seen in the 3D spectra. Consequently,

these very cool evolved intermediate- and low-mass stars do not contribute importantly

to the integrated near-infrared continuum in M82. Such stars are also very short-lived

(appendix A), and the models presented in chapter 3 imply that they contribute

<

�

40%

to the integrated near-infrared light of stellar clusters of any age. They are therefore

not expected to dominate the emission from mixed stellar populations.
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6.2 The sources of dilution

The possible sources responsible for the dilution of the stellar absorption features in

M82 include young OB stars, nebular free-free and free-bound processes and hot dust.

The broad-band emission from OB stars was estimated using the number of repre-

sentative O8.5 V stars given in table 5.11 and the photometric properties tabulated

by Vacca, Garmany & Shull (1996) and Koornneef (1983b). O8.5 V stars have an

absolute V -band magnitude of �4:55 mag, and colours of V � K = �0:91 mag and

H�K = �0:05 mag. The corresponding H- and K-band ux densities at the distance

of M82 are f

O8:5V

H

= 2:9 � 10

�7

Jy and f

O8:5V

K

= 1:7� 10

�7

Jy. The H- and K-band

ux densities produced by nebular free-free and free-bound processes were computed

from the Br uxes corrected for the extinction towards the ionized gas (chapter 5)

using the relationships given in Satyapal et al. (1995):

f

neb

�

Jy

= C

�

�

F

Br

Wm

�2

�

; (6:2)

where C

H

= 8:23 � 10

12

, C

K

= 1:02 � 10

13

for free-free processes, and C

H

= 8:90 �

10

12

, C

K

= 1:11 � 10

13

for free-bound processes. These coe�cients are for case B

recombination with n

e

= 100 cm

�2

and T

e

= 10

4

K. They are little a�ected by the

electron density, but depend more sensitively on the electron temperature. However,

for a T

e

� 5000 K appropriate for M82, the nebular ux densities inferred from Br

would be lower (e.g. Joy & Lester 1988). The results are reported in table 6.2.

The contribution from OB stars and nebular emission is thus negligible, leaving hot

dust as the most important source of dilution in M82. Dust at a temperature T

HD

is

usually assumed to emit as a grey body of emissivity �

�n

with n in the range 1� 2:

S

HD

�

/ �

�n

B

�

(T

HD

); (6:3)

where B

�

(T

HD

) is the Planck function (e.g. Emerson 1988). Since D

1:6

is negligible in

M82, even around B1 where D

2:3

up to � 30% are estimated, the dust temperature

cannot exceed � 1000 K.

Table 6.2: Contributions from OB stars and nebular emission in the near-infrared

Central 35 pc B1 B2 3D �eld

D

OB

H

(a)

0% 2% 1% 0%

D

OB

K

(a)

0% 1% 1% 0%

D

Neb

H

(a)

< 1% < 8% < 5% < 3%

D

Neb

K

(a)

< 1% < 7% < 4% < 3%

(a)

Fraction of the H- and K-band ux densities (corrected for the extinction derived in section 5.1.7 for

a mixed model) from OB stars (\OB") and nebular free-free and free-bound processes (\Neb").
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6.3 Extinction towards the evolved stars

6.3.1 Selected individual regions

The extinction towards the evolved stars in M82 can be obtained from the 3D data by

two di�erent methods: 1) from the continuum slope, and 2) from the observed H �K

colour. Both the continuum slope and theH�K colour depend also on the composition

of the stellar population and include the contributions from featureless continuum

sources. These were constrained in the previous sections from the analysis of the CO

bandheads and Si I absorption feature, and estimated from the H I recombination line

uxes. Consequently, the extinction can be determined independently.

The amount of extinction was �rst derived from minimum�

2

-�tting to the 3D spec-

tra in the following way. The K-band spectrum for the average spectral type deter-

mined from the selected EWs was combined with a grey-body hot dust emission curve,

in the proportions given by the amount of dilution inferred from log (W

1:62

=W

2:29

). The

contributions from OB stars and their associated nebular emission can be neglected.

The template stellar spectra were taken from the Kleinmann & Hall (1986) atlas, which

provides a larger spectral coverage than the 3D stellar library (chapter 2) for the spec-

tral types of interest, required to better constrain the extinction. The K5 I spectrum

was used for all regions except for B1, for which the K0 I and K5 I spectra available

were averaged to produce a template K2 I spectrum. The H-band data were excluded

from this analysis because of the small wavelength coverage of the Dallier, Boisson &

Joly (1996) library. The hot dust was represented by the grey-body emission curve of

Eq. 6.3. The temperature and the emissivity index are not well constrained in M82;

T

HD

= 800 K and n = 1:5 were adopted, consistent with previous work (e.g. Smith

et al. 1990; Larkin et al. 1994). The extinction towards the evolved stars and the hot

dust was assumed to be the same. The extinction law from Draine (1989; A

�

/ �

�1:75

)

was adopted, and the amount of extinction was varied to achieve the best �t character-

ized by the minimum �

2

-value. The results from the spectral �ts are not signi�cantly

a�ected by the choice of template star within a few spectral classes, by T

HD

in the

range 600 K � 1000 K, by n between 1 and 2, and by the power-law index for the

extinction law within 0:1� 0:2 dex. The assumption that the same extinction applies

to the evolved stars and to the hot dust is also of little consequences since the stars

dominate strongly the continuum emission.

The A

V

derived for two di�erent geometries for the obscuring dust and sources

are reported in table 6.3: a uniform foreground screen and a mixed model. As for the

determination of the extinction towards the ionized gas from the Brackett lines (chapter
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5), the data do not allow the distinction between di�erent geometries for the dust and

sources owing to the relatively small wavelength coverage. This would not be possible

even including H-band data due to the uncertainties on the hot dust properties, since

these become crucial over larger wavelengths intervals. However, the corresponding

extinction corrections di�er by less than 35% between a uniform foreground screen and

a mixed model, except for the central 35 pc (� 50%).

To derive the amount of extinction from the H �K colour, only the uniform fore-

ground screen model was considered. The K-band ux densities were �rst corrected

for the hot dust contribution, in order to obtain \undiluted" H �K colours resulting

from the stars and from extinction e�ects only. Intrinsic colours for the T

e�

inferred

fromW

1:62

assuming the stars are supergiants were taken from Koornneef (1983b). The

extinction was then determined from the colour excess

E

HK

= (H �K)

undiluted

� (H �K)

intrinsic

: (6:4)

For the extinction laws from Draine (1989) and Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) at near-

infrared and optical wavelengths respectively,

E

HK

= 0:067A

V

: (6:5)

The results (table 6.3) are in excellent agreement with those derived from the spectral

�ts assuming purely foreground obscuration.

The similarity between the correction factors obtained for the two extinction models

probably reects the fact that the emission throughout the H- and K-band probes

similar limiting optical depths. Consequently, for the sources which are detected, the

choice of the extinction model is not critical. The results for the mixed model will be

adopted because such a geometry seems more plausible for populations of clusters of

supergiants, which are likely more or less uniformly mixed with interstellar gas and

dust clouds, as for the H II regions (chapter 5).
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Table 6.3: Determination of the extinction towards the evolved stars for selected regions in

M82

(a)

Central 35 pc B1 B2 3D �eld

From spectral �ts to the K-band spectra

A

UFS

V

[mag] 10� 4 6� 3 8� 3 6� 3

A

MIX

V

[mag] 45� 20 25� 10 28 � 10 17� 7

From H �K colour excesses,

accounting for the hot dust contribution

A

UFS

V

[mag] 10� 3 7� 2 9� 3 6� 2

Equivalent global extinction from the H �K colour excesses,

assuming a non-uniform foreground screen model

A

UFS

V;e�

[mag] | | | 8

A

MIX

V;e�

[mag] | | | 18

(a)

The mixed model will be adopted throughout this thesis.

6.3.2 Extinction across the entire 3D �eld of view

The extinction towards the evolved stars in individual regions across the entire 3D

�eld of view can be determined from the 3D data cubes rebinned to 1

00

� 1

00

pixels.

Assuming an intrinsic population of supergiants (section 6.1.2) and purely foreground

obscuration along any line of sight, the extinction was derived for each pixel from

the H � K colours as described above for the selected regions, after accounting for

the hot dust contribution to the K-band emission determined in section 6.1.2. This

consists in fact of considering a non-uniform foreground screen model. Comparing the

ux density integrated over the rebinned, dilution- and extinction-corrected K-band

map to the observed integrated ux density, the global correction factor at 2.2�m for

this model is very close to those obtained from the spectral �ts and corresponds to an

e�ective A

MIX

V

= 18 mag, or A

UFS

V

= 8 mag.
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6.4 Properties of the entire starburst core of M82

In addition to the regions mapped with 3D and the ISO-SWS, the entire starburst

core of M82, enclosed in a 30

00

{diameter aperture centered on the nucleus, will also be

considered for the evolutionary synthesis modeling presented in the next chapter. The

various properties considered in this chapter are derived here for the starburst core

with the help of existing data in the literature.

Satyapal et al. (1997) measured the depth of the CO bandheads longwards of 2.3�m

in a 24

00

{diameter aperture on the nucleus of M82. Their spectroscopic index of

0.18 mag (which is independent of extinction) corresponds to CO

ph

= 0:20 mag in

the photometric system of Frogel et al. (1978). From a calibration between W

2:29

and

CO

ph

obtained from the 3D and Kleinmann & Hall (1986) atlases, this corresponds to

W

2:29

= 14:5

�

A, which is essentially the same as the value measured from the spectrum

of the entire 3D �eld of view after correcting for 10% dilution (14:4

�

A). Since �gure

6.4 shows that the amount of dilution at 2.3�m decreases with increasing L

K

/L

Lyc

(or,

equivalently, with decreasing Br equivalent width), and since this ratio is larger for

regions outside of the 3D �eld of view (e.g. Satyapal et al. 1997), the contribution from

featureless near-infrared continuum sources for the entire starburst core is expected to

be negligible. Finally, because of the similar intrinsic W

2:29

for the 3D �eld of view

and the central 30

00

of M82, and because the H- and K-band ux densities for the

former constitute a signi�cant fraction (25%� 30%) of the total emission in the latter,

the W

1:62

measured in the 3D �eld of view is probably representative for the entire

starburst core.

As for the extinction towards the ionized gas, the global extinction towards the

evolved stars in M82 has long been a subject of controversy. While the observed K-

band magnitudes measured by various authors agree well with each other, the di�erent

extinction values inferred and extinction models assumed have led to very di�erent

values for the intrinsic absolute K-band magnitude (M

K

), a crucial property in evo-

lutionary synthesis modeling. Various results from the literature are summarized in

table 6.4. The global extinction in the central 30

00

of M82 is here re-examined using the

results from 3D and ISO-SWS. The observed K-band magnitude of 5.43 mag measured

by Telesco et al. (1991) is adopted.

The morphology of the K-band emission suggests that the sources are mainly con-

centrated at and around the nucleus, and along the plane of the galaxy, while the

tracers of ionized gas suggest a more extended distribution along the line of sight (e.g.

Telesco et al. 1991; Achtermann & Lacy 1995). As argued by Rieke et al. (1980), half

of the extinction towards the bulk of the ionized gas therefore probably applies to the
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Table 6.4: Summary of various determinations of the intrinsic absolute K-band magnitude

for the starburst core of M82 (30

00

{diameter aperture centered on the nucleus)

Work Extinction model

(a)

Extinction diagnostics M

K

[mag]

Rieke et al. 1980 Mixed H I recombination lines �23:3

Telesco et al. 1991 Non-uniform foreground J �H , H �K colours �22:6

McLeod et al. 1993 Non-uniform foreground H �K colour �22:5

Satyapal et al. 1997 Non-uniform foreground H I recombination lines �22:0

This work Non-uniform foreground H �K colour �23:0

This work Mixed Fit to K-band spectrum �22:9

This work Mixed H I recombination lines �23:2

Adopted �23:0

(a)

The extinction determinations assuming a mixed model were derived from integrated uxes inside

an 8

00

{diameter aperture centered on the nucleus of M82 for Rieke et al. (1980), and the 3D �eld of

view and the SWS aperture (this work). Those based on a non-uniform foreground screen model were

derived from maps, assuming a uniform foreground screen model at each pixel.

bulk of the evolved stellar population. The measurement from Telesco et al. (1991) is

thus corrected for A

V

= 26 mag, half of the value found in chapter 5 for a mixed ex-

tinction model, implying an intrinsic absolute magnitude ofM

K

= �23:2 mag. Similar

values are obtained with the extinction for the mixed model derived from the spectral

�t to the integrated K-band spectrum of the 3D �eld of view (M

K

= �22:9 mag), and

with the e�ective extinction derived from the H � K maps assuming a non-uniform

foreground screen model (M

K

= �23:0 mag).

The intrinsic absolute magnitudes above are consistent with the lower range of val-

ues found in the literature. The di�erences between various determinations correspond

to di�erences of up to a factor of three in the intrinsic L

K

, and are mainly attributable

to the di�erent assumptions about the geometry of the sources and obscuring dust

made by the various authors. It is well established that a simple uniform foreground

screen geometry is not appropriate for the global extinction towards the evolved stellar

population in M82 (Rieke et al. 1980; Satyapal et al. 1997). But again, it is very

di�cult to distinguish between other geometries because of their similar e�ects on the

relative uxes at near-infrared wavelengths, where the evolved stars are accessible to

observations (e.g. Satyapal et al. 1997; see also �gure 5.2).
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Satyapal et al. (1997) showed that the integrated near-infrared colours in a 24

00

{

diameter aperture in M82 can be reproduced by a mixed and a two-screen two-source

model. They claim that their two-screen two-source model (for which �

K

= 1:27,

f = 0:3 and g = 0:2) implies an extinction correction that di�ers only by a factor of 1.2

from the correction with their uniform foreground screen model (for which �

K

= 0:58).

However, the correction for the total intensity of the sources for the two-screen two-

source model is a factor (1 + f) larger than the factor [(f + e

��

K

)=e

g�

K

]

�1

they used

(see section 5.1.1 and �gure 5.1). The correct factor applied to their measurement in a

24

00

{diameter aperture would then implyM

K

= �22:4 mag, in better agreement with

the other determinations for a 30

00

{diameter aperture.

The intrinsic M

K

derived using the extinctions inferred from the 3D near-infrared

data corresponds to an intrinsic ux a factor of 1.5 larger than those obtained similarly

from near-infrared colour maps (Telesco et al. 1991; McLeod et al. 1993). This may

be partly due to di�erences in the photometry between the data sets, but also to the

fact that the regions mapped with 3D include only sources within at most � 12

00

of the

nucleus and along the plane of the galaxy, which likely su�er from more extinction than

the average within 30

00

. On the other hand, the evolved stellar clusters are probably

mixed to some degree with the obscuring material along the line of sight even in 1

00

�1

00

regions, so that the locally uniform foreground screen may lead to an underestimate

of the true extinction. An average M

K

= �23:0 mag from our determinations

will be adopted, implying an e�ective global extinction of A

MIX

V

= 21 mag

for a mixed model, or A

UFS

V

= 9 mag for a uniform foreground screen model.
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6.5 Number of representative evolved stars

The intrinsicK-band luminosities originating from the cool, evolved stellar populations

for the selected individual regions in the 3D �eld of view were derived by correcting

the observed K-band ux densities of table 4.4 for the hot dust contribution and for

extinction. Using the K-band luminosity for the appropriate representative spectral

type (appendix A), the number of equivalent stars required to produce the intrinsic

stellar luminosities were computed. The results, together with those inferred for the

entire starburst core in the previous section, are reported in table 6.5.

The results from the population/spectral synthesis are also illustrated in �gure

6.5. For B1, the supergiants solution is adopted since, as mentioned in section 6.1.2,

supergiants appear to dominate the near-infrared luminosity everywhere across the

starburst core of M82. The template stellar spectra are taken from the atlases of

Kleinmann & Hall (1986; KH86) and Dallier, Boisson & Joly (1996; DBJ96), convolved

at the resolution of the 3D data. Due to the relatively poor sampling for luminosity

class I, the K5 I K-band spectrum from KH86 is used for all regions, except for B1

for which a template K2 I spectrum was obtained by averaging the available K0 I

and K5 I spectra. For the H-band, the K4 I spectrum from DBJ96 is used for all

regions, including B1 since there are no spectra for earlier K-type supergiants with

solar metallicity available from this library.

Table 6.5: Summary of the relevant near-infrared properties of selected regions in M82

Central 35 pc B1 B2 3D �eld Starburst core

Representative type K5 I K2 I K4 I K4 I K4 I

K-band dilution

(a)

0% 25% 15% 10% 0%

A

MIX

V

[mag]

(b)

45� 20 25� 10 28� 10 17� 7 21

L

K

[10

8

L

�

]

(c)

0:56� 0:23 0:074� 0:024 0:15� 0:05 2:7� 0:8 13� 4

N

?

(d)

1:1� 10

4

4400 5800 1:0� 10

5

5:0� 10

5

(a)

Contribution to the K-band continuum emission from hot dust, with uncertainties of �10%. The

contributions in the K-band from OB stars and their associated nebular emission, and in the H-band

from all these sources, are negligible.

(b)

The extinction from the spectral �ts to the regions in the 3D �eld of view, assuming a mixed model,

is adopted. For the starburst core, the global e�ective extinction for a mixed model is adopted (see

section 6.4).

(c)

Intrinsic K-band luminosity from the evolved stars, obtained from the broad-band ux densities given

in table 4.4 corrected for dilution and for extinction.

(d)

Number of representative stars producing the intrinsic stellar L

K

.
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Fig. 6.5.| Spectral synthesis for the central 35 pc of M82 (top panels, \N"), for the Br

sources B1 and B2 (middle panels), and for the entire 3D �eld of view (bottom panels,

\3D"). The black lines are the extinction-corrected 3D spectra assuming a mixed model for

the extinction. The grey lines are the combination of the template stellar spectra and the hot

dust emission (T

HD

= 800 K and n = 1:5) appropriate for each region. The H- and K-band

spectra are from Dallier, Boisson & Joly (1996) and Kleinmann & Hall (1986) respectively

(see text).
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6.6 Summary

In this chapter, the composition of the evolved stellar population, the contribution from

near-infrared featureless continuum sources, and the extinction towards the evolved

stars have been determined. The main results are summarized in the following table.

PROPERTY RESULTS

Nucleus: central 35 pc

Evolved stars Average type K5 I

Consistent with solar metallicity

Hot dust emission Negligible contribution

OB stars and nebular emission Negligible contribution

Starburst regions within the 3D maps

Evolved stars Spatial variations on scales

<

�

30 pc

More complex than a simple radial gradient

< T

e�

> from 3600 K to 4500 K

Hot dust emission Contribution in the K-band:

spatially variable: 0%� 50%,

correlated with H II regions

Negligible contribution in the H-band

OB stars and nebular emission Negligible contribution

The most important results concern the composition of the stellar population at the

nucleus of M82 and its spatial variations across the starburst regions:

� The stellar absorption features in the H- and K-band spectrum of the central

35 pc of M82, particularly the combination of the CO bandheads at 1.62�m

and 2.29�m, are characteristic of red supergiants with near-solar metallicity.

Contributions from old, metal-rich bulge giants or AGB stars (Miras, carbon

stars) are small or negligible.

� Important spatial variations are seen in the composition of the stellar popula-

tions which dominate the near-infrared emission in M82, at least within the 3D

�eld of view. In addition to the central 35 pc, several regions along the galactic

plane exhibit stellar absorption features with strengths that can unequivocally

be attributed to red supergiants. The range of average e�ective temperatures in-

dicate di�erent evolutionary stages for the evolved stellar populations in di�erent

regions within the starburst core of M82.
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Chapter 7

Evolutionary synthesis: starburst

modeling of M82

The nebular analysis and population synthesis presented in chapters 5 and 6 provide in-

formation on the present state of the interstellar medium and of the stellar populations.

Application of evolutionary synthesis allows the interpretation of the observations in

the context of an evolutionary process. Most previous studies of starburst galaxies at-

tempted to model the integrated properties of entire starburst regions. The small-scale

structure and the important di�erences in the properties of individual regions in M82,

as revealed by the 3D data and by a number of other recent studies, indicate that such

a global modeling is too simplistic.

The 3D and SWS data of M82, combined with the optimized evolutionary synthesis

models presented in chapter 3, provide the best tools available to investigate quanti-

tatively and consistently the nature and history of starburst activity in this galaxy.

Together with data taken from the literature, they are used to constrain:

� the typical burst timescale on various spatial scales,

� the age dispersion of individual regions,

� the relative intensity of star formation activity between individual regions, and

� the upper and lower mass cuto�s of the initial mass function (IMF).
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The detailed spatial modeling presented here enables for the �rst time the detailed

reconstruction of the star formation history in M82. This has important con-

sequences for the understanding of starburst activity because it provides constraints

on the triggering mechanism and on the e�ects on the environment of such activity.

This chapter ultimately aims at addressing two major, fundamental issues:

� What are the properties of the star formation process in a starburst environment?

� What was the spatial and chronological evolution of starburst activity in M82?

This chapter is divided as follows. The observational constraints are �rst summa-

rized in section 7.1 and the modeling procedure is described in section 7.2. Starburst

modeling is applied in sections 7.3 and 7.4 to selected, representative regions in order

to constrain the general characteristics of starburst activity in M82. The nature of the

sources of low-surface brightness near-infrared continuum emission is investigated in

section 7.5. The most useful age indicators identi�ed in section 7.3 are used in section

7.6 for a spatially detailed modeling of the central starburst regions of M82. Finally,

the general picture for starburst activity in M82 is summarized in section 7.7, and the

results, in section 7.8.
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7.1 Observational constraints

Table 7.1 summarizes the observational constraints for the modeling of selected regions:

the central 35 pc at the nucleus, the H II region complexes B1 and B2, the entire 3D

�eld of view, and the starburst core enclosed in a 30

00

{diameter region centered on the

nucleus. Part of the properties listed were obtained in previous chapters. Additional

constraints are derived in this section.

Table 7.1: Observational constraints for selected regions in M82

(a)

Property Units Central 35 pc B1 B2 3D �eld Starburst core

L

K

(b)

10

8

L

�

0:56� 0:23 0:074� 0:024 0:15� 0:05 2:7� 0:8 13� 4

L

Lyc

10

8

L

�

0:67� 0:25 1:5� 0:4 2:0� 0:9 27� 13 77� 23

L

bol

10

8

L

�

18� 9 8:9� 3:1 12� 4 220� 90 660� 120

M

?

10

8

M

�

0:79

+0:22

�0:21

| | | 6:1

+2:7

�2:5

�

SN

(c)

10

�2

yr

�1

0.25 0.25 0.58 13 6

W

1:62

�

A 5:6� 0:3 3:4� 0:3 4:6� 0:3 4:8� 0:3 4.8

W

2:29

(d)

�

A 15:2� 1:2 11:2� 1:4 14:4� 1:4 14:4� 1:4 14.5

L

K

=L

Lyc

| 0:84� 0:46 0:049� 0:021 0:075� 0:041 0:10� 0:05 0:17� 0:07

L

bol

=L

Lyc

| 27� 15 5:9� 2:5 6:0� 2:4 8:1� 3:8 8:6� 2:3

M

?

=L

K

M

�

=L

�

1:4� 0:7 | | | 0:47� 0:25

10

12

�

SN

=L

bol

(c)

yr

�1

=L

�

1.4 2.8 4.8 5.9 0.91

[Ne III]=[Ne II]

(e)

| 0.13 0.16 0.12 0.16 0:16� 0:04

(a)

The following properties were obtained in previous chapters: L

K

, W

1:62

and W

2:29

(chapters 4 and

6); L

Lyc

(chapter 5); [Ne III]/[Ne II] for the entire starburst core (chapter 5). All luminosities are

corrected for extinction.

(b)

The K-band luminosities are also corrected for the hot dust contribution.

(c)

The �

SN

and 10

12

�

SN

=L

bol

are uncertain to a factor of two.

(d)

The W

2:29

are corrected for hot dust dilution.

(e)

The [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio measured in the SWS aperture is assumed to be representative of the ratio

for the entire starburst core. The values for the central 35 pc of M82, B1, B2 and the 3D �eld of view

are the equivalent ratios for the average e�ective temperature of the ionizing stars inferred from the

He I 2.058/Br ratios, as described in section 7.1.1. The uncertainties are estimated to be a factor of

two.
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7.1.1 Equivalent [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio for individual regions

observed with 3D

The nebular line ratios provide a sensitive measure of the average e�ective temperature

of the ionizing stars (T

OB

e�

) and constitute, therefore, a crucial constraint for evolution-

ary synthesis modeling. As discussed in chapter 5 (section 5.4.2), the near-infrared He I

to H I recombination line ratios available from the 3D data are likely better indicators

of the variations in T

OB

e�

between individual regions than of the absolute T

OB

e�

, due to

the uncertainties on the He abundance and in theoretical modeling of the He I line

emission. In addition, the He I 2.058/Br ratio is of limited usefulness in evolutionary

synthesis modeling because the degeneracy in T

OB

e�

results in degeneracy in burst age.

The [Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m constitutes a more reliable diagnostic of absolute

T

OB

e�

, and varies monotonically with T

OB

e�

.

In order to provide the essential constraint on T

OB

e�

for the selected regions in the 3D

�eld of view, an \equivalent" [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio was obtained in the following way.

The T

OB

e�

derived from the He I 2.058/Br ratios (table 5.10) were increased by 1400 K

from the calibration between the temperatures derived from the SWS [Ne III]/[Ne II]

ratio and from the integrated He I 2.058/Br ratio measured for the 3D �eld of view, as

described in section 5.4.2. The equivalent [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratios were then inferred from

the variations of this ratio with T

OB

e�

plotted in �gure 5.11, for the nebular parameters

appropriate for M82. The resulting uncertainties are estimated to be a factor of two.

7.1.2 Bolometric luminosity

In starburst galaxies, two main sources are expected to dominate the bolometric lu-

minosity: the hot, massive stars and the cool, evolved stars. The energy output from

young OB stars is partly absorbed by dust and reradiated in the infrared, and partly

absorbed by the gas which is thereby ionized. However, for the average O8.5 V spectral

type of the stars that dominate the ionizing radiation in M82, 25% only of the total

luminosity is emitted above the Lyman edge (see table A.2 in appendix A). Further-

more, the large extinction derived towards the H II regions implies that most of the

recombination line emission is also absorbed by dust. The L

bol

from hot stars in M82 is

therefore probably well approximated by the infrared luminosity L

IR

from dust grains,

which emit mostly in the range � = 5 � 300 �m.

For the entire starburst core, L

IR

= 3 � 10

10

L

�

(Telesco & Harper 1980). The

L

IR

for the individual regions can be estimated from measurements of the mid-infrared
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continuum emission such as the N -band (� = 10:8 �m, �� = 5:3 �m) luminosity.

Indeed, observations at mid- and far-infrared wavelengths suggest that the brightest

emitting region in M82 has similar spatial structure at least out to 100�m, where

the global energy distribution of M82 peaks (Telesco et al. 1991). Consequently, the

mid-infrared emission is a good tracer of the infrared luminosity. Telesco, Dressel &

Wolstencroft (1993) obtained L

IR

= 18L

N

for the entire starburst core of M82, and

found that this relationship also holds for a sample of 11 starburst galaxies, within

a factor of two. In order to derive the L

IR

for the individual regions of interest,

the 12.4�m map (�� = 1:2 �m) from Telesco & Gezari (1992)

1

was actually used,

since it has a spatial resolution comparable to that of the 3D data. Comparing the

12.4�m measurement with the N -band ux density from Telesco et al. (1991) over

the starburst core and in a 4

00

� 4

00

region encompassing the western mid-infrared peak

yields f

N

= 0:4 f

12:4�m

(Telesco & Gezari 1992). The relatively large di�erence between

the ux at 10.8�m and 12.4�m is mainly due to the larger contribution from the [Ne II]

12.8�m line in the 12.4�m bandpass and to the stronger depression of the continuum

due to the 9.7�m silicate absorption feature in the 10.8�m bandpass. Combining the

above relationships gives

L

IR

L

�

= 3:25 � 10

7

 

D

Mpc

!

2

 

f

12:4�m

Jy

!

: (7:1)

Eq. 7.1 includes average extinction e�ects as well as contributions from PAH emission

features, emission lines and the silicate absorption feature in the 10.8�m and 12.4�m

bandpasses for the entire starburst core of M82. Spatial variations in the extinction

and in the emission and absorption features introduce relatively small errors in the

application of this relationship to individual regions within M82, as described below.

The di�erences in extinction towards the ionized gas obtained in chapter 5 for

selected regions within M82 imply di�erences of � 20% in the intrinsic 12.4�m ux

densities. The [Ne II] 12.8�m emission line (the strongest in the bandpasses considered)

contributes 11% of the 12.4�m ux density in the SWS aperture. From the line

map of Achtermann & Lacy (1995), similar contributions are estimated for the central

35 pc, B2 and the 3D �eld of view, and a larger contribution of � 20% is obtained

for B1. Spatial variations in the contribution from emission lines are thus estimated

to be � 10%. The broad PAH emission features at 8.6�m, 11.3�m and 12.7�m

contribute in turn about 20% of the N -band and 12.4�m bandpasses in the SWS �eld

of view. If the 3.3�m PAH emission traces well the other PAH emission features,

the line-to-continuum map from Normand et al. (1995) implies spatial variations in

the PAH contribution. However, because the overall distributions of the [Ne II] line

and the 3.3�m PAH feature are very similar to that of the mid-infrared continuum

1

kindly made available in electronic form by the authors
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Table 7.2: Estimation of the total bolometric luminosity of selected regions in M82

Region L

IR

(a;d)

L

evolved stars

bol

(b;d)

L

tot

bol

(c;d)

[L

�

] [L

�

] [L

�

]

Central 35 pc (5:1� 1:8)� 10

8

(1:1� 0:7)� 10

9

(1:8� 0:9)� 10

9

B1 (5:7� 2:0)� 10

8

(1:5� 0:9)� 10

8

(8:9� 3:1)� 10

8

B2 (7:1� 2:5)� 10

8

(2:9� 1:7)� 10

8

(1:2� 0:4)� 10

9

3D �eld (1:3� 0:5)� 10

10

(5:5� 3:1)� 10

9

(2:2� 0:9)� 10

10

Starburst core (3:0� 0:3)� 10

10

(2:7� 0:8)� 10

10

(6:6� 1:2)� 10

10

(a)

Infrared luminosity between 5 �m and 300 �m.

(b)

Bolometric luminosity from the evolved stellar population.

(c)

L

tot

bol

includes L

IR

, L

evolved stars

bol

and an additional 30% of L

IR

(�10%) to account for light escaping

in directions perpendicular to the galactic plane of M82.

(d)

The uncertainties account for those on the absolute calibration of the data used to derive the quan-

tities, on the conversion factors between f

12:4�m

and L

IR

, and between L

K

and L

evolved stars

bol

, on the

extinction, on the hot dust contribution to L

K

, and on the fraction of escaping light.

emission and since their contributions to the bandpasses considered are relatively small,

spatial variations should imply only small errors (� 10%) in the L

IR

for individual

regions. Variations in the depth of the silicate feature are probably of the same order.

Application of Eq. 7.1 to individual regions therefore introduces errors of about 35%.

Part of the stellar light from the inner regions of M82 likely escapes along the

minor axis of the galaxy. This is supported by the pattern of polarization vectors in

the ionized �laments above and below the galactic plane of M82, which indicates that

most of the scattered light comes from the central starburst regions (e.g. Notni 1985).

In addition, the low ratio of [N II] �6583

�

A to H� emission line in the optical �laments

along the minor axis of M82 suggests that they may be photoionized by light from

the central starburst (Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn 1998). The amount of light that

escapes perpendicular to the plane of M82 is uncertain since it depends on the dust

distribution. Following McLeod et al. (1993), an additional 30% of the detected L

IR

is

included in L

bol

to account for escaping light.

The contribution to L

bol

from the evolved stars cannot be directly measured. In-

dividual giants and supergiants with temperatures between 3500 K and 6000 K have

L

bol

=L

K

� 10 � 30 (see appendix A), similar to the ratio for mixed populations of

cool, evolved stars (e.g. McLeod et al. 1993). The L

bol

from evolved stars is estimated

from the intrinsic L

K

using a representative ratio of 20, with 50% uncertainty. The

integrated infrared luminosity, the bolometric luminosity from the evolved stellar pop-

ulation and the total bolometric luminosity for each region of interest are reported in

table 7.2.
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7.1.3 Mass

G�otz et al. (1990) proposed a mass model for M82 based on various observations

including their own data on the NaD absorption doublet at 5800

�

A and H� absorption

line, as well as existing data on the H I 21 cm line (Crutcher et al. 1978), the CO

J = 2 ! 1 line (Loiseau et al. 1990) and the [Ne II] 12.8�m line (Beck et al. 1978).

This mass model is compared here with the dynamical mass derived from more recent

data obtained at higher spatial and/or velocity resolution. These include observations

of the CO J = 1 ! 0 millimetric line at a resolution of 4:1 km s

�1

and 2.5

00

(Shen &

Lo 1995), of the [Ne II] 12.8�m line at 30 km s

�1

and 2

00

(Achtermann & Lacy 1995),

of the [S III] �9069

�

A line at 30 km s

�1

and 2

00

(McKeith et al. 1993), and of the CO

bandhead at 2.3�m at 15 km s

�1

in the central 1

00

of M82 (Ga�ney, Lester & Telesco

1993).

Assuming a uniform mass distribution and dynamical equilibrium, the dynamical

mass enclosed within the projected radius r is given by

M

dyn

(< r) = 3:49 � 10

3

�

r

arcsec

� �

v

rot

km s

�1

�

2

; (7:2)

where v

rot

is the rotational velocity measured at r, estimated from the position-velocity

maps presented by the authors above. The data reveal spatially non-uniform gas

distributions in the central parts of M82, with important concentrations at particular

radii and relatively little gas elsewhere. These structures are interpreted as rotating

rings or spiral arms. v

rot

was thus properly determined using the maximum, or peak

velocity v

peak

for these concentrations of material, corresponding to their tangent point

with the line of sight, corrected for the e�ects of inclination and resolution (beam and

velocity smearing). Various determinations of the inclination angle for the disk of M82

vary in the range 61

�

� 82

�

from face-on (e.g. G�otz et al. 1990; Achtermann & Lacy

1995; Telesco et al. 1991 and references therein). For such a nearly edge-on orientation,

the di�erences in angle imply di�erences smaller than 15% in the inclination-corrected

v

rot

; an angle of 80

�

was adopted.

The data above were complemented by the dynamical mass obtained by Ga�ney,

Lester & Telesco (1993) in the central 1

00

of M82, from stellar velocity dispersion

measurements using the CO bandhead at 2.3�m. The data are reported in table 7.3,

and the resulting mass-radius curve is plotted in �gure 7.1 along with the mass model

proposed by G�otz et al. (1990). The new data imply larger masses for r

<

�

10

00

, by up

to a factor of � 4 at r = 0:5

00

. Such di�erences are not surprising since the new data

probe much better the central regions of M82.

The stellar mass, M

?

, was obtained by subtracting the gaseous mass from the

dynamical mass. The mass of ionized and molecular hydrogen (M

H

+

and M

H

2

) for the
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Table 7.3: Derivation of the enclosed dynamical mass with projected radius for M82

Source

(a)

r v

peak

(b)

v

rot

(b)

M

dyn

[arcsec] [km s

�1

] [km s

�1

] [M

�

]

1 0.5 | | (3� 1)� 10

7

2 5 | 112� 5 (2:6� 0:2)� 10

8

10 130� 20 137� 25 (6:6� 1:7)� 10

8

20 138� 20 142� 24 (1:4� 0:3)� 10

9

3 7 130� 15 147� 23 (5:3� 1:2)� 10

8

15 130� 20 140� 25 (1:0� 0:3)� 10

9

23 145� 20 149� 26 (1:8� 0:4)� 10

9

4 10 110� 15 119� 20 (4:9� 1:2)� 10

8

15 98� 15 104� 19 (5:7� 1:5)� 10

8

30 88� 10 92� 14 (8:9� 1:9)� 10

8

40 93� 10 96� 14 (1:3� 0:3)� 10

9

(a)

(1) Ga�ney, Lester & Telesco (1993): dynamical mass from the stellar velocity dispersion measured

from the CO bandhead at 2:3 �m. (2) Achtermann & Lacy (1995): [Ne II] 12.8�m line measurements,

their model �t for the ionized ring at r = 5

00

is used directly. (3) Shen & Lo (1995): CO J = 1! 0

line measurements. (4) McKeith et al. (1993): [S III] �9069

�

A line measurements.

(b)

The rotational velocity v

rot

at the projected radius r was computed from the observed tangential

velocity v

peak

corrected for inclination, beam smearing and velocity smearing (see text).

starburst core was estimated in chapter 5. Following the same procedure as described

there for B1 and B2, the M

H

+

for the central 35 pc was computed from the intrinsic

L

Lyc

, and the M

H

2

from the integrated CO J = 1 ! 0 emission map of Shen & Lo

(1995) using the conversion factor between the CO intensity and H

2

column density

from Wild et al. (1992) at the position of the nucleus. The dynamical, gaseous and

stellar mass estimates for the central 35 pc and the starburst core of M82 are given

in table 7.4. It is here emphasized that the M

H

2

adopted for the starburst core, taken

from Wild et al. (1992), is an upper limit since it was determined in a region larger

than 30

00

in diameter.

Table 7.4: Dynamical, gaseous and stellar mass estimates for the central 35 pc and the

starburst core of M82

Region M

dyn

M

H

2

M

H

+

(a)

M

?

[M

�

] [M

�

] [M

�

] [M

�

]

Central 35 pc (8:0� 2:0)� 10

7

8:2

+16:4

�4:1

� 10

5

6:6

+25

�4:9

� 10

4

7:9

+2:2

�2:1

� 10

7

Starburst core (8:0� 2:0)� 10

8

(1:8� 0:5)� 10

8

7:6

+27

�5:4

� 10

6

6:1

+2:7

�2:5

� 10

8

(a)

The uncertainties include those on the ionizing luminosity, and on the electron density and temper-

ature.
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Fig. 7.1.| Enclosed dynamical mass versus projected radius in M82. The data points

are taken from table 7.3. The black line represents the mass model proposed by G�otz et

al. (1990). The grey horizontal line segments at projected radii of 1:3

00

and 15

00

indicate the

contribution from the ionized and molecular hydrogen gas for the central 35 pc and the entire

starburst core of M 82.

7.1.4 Rate of supernova explosions

The rate of supernova explosions (�

SN

) can be inferred from the radio emission at cen-

timeter wavelengths, which is dominated by non-thermal synchrotron emission from

electrons accelerated in supernova remnants (e.g. Kronberg, Biermann & Schwab

1985). For the entire starburst core of M82, estimates vary in the range 0:02�0:1 yr

�1

(Kronberg, Biermann & Schwab 1985; van Buren & Greenhouse 1994; Huang et

al. 1994; Muxlow et al. 1994; Allen & Kronberg 1998).

Alternatively, �

SN

can be estimated from the [Fe II] 1.644�m line emission assum-

ing it originates in supernova remnants (SNRs) where the shock fronts sputter the

interstellar dust grains and singly-ionize the liberated iron atoms. From the integrated

[Fe II] 1.644�m ux and the total �

SN

from radio observations in M82, Vanzi & Rieke

(1997) have derived the following relationship:

�

SN

yr

�1

= 1:25 � 10

�34

�

L

1:644�m

W

�

; (7:3)
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assuming a constant [Fe II] 1.644�m luminosity over a plausible lifetime of 10

4

yr in

the [Fe II] emission phase (Lumsden & Puxley 1995). The average intrinsic line ux of

3� 10

�16

Wm

�2

for four compact sources candidate SNRs observed by Greenhouse et

al. (1997) implies a calibration which predicts �

SN

's about 50 times smaller.

The uncertainties on these calibrations are actually quite large. The radio and

[Fe II] luminosities and lifetimes may be a�ected by the physical conditions of the

interstellar medium (e.g. Chevalier 1982; Smith et al. 1998). Near-infrared observa-

tions may trace a di�erent population of SNRs produced at a di�erent epoch than the

radio SNR's, as suggested by Greenhouse et al. (1997). The calibration based on the

[Fe II] luminosity of individual candidate SNR's therefore likely underestimates �

SN

.

On the other hand, other mechanisms may also produce [Fe II] emission, in particu-

lar collisional excitation by shocks associated with an outowing starburst wind. The

large-scale arc-like structure revealed by the line map from Greenhouse et al. (1997)

and partly seen in the 3D map (�gure 4.3) provides evidence for this hypothesis. This

structure together with the more di�use emission component account for � 90% of

the integrated [Fe II] luminosity of M82. Although the arc-like source may not trace

directly the SNR's, it is probably related to �

SN

indirectly since starburst winds presum-

ably result from high rates of supernova explosions in nuclear starbursts (e.g. Tomisaka

& Ikeuchi 1988; Heckman, Armus & Miley 1990). The calibration from Vanzi & Rieke

(1997) based on the integrated [Fe II] luminosity of M82 may therefore be more ap-

propriate. The �

SN

for the regions within the 3D �eld of view were estimated using

Eq. 7.3 and the [Fe II] 1.644�m line uxes given in table 4.5, corrected for the extinc-

tion derived from the Brackett lines in section 5.1.7. The uncertainties are at least a

factor of two, since the �

SN

from radio observations is known to a factor of two.
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7.2 Evolutionary synthesis modeling procedure for

M82

Evolutionary synthesis modeling is a fairly complex procedure, because of the number of

parameters involved and of the complexity of starburst galaxies. Some parameters may

be intimately related. Di�erent properties trace di�erent stellar populations which may

have formed during distinct starburst events whose combined star formation history

may not be well represented by simple monotonic functions. The procedure followed

to model M82 is outlined here.

Regions on scales of � 20 pc to � 450 pc are considered, providing information on

the local and global properties of starburst activity in M82, and on its evolution. The

parameters constrained are:

� the upper and lower mass cuto�s of the IMF (m

up

and m

low

),

� the burst age and timescale (t

b

and t

sc

), and

� the initial star formation rate (R

0

), characterizing the burst strength.

Most of the observational constraints are sensitive to m

up

, t

sc

and t

b

, which are inves-

tigated simultaneously. Since the properties are not sensitive to m

low

except for the

mass, this parameter is constrained independently. R

0

is determined by comparing the

predicted L

K

and L

Lyc

to the observed values.

Additional model parameters are kept constant. The IMF is assumed to have a

Salpeter power-law index (dN=dm / m

�2:35

). This choice will be justi�ed in section

7.4. The metallicity of the stars is assumed to be solar (see chapter 6). The mass-

loss rate for massive stars is chosen to be \normal" (see appendix B). The nebular

parameters for the prediction of the [Ne III]/[Ne II] line ratio are those determined

in chapter 5. Table 7.5 summarizes the ranges considered for the parameters to be

constrained, and the values adopted for those which are kept constant. The e�ects of

variations in the most critical parameters (such as dust grains mixed with the ionized

gas, ionization parameter, shape of the intermediate- and high-mass IMF) will be briey

discussed when appropriate, in order to assess the robustness of the results.
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Table 7.5: Summary of model parameters for the evolutionary synthesis of M82

Parameter Symbol Value

IMF

Upper mass cuto� m

up

25� 100 M

�

Lower mass cuto� m

low

0:1� 5 M

�

Slope � 2:35 (Salpeter)

Star formation history

Burst timescale t

sc

1 Myr� 1 Gyr

Burst age t

b

1 Myr� 100 Myr

Burst strength

(a)

R

0

|

Stellar properties

Metallicity | Solar

Mass-loss rate | Normal

Nebular properties

Geometry

(b)

| Shell

Electron density n

e

300 cm

�3

Ionization parameter

(c)

logU �2:3 dex

Inner radius R 25 pc

Gas-phase abundances | Solar

Interstellar dust | Neglected

(a)

Characterized by the initial star formation rate.

(b)

Geometry assumed for the photoionization modeling. logU and R are the e�ective values derived in

chapter 5 representing adequately the true nebular conditions in the model geometry.

(c)

Maximum value of the ionization parameter reached at the burst age for which the Lyman continuum

luminosity is maximum (see chapter 3).

The ultimate goal of the modeling of M82 is to constrain quantitatively the nature

and evolution of its starburst activity. This is done by the following steps.

1. The general characteristics of starburst activity in M82 are �rst constrained from

the properties of selected representative regions; these are the cuto�s of the IMF

and the typical burst timescale on various spatial scales (sections 7.3 and 7.4).

2. The contribution to the observed near-infrared properties from a population pre-

dating the starburst is constrained across the entire regions mapped with 3D

(section 7.5).

3. Having determined the general properties of star formation and identi�ed the

most useful age indicators from the �rst two steps, the modeling is applied to

individual regions across the entire 3D �eld of view to constrain the detailed

starburst history and the spatial evolution of starburst activity (section 7.6).
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7.3 Modeling of selected regions in M82

In this section, evolutionary synthesis is applied to the central 35 pc of M82, the Br

sources B1 and B2, the entire 3D �eld of view, and the entire starburst core in order

to constrain the upper mass cuto� of the IMF, and the burst age and timescale. The

following diagnostic properties are used: [Ne III]/[Ne II], L

bol

/L

Lyc

, L

K

/L

Lyc

, W

2:29

,

W

1:62

and �

SN

/L

bol

. For the typical young ages of starburst regions, none of these

properties depends on the lower mass cuto� of the IMF. m

low

is arbitrarily �xed at

1 M

�

for the models considered in this section.

The observed quantities from table 7.1 are compared to model predictions for single

evolving clusters in �gures 7.2 to 7.4. The models in �gures 7.2 and 7.3 are computed

for m

up

= 100 M

�

and burst timescales of 1 Myr, 5 Myr, 20 Myr and 1 Gyr. Of

all the properties considered, the [Ne III]/[Ne II] and L

bol

/L

Lyc

ratios are the most

sensitive to the upper mass cuto�. Models are shown for these two ratios in �gure 7.4

for m

up

= 25 M

�

, 35 M

�

, 50 M

�

and 100 M

�

, and two burst timescales of 1 Myr

and 5 Myr. The formal uncertainties on the measurements are indicated by the width

of the horizontal bars in each plot. In addition, uncertainties are associated with the

model curves themselves from the assumptions involved. The most important ones will

be discussed at the end of this section.

The comparison of the data with the model predictions reveals age di�erences be-

tween the various regions, in particular between the central 35 pc of M82 (older) and

the Br sources (younger). The exact ages depend on the upper mass cuto� and on

the star formation history, which are constrained �rst.
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B2

B1

N

B2B1

N

N

B2B1

B2
B1

N

B2

B1

N

N

B2

B1

Fig. 7.2.| Comparison of the observed properties of the central 35 pc of M82, B1 and B2

with model predictions for a single evolving cluster. The curves are computed for m

up

=

100 M

�

and four di�erent burst timescales: 1 Myr (solid lines), 5 Myr (dashed lines), 20 Myr

(dash-dot-dot-dot lines) and 1 Gyr (dotted lines). The other model parameters are given in

the text. The di�erent boxes indicate the measurements for the central 35 pc of M82 (empty

box labeled \N"), B1 (light-shaded box) and B2 (dark-shaded box).
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Starburst
core

3D field

3D field
Starburst core

Starburst core

3D field

3D field

Starburst core

3D field

Starburst core

3D field

Starburst core

Fig. 7.3.| Comparison of the observed properties of the entire starburst core of M 82 (30

00

{

diameter aperture centered on the nucleus) and for the entire 3D �eld of view with model

predictions for a single evolving cluster. The curves are computed for m

up

= 100 M

�

and

four di�erent burst timescales: 1 Myr (solid lines), 5 Myr (dashed lines), 20 Myr (dash-dot-

dot-dot lines) and 1 Gyr (dotted lines). The other model parameters are given in the text.

The di�erent boxes indicate the measurements for the starburst core of M82 (dark-shaded

box), and the 3D �eld of view (light-shaded box).
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B2

B1

N

Starburst
core

3D field

B2B1

N

3D field
Starburst core

Starburst
galaxies

Fig. 7.4.| Comparison of the [Ne III]/[Ne II] and L

bol

/L

Lyc

ratios for selected regions in

M82 with model predictions for a single evolving cluster with m

up

= 100 M

�

(solid lines),

50 M

�

(dashed lines), 35 M

�

(dash-dot-dot-dot lines) and 25 M

�

(dotted lines). The models

are illustrated for burst timescales of 1 Myr (steepest curves) and 5 Myr (attest curves). The

di�erent boxes indicate measurements for di�erent regions as in �gures 7.2 (for the left-hand

side panels) and 7.3 (for the right-hand side panels). The vertical bars on the right-hand side

of the plots indicate the ranges of ratios for a sample of 25 starburst galaxies (with near-solar

metallicities) observed with ISO-SWS (Thornley et al. 1998).
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7.3.1 The upper mass cuto� and the burst timescale

The upper mass cuto� of the IMF is best constrained from the properties dominated

by the young OB stars shown in �gure 7.4. The similar excitation of the ionized gas for

the regions considered imply the presence of similar populations of hot massive stars.

The di�erences in L

bol

/L

Lyc

between the various regions are mainly due to di�erent

contributions from the evolved stars to L

bol

(table 7.2). These are relatively small

for B1, B2 and the 3D �eld of view, but amount to 40% for the starburst core and

60% for the central 35 pc of M82. Subtracting these contributions, the L

bol

/L

Lyc

characterizing the OB stars (i.e. L

IR

=L

Lyc

) become nearly identical for all regions (in

the range 5 � 10), therefore also indicating similar populations of young stars. These

ratios are typical of spectral types O8.5 V or slightly later, consistent with the nebular

line ratios (chapter 5).

In general terms, the [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratios indicate relatively low excitation in

the � 2 � 4 Ryd range, while the L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios indicate relatively high excitation

at lower energies. From the comparison with the model curves in �gure 7.4, two

alternative interpretations are possible: 1) a high upper mass cuto�

>

�

50 M

�

, a short

timescale of at most a few million years, and the softening of the ionizing radiation �eld

attributable to aging of the starburst, i.e. very massive stars once formed but are now

evolved or dead, or 2) a lower upper mass cuto� down to � 35 M

�

with possibly longer

timescales, i.e. very massive stars never formed. Upper mass cuto�s below 30 M

�

are

de�nitively ruled out, but the data do not allow us to constrain unequivocallym

up

and

t

sc

for m

up

> 30 M

�

.

High upper mass cuto�s and short timescales are, however, more plausible given

the knowledge on local templates of starburst regions. Indeed, massive stars in the

range 50 M

�

to > 100 M

�

are directly observed in young clusters and associations of

OB stars in the Milky Way and in the Magellanic Clouds, independent of metallicity

or other global galactic properties (e.g. reviews by Conti 1994, Leitherer 1998a and

Massey 1998). Examples are the Galactic star-forming region NGC3603 (e.g. Drissen

et al. 1995; Eisenhauer et al. 1998), several clusters in the Galactic Center (e.g. Najarro

et al. 1994; Krabbe et al. 1995; Cotera et al. 1996; Figer et al. 1998), and the R136

cluster powering the 30 Doradus nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud (e.g. Melnick

1985; Brandl et al. 1996; Massey & Hunter 1998). Even the apparent upper mass cuto�s

in sparser OB associations have been suggested to result from statistical limitations

rather than physical limitations (Massey & Hunter 1998). Young clusters and OB

associations in the Local Group of galaxies are thought to be representative of the

\starburst units" which compose starburst galaxies although, with a few exceptions
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such as R136, they are less extreme in their compactness and luminosities than the

super star clusters resolved by HST in several starburst systems.

Additional support for the formation of very massive stars in M82 is provided by

observations of other large-scale starburst systems. Many emission-line galaxies and

giant extragalactic H II regions exhibit emission features characteristic of Wolf-Rayet

stars in their integrated spectra, indicative of important populations of stars with initial

masses

>

�

30�40 M

�

(e.g. Conti 1991, 1994; Maeder & Conti 1994). Furthermore, the

[Ne III]/[Ne II] and L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios measured in M82 are within the ranges determined

for a sample of 25 dusty, solar-metallicity infrared-luminous starburst galaxies observed

with the ISO-SWS. These ranges are shown in �gure 7.4 and are compatible with

m

up

= 50� 100 M

�

or higher, with di�erences among the sample galaxies attributable

to a range in burst ages and timescales (Thornley et al. 1998).

Various studies of Galactic and near-extragalactic starburst templates also indicate

typical durations for the star-forming events of a few million years or less (see references

above). In M82, evidence for short burst timescales locally are the relative spatial

distributions and the typical sizes of the line and continuum emission sources. Notably,

the morphology of the K-band emission and CO bandhead EWs is very di�erent from

that of the ionized gas and thermal dust emission. This implies that star formation

activity was not maintained locally at high levels during more than the main-sequence

lifetime of the most massive stars which become red supergiants, i.e. � 5 Myr. The

complexes of ionized and molecular gas are clumpy on scales at least as small as �

25 pc (e.g. Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Shen & Lo 1995). The

bright, compact K-band sources and the peaks in CO EWs have characteristic sizes

of 15 � 30 pc and are likely unresolved clusters of red supergiants (�gure 4.3 and 4.4;

Satyapal et al. 1997). Lastly, the super star clusters resolved by HST in visible light

have typical half-peak intensity sizes of � 3:5 pc (O'Connell et al. 1995). Massive star

formation strongly inhibits further star formation on such physical scales because OB

stars inject large amounts of mechanical energy in the ISM. Strong stellar winds and

supernova explosions disrupt the surrounding ISM already a few million years after the

onset of star formation. The distribution of the ionized and molecular gas in the H II

region complexes in M82 depicted in chapter 5 is consistent with this scenario.

A remarkable result from the modeling is that the integrated [Ne III]/[Ne II] and

L

bol

/L

Lyc

ratios for the entire 3D �eld of view and starburst core of M82 reveal short

burst timescales on large spatial scales as well. This cannot be due to B1 and B2

dominating the integrated properties, as they contribute together � 10% and � 5%

to the total L

Lyc

and L

bol

measured in the 3D �eld of view and central 30

00

of M82

respectively. This suggests that not only locally, but also globally, starburst
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activity has strong negative feedback e�ects inhibiting further star forma-

tion. Timescales of a few million years are signi�cantly smaller than the canonical

10

7

� 10

8

yr commonly assumed for starburst galaxies. This conclusion has impor-

tant implications for the lifetimes of global starbursts, and dynamical models for the

triggering and evolution of starbursts. This will be further discussed in section 7.7.

7.3.2 Successive starburst events

Adopting m

up

= 100 M

�

and t

sc

� 1 Myr as justi�ed above, the entire set of properties

considered in this section is here examined from �gures 7.2 and 7.3. For each region,

there is a systematic increase from the ages implied by the tracers of hot, young stars

([Ne III]/[Ne II] and L

bol

/L

Lyc

ratios) to those implied by the tracers of cool, evolved

stars (CO bandheads). The L

K

/L

Lyc

ratios, measuring the relative populations of these

stellar components, correspond to intermediate ages. The di�erences for each region

are of a few million years, and are signi�cant compared to the uncertainties in the data

and in the models. In particular, single bursts su�ciently evolved for their integrated

W

2:29

and W

1:62

to match the observed EWs fail to reproduce the observed ionizing

luminosities and [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratios by factors of two or more.

This suggests that the hot, young stars and the cool, evolved stars belong to

populations formed in distinct, successive starburst events. Models consisting

of two sequential, short bursts separated in time by more than one timescale can

reproduce simultaneously the observed properties much better than single bursts. The

\young bursts" account for most of the ionizing radiation while the \old bursts" account

for most of the L

K

and for the strengths of the CO bandheads. Such two-burst models

were �rst proposed by Rieke et al. (1993) for the entire starburst core, for similar

reasons. The ages and durations for the two global bursts derived for the 3D �eld

of view and for the starburst core (table 7.7 below) are in good agreement with the

models of Rieke et al. (1993), despite some di�erences in the assumed IMF and in the

function adopted to represent the star formation rate. These di�erences have small

e�ects only on the properties relevant for constraining the general characteristics of

the star formation history.

The evidence for two successive short bursts on various spatial scales and at di�erent

locations in M82 is another remarkable result. In particular, while multiple events can

be reasonably expected for regions extending over

>

�

100 pc, it seems more surprising

for regions on scales of a few tens of parsecs or less. A likely explanation for M82 is

provided again by the morphology of various diagnostic tracers and by the kinematics

of the interstellar gas. In particular, the general morphology of the K-band emission is
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very suggestive of a disk-like distribution for the evolved stars seen nearly edge-on, with

a higher concentration towards the nucleus and indications of a stellar bar � 1 kpc long

(e.g. Telesco et al. 1991; McLeod et al. 1993; Larkin et al. 1994). Even the compact

sources associated with young clusters of red supergiants are concentrated in the \inner

disk" within � 150 pc of the nucleus, and at the edges of the putative stellar bar (e.g.

Satyapal et al. 1997). In addition, the distribution of young radio supernova remnants

is quite uniform along the galactic plane and extends over � 600 pc (e.g. Kronberg,

Biermann & Schwab 1985). In contrast, the spatial distribution and kinematics of

the ionized and molecular gas reveal that these components are mainly concentrated

in a highly inclined torus or tightly wound spiral arms, at radii between � 80 pc

and � 400 pc (e.g. Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Shen & Lo 1995).

In particular, in the vicinity of the nucleus, the Br emission follows a ridge slightly

displaced to the north of the prominent central concentration of K-band emission

(�gure 4.3), and the corresponding [Ne II] 12.8�m sources likely lie on the near side

of an \ionized ring" (Achtermann & Lacy 1995). This suggests that the young bursts

in the central few tens of parsecs are not spatially coincident with the old bursts and,

more generally, that the superposition of two starburst populations along various lines

of sight results from projection e�ects.

7.3.3 The burst age and strength

For each region, two successive starburst events thus have to be accounted for. The age

for the young and the old bursts are constrained from the indicators tracing exclusively

the OB stars ([Ne III]/[Ne II] and L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios) and the cool, evolved stars (W

2:29

and W

1:62

). The initial star formation rates are determined from the observed L

K

and

L

Lyc

. For each burst at each region, m

up

= 100 is assumed and t

sc

= 1 Myr is chosen

to represent the short burst duration.

The ages inferred from both indicators for the young bursts agree marginally, the

[Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio implying slightly older ages than the L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratio

2

. In view of

the possible errors on the predicted and equivalent [Ne III]/[Ne II], and on the observed

L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios, this small discrepancy is however not signi�cant. For instance, the

combined uncertainties from the derivation of the equivalent [Ne III]/[Ne II], on the

nebular parameters and of the theoretical model atmospheres are estimated to be a

factor of 2 � 3. L

IR

could also be underestimated if more than 30% of the light from

blue stars escapes in directions perpendicular to the galactic plane of M82, although

it is unlikely that more than half of L

IR

is missing (for full agreement with the nebular

2

this discrepancy would not be solved by other choices of m

up

and t

sc
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line ratios) in the estimates from mid-infrared ux densities. The small discrepancy

is moreover comparable to the burst timescale, and could also be attributed to the

fact that an exponentially decaying function may not accurately represent the true

star formation rate (see section 7.6). The e�ects of a distribution of cluster masses and

luminosities or of interstellar dust grains, neglected here, would increase the discrepancy

as discussed below. The same weight is therefore assigned to both diagnostic ratios in

determining the age of the young bursts. If the ages were inferred from [Ne III]/[Ne II]

only, larger R

0

would be required to reproduce the observed L

Lyc

since the predicted

L

Lyc

decreases with age. On the other hand, if L

IR

=L

Lyc

only were used, the younger

ages would imply lower R

0

. Increasing t

sc

by a few million years would decrease R

0

.

The uncertainties on the derived R

0

for the young bursts are estimated to be of a factor

of a few.

For the old bursts, an accurate age determination is only possible for the central

35 pc of M82. Indeed, theW

2:29

andW

1:62

are very high and the models reproduce such

high values only for ages of 8�15 Myr, when massive red supergiants dominate the near-

infrared luminosity. The deep CO bandheads further support short burst timescales:

for t

sc

� 5 Myr, dilution by older populations with shallower bandheads and/or nebular

emission associated with main-sequence stars result in predicted integrated EWs lower

than observed. Older ages corresponding to those when intermediate-mass stars reach

the end of the AGB phase (� 50 Myr� 1 Gyr) are also ruled out from the W

2:29

, as

can be seen from �gure 7.5. The age and timescale for the old burst in the central

35 pc of M82 agree with the average spectral type K5 I found from the population

synthesis in chapter 6. Similar conclusions concerning the age of the cool, evolved

stellar population were reached by Rieke et al. (1980, 1993) for the central 6

00

(90 pc)

of M82, and by Satyapal et al. (1997) for the central 2

00

(30 pc).

For the other selected regions, �rm lower limits on the ages for the old bursts can be

set, but the EWs alone do not provide strong constraints above these limits. The ranges

observed for old (1�10 Gyr) stellar populations characteristic of the central regions of

elliptical galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies (hereafter \normal populations"; from

Oliva et al. 1995) are shown in �gure 7.5. The EWs at B1 are somewhat lower than for

normal populations, and possibly indicate rather an early stage with the �rst massive

stars becoming red supergiants. For B2, the 3D �eld of view and the entire starburst

core, they are slightly higher, and imply possible upper limits on the age of � 50 Myr

and on the timescale of � 5 Myr. An additional constraint on the nature of the evolved

stellar populations is provided by the M

?

=L

K

ratio, which will be discussed in section

7.5 below. Briey, the very low values measured at all radii strongly suggest that

luminous red supergiants dominate the near-infrared continuum emission throughout

the starburst core of M82, even in regions of lower surface brightness. Ages

<

�

50 Myr
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B2

B1
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B2
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3D field

Starburst
core

3D field

Starburst
core

Normal
populations

TP-AGB stars
Intermediate-massRed

supergiants TP-AGB stars
Intermediate-massRed

supergiants

Fig. 7.5.| Comparison of the strength of the CO bandheads measured in selected regions of

M82 with model predictions for single evolving clusters. The model curves are the same as in

�gures 7.2 and 7.3 (m

up

= 100 M

�

, and t

sc

= 1 Myr, 5 Myr, 20 Myr and 1 Gyr for the solid,

dashed, dash-dot-dot-dot and dotted lines respectively). A larger range of burst ages is shown

to compare the EWs during the phases when red supergiants dominate the near-infrared

continuum emission and when intermediate-mass stars become important contributors, in

particular thermally-pulsing AGB (TP-AGB) stars. The vertical bars on the right-hand side

of the plots indicate the ranges of EWs observed for normal stellar populations, characteristic

of elliptical galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies (Oliva et al. 1995).
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are therefore the most plausible; the youngest solutions will be adopted, corresponding

to the rising part of the predicted W

2:29

and W

1:62

. Within the possible ranges in age

and timescale, the R

0

for the old bursts would increase for older ages, decrease for

timescales longer than 1 Myr, and are uncertain to a factor of a few.

7.3.4 Model results for selected regions in M82

The two-burst models for the various regions considered in this section are illustrated

in �gure 7.6 and summarized in tables 7.6 and 7.7. The curves in �gure 7.6 are the pre-

dictions for the most relevant properties (L

K

, L

Lyc

, L

bol

, W

2:29

and the [Ne III]/[Ne II]

ratio) as a function of the time elapsed since the onset of the old burst. The model

curves are simply those of �gures 7.2 and 7.3 for m

up

= 100 M

�

and t

sc

= 1 Myr,

properly combined for the two bursts, and normalized to the observed values for each

property. The models for all regions reproduce the main constraints within a factor

of three or better. The predicted masses for the central 35 pc and the starburst core

are substantially lower than the observed values. However, the observed stellar masses

likely include the contributions from a population predating the starburst (see section

7.4).

For identical IMF parameters and burst timescales, the initial star formation rates

R

0

provide a meaningful measure of the relative strengths of the di�erent bursts. The

strengths of both successive bursts within each region were comparable | within a

factor of two | except for the central 35 pc for which the old burst was about 4 � 5

times stronger than the young one. Furthermore, the strengths of the bursts among

the small-scale regions were also similar, again with the exception of the old central

burst. This contrast is even more striking if the R

0

per unit volume are compared. For

B1, B2 and the starburst core, the volumes adopted in the derivation of the e�ective

log U in chapter 5 are used. For the central 35 pc of M82, the sources are assumed

to occupy a spherical volume of radius 19.5 pc. Although the exact distribution of

the sources along the line of sight is relatively uncertain, these crude estimates show

the exceptional strength of the old burst in the inner few tens of parsecs of M82,

which was about 1 � 2 orders of magnitude more intense than the subsequent young

burst, and than both old and young bursts elsewhere. If older ages between 15 Myr

and 50 Myr are adopted for B1, B2, the 3D �eld of view and the starburst core, the

old bursts become stronger but the star formation rate densities remain nonetheless

factors of several lower than in the central 35 pc of M82. The R

0

is very sensitive to

m

low

because most of the mass is in low-mass stars. For di�erent m

low

, the correction

factor for R

0

is given by Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 assuming a constant IMF slope over the entire
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stellar mass range. However, the relevant feature here is the relative strength between

the various regions, which is independent of m

low

assuming it is constant throughout

M82.

The models for each region are consistent with the constraints imposed by �

SN

and

10

12

�

SN

=L

bol

. A good agreement for the regions included in the 3D �eld of view is

not expected since, as discussed in section 7.1.4, the [Fe II] 1.644�m may not be an

accurate tracer of the local rate of supernova explosions. The ages inferred for the old

bursts satisfy the \timing constraint" implied by the extent of the X-ray halo tracing

the supernova-driven starburst wind, requiring a minimum age for starburst activity

of approximately 10 Myr (Heckman, Armus & Miley 1990; Rieke et al. 1993).

7.3.5 E�ects of a cluster luminosity distribution

An important consideration concerns the e�ects of a distribution of cluster masses and

luminosities in the interpretation of the observed properties. Model predictions for

an ensemble of evolving clusters with a luminosity distribution are, in principle, more

appropriate for such large-scale regions as the starburst core and 3D �eld of view, and

even for the small-scale regions. Indeed, the ionizing rates measured at B1 and B2

imply at each location the presence of 2000� 3000 ionizing clusters, with a few tens of

the most luminous and massive ones (see table 5.8). The ionizing rate for the central

35 pc of M82 is lower, but still implies � 1000 ionizing clusters.

As discussed in chapter 3, plausible luminosity distributions for the young clusters

in starburst galaxies can a�ect the observed properties by factors up to a few. The

properties of the entire starburst core, which are also representative of the selected

regions considered in this section, are compared in �gure 7.7 to model predictions for

an ensemble of evolving clusters following the luminosity function derived in chapter 3

(Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10). The global upper mass cuto� is 100 M

�

, and two representative

timescales are illustrated: 1 Myr and 5 Myr. Accounting for a distribution of cluster

luminosities has small e�ects only in the interpretation of the data of M82. These

e�ects tend to reinforce the conclusions of a high upper mass cuto�, and imply similar

ages within < 0:5 Myr. Therefore, in the particular case of M82, modeling based on

predictions for single evolving clusters is adequate with regard to the determination of

the main star formation parameters.
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Age "young" = 6 Myr
Age "old" = 12 Myr
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Age "old" = 8.5 Myr
Age "young" = 4 Myr

B1

Age "young" = 4.5 Myr
Age "old" = 10 Myr

B2

Age "young" = 5 Myr
Age "old" = 12 Myr

3D field

Age "old" = 12 Myr
Age "young" = 5 Myr

Starburst core

W2.29
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L Lyc

L bol

Ne

W2.29

L Lyc

L bol
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L bol
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W2.29

L Lyc
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Time [yr]

W2.29
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W2.29
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L bol

L Lyc
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Time [yr]

Fig. 7.6.| Starburst models for selected regions in M82. The various curves (labeled

in each plot, with \Ne" denoting the [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio) represent the evolution of the

integrated properties for the two successive short bursts that best reproduce the data. The

burst timescale is 1 Myr, and the upper mass cuto� is 100 M

�

. The horizontal axis represents

the time elapsed since the onset of the �rst burst. The ages for the two bursts (\old" and

\young") �tted for each region are given in the plots. The onset of the second burst is most

apparent in the sudden increase of L

Lyc

and of the [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio. The curves are

normalized to the observed values. Ideally, they should all meet at unity (horizontal line) at

the appropriate age for the old burst (vertical line).
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Table 7.6: Starburst models for the central 35 pc of M82, and the Br sources B1 and B2

Central 35 pc

Parameter Units Young burst Old burst

t

b

Myr 6 12

R

0

M

�

yr

�1

1.7 7.8

< R

0

>

V

(a)

M

�

yr

�1

pc

�3

7:6� 10

�5

3:5� 10

�4

Property Units Observed Young burst Old burst Total

L

K

10

8

L

�

0:56� 0:23 0.054 0.51 0.56

L

Lyc

10

8

L

�

0:67� 0:25 0.61 0.051 0.66

L

bol

10

8

L

�

18� 9 16 21 37

M

?

10

8

M

�

0:79

+0:22

�0:21

0.017 0.078 0.095

W

1:62

�

A 5:6� 0:3 0.59 6.3 5.7

W

2:29

�

A 15:2� 1:2 2.4 16.5 15.2

�

SN

(b)

10

�2

yr

�1

0.25 0.13 0.60 0.73

[Ne III]/[Ne II]

(b)

| 0.13 0.09 0.0004 0.09

B1

Parameter Units Young burst Old burst

t

b

Myr 4 8.5

R

0

M

�

yr

�1

0.8 0.9

< R

0

>

V

(a)

M

�

yr

�1

pc

�3

3:0� 10

�6

3:3� 10

�6

Property Units Observed Young burst Old burst Total

L

K

10

8

L

�

0:074� 0:024 0.012 0.062 0.074

L

Lyc

10

8

L

�

1:5� 0:4 1.3 0.044 1.3

L

bol

10

8

L

�

8:9� 3:1 12.8 4.4 17.2

M

?

10

8

M

�

| 0.008 0.009 0.017

W

1:62

�

A 3:4� 0:3 0.0 4.4 3.7

W

2:29

�

A 11:2� 1:4 0.0 12.9 10.8

�

SN

(b)

10

�2

yr

�1

0.25 0.04 0.07 0.11

[Ne III]/[Ne II]

(b)

| 0.16 0.47 0.01 0.45

B2

Parameter Units Young burst Old burst

t

b

Myr 4.5 10

R

0

M

�

yr

�1

1.4 1.4

< R

0

>

V

(a)

M

�

yr

�1

pc

�3

3:2� 10

�6

3:2� 10

�6

Property Units Observed Young burst Old burst Total

L

K

10

8

L

�

0:15� 0:05 0.028 0.12 0.15

L

Lyc

10

8

L

�

2:0� 0:9 1.63 0.027 1.7

L

bol

10

8

L

�

12� 4 20.5 5.4 25.9

M

?

10

8

M

�

| 0.014 0.014 0.028

W

1:62

�

A 4:6� 0:3 0.02 6.0 4.8

W

2:29

�

A 14:4� 1:4 0.08 16.0 13.0

�

SN

(b)

10

�2

yr

�1

0.58 0.09 0.09 0.18

[Ne III]/[Ne II]

(b)

| 0.12 0.32 0.003 0.32

(a)

Assuming a spherical volume of radius 19.5 pc for the central 35 pc of M82, and cylindrical volumes

with radii of 19.5 pc and lengths of 230 pc and 365 pc for B1 and B2 (as in table 5.7).

(b)

The constraints on [Ne III]/[Ne II] are uncertain to a factor of two, and on �

SN

to a factor of 2� 3.
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Table 7.7: Starburst models for the 3D �eld of view and the starburst core of M82

3D �eld of view

Parameter Units Young burst Old burst

t

b

Myr 5 12

R

0

M

�

yr

�1

26 33

Property Units Observed Young burst Old burst Total

L

K

10

8

L

�

2:7� 0:8 0.59 2.1 2.7

L

Lyc

10

8

L

�

27� 13 21.1 0.21 21.3

L

bol

10

8

L

�

220� 90 320 90 410

M

?

10

8

M

�

| 0.26 0.33 0.59

W

1:62

�

A 4:8� 0:3 0.04 6.3 4.8

W

2:29

�

A 14:4� 1:4 0.14 16.5 12.9

�

SN

(a)

10

�2

yr

�1

13 2.0 2.5 4.5

[Ne III]/[Ne II]

(a)

| 0.16 0.23 0.0004 0.23

Starburst core

(b)

Parameter Units Young burst Old burst

t

b

Myr 5 12

R

0

M

�

yr

�1

81 170

< R

0

>

V

(b)

M

�

yr

�1

pc

�3

3:2� 10

�6

6:8� 10

�6

Property Units Observed Young burst Old burst Total

L

K

10

8

L

�

13� 4 1.8 11.2 13.0

L

Lyc

10

8

L

�

77� 23 66.0 1.1 67.1

L

bol

10

8

L

�

660� 120 990 470 1460

M

?

10

8

M

�

6:1

+2:7

�2:5

0.8 1.7 2.5

W

1:62

�

A 4:8� 0:3 0.04 6.3 5.3

W

2:29

�

A 14:5� 1:4 0.14 16.5 14.2

�

SN

(a)

10

�2

yr

�1

6 6.4 13.3 19.7

[Ne III]/[Ne II] | 0:16� 0:04 0.23 0.0004 0.23

(a)

The constraint on [Ne III]/[Ne II] for the 3D �eld of view is uncertain to a factor of two, and those

on �

SN

for both regions, to a factor of 2� 3.

(b)

The starburst core corresponds to a 30

00

{diameter aperture centered on the nucleus, but the bulk of

the sources of emission are assumed to be distributed in an edge-on disk of radius and thickness of

200 pc (as in table 5.7).
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Starburst core

Starburst core

Starburst core

Starburst core

Starburst core

Starburst core

Fig. 7.7.| E�ects of a distribution of cluster luminosities in the interpretation of the

observed properties for M82. The data for the entire starburst core, representative of the

other selected regions considered in this section, are shown by the horizontal bars. The model

curves (black lines) are computed for an ensemble of clusters whose distribution is described

by a luminosity function with parameters suitable for starburst galaxies (from Eqs. 3.9 and

3.10 in chapter 3). The global m

up

for the ensemble of clusters is 100 M

�

. Two representative

timescales for the cluster formation rate are illustrated: 1 Myr and 5 Myr (solid and dashed

lines respectively). Model predictions for a single cluster are shown for comparison (grey

lines), for the same timescales and a cluster m

up

= 100 M

�

.
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7.3.6 Uncertainties from the model assumptions

The most important uncertainties from the various assumptions made in the modeling

presented in this section are discussed here. They do not, however, a�ect the general

characteristics of starburst activity in M82 derived above (high upper mass cuto� of

the IMF, two short successive starburst events, relative strength of the bursts).

� E�ects of nebular parameters

The most critical nebular parameters for the interpretation of nebular line ratios are the

ionization parameter and the assumptions on the ISM composition. For the plausible

range of logU from �2 dex to �2:5 dex derived for M82 in chapter 5, He I 2.058/Br is

very little a�ected and [Ne III]/[Ne II] varies by at most a factor of two relative to the

predictions for the adopted log U = �2:3 dex. This is relatively small compared to the

variations with the e�ective temperature of the ionizing stars, and thus to evolutionary

e�ects and to the upper mass cuto� of the IMF. The uncertainties on the ionization

parameter do not a�ect the conclusions concerningm

up

and t

sc

, and imply uncertainties

<

�

0:5 Myr on the burst ages inferred from the [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio.

The e�ects of interstellar dust grains mixed with the ionized gas in the H II regions

have been neglected in the models presented here. These e�ects are potentially im-

portant for the nebular line ratios, as discussed in chapter 5, but also for L

Lyc

. Dust

competes e�ectively with gas in absorbing ionizing photons, more importantly at lower

ionizing energies since the absorption cross-section for standard interstellar dust grains

generally increases at longer wavelengths | in particular between the ionization edges

of Ne

0

and Ne

+

(e.g. Draine & Lee 1984; Mathis 1990). Accounting for dust grains

in the photoionization models would therefore increase the predicted [Ne III]/[Ne II]

ratios from the emergent spectrum of the nebulae. Similarly, the He I 2.058/Br ratio

from which the equivalent [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio is derived for the regions mapped with

3D would increase. This would be partly compensated by the increased absorption of

the resonant He I Ly� photons at 584

�

A, reducing the He I 2.058�m line ux (see ap-

pendix D). The ages inferred from the nebular line ratios would thus be slightly larger.

The predictions for single star temperatures shown in chapter 5 allow an estimate of

the e�ects of dust: for a dust mixture typical of the Orion nebula and the related

depletion of gas-phase heavy elements, the [Ne III]/[Ne II] and He I 2.058/Br ratios

increase by 30% or less. This implies in turn negligible di�erences in the burst ages

inferred from the nebular line ratios.
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Since the L

Lyc

were inferred from recombination line measurements, they could be

signi�cantly underestimated if dust grains were mixed with the ionized gas. Account-

ing for dust, the ages inferred from L

IR

=L

Lyc

would be lower, and would therefore

introduce a signi�cant discrepancy with those inferred from [Ne III]/[Ne II]. However,

the L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios are already close to the lowest values predicted for the youngest

ages and high m

up

, and agree marginally with [Ne III]/[Ne II] for the ages of the young

bursts. The e�ects of dust on the inferred L

Lyc

are not likely to exceed a factor of two,

and are probably smaller.

� E�ects of the shape of the IMF

All the properties considered in this section are dominated by high-mass stars (initial

masses

>

�

10 M

�

). The e�ects of changes in the shape of the high-mass IMF, within

the range for OB clusters and associations in the Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds

(section 7.4), are small in comparison to evolutionary e�ects or to the upper mass cuto�.

For example, a steeper IMF such as that proposed by Miller & Scalo (1979), which

has � � 3:3 above 10 M

�

(see section 7.4), implies di�erences of at most � 50% in

the properties used to constrain m

up

, t

sc

and t

b

compared to predictions for a Salpeter

IMF (� = 2:35), with the largest di�erences for the [Ne III]/[Ne II] and L

bol

/L

Lyc

ratios. The conclusions concerning the upper mass cuto� and burst timescale would

not change. The burst ages would not be signi�cantly a�ected (0.5 Myr at most).

� E�ects of the shape of the star formation rate

The function chosen to represent the variation of the star formation rate with time

a�ects the shape of the model curves and introduces uncertainties of 1� 3 Myr on the

absolute burst ages. The relative ages of the young bursts or of the old bursts between

di�erent regions are, however, less a�ected. For example, using a \half-gaussian" star

formation rate (R(t

b

) / e

�(t

b

=t

sc

)

2

) implies a more rapid variation of the properties

with burst age resulting in younger ages by about 1 Myr. The e�ects of the star

formation rate are minimized with burst timescales of � 1 Myr since, as they are

shorter than, at most comparable to, the main-sequence lifetimes of very massive stars,

the variations with age of the integrated properties are largely determined by stellar

evolution rather than by the star formation rate. The general conclusions on the star

formation parameters and history derived in this section are little a�ected by the choice

of the star formation rate.
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7.4 The low-mass end of the starburst IMF in M82

The low-mass IMF for the starburst populations in M82 has long been debated. Several

authors have argued that it is de�cient in stars with initial masses below � 3 M

�

compared to the solar neighbourhood IMF (Rieke et al. 1980, 1993; Bernl�ohr 1992;

Doane & Mathews 1993). The studies by Rieke and coworkers have been the most

inuential. In their seminal 1980 paper, they proposed an IMF truncation at 3 :5 M

�

,

with no stars produced below this cuto�. In their 1993 paper, they proposed an IMF

extending down to 0.1 M

�

but exhibiting an important attening with the inection

point near 3 M

�

, i.e. at substantially higher masses than for the solar neighbourhood

IMF (see �gure 7.9 below). Satyapal et al. (1997) have, however, challenged these

hypotheses and could model the global K-band luminosity of M82 with a Salpeter

IMF extending down to 0.1 M

�

without requiring more than � 35% of the dynamical

mass involved in the starburst.

The opposite conclusions of Rieke et al. 's and Satyapal et al. 's can be attributed to

the notable di�erences in the respective data sets and models. The most important ones

reside in the intrinsic luminosities (equivalently, the extinction), in the IMF assumed

for the entire range of stellar masses formed, and in the star formation history. As

recognized by Satyapal et al. (1997), their analysis is oversimpli�ed because it assumes

a single burst for the entire starburst core of M82 with the age and timescale not

directly constrained from the integrated properties. In this section, the issue of the

low-mass IMF in M82 is therefore re-examined in the light of the new data and models

presented in this work. Two regions are considered for this purpose: the central 35 pc

and the entire starburst core of M82.

7.4.1 Re-examination of the low-mass IMF in M82

Of the various observational constraints available for M82, the stellar mass is the only

one which is sensitive to the low-mass IMF. The �rst di�culty arises from the possible

contribution from a stellar population predating the starburst. The mass involved in

the starburst itself (M

?

stb

) is highly uncertain since it cannot be determined directly.

The starburst activity in the nuclear regions of M82 was presumably triggered by the

tidal interaction with its massive companion galaxy M81. The models of Hernquist

(1989) show that such nuclear starbursts have a very short timescale for their develop-

ment compared to the timescale for the gas settling in the nuclear regions. As argued

by McLeod et al. (1993), it is therefore unlikely thatM

?

stb

exceeds half of the dynamical
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mass in the central regions of M82. A conservative upper limit for M

?

stb

of 50% of the

total stellar mass (M

?

tot

) given in table 7.4 is hereafter adopted.

For convenience, possible modi�cations to the low-mass IMF can be quanti�ed

in terms of the lower mass cuto� m

low

, keeping the IMF slope constant. The M

?

stb

predicted for the two-burst models derived in the previous section (tables 7.6 and 7.7)

for the central 35 pc and central 30

00

of M82 are computed for m

low

varying in the range

0:1 M

�

� 5 M

�

. The IMF is assumed to have a Salpeter power-law index (� = 2:35)

between m

low

and 100 M

�

. The initial star formation rates R

0

are, as before, adjusted

in order to reproduce L

K

and L

Lyc

but essentially scale as the mass following Eqs. 3.4

and 3.5. The results are shown in �gure 7.8. The mass constraint is easily met in

the central 35 pc of M82, with M

?

stb

< 50% of M

?

tot

for m

low

down to 0.1 M

�

. The

constraint is more stringent for the entire starburst core: m

low

� 0:7 M

�

is required for

M

?

stb

not to exceed 50% of M

?

tot

. An IMF which continues to rise as steeply as with a

Salpeter-like slope down to an abrupt cuto� is probably not very physical. The above

cuto� at 0.7 M

�

is more realistically interpreted as indicative of a attening of the

IMF at low masses. The mass constraint for the entire starburst core of M82 can be

satis�ed, for example, with a at slope (� = 0) and the inection point at 1 M

�

, or

with an intermediate attening with � = 1:35 and the inection point at 2.5 M

�

.

7.4.2 Factors inuencing the low-mass IMF determination

� Observational constraints

As emphasized above, the mass fraction locked in stars formed in the starburst in M82

is unknown. In particular, a more severe attening or a turnover of the low-mass IMF

cannot be ruled out. Moreover, the gas mass returned to the ISM via stellar winds

and supernova explosions, or the mass expelled out of M82 by the starburst wind are

not accounted for. Given that the ages of the bursts are

<

�

50 Myr and that massive

stars dominate the mass returned to the ISM but contribute only a small fraction of

the total M

?

stb

, neglecting these e�ects probably does not a�ect the conclusions.

The intrinsic luminosities, and thus the extinction, are obviously crucial in con-

straining the low-mass IMF. This has been extensively discussed byMcLeod et al. (1993),

Rieke et al. (1993) and Satyapal et al. (1997). In that respect, the intrinsic L

K

used

by Satyapal et al. (1997) and the lower limit considered by Rieke et al. (1993) are both

lower than the value adopted in this work, and allow lower m

low

for a Salpeter IMF,

as shown in �gure 7.8 (the mass constraints are similar between all three studies).
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Central 35 pc
Sal MS

<30%

<30% <50% <100%

Starburst
core

Rieke
et al. 1993

et al.Satyapal           1997

This work

Sal Sal MSSal

Fig. 7.8.| Mass involved in the starburst for m

low

in the range 0:1 M

�

� 5 M

�

, for the

central 35 pc and the entire starburst core of M 82. Model predictions are illustrated for a

Salpeter IMF (black solid lines labeled \Sal") and for a Miller & Scalo IMF (grey solid lines

labeled \MS"). The predictions are computed for the appropriate two-burst models derived

in section 7.3, reported in tables 7.6 and 7.7. For the starburst core, additional curves for

a Salpeter slope are shown if the intrinsic L

K

from Rieke et al. (1993) or from Satyapal et

al. (1997) are used (dash-dot-dot-dot and dashed lines respectively) instead of the estimate

based on the extinction derived in chapter 6 from the 3D data. The vertical lines mark

various fractions of the total stellar mass determined for each region, which are 7:9� 10

7

M

�

and 6:1� 10

8

M

�

for the central 35 pc and the starburst core respectively.
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� The star formation history

As emphasized by Satyapal et al. (1997), the characterization of the low-mass IMF

also depends on the star formation history. Longer or older bursts will tend to use

up more mass. Moreover, as the luminosities vary rapidly during the �rst few 10

7

yr,

small changes in the ages may result in signi�cant changes in the initial star formation

rates, and thus in M

?

stb

. In this regard, the detailed spatial modeling performed in

section 7.6 for the 3D �eld of view provides an estimate of the possible errors on the

predictedM

?

stb

from the more simplistic models based on the integrated properties used

for �gure 7.8. For a Salpeter IMF extending from 1 M

�

to 100 M

�

, the modeling of

the global properties for the 3D �eld of view in section 7.3 yields M

?

stb

� 6 � 10

7

M

�

(table 7.7). This di�ers by 25% only fromM

?

stb

� 4:5�10

7

M

�

obtained by integrating

over the star formation history derived from the modeling of individual pixels (�gure

7.15). The M

?

stb

inferred from the two-exponential burst models for the central 35 pc

and the starburst core of M82 are therefore probably good approximations even if the

variation with time of the star formation rate is not optimized.

� The shape of the intermediate- and high-mass IMF

The investigation of the low-mass IMF is intimately related to the slope adopted for

the IMF at higher masses. Indeed, steeper IMFs are less e�cient at converting the

mass into luminosity (e.g. L

K

, L

Lyc

). In order to reproduce the observed luminosities,

which are dominated by stars more massive than � 10 M

�

for the ages of interest

here, steeper IMFs imply larger M

?

stb

. The slope of the high-mass IMF is therefore

critical for determining the low-mass IMF. However, the properties considered for the

modeling of M82 in this work are much more sensitive to the upper mass cuto�, and

do not allow us to constrain the shape of the high-mass IMF (section 7.3.6).

Figure 7.9 compares \standard" IMFs derived for the solar neighbourhood which

are commonly used in studies of starburst galaxies, normalized to unity at 1 M

�

. These

include the IMF of Salpeter (1955) adopted in this work, of Miller & Scalo (1979), and

of Scalo (1986). The IMF proposed by Rieke et al. (1993) for M82 is illustrated as

well. The most remarkable feature of this IMF is the emphasis on the intermediate-

mass range (1� 10 M

�

) due to the attening of the low-mass IMF with the inection

point at 3 M

�

. At high masses, Rieke et al. (1993) favoured a steeper slope than

Salpeter on the basis of the rate of supernova explosions and the gas-phase oxygen

abundances, but recognized the large uncertainties involved. In particular, part of the

oxygen may be hidden in the hot gas phase associated with the supernova remnants

and the starburst wind, and may be depleted onto interstellar dust grains.
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MW & LMC
OB ass. / clusters

Fig. 7.9.| Comparison of various IMFs, represented by the di�erent lines as labeled in the

plot. The IMFs are normalized to unity at 1 M

�

. The shaded region indicates the range of

slopes determined in young clusters and OB associations in the Milky Way and in the Large

Magellanic Clouds (Hunter et al. 1997 and references therein; Brandl et al. 1996; Eisenhauer

et al. 1998; Massey & Hunter 1998; Scalo 1998).

IMF determinations based on star counts now exist for about 50 OB associations

and clusters in the Milky Way and in the Magellanic Clouds. The range of slopes

found for these local templates of starburst units are also shown in �gure 7.9 (e.g.

Hunter et al. 1997 and references therein; Brandl et al. 1996; Eisenhauer et al. 1998;

Massey & Hunter 1998). This range is fairly large, with power-law indices varying

by more than 1 dex and encompassing those of the standard IMFs. It may reect

intrinsic variations among clusters and associations, or may be due to di�erences in the

interpretation of the data and observational uncertainties. It is much debated whether

these results can be interpreted as evidence for a \universal" IMF for high-mass stars

in OB associations and clusters in the Local Group of galaxies. Massey and coworkers

(e.g. Massey 1998 and references therein) claim that the results support a universal

IMF with essentially Salpeter slope. On the other hand, Scalo (1998) concludes that

either the uncertainties are so large that the average IMF is poorly constrained, or

there are strong indications of IMF variations. One �rm conclusion, however, is that

the shape of the high-mass IMF in local high-mass star-forming regions does not depend

on obvious environmental conditions such as the metallicity, the cluster density and
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concentration, the galactocentric distance and the galactic morphological type (see

references above).

The Salpeter slope was chosen in this work because it appears representative of

the range of slopes observed. Variations in the shape of the high-mass IMF imply

very small di�erences in the total mass, but large di�erences in the conversion of

mass into luminosities which can lead to very di�erent inferences on the low-mass

IMF. To illustrate these e�ects, the Miller & Scalo (1979) IMF is considered. For the

range 0:1 � 100 M

�

, the mass fraction locked in stars more massive than 10 M

�

is

small and nearly identical for the Miller & Scalo and the Salpeter IMFs (8% and 12%

respectively). The di�erence is obviously much larger for the mass fraction in stars less

massive than 1 M

�

, 44% and 61%. However, since the luminosities, such as L

K

, L

bol

and L

Lyc

, are steeply increasing functions of the stellar mass, the Miller & Scalo IMF

predicts substantially less luminosity than the Salpeter one for the same total mass.

Normalized to the same luminosities, larger M

?

stb

up to a factor of two are predicted

for the Miller & Scalo IMF, as shown in �gure 7.8. For the central 35 pc of M82,

m

low

remains essentially unconstrained, but a cuto� near 2 M

�

for the starburst core

is required to satisfy M

?

stb

� 50% of M

?

tot

.

7.4.3 Concluding remarks

As emphasized above, the issue of the low-mass IMF in M82 is not independent of the

assumptions on the slope of the IMF at higher masses. The lack of diagnostic power of

the constraints available hamper accurate determinations of the low-mass end of the

IMF (truncation, slope), and of its slope above a few M

�

. The strongest constraint on

the low-mass IMF is obtained from the properties and modeling of the entire starburst

core. For a Salpeter IMF, the data and models presented here provide indications for

a truncation near 0.7 M

�

or, if stars down to 0.1 M

�

can form in the starburst, for

an important attening with the IMF de�cient in low-mass stars compared to most

standard IMFs.

The low-mass IMF in local templates of high-mass star-forming regions is still poorly

constrained. Even with HST, the low-mass stellar contents of OB associations and

clusters is di�cult to study because of the intrinsic faintness of this sub-population

and because of important crowding e�ects. From high-sensitivity and high angular

resolution near-infrared observations of NGC3603, Eisenhauer et al. (1998) found no

evidence for a truncation or signi�cant attening of the IMF down to their observational

limit of 1 M

�

. Their IMF is however atter than Salpeter in the range 1 � 30 M

�

,

with a power-law index � = 1:73 de�ning the lower limit of the range of indices shown
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in �gure 7.9. On the other hand, in a recent investigation based on very deep HST

images of R136, Sirianni et al. (1998; as quoted in Leitherer 1998b) could probe the

stellar population down to 0.8 M

�

, and suggest a de�nite attening below 3 M

�

of

the IMF, which is close to Salpeter at higher masses. For comparison, the IMF in the

solar neighbourhood attens dramatically below 1 M

�

and may even turn over near

0.3 M

�

(e.g. Scalo 1986; Rana 1987; Scalo 1998). A bias against the formation of low-

mass stars has been suggested for some starburst galaxies other than M82, (Augarde

& Lequeux 1985; Wright et al. 1988; Olofsson 1989; Nakagawa et al. 1989; Prestwich,

Joseph & Wright 1994). Engelbracht et al. (1996; 1998) concluded for NGC6946

and NGC253 that the particular IMF proposed by Rieke et al. (1993) for M82 was

more compatible with the observations than a solar-neighbourhood IMF. To conclude,

given the large remaining uncertainties on the low-mass IMF in high-mass star-forming

environments but also the possible signi�cant attening in several of them, the debate

whether the starburst IMF in M82 is \de�cient" in low-mass stars may not be relevant

anymore.
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7.5 The sources of faint K-band emission in M82

The �nal consideration before the spatially detailed modeling of M82 concerns the

nature of the evolved stars which dominate the near-infrared emission, especially in

regions of lower surface brightness. The strengths of the near-infrared stellar absorp-

tion features alone are not su�cient for this purpose. Within the 3D �eld of view,

few regions exhibit CO bandheads which can be unequivocally attributed to red su-

pergiants, and these generally correspond to the brightest K-band emission sources

(chapter 6, section 6.1.2). The smoother, low-surface brightness regions have on aver-

age W

1:62

� 4

�

A and W

2:29

� 11

�

A in the 3D �eld of view. These EWs do not allow

the discrimination between giants and supergiants, as can be assessed from �gure 6.3.

With a small amount of dilution in the K-band (� 10%� 15%), they are even consis-

tent with those observed for normal evolved populations typical of elliptical galaxies

and bulges of spiral galaxies, for which on average W

1:62

= 4:4

�

A and W

2:29

= 13

�

A

(Oliva et al. 1995; see �gure 7.5).

The M

?

=L

K

ratios provide useful constraints on the contribution to L

K

from a

preexisting population. Normal populations haveM

?

=L

K

ratios typically in the range

10� 30 M

�

=L

�

(e.g. Devereux, Becklin & Scoville 1987; Oliva et al. 1995). Assuming

the preexisting population in M82 is characterized by a ratio of 20 M

�

=L

�

and accounts

for all the stellar mass, its contribution to the stellar L

K

is 7% and 2% in the central

35 pc and the entire starburst core of M82 respectively. These are upper limits since

the starburst population contributes some fraction of the mass as well.

The decrease in M

?

=L

K

ratio from the central 35 pc to 450 pc (30

00

) suggests an

increasing contribution to L

K

from the starburst population (see also Ga�ney, Lester

& Telesco 1993; Lan�con, Rocca-Volmerange & Thuan 1996; Satyapal et al. 1997).

The bright emission region in the inner few tens of parsecs and the compact sources

distributed along the galactic plane of M82 (e.g. Pipher et al. 1987; Satyapal et

al. 1997) are not su�cient to maintain or reduce the M

?

=L

K

ratio with increasing

radii. From the 3D data and those of Satyapal et al. (1997), these sources contribute

only about 70% and 20% of the total intrinsic L

K

in the 3D �eld of view and in

the starburst core respectively. This is signi�cantly lower than the minimum > 90%

inferred above. An upper limit for the M

?

=L

K

ratio of � 0:6 M

�

=L

�

is inferred for

the fainter, smoother component assuming it contains all the mass within the central

30

00

. This is only marginally larger than the total M

?

=L

K

ratio for the entire starburst

core (0:47 M

�

=L

�

), and more than an order of magnitude lower than expected for a

preexisting population.
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An alternative argument is provided by estimating the fraction of the stellar mass

contributed by red giants if they dominate the low surface brightness emission. Typical

K-type giants have a mass of � 1 M

�

and L

K

� 10 L

�

(table A.3 in appendix A).

Such stars would contribute � 15% of the total stellar mass in the starburst core if

they were entirely responsible for the L

K

� 10

9

L

�

inferred for the smoother, fainter

emission. This is substantially larger than the typical fractions of 0:2%�1% determined

empirically for normal populations (e.g. Pickles 1985).

Red supergiants, therefore, seem to dominate the near-infrared continuum emis-

sion throughout most of the starburst core of M82. The spatial distributions of the

K-band emission and of the CO bandhead EWs can be interpreted as follows. The

compact sources distributed along the galactic plane of M82, interpreted by Satyapal

et al. (1997) as young clusters of red supergiants on the basis of their sizes and lumi-

nosities, likely correspond to clusters with ages for which their integrated L

K

is near

maximum (8 � 15 Myr). This is supported by the general correlation seen in �gure

6.4 between the intrinsic CO EWs and L

K

, since the maximumW

2:29

and W

1:62

occur

with maximum L

K

. The fairly large dispersion, though, may also indicate that bright

sources are partly due to a larger concentration of clusters with a spread in ages. The

smoother component likely results from the integrated contribution from numerous,

fainter and unresolved clusters of red supergiants which are younger | or older |

than the age of maximum L

K

. A large space density of ionizing clusters powering the

H II region complexes was found in chapter 5 (� 10

�3

�10

�2

pc

�3

, or cluster-to-cluster

separations of 5 � 10 pc). Since the strengths and timescales for the young and old

bursts outside the central few tens of parsecs are comparable (section 7.6 below), this

implies large densities of clusters of red supergiants as well. Finally, the centrally con-

centrated morphology of the K-band emission and of the CO bandheads EWs around

the nucleus are likely due to age e�ects as well as to an increasing space density of

clusters towards the nucleus.
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7.6 The detailed star formation history in M82

The modeling of selected regions in section 7.3 suggests that two short starburst events

took place throughout the central 450 pc of M82, about 10 Myr and 5 Myr ago. This

modeling provided the general characteristics of starburst activity in this galaxy, but

only an incomplete picture of its evolution. In particular, a bias towards preferential

ages was likely introduced by selecting the small-scale regions as those with brightest

continuum or line emission, and with deepest or shallowest CO bandheads. The prop-

erties of the large-scale regions are dominated to some extent by the brightest emission

sources. To complete the picture, it is therefore important to model all individual re-

gions, which have a range in their luminosities and other properties suggesting a range

in their evolutionary states and burst strengths. Although along any line of sight the

integrated properties will always be dominated by the most luminous populations, a

detailed modeling on small spatial scales reduces the bias towards particular ages.

In this section, the 3D data in combination with the 12.4�m map from Telesco

& Gezari (1992) are used to model individual regions throughout the entire

regions observed with 3D. The results provide for the �rst time quantitative

constraints on the detailed spatial and chronological evolution of starburst

activity in M82. Speci�cally, the following characteristics are determined within the

regions mapped with 3D:

� the spatial distribution of burst ages and strengths,

� their variations with projected radius, and

� the integrated star formation history.

These are key elements for the understanding of the local and global processes involved

in starburst events, such as the triggering and feedback mechanisms.

7.6.1 Observational constraints

The modeling of selected regions in section 7.3 has enabled the identi�cation of the

indicators which are most useful for determining the burst age and strength: the

[Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio in combination with the L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratio, W

2:29

, L

K

and L

Lyc

.

The various constraints were derived from the 3D maps, and from the 12.4�m map

from Telesco & Gezari (1992). The latter was smoothed with a synthetic circular gaus-

sian beam to match the spatial resolution of the 3D data. All images were rebinned to

1

00

� 1

00

pixels in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
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The K-band map was corrected for the hot dust contribution and for the extinction

using the dilution and extinction maps obtained in chapter 6, and the W

2:29

map was

corrected for dilution. The Br map was dereddenened assuming that the extinction

towards the evolved stars applies to the ionized gas. As discussed in section 5.1.7, the

corrections for extinction near 2.2�m towards the ionized gas and the evolved stars are

similar within 20%. The local extinction was assumed to be purely foreground and may

underestimate the absolute amount of extinction. However, the spatial variations in

the intrinsic properties are relevant for the present purposes, and are much less a�ected

by the extinction model adopted.

The L

IR

map was computed from the 12.4�m image using Eq. 7.1. No correction

was applied for extinction to the 12.4�m emission since average extinction e�ects are

included in the f

12:4�m

to L

IR

scaling factor. For the present purposes, the contri-

bution from cool, evolved stars to L

bol

and the light escaping perpendicular to the

galactic plane are neglected, and L

bol

= L

IR

. The errors introduced by the choice of

an inappropriate extinction model for the Br emission are potentially more impor-

tant for L

IR

=L

Lyc

. However, the very low ratios derived are close to the minimum

predicted for young clusters, suggesting that the extinction towards the ionized gas is

not importantly underestimated. The �nal L

K

, L

K

/L

Lyc

and L

IR

=L

Lyc

maps were then

generated. The He I 2.058/Br ratio is essentially independent of extinction and was

obtained directly from the observed line maps. The \equivalent" [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio

at each pixel was obtained from the He I 2.058/Br ratio as described in section 7.1.1.

7.6.2 Modeling of individual pixels

Figure 7.10 compares the data with model curves for a single evolving cluster, as a

function of pairs of properties. A Salpeter IMF from 1 M

�

to 100 M

�

is assumed,

and models for burst timescales of 1 Myr and 5 Myr are illustrated, as justi�ed in

the previous sections (m

low

is irrelevant here). A large fraction of the data points do

not fall on the model curves. This is essentially the same behaviour as encountered

for the selected regions. More speci�cally, the [Ne III]/[Ne II] and L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios

characterizing the OB stars imply signi�cantly younger ages than those of the evolved

stars characterized by W

2:29

. The properties of some of the individual pixels can be

reproduced with a single burst if the timescale is increased to 5 Myr. However, these

points are mostly those with lower K-band ux densities, while those with higher K-

band ux densities have generally deep CO bandheads which can only be reproduced

with very short timescales. There is no reason why regions with lower K-band surface

brightnesses, also dominated by the light from red supergiants as shown in the previous

section, should be preferentially associated with longer burst events. The data points
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Fig. 7.10.| Comparison of the properties of individual pixels in the 3D �eld of view with

predictions for a single evolving cluster. The model curves are shown for an upper mass

cuto� of 100 M

�

, and two burst timescales: 1 Myr (solid line) and 5 Myr (dashed line). The

crosses on each curve indicate di�erent ages separated in logarithmic intervals of 0.1 dex.

A few ages given in Myr are labeled explicitely in each plot. The size of the data points is

proportional to the intrinsic stellar K-band luminosity. Typical uncertainties on the data

are shown by the error bars in each plot. The shaded area in the bottom panel indicates the

range of W

2:29

measured for \normal" evolved stellar populations characteristic of elliptical

galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies (Oliva et al. 1995).
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Fig. 7.11.| Model results for individual pixels in the 3D �eld of view on M82: initial

star formation rate (R

0

) versus burst age. Open circles represent the young bursts while

�lled circles, the old bursts. Typical error bars are indicated at the bottom of the plot, and

correspond to 1� of the results obtained by varying in turn the observational constraints

within their typical uncertainties.

in the L

K

/L

Lyc

versus W

2:29

diagram are distributed along a path which is remarkably

parallel to the model curves for t

sc

= 1 Myr, but displaced vertically by about one

order of magnitude. The data can be reproduced with two very short, successive

bursts at each location, with the young bursts producing � 10 times more ionizing

luminosity than the older ones responsible for most of the near-infrared luminosity.

For each pixel, a model consisting of two bursts with t

sc

= 1 Myr and a Salpeter

IMF between 1 M

�

and 100 M

�

was �tted to the constraints. The absolute burst

strengths depend on m

low

or, more generally, on the characteristics of the low-mass

IMF. But again, the burst ages and their relative strengths are of interest here and are

not a�ected by the low-mass IMF. For each pixel, the age of the young burst was taken

as the average of the ages derived from the equivalent [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio and from

the L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratio. If the latter was smaller than the minimum L

bol

/L

Lyc

in the model

predictions, an age of 1 Myr was assigned. The age of the old burst was taken as the

youngest solution possible fromW

2:29

. Pixels with EWs in excess of the maximumW

2:29

predicted were assigned the age of maximum W

2:29

. The initial star formation rates

(R

0

) of the two bursts were determined from L

K

and L

Lyc

. The uncertainties on both

the burst age and R

0

were estimated by varying in turn the observational constraints

by amounts corresponding to the typical uncertainties on the measurements.
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Age: "young bursts"Age [yr] Age: "old bursts"

SFR: "old bursts" SFR: "young bursts"R0 [M /yr]log(                 )

Fig. 7.12.| Model results for individual pixels in the 3D �eld of view. The top panels show

the ages derived for the old and young bursts, and the bottom panels show the initial star

formation rates (R

0

). Typical uncertainties are shown next to the colour bars. The position

of the nucleus is marked by the crossed circle. The square boxes indicate selected regions

modelled in section 7.3: the central 35 pc at (0

00

, 0

00

), B1 at (�10

00

, 4.25

00

), and B2 at (�5:25

00

,

�2

00

). The straight lines indicate the 3

00

{wide slit along the galactic plane of M82 used to

extract the pro�les presented in �gure 7.13.

The results of the modeling of individual pixels are shown in �gures 7.11 and 7.12.

The ages for the young bursts range from 3.2 Myr to 6.5 Myr, with an average of

4.8 Myr and a small dispersion of 1� = 0:6 Myr. The ages for the old bursts range

from 7.6 Myr to 12.6 Myr (the maximum corresponding to maximum W

2:29

), with

an average of 9.5 Myr and also a small dispersion of 1� = 1:2 Myr. The old bursts

are oldest near the nucleus and the secondary K-band peak � 8

00

to the west (�gure

4.3), and youngest near B1. Large variations are inferred for their strengths, with

the most intense star formation having occurred along a ridge roughly parallel to the

galactic plane, and peaking around the nucleus. The young bursts are slightly younger

near B1. Their strengths are more uniform spatially than for the old bursts, with an

average intensity comparable to that for the lower-level old bursts. Not surprisingly,

these spatial variations reect fairly well those of the primary observational diagnostics:

He I 2.058/Br, and the intrinsic W

2:29

, K-band ux density and Br ux.
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Fig. 7.13.| Variations of the burst age and strength with projected radius from the nucleus

of M82 (1

00

= 15 pc). The data are taken from the modeling of individual pixels in the 3D

�eld of view, in a slit 3

00

{wide along the galactic plane of M82, as shown in �gure 7.12. The

results for the young bursts are plotted as dotted lines with triangles, and for the old bursts

as dashed lines with squares. The positions of the nucleus, the secondary K-band peak and

the Br sources B1 and B2 are indicated.

Satyapal et al. (1997) investigated the spatial variations in ages for the brightest,

compact K-band emission sources in the central 500 pc of M82, most of which are lo-

cated within the regions mapped with 3D. Comparing the CO index and the equivalent

width of the Br emission line (inversely proportional to L

K

/L

Lyc

) with the predictions

from their own starburst model, they inferred burst ages in the range 4� 10 Myr. The

agreement between their results on the ages and those presented here is good, given

that they modeled the regions as single bursts.

7.6.3 Radial evolution for starburst activity in M82?

Figure 7.13 shows the average burst age and total burst strength as a function of

projected distance from the nucleus in a slit 3

00

{wide along the galactic plane of M82,

indicated in �gure 7.12. These pro�les reveal that the variations with projected

radius of the burst ages and strengths are more complex than for a simple

radial picture. The old bursts are signi�cantly older and stronger near the nucleus,

and there is a general decrease in age and strength with increasing projected radius.

However, the variations are not monotonic but exhibit an intermediate maximum at a
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projected radius of � 130 pc, near the secondary K-band peak. On the other hand,

the younger bursts have comparable ages and strengths at all projected radii, with a

marginal trend of decreasing age with increasing projected radius. Local minima in age

occur at the locations of the Br sources B1 and B2, and the strongest young bursts

are found near B2. The models of Satyapal et al. (1997) supported a radial picture

but were limited to the compact K-band sources, providing less complete information

on the spatial evolution of starburst activity.

Starburst activity has thus occurred outside of the central few tens of parsecs of M82

prior to the most recent burst event. This is particularly obvious near the secondary

K-band peak, located in projection between the prominent H II region complexes B1

and B2. It is also supported by the analysis of the M

?

=L

K

ratio in section 7.5, which

indicates that red supergiants dominate the near-infrared light out to a projected ra-

dius of 225 pc (30

00

{diameter aperture) and over a large range of surface brightnesses.

Additional direct evidence is provided by the spatial distribution of the young radio

supernova remnants, which is quite uniform along the galactic plane of M82 and ex-

tends beyond the molecular ring out to projected radii of � 300 pc (e.g. Kronberg,

Biermann & Schwab 1985; Muxlow et al. 1994).

7.6.4 The global star formation history

The global star formation history within the 3D �eld of view can be obtained by in-

tegrating the initial star formation rates of all individual pixels. The age bins were

chosen arbitrarily to increase logarithmically by 0.05 dex. The resulting global star-

burst history is shown in �gure 7.14. The surface density of star formation rate was

also computed by dividing the integrated star formation rate by the total area of the

pixels contributing to each age bin. It is illustrated in �gure 7.14 as well.

The integrated star formation rate (SFR) exhibits two conspicuous peaks near 5 Myr

and 10 Myr, clearly revealing two distinct successive starburst episodes. The increase

for the oldest age bin is most likely arti�cial, and due to the condition that the old

bursts for pixels with W

2:29

in excess of the maximum in the model predictions are

assigned the age of maximumW

2:29

. The peaks are remarkably symmetric about the

maximum, and very similar in shape. The �rst starburst episode was globally 3.5 times

stronger than the most recent one. The integrated SFR is compared in �gure 7.15 with

the two exponentially decaying functions representing the SFR of the best model �t to

the global properties of the entire 3D �eld of view in table 7.7. These functions provide

reasonable though crude approximations to the detailed SFR.
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Fig. 7.14.| Global star formation history of M 82 derived from the modeling of individual

pixels in the 3D �eld of view. Left: integrated initial SFR per age bin in logarithmic intervals

of 0.05 dex. Right: initial SFR surface density, obtained by dividing the integrated SFR from

the left panel by the total area of the pixels contributing in each age bin. The independent

contributions from the \young" and \old" bursts are indicated by the arrows.

In view of the results obtained for the 3D �eld of view, it is not surprising that

Rieke et al. (1993) found that a double gaussian pro�le optimized their model �ts for

the entire starburst core. The integrated star formation history in the 3D �eld of view

is well reproduced by two semi-logarithmic gaussian pro�les centered at 5 Myr and

10 Myr, with amplitudes of R

0

= 4:4 M

�

yr

�1

and 15:1 M

�

yr

�1

, and full-widths at

half-maximum of log(age) = 0:13 dex and 0:09 dex (shown in �gure 7.15).

The integrated SFR surface density reects the quite uniform young bursts and

the large variations for the old bursts revealed in �gure 7.12. The intensities of the

old bursts have decreased in time by almost an order of magnitude, down to levels

comparable to those of the young bursts. The present global SFR per unit area within

the 3D �eld of view is � 3�10

�6

M

�

yr

�1

pc

�2

. A value of � 7�10

�6

M

�

yr

�1

pc

�2

for

the entire starburst core (assuming an area corresponding to a 30

00

{diameter aperture)

is implied by the two-burst model �t to the integrated properties (table 7.7); this

is likely an overestimate as suggested by the comparison between the two-burst and

spatially detailed models for the 3D �eld of view in �gure 7.15. For comparison, an

upper limit of a few times 10

�5

M

�

yr

�1

pc

�2

has been inferred for various samples of

starburst galaxies, assuming a Salpeter IMF between 0.1 M

�

to 100 M

�

and a constant

SFR during 10

7

� 10

8

yr (e.g. Meurer et al. 1995; Lehnert & Heckman 1996; Meurer
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Fig. 7.15.| Integrated SFR (R

0

) derived from the modeling of individual pixels in the 3D

�eld of view on M82 (�lled circles and solid line). Two gaussian pro�les (linear in R

0

and

logarithmic in burst age) provide excellent representations of the integrated SFR (dashed

line). The combination of the two exponentially decaying functions corresponding to the

best model �t to the global properties of the 3D �eld of view are illustrated as well (from

table 7.7, with uncertainties on the age and R

0

shown by the error bars at the peak SFR).

et al. 1997). This estimate is a factor of 0.4 lower if m

low

= 1 M

�

is adopted instead.

It is representative of the present SFRs provided the starburst ages are smaller than

the timescales. The present global SFR surface density obtained here for M82 agrees

with the above limit for starburst galaxies, but the model results suggest that the star

formation intensity can exceed this upper limit locally and for a short period of time.

7.6.5 Concluding remarks

Admittedly, several additional factors not explicitely accounted for in the formal uncer-

tainties may a�ect the results, such as uncertainties inherent in the models themselves,

and the assumption of identical timescales, identical IMF, and exactly two bursts at

each location. For individual pixels, variations in the IMF slope and upper mass cut-

o� within plausible ranges (range of slopes in local high-mass star-forming regions
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shown in �gure 7.9, m

up

> 50 M

�

as discussed in section 7.3) imply variations in age

<

�

0:5 Myr and in R

0

of at most a factor of a few. Variations in the low-mass IMF

a�ect R

0

by factors of a few as well. Longer timescales by a few million years result in

slightly older ages and lower R

0

. The uncertainties on the nebular parameters for the

modeling of the [Ne III]/[Ne II] ratio result in similar di�erences in the derived ages

and R

0

. Variations in the above parameters would not, however, a�ect importantly

the overall spatial distributions of burst ages and strengths, and the general shape of

the radial pro�les and integrated star formation history. The data do not allow the

distinction between two or more bursts, but the modeling of selected regions in section

7.3 suggests that two bursts are justi�ed and su�cient to �t the properties considered.

Another important consideration is the choice and interpretation of the observa-

tional constraints. The e�ects on the results are discussed here for the integrated star

formation rate. If L

IR

=L

Lyc

is not used in modeling the young bursts, the equivalent

[Ne III]/[Ne II] ratios imply systematically older ages by

<

�

0:5 Myr and slightly higher

R

0

. Consequently, the integrated peak for the most recent starburst episode (\young

peak") shifts slightly to older ages and its amplitude increases by a small factor. On

the other hand, if [Ne III]/[Ne II] is not used, the L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios imply systemati-

cally younger ages, lower R

0

and a larger age dispersion due to the degeneracy of this

ratio below a few million years. As a result, the young peak shifts to younger ages,

broadens, and its amplitude decreases. In principle, the L

IR

=L

Lyc

ratios alone allow

burst timescales longer than 5 Myr. However, such timescales would be inconsistent

with the very di�erent spatial distributions of the K-band emission and CO bandhead

EWs, and of the ionized gas and thermal dust emission, as discussed in section 7.3.

For the old bursts, if older age solutions are adopted for those pixels with EWs for

which the model predictions are degenerate, higher R

0

are derived. The \old peak"

extends towards older ages, and its amplitude increases. Thus, for a di�erent interpre-

tation of the observational constraints, the integrated star formation history remains

qualtitatively the same, with two starburst episodes separated by at least a few million

years, of relatively short durations, and with the strength of the most recent episode

comparable to or lower than that of the �rst one.
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7.7 The nature of starburst activity in M82

In this section, the implications on the nature of starburst activity in M82 of the evo-

lutionary synthesis modeling are discussed. Two aspects are considered: the character-

istics of the star formation process itself, and the triggering mechanism and dynamical

evolution of starburst activity.

7.7.1 Summary of the model results

The new 3D and ISO observations of M82 together with existing data from the lit-

erature are consistent with the formation of very massive stars and the softening of

the ionizing radiation �eld, presently dominated by OB stars with masses near 30 M

�

,

attributable to aging of the starburst. The models imply short burst timescales of at

most a few million years on all spatial scales. In addition, they strongly suggest that

starburst activity has occurred locally and globally during two episodes separated by

approximately 5 Myr, with the most recent one taking place about 5 Myr ago. The cen-

tral few tens of parsecs of M82 hosted the most intense burst during the �rst episode.

The estimated star formation rate per unit volume for this \nuclear burst" is 1 � 2

orders of magnitude higher than the average across the galaxy during each episode.

The data do not allow accurate determinations of the general shape of the IMF and

its low-mass end. For a Salpeter slope, there are indications of a possible truncation

between 0.5 M

�

and 1 M

�

or, alternatively, of a signi�cant attening below one to a

few M

�

. The low-mass IMF does not, however, a�ect the spatial and chronological

evolution of starburst activity inferred from the modeling. Within plausible ranges for

high-mass star-forming regions, uncertainties in the slope of the IMF above a few M

�

has no signi�cant e�ects on the determination of the starburst history either.

7.7.2 Characteristics of the star formation process

The clumpy distribution of the ionized and molecular gas as well as of the infrared-

emitting dust on scales at least as small as � 15 pc (e.g. Telesco & Gezari 1992;

Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Shen & Lo 1995), the compact near-infrared continuum

sources presumably tracing clusters of red supergiants near their maximum luminosity

(e.g. Satyapal et al. 1997; �gures 4.3 and 4.4), and the parsec-scale super star clusters

seen at optical wavelengths (O'Connell et al. 1995) show that starburst activity in M82

has occurred in individual burst sites. Their sizes together with the star formation
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parameters inferred, in particular the short timescales and the high upper mass cuto�

of the IMF, make them comparable to Galactic and near-extragalactic massive star-

forming regions such as the 30 Doradus nebula and its central cluster R136 in the Large

Magellanic Cloud.

This prominent sub-structure probably corresponds to the largest and most lumi-

nous burst sites. Smoother and lower surface brightness emission makes indeed a sub-

stantial contribution to the integrated properties of M82. The di�use ionized gas and

thermal dust emission represents roughly 50% of the total emission from the starburst

core. The smoother and fainter stellar near-infrared continuum emission contributes at

least as large a fraction. These di�use components correlate roughly with the overall

spatial distribution of the brighter and more compact sources. They could be due to

the integrated contribution of less massive and less luminous clusters for which large

numbers are predicted from plausible cluster luminosity functions, or of clusters with

some age spread and thus a range of luminosities, or both. Photons leaking out from

the H II regions may be responsible for part of the di�use ionized gas and thermal

dust emission. The state of the interstellar medium (ISM) within the emitting regions

described in chapter 5 suggests that the H II region complexes are dynamically evolved

and, therefore, may be largely density-bounded with the unabsorbed radiation escaping

in the surrounding environment. Large fractional contributions of a di�use component

are also observed at ultraviolet wavelengths in nearby starburst galaxies, with typi-

cally 20% of the integrated light coming from bright compact clusters (e.g. Meurer et

al. 1995; Maoz et al. 1996). Meurer et al. (1995) interpreted these results within the

framework of a bi-modal scenario for star formation in starbursts: prominent cluster

formation and dominant di�usely distributed star formation.

7.7.3 Triggering and evolution of starburst activity

For a plausible evolutionary scenario of starburst activity in M82, the model results

must be interpreted together with the key morphological features:

� The large-scale tails and bridges of material emanating from M82 and connecting

with its massive neighbour M81 located about 36 kpc in projection, indicative of

a gravitational interaction between the two galaxies (e.g. Yun, Ho & Lo 1993).

� The disk-like morphology of the near-infrared continuum emission, peaking at the

nucleus and suggesting a � 1 kpc{long stellar bar, and the extended distribution

of compact non-thermal radio sources along the galactic plane over � 600 pc (e.g.

Telesco et al. 1991; Satyapal et al. 1997; Kronberg, Biermann & Schwab 1985).
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These trace the red supergiants and young supernova remnants (SNRs) formed

during the �rst starburst episode.

� The circumnuclear concentrations of prominent H II regions in a ring of radius

� 85 pc and, outside this ring, along ridges presumably on the leading edge of

the rotating stellar bar (e.g. Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995). The

\ionized ring" is located just inside of the main concentrations of molecular gas

in a toroid or tightly-wound spiral arms as seen in the CO J = 1 ! 0 emission

(e.g. Shen & Lo 1995). The ionized ring and ridges trace the OB star clusters

formed during the second starburst episode. In the 3D images, the Br source

B2 coincides in projection with the western edge of the ionized ring while B1 is

located farther out.

� The bipolar supernova-driven starburst wind along the minor axis of M82 ex-

tending out to about 5 kpc, revealed notably by X-ray and optical observations

(e.g. McCarthy, Heckman & van Breugel 1987; Tomisaka & Ikeuchi 1988; Breg-

man, Schulman & Tomisaka 1995; Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn 1998). The [Fe II]

1.644�m emission exhibits a prominent arc-like structure on the south side of the

galactic plane and centered near the nucleus. This arc may trace shock-ionized

gas enriched in iron due to destruction of interstellar grains by the outowing

material (e.g. Greenhouse et al. 1997; Mouri et al. 1990; see also �gure 4.3).

� The apparent lack of gas and dust within the central few tens of parsecs of M82

(e.g. Telesco et al. 1991; Telesco & Gezari 1992; Larkin et al. 1994; Shen & Lo

1995; Normand et al. 1995; Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Seaquist et al. 1996).

The primary triggering mechanism for starburst activity in M82 is generally at-

tributed to the M82 �M81 tidal interaction � 10

8

yr ago (e.g. Gottesman & Weli-

achew 1977; O'Connell & Mangano 1978; Lo et al. 1987; Yun, Ho & Lo 1993). In this

scenario, the ISM in M82 experienced strong large-scale torques and loss of angular

momentum as it was transported towards the dynamical center of the galaxy, in ac-

cordance with numerical simulations (e.g. Sundelius et al. 1987; Noguchi 1987, 1988;

Mihos & Hernquist 1996). The increased cloud-cloud collision rate in the disk and

the large amounts of material accumulated and compressed in the innermost regions

led to the �rst starburst episode, characterized by very intense star formation activ-

ity in the nuclear regions, and lower-level activity elsewhere in the disk. The intense

nuclear burst and subsequent high rate of supernova explosions consumed rapidly the

gas supply and expelled the remaining gas via the starburst wind, thereby creating the

central cavity in the ISM and preventing further star formation. Subsequent evolution

of starburst activity in M82 could be explained by the direct consequences of the pres-
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ence of the bar, or via \inside-out" propagation, as described below. The global star

formation rate derived from the spatially detailed modeling of M82, characterized by

two pronounced peaks, is more consistent with a bar-driven evolution.

� Bar-driven evolution

Numerical simulations show that bars in galactic disks can be induced by galactic inter-

actions and are very e�ective at driving material towards the central regions of galaxies

(e.g. Combes & G�erin 1985; Noguchi 1987, 1988; Shlosman et al. 1989; Athanassoula

1992). Ring-like or spiral-like dynamical resonances may develop under the action of

such non-axisymmetric perturbations. The existence and locations of the resonances

depend on the characteristics of the bar (such as the angular velocity) and on the

detailed galactic rotation curve, i.e. the mass distribution. In the presence of inner

Lindblad resonances (ILRs), the radial inow of material is stopped before it reaches

the nucleus of the galaxy and the gas accumulates in a circumnuclear ring. Star for-

mation is triggered by shocks in the ring and along the bar, or its leading dust lanes,

and may be particularly enhanced at their intersections.

The second starburst episode in M82 could thus be explained by the presence of the

bar and accompanying ILRs (see also Telesco et al. 1991; Lo et al. 1987; Achtermann

& Lacy 1995). The locations of the gas and dust concentrations are consistent with the

two ILRs expected if the bar angular velocity is 50 km s

�1

kpc

�1

, as argued by Telesco

et al. (1991). An enhancement of star formation activity where the ISM streaming

along the bar meets the ionized ring seems supported by the observations of the [Ne II]

12.8�m emission (Achtermann & Lacy 1995) and by the star formation rate for the

young bursts being higher near B2 (�gures 7.12 and 7.13). The ionized ridges result

from recent star formation due to shocks in the leading dust lanes presumably tracing

the inow (Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995). Similar scenarios have been

proposed for other starburst galaxies as well as more quiescent spiral galaxies in which

circumnuclear rings of enhanced gas density and star formation activity coexist with

stellar or gaseous bars (e.g. Telesco & Decher 1988; Telesco, Dressel & Wolstencroft

1993; Knapen et al. 1995; B�oker, F�orster Schreiber & Genzel 1997).

The apparent outward progression of starburst activity suggested by the sequence

Nuclear supergiants ! Ionized ring ! Molecular ring may reect the temporal devel-

opment of the bar and redistribution of the mass, as suggested by Telesco et al. (1991).

The bar may have played a role during the �rst starburst episode by channeling the

nuclear inow before the present dynamical resonances appeared.
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The double-peaked shape of the global star formation rate in M82 can be inter-

preted as follows: 1) initial triggering of starburst activity by the M82 �M81 inter-

action and possibly the induced bar, 2) rapid exhaustion due to severe disruption of

the ISM by stellar winds and supernova explosions from massive stars, 3) subsequent

development of dynamical resonances and triggering of starburst activity in a circum-

nuclear ring and along the bar, and 4) rapid exhaustion again. The short global burst

timescales suggest that the fueling mechanisms providing the gas supply were not suf-

�cient to overcome the strong negative feedback e�ects of the starburst activity they

triggered. Recent numerical simulations of the dynamical evolution of barred galax-

ies including the e�ects of star formation show that the intensity of star formation

can vary substantially with time, exhibiting a recurrent burst behaviour with typical

timescale of � 10 Myr which is caused by the ability of massive stars to destroy the

ow pattern when a su�cient number of them coexist in a particular place (Heller &

Shlosman 1994; Knapen et al. 1995).

� Inside-out propagation

In this scenario, \self-triggered" star formation activity propagates radially in the disk

as a consequence of the powerful nuclear burst and the expanding shock wave gener-

ated by the stellar winds and supernova explosions of massive stars. This progression

explains naturally the radial sequence of red supergiants, ionized ring and molecular

ring. The age di�erence between the \old burst" in the central 35 pc of M82 and the

\young bursts" along the ionized ring implies a propagation speed of 12 km s

�1

for a

ring radius of 85 pc. If the Br source B1 (at a projected radius of 160 pc) is more

representative of the present location of the propagating starburst, a speed of 22 km s

�1

is inferred. Interestingly, these velocities are similar to the normal expansion velocities

of H II regions (e.g. Yorke 1986; Osterbrock 1989). Also interesting is the fact that

the arc-like structure seen in the [Fe II] 1.644�m 3D map has a projected radius of

� 70 pc, close to that of the ionized ring. Satyapal et al. (1997) derived signi�cantly

larger propagation speeds of 40 � 60 km s

�1

. However, their estimates were based on

the modeling of the compact K-band sources associated to clusters of red supergiants,

with a somewhat smaller age di�erence over a much larger projected distance.

Although inside-out propagation may have contributed to the evolution of star-

burst activity, the global star formation history determined in this work suggests it is

not the dominant factor. Indeed, without dynamical resonances, a smoother, radially

decreasing density pro�le for the ISM is expected. The two pronounced peaks of the

integrated star formation rate are di�cult to reconcile with an inside-out propagation

in such a medium.
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7.7.4 The global picture

The scenario proposed for starburst activity in M82 is sketched in �gure 7.16, and

illustrated in �gure 7.17 with maps of representative tracers of the main phases.

Event Observational tracer

� Following the gravitational interaction

between M82 and M81, � 10

8

yr ago,

the ISM in M82 experienced large-scale

torques, loss of angular momentum, and

important infall towards the nuclear re-

gions. The stellar bar induced by the in-

teraction possibly played a role in chan-

neling the inow. In the absence of dy-

namical resonances, the infalling mate-

rial can reach the nucleus.

� Bridges and tails of neutral atomic hy-

drogen are indicative of an interaction

between M82 and its massive neighbour

M81. The distribution of the 2.2�m

emission provides evidence for the exis-

tence of a � 1 kpc{long stellar bar.

� The �rst starburst episode took place

8 � 15 Myr ago in the central 450 pc of

M82, with short duration. The central

few tens of parsecs at the nucleus hosted

the most intense star formation activity.

� The CO bandheads, the 2.2�m con-

tinuum emission and the compact non-

thermal radio sources trace the red su-

pergiants and SNRs, the descendants of

the massive stars formed during the �rst

starburst episode.

� The second starburst episode was trig-

gered due to bar-induced dynamical res-

onances. Enhanced star formation has

occurred 4 � 6 Myr ago, predominantly

in a circumnuclear ring and along the

stellar bar, and has decayed rapidly.

� The Br and He I 2.058�m line emis-

sion trace the H II region complexes

powered by the young OB stars formed

during the second starburst episode.

� A supernova-driven starburst wind

originating in the center of M82 has bro-

ken out of the galactic plane, the dra-

matic aftermath of the powerful nuclear

burst. The outow component in the

disk may have played some role in trig-

gering the second starburst episode.

� The [Fe II] 1.644�m emission from

shock-excited gas enriched in iron due to

dust grain destruction may trace the in-

teraction between the disk ISM and the

material entrained by the starburst wind

along the minor axis.
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Fig. 7.16.| Sketch of the succession of events related to starburst activity in M82, as

described in the text. The galaxy is illustrated as viewed from above the plane except for

the bottom panel, where it is inclined to show the starburst wind.
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Fig. 7.17.| Representative observational tracers of the succession of events related to

starburst activity in M82, as described in the text. The locations of the supernova remnants

are from Kronberg, Biermann & Schwab (1985).
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7.8 Summary

In this chapter, the star formation parameters and the spatial and chronological evolu-

tion of starburst activity in M82 have been investigated. The results are summarized

in the following table.

STAR FORMATION PROCESS

Initial mass function Formation of very massive stars

in the range 50 M

�

to > 100 M

�

Indications of a de�cit in low-mass stars

Star formation rate Burst timescale of a few million years or less

on all spatial scales

STARBURST EVOLUTION

Two successive starburst episodes | Bar-driven evolution

First episode 8� 15 million years ago

Powerful nuclear starburst in the central few tens of parsecs

Extended lower level starburst activity throughout the

central 450 pc

Second episode 4� 6 million years ago

Starburst activity concentrated in a circumnuclear ring

and along the stellar bar

Consistent with dynamical resonances associated with the bar

The most important results are:

� Starburst activity in M82 has occurred in individual burst sites with sizes and

star formation properties comparable to those of Galactic and near-extragalactic

high-mass star-forming regions.

� The typical burst timescale is very short locally and globally, indicating very

strong negative feedback e�ects of starburst activity. Short local timescales re-

ect the rapid disruption of the surrounding environment by stellar winds and

supernova explosions of massive stars. Short global timescales suggest that the

important massive star populations formed in the bursts have a�ected the large-

scale dynamical processes fueling starburst activity.

� The global star formation history characterized by two successive episodes is

consistent with the �rst episode triggered by the M82 � M81 interaction and

possibly by the stellar bar induced, and the second episode due to dynamical

resonances and to shocks along the bar.
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Chapter 8

Summary and conclusions

The results of this dissertation provide, for the �rst time, a fully quantitative description

of the nature and evolution of starburst activity in M82. Contrary to most previous

studies of starburst galaxies, this work presents a detailed analysis and modeling not

only of the global properties of M82, but also those of individual regions on spatial

scales typical of giant star-forming regions and molecular clouds. Advantage was taken

of the unique opportunities o�ered by near-infrared imaging spectroscopy with the 3D

instrument, and by mid-infrared observations with the Short Wavelength Spectrometer

on board the ISO satellite. These data provided crucial diagnostics for the physical

conditions of the ISM and the composition of the stellar population, several of which

were previously inaccessible or very di�cult to observe. Together with existing data

at other wavelengths and with the application of an evolutionary synthesis model,

the 3D and ISO data enabled the investigation of crucial star formation parameters,

the characterization of the star formation process in a starburst environment, and the

determination of the spatial and chronological evolution of starburst activity in M82.

The main results are summarized here.

For the interpretation and modeling of the 3D and ISO data, various tools were

developed. In chapter 2, a new library of moderate resolution spectra of giants and

supergiants obtained with 3D was presented. This new library widens existing near-

infrared stellar spectral atlases. The data on several absorption features from these

libraries were combined to provide useful diagnostics for the composition of evolved

stellar populations and the contributions of featureless sources of continuum emission

in studies of composite systems, in particular the CO bandheads at 1.62�m and 2.29�m

and the Si I feature at 1.59�m.

In chapter 3, the evolutionary synthesis code STARS was optimized for applica-

tions to infrared observations of starburst galaxies. The stellar evolutionary tracks
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for intermediate-mass stars were extended to the thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant

branch phase, during which they make a signi�cant contribution to the integrated

bolometric and near-infrared luminosities. The data on near-infrared stellar absorp-

tion features from the 3D library and similar atlases were implemented in STARS to

augment the number of predicted properties. New models were developed for the evo-

lutionary synthesis of ensembles of evolving stellar clusters and of the nebular emission

spectrum they excite in surrounding H II regions. These models are based on results

from STARS and from the photoionization code CLOUDY. For a given global upper

mass cuto� of the IMF, the e�ects on the integrated properties of a distribution of clus-

ter masses and luminosities can amount up to a factor of a few compared to predictions

for a single cluster.

In chapters 5 and 6, nebular analysis and stellar population synthesis were applied

to the 3D and ISO data of M82, together with existing data in the literature. The

extinction towards the ionized gas and towards the evolved stars was constrained. Ex-

tinction models consisting of obscuring dust mixed with the sources are appropriate for

the global extinction towards the ionized gas. The ISO data suggest possible deviations

from the widely used Draine extinction law between 3�m and 10�m. Extinction laws

in this wavelength range were, so far, poorly determined because of the lack of accurate

diagnostics. The ISO data have now �lled this void. The data for M82 are consistent

with the extinction law found from ISO observations towards the Galactic Center (Lutz

et al. 1996), indicating more extinction than predicted for standard graphite-silicate

mixtures of interstellar dust. The physical conditions of the ISM within the H II regions

of M82 were determined, including the electron density, the gas-phase abundances and

the ionization parameter. The abundances are nearly solar or slightly above for Ne

and Ar, and one-fourth solar for S, perhaps due to depletion onto interstellar dust

grains. The relative distributions of the ionizing stellar clusters, of the ionized gas, and

of the molecular gas were investigated in order to determine the appropriate equiva-

lent geometry and e�ective ionization parameter for photoionization modeling of M82.

Signi�cant spatial variations in the composition of the stellar population, especially for

the evolved stars, are derived on small spatial scales. Red supergiants dominate the

near-infrared luminosity over most of the starburst core of M82, and their metallicity

is roughly solar. The contribution to the total near-infrared continuum emission from

hot dust also varies spatially and amounts to 30% � 50% in some regions.

In chapter 7, evolutionary synthesis modeling of M82 was presented. Application to

the global properties as well as to those of individual regions on scales as small as a few

tens of parsecs led to a detailed quantitative picture of starburst activity in M82. The

data are consistent with the formation of very massive stars, which are now evolved or

dead. Starburst activity has occurred in individual burst sites. With typical parsec- or
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10-parsec scales, the formation of very massive stars, and short burst timescales of a few

million years or less, these burst sites are similar to Galactic and near-extragalactic

high-mass star-forming regions. The low-mass IMF is still poorly constrained. The

data do not require an abrupt truncation of the IMF at a few solar masses, as often

believed. For a Salpeter IMF, stars down to about 0.7 M

�

can form without exceeding

a plausible mass limit for the starburst populations. Alternatively, the IMF can extend

down to 0.1 M

�

provided it attens su�ciently below 1 M

�

. Finally, if the inection

point is moved to a few solar masses, a less severe attening is required. This result

is di�cult to interpret since the low-mass IMF in templates of high-mass star-forming

regions in the Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds is also still very uncertain.

The spatial distribution of the burst ages and intensities has made it possible to

retrace the detailed spatial and chronological evolution of starburst activity in M82.

The most outstanding result is the episodic nature of the global starbursts, with typical

timescale < 10

7

yr. This is signi�cantly shorter than the usual assumptions of continu-

ous star formation during 10

7

�10

8

yr. While such short burst timescales are expected

locally because of the stellar winds and supernova explosions rapidly disrupting the

surrounding ISM, this is a surprising result for global star formation activity. This

result suggests that intense starburst activity has a�ected the large-scale dynamical

processes which provided the gas supply (for instance bar-driven mechanisms), and

therefore also plays a dominant role in its own, global evolution.

This dissertation demonstrates the importance of spatially detailed analyses and

modeling for the understanding of the starburst phenomenon. Only with such data

can realistic evolutionary scenarios be established and global properties be correctly

interpreted. The nature and evolution of starburst activity in M82 pose important

constraints on theoretical modeling of the dynamics of star-forming galaxies. As repre-

sentative of starburst galaxies as M82 may be in its global properties, similar studies

of other starburst systems in a variety of galactic environments will be crucial to out-

line the generalities of the starburst phenomenon and identify the characteristics which

depend most sensitively on the dynamics and physical conditions of the host system.

This is particularly important in order to provide appropriate templates for the in-

vestigation of the star formation history and galaxy evolution in the early Universe.

A few studies comparable to that presented here have been conducted recently (e.g.

for NGC253 and IC 342; Engelbracht et al. 1998; B�oker et al. 1997). With the rapid

development of instruments with capabilities similar to or better than 3D and those

on board ISO, coupled with the new generation of large ground-based telescopes and

future satellite missions, such essential detailed studies should be much easier to carry

out in the near-future.
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Appendix A

Stellar evolution

The present work makes an extensive use of stellar libraries and stellar evolutionary

models. This appendix is intended to provide a more general overview of stellar evo-

lution, and to identify the speci�c stellar populations, and thus evolutionary phases,

usually accessible with near- and mid-infrared observations of starburst galaxies.

Stellar evolution theory is amply discussed in a number of astronomy textbooks

(e.g. Clayton 1983; Kippenhahn & Weigert 1991). Several review articles in the past

�fteen years have focused on particular evolutionary phases in light of new observations

and improvements in theoretical modeling (e.g. Iben & Renzini 1983; Chiosi & Maeder

1986; Chiosi, Bertelli & Bressan 1992; Maeder & Conti 1994). This appendix is based

on these references, as well as on various others which provide exhaustive details on

theoretical modeling and empirical data related to the evolution of stars, including

Maeder & Meynet (1989, 1994), Sweigart, Greggio & Renzini (1990), Boothroyd &

Sackmann (1988a,b,c,d), Bedijn (1988), Groenewegen & de Jong (1993), Groenewegen,

van den Hoeck & de Jong (1995), Forestini & Charbonnel (1997).

A.1 Basic stellar evolution

Independently of the chemical composition, stars can be classi�ed in three categories

according to their initial mass (m

0

), evolutionary history and �nal fate: low-mass stars,

intermediate-mass stars and massive stars. Low-mass stars have m

0

between 0.08 M

�

(the minimummass for the onset of hydrogen burning at a rapid enough rate to stop the

gravitational collapse) and 2 M

�

. Intermediate-mass stars have 2 M

�

< m

0

< 8 M

�
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Table A.1: Typical lifetime of stars in various evolutionary phases (in units of 10

6

years)

(a)

m

0

H-burning He-burning TP-AGB C-burning

[M

�

] phase phase phase phase

120 2.5614 0.4145 | 0.009498

85 2.8228 0.3923 | 0.006734

60 3.4469 0.4233 | 0.009144

40 4.3032 0.4648 | 0.008947

25 6.4077 0.6297 | 0.009385

20 8.1409 0.7885 | 0.01418

15 11.5842 1.1160 | 0.02793

12 16.0176 1.5689 | 0.04931

9 26.3886 2.6233 | 0.11706

7 43.1880 4.7260 0.52 |

5 94.4591 12.4288 0.32 |

4 164.734 26.1720 0.55 |

3 352.503 86.1926 1.37 |

2.5 584.916 145.365 1.38 |

2 1115.94 240.930 1.39 |

1.7 1827.31 | | |

1.5 2694.65 | | |

1.25 4912.63 | | |

1 9961.73 | | |

0.9 15500.30 | | |

0.8 25027.88 | | |

(a)

Lifetimes in the H-, He- and C-burning phases are from Schaller et al. (1992). Lifetimes in the

thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) phase are from Bedijn (1988).

and massive stars have m

0

above 8 M

�

. The exact limits depend on the chemical

composition, and on the details of the modeling.

The physical properties of stars change as they evolve. Their evolution can be

partly described in terms of the e�ective temperature (T

e�

) and bolometric luminosity

(L

bol

), and most conveniently by means of the theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell dia-

gram (HRD), illustrated in �gure A.1 for representative model stars. Typical lifetimes

for various phases are given in table A.1. The initial chemical composition a�ects

somewhat the evolutionary tracks, which also vary between di�erent authors, but the

general features remain the same.
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Fig. A.1.| Evolutionary paths in the theoretical HRD of model stars with solar metal-

licity and di�erent initial masses (Schaller et al. 1992: low-mass stars up to the He-ash,

intermediate-mass stars up to the end of the E-AGB, high-mass stars up to the end of core-C

burning; Bedijn 1988: TP-AGB for intermediate-mass stars). The spectral types for di�erent

temperatures are labeled at the top of the diagram. The slow phases of nuclear burning

are indicated with grey shade; the particular phases accessible with near- and mid-infrared

observations are indicated by the dotted lines. ZAMS stands for zero-age main-sequence;

RGB for red giant branch; HB for horizontal branch; E-AGB and TP-AGB for early and

thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch; BSG, YSG and RSG for blue, yellow and red

supergiants; LBV for luminous blue variables; and WR for Wolf-Rayet stars (see text).
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A.1.1 Core and shell H-burning, core He-burning

The �rst | and longest | phase in the life of a star is that of core H-burning, and

progressive formation of a He-rich core, on the main sequence (MS). For stars with

m

0

<

�

1 M

�

, this occurs in radiative conditions, whereas in the more massive ones,

the nuclear and gravitational energy is transferred by convection. The position on the

MS is primarily determined by m

0

. Observationally, luminosity class V stars of all

temperatures (also called \dwarfs") lie on the MS.

After the MS phase, low-mass stars develop a degenerate helium core and ascend

the red giant branch (RGB) until violent core He-burning begins in a thermonuclear

runaway (the \He-ash"). The degeneracy is gradually removed and the He-burning

proceeds quiescently in a convective core while the star is on the horizontal branch

(HB). Meanwhile, hydrogen continues burning in a shell.

Intermediate- and high-mass stars up to about 15 M

�

evolve rapidly to the red

giant/supergiant region, burning hydrogen in a thin shell above a rapidly contracting

and heating core, composed essentially of helium. Helium is ignited in non-degenerate

conditions when the central temperature and density reach the appropriate threshold

values. Convective core He-burning takes place in two regions, �rst near the Hayashi

line

1

at low T

e�

, then in the \blue band" at higher T

e�

owing to the \blue loops".

The evolution of higher mass stars is more complicated because it is dominated by

important mass-loss through stellar winds and by convection. Briey, the stars become

cooler and move redward in the HRD. Stars with m

0

below about 25 M

�

become red

supergiants, those with m

0

< 20 M

�

loop blueward (blue supergiants) and then move

back as red supergiants again. Stars with m

0

between about 25 M

�

and 60 M

�

�rst

become blue supergiants and then, red supergiants. If mass-loss is important enough,

the H-rich envelope is completely lost, the helium core is exposed, the stars move

consequently blueward beyond the MS and they become good candidates for Wolf-

Rayet stars. The most massive stars, on the other hand, have such strong stellar winds

that their outer layers are peeled o� rapidly even prior to core He-burning and become

Wolf-Rayet stars, after a short time spent as luminous blue variables.

Core He-burning turns helium into carbon, oxygen and traces of heavier elements.

After core He-exhaustion, stars are composed of a C-O core, a He-burning shell and, in

low- and intermediate-mass stars, an H-rich envelope at the base of which an H-burning

shell is active.

1

de�ned as the locus of fully convective stars, and representing the borderline between allowed

and forbidden regions in the HRD (at lower and higher T

e�

respectively) for stars in hydrostatic

equilibrium and with fully adjusted convection
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A.1.2 Later evolutionary phases

Following core He-exhaustion, low- and intermediate-mass stars evolve through the

asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase, itself divided in the early-AGB (or E-AGB) and

the thermally-pulsing AGB (or TP-AGB). During the E-AGB, the C-O core becomes

degenerate while the H-rich envelope expands, eventually extinguishes, cools, falls back

and ultimately reignites. The TP-AGB, or double-shell burning phase, then begins. It

is characterized by successive cycles of unstable shell He-burning in a thermonuclear

runaway (\He-shell ash"), radial expansion until the He-burning becomes quiescent,

followed by shell H-burning once the envelope has fallen back again. H-burning provides

most of the luminosity during 90% of the period between two ashes, while He-burning,

during only 10%. The TP-AGB phase ends when the H-rich envelope is lost due to

stellar winds, leaving a hot, central white dwarf illuminating a planetary nebula. In

very low-mass stars (m

0

<

�

1 M

�

), the ejection of the envelope may be completed even

before the TP-AGB phase begins. In principle, stars with m

0

> 4 � 6 M

�

could build

up a C-O core reaching the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.4 M

�

, when carbon in the highly

degenerate C-O core would ignite in a deagration; however, this is not con�rmed by

observations.

Massive stars, on the other hand, develop a non-degenerate C-O core and ignite

carbon non-violently. Through a series of nuclear burnings, they proceed either to

the construction of an iron core and subsequent photodissociation instability with core

collapse and supernova explosion (for m

0

>

�

12 M

�

), or following a more complicated

scheme, undergo core collapse and supernova explosion (8 M

�

< m

0

<

�

12 M

�

). In

both cases, the remnant consists of a degenerate neutron star. These stages succeed

to one another so rapidly that the details are barely relevant for the understanding of

observational HRDs or in the modeling of evolving stellar populations.

A.1.3 Mass-loss and internal mixing

Mass-loss by stellar winds is important during all evolutionary phases in massive stars,

and lead to Wolf-Rayet stars for m

0

>

�

25 M

�

, as already mentioned above. In lower

mass stars, signi�cant mass-loss occurs during the RGB and AGB phases. For instance,

OH/IR stars, severely obscured and identi�ed primarily by their 1612 MHz OH maser

emission originating in a thick dusty envelope, presumably correspond to a phase of

substantial mass-loss on the TP-AGB. Planetary nebulae are thought to be the ejecta

resulting from \superwinds" at the end of the AGB evolution.
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Mixing between zones of di�erent chemical composition in stellar interiors can occur

through a variety of processes such as convection and rotational shears, whose relative

importance varies in di�erent types of stars. Various convective instabilities play an

important role in the evolution of stars of all masses. In addition, changes in the surface

composition of stars are attributed notably to the inward extension of a convective

envelope or layer until it reaches processed material which is thereby dredged-up to the

surface. This occurs, in low- and intermediate-mass stars, during the RGB phase close

to the Hayashi line (�rst dredge-up), during the E-AGB phase (second dredge-up), and

recurrently during the TP-AGB phase (third dredge-up). In particular, in the current

picture of TP-AGB evolution, oxygen-rich stars with surface abundance C=O < 1

can be transformed into carbon-rich stars with C=O > 1 via the third dredge-up.

Observationally, these objects are associated notably with oxygen-rich Mira variables

and N-type carbon stars respectively. Intermediate stages with C/O of about unity

presumably correspond to the MS, S and SC spectral types.

Mass-loss and internal mixing are determinant factors a�ecting the evolution of

stars and the duration of various phases. However, these processes as well as the

conditions under which they may occur are still ill-understood, and remain among the

major sources of uncertainties in theoretical modeling of stellar evolution and stellar

atmospheres (e.g. Langer & Maeder 1995; Maeder & Meynet 1996; Gronewegen, van

den Hoek & de Jong 1995; van den Hoek & Groenewegen 1997).

A.2 Evolutionary phases accessible with near- and

mid-infrared observations of starburst galaxies

Generally speaking, the stars which are directly observable at a given wavelength in a

composite system are those which, by the combined e�ects of temperature, luminosity

and number, dominate the integrated emission of a stellar population. At near-infrared

wavelengths, the coolest stars | late-G, K and M types, with temperatures in the

range 2500 K� 5000 K | will dominate the luminosity because their spectral energy

distributions peak around 1�m. For a normal initial mass function (IMF), red giants

are statistically less numerous than red dwarfs because of their shorter lifetimes, but

since they are orders of magnitude more luminous, their emission will dominate the

near-infrared continuum whenever they are present. Similarly, AGB stars and red

supergiants will outshine the more numerous but less luminous red giants. The broad-

band colours and the absorption features produced in the atmosphere of cool stars

allow the characterization of their average properties, such as temperature, luminosity
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and chemical composition. In starburst galaxies, red supergiants formed in recent and

intense star formation events (� 10 � 50 Myr ago) often dominate the near-infrared

luminosity (e.g. Ridgway, Wynn-Williams & Becklin 1994; Goldader et al. 1995).

Beyond 3�m, stars are usually not directly observable anymore in starburst galax-

ies, due to their decreasing spectral energy distributions which are by far surpassed by

thermal dust emission. However, hot, massive stars become indirectly observable via

the emission-line spectra they excite in the surrounding H II regions, in the mid-infrared

as well as in the near-infrared (hydrogen and helium recombination lines, �ne-structure

lines of most abundant atoms). The absolute and relative line intensities depend on the

physical conditions and chemical abundances of the nebula, but also on the spectral

energy distributions of the ionizing sources. The average temperature and luminosity

of the exciting stars can thereby be constrained.

A.3 Stellar properties

Some of the most relevant stellar properties are given in tables A.2, A.3 and A.4

for \normal" main-sequence, giant and supergiant stars. Classes of peculiar stars of

interest in this work include variable AGB stars and carbon stars. In contrast to normal

stars, no de�nitive classi�cation in terms of fundamental physical parameters exists for

these stars. This is mainly due to the scarcity of systematic and exhaustive studies

of these rare stars, and to their complex and variable nature which make temperature

and luminosity determinations, for example, very di�cult. The main characteristics of

AGB and carbon stars are summarized below.

AGB stars can be classi�ed in three categories depending on the nature of their

variability: the regular Mira variables, the semi-regular variables of type SRa and SRb,

and the irregular variables of type Lb. The periodicity typically ranges from � 10 to

� 2000 days. These classes can be further divided according to surface composition into

oxygen-rich (e.g. Miras, or very late M-type stars), carbon-rich (e.g. N-type carbon

stars) and intermediate composition (e.g. MS, S and SC stars). All these subtypes

are presumably in the TP-AGB phase, except for some oxygen-rich SRb's which are

thought to lie on the E-AGB. Additional TP-AGB stars include the OH/IR stars and

Infrared Carbon Stars, which generally have very thick oxygen- or carbon-rich dust

envelopes and are often completely obscured at optical wavelengths. TP-AGB stars

have luminosities of the order of 10

3

�10

4

L

�

, temperatures of about 1500�3000 K and

mass-loss rates in the range 10

�8

� 10

�4

M

�

yr

�1

. More details can be found notably

in Claussen et al. (1987), Jura (1988), Jura & Kleinmann (1989, 1992a, 1992b), Jura,
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Yamamoto & Kleinmann (1993), Epchtein, Le Bertre & L�epine (1990), L�epine, Ortiz &

Epchtein (1995), Groenewegen et al. (1992), Kerschbaum & Hron (1992), Kerschbaum,

Lazaro & Habison (1996).

The term \carbon star" actually designates a heterogeneous group of stars which

are related primarily through their spectral properties rather than being associated to

a particular evolutionary phase. Carbon stars were originally identi�ed by the e�ects of

deep absorption features from carbon compounds in their optical spectra (e.g. Secchi

1868; Cannon & Pickering 1918; Shane 1928; Keenan & Morgan 1941; Yamashita 1972,

1975; Keenan 1993). These stars are usually divided in three subclasses: the N, R and

CH types. They correspond to distinct stellar populations di�ering notably in detailed

chemical composition, mean luminosity, temperature range, as well as in space velocity

and distribution in our Galaxy (e.g. Keenan 1993; Parthasarathy 1991). Their only

common property is a photospheric carbon overabundance (C=O > 1). The N stars

are concentrated in the Galactic plane, have high luminosities of 10

3

� 10

4

L

�

, low

e�ective temperatures about 3000 K, enhanced abundances of s-process elements such

as Ba and Zr, and are often surrounded by circumstellar shells (e.g. Wallerstein 1973;

Tsuji 1981a, 1981c; Ohnaka & Tsuji 1996). These facts suggest that they lie on the

TP-AGB where they undergo double-shell burning and mass-loss.

Early-R and CH stars, on the other hand, have temperatures and luminosities simi-

lar to normal �eld G and K giants. Early-R stars belong to the old disk population, do

not exhibit enhancements of s-process elements and are

13

C-rich. They have presum-

ably not yet experienced double-shell burning and are possibly related to the He-core

ash (e.g. Dominy 1985; Parthasarathy 1991). The status of late-R stars is still not

clear because of the di�culty in distinguishing them from the hottest N stars (Keenan

1993). The CH stars are predominantly population II giants with high s-process el-

ements abundances and a high incidence of duplicity, suggesting a connection with

barium stars (e.g. Dominy 1985; Parthasarathy 1991). Their overabundance of carbon

could be due to mass transfer in a binary system (e.g. McClure 1989).
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Table A.2: Physical parameters of main-sequence stars

Type T

e�

L

bol

m logQ

Lyc

L

V

L

K

[K] [L

�

] [M

�

] [s

�1

] [L

�

] [L

�

]

O3 51230 1:1� 10

6

87.6 49.87 2:1� 10

3

6:8� 10

1

O4 48670 7:6� 10

5

68.9 49.70 1:7� 10

3

5:5� 10

1

O4.5 47400 6:4� 10

5

62.3 49.61 1:5� 10

3

5:0� 10

1

O5 46120 5:3� 10

5

56.6 49.53 1:4� 10

3

4:5� 10

1

O5.5 44840 4:4� 10

5

50.4 49.43 1:2� 10

3

4:1� 10

1

O6 43560 3:7� 10

5

45.2 49.34 1:1� 10

3

3:7� 10

1

O6.5 42280 3:1� 10

5

41.0 49.23 1:0� 10

3

3:3� 10

1

O7 41010 2:5� 10

5

37.7 49.12 9:0� 10

2

3:0� 10

1

O7.5 39730 2:1� 10

5

34.1 49.00 8:2� 10

2

2:7� 10

1

O8 38450 1:7� 10

5

30.8 48.87 7:4� 10

2

2:4� 10

1

O8.5 37170 1:4� 10

5

28.0 48.72 6:7� 10

2

2:2� 10

1

O9 35900 1:2� 10

5

25.4 48.56 6:0� 10

2

2:0� 10

1

O9.5 34620 9:4� 10

4

23.3 48.38 5:4� 10

2

1:9� 10

1

B0 33340 7:6� 10

4

21.2 48.16 4:9� 10

2

1:7� 10

1

B0.5 32060 6:2� 10

4

19.3 47.90 4:4� 10

2

1:6� 10

1

B1 25400 1:6� 10

4

13.0 | 1:9� 10

2

7:4� 10

0

B2 22000 5:7� 10

3

9.8 | 4:7� 10

1

7:1� 10

0

B5 15400 8:3� 10

2

5.9 | 2:1� 10

1

1:6� 10

0

B8 11900 1:8� 10

2

3.8 | 1:2� 10

1

7:4� 10

�1

A0 9520 5:4� 10

1

2.9 | 5:8� 10

0

4:5� 10

�1

F0 7200 6:5� 10

0

1.6 | 8:4� 10

�1

1:3� 10

�1

G0 6030 1:5� 10

0

1.05 | 1:8� 10

�1

4:2� 10

�2

G2 5860 1:1� 10

0

1.00 | 1:3� 10

�1

3:7� 10

�2

G5 5770 7:9� 10

�1

0.92 | 9:2� 10

�2

9:5� 10

�3

G8 5570 6:6� 10

�1

0.87 | 6:4� 10

�2

2:1� 10

�2

K0 5250 4:2� 10

�1

0.79 | 4:4� 10

�2

1:7� 10

�2

K1 5080 3:7� 10

�1

0.77 | 3:7� 10

�2

1:8� 10

�2

K2 4900 2:9� 10

�1

0.74 | 2:8� 10

�2

1:7� 10

�2

K3 4730 2:6� 10

�1

0.72 | 2:3� 10

�2

1:8� 10

�2

K4 4590 1:9� 10

�1

0.69 | 1:6� 10

�2

1:6� 10

�2

K5 4350 1:5� 10

�1

0.67 | 1:1� 10

�2

1:4� 10

�2

M0 3850 7:7� 10

�2

0.51 | 3:0� 10

�3

4:7� 10

�3

M1 3720 6:1� 10

�2

0.46 | 1:9� 10

�3

3:7� 10

�3

M2 3580 4:5� 10

�2

0.40 | 1:1� 10

�3

2:7� 10

�3

M3 3470 3:6� 10

�2

0.33 | 7:0� 10

�4

2:1� 10

�3

M4 3370 1:9� 10

�2

0.27 | 3:0� 10

�4

1:2� 10

�3

M5 3240 1:1� 10

�2

0.21 | 1:2� 10

�4

5:9� 10

�4

M6 3050 5:3� 10

�3

0.17 | 4:0� 10

�5

2:5� 10

�4

Column 1: spectral type; column 2: e�ective temperature; column 3: bolometric luminosity; column

4: mass; column 5: logarithm of the production rate of Lyman continuum photons; column 6: V -band

luminosity (� = 5500

�

A, �� = 890

�

A); column 7: K-band luminosity (� = 2:2 �m, �� = 0:6 �m).

Data are from Vacca, Garmany & Shull (1996) and Schmidt-Kaler (1982). The L

K

is computed from

the L

V

using the broad-band colours from Koornneef (1983b).
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Table A.3: Physical parameters of giant stars

Type T

e�

L

bol

m logQ

Lyc

L

V

L

K

[K] [L

�

] [M

�

] [s

�1

] [L

�

] [L

�

]

O3 50960 1:4� 10

6

101.4 49.99 2:8� 10

3

|

O4 48180 1:1� 10

6

82.8 49.86 2:5� 10

3

|

O4.5 46800 9:8� 10

5

75.8 49.80 2:4� 10

3

|

O5 45410 8:6� 10

5

68.4 49.73 2:3� 10

3

|

O5.5 44020 7:5� 10

5

62.0 49.65 2:2� 10

3

|

O6 42640 6:6� 10

5

56.6 49.58 2:1� 10

3

|

O6.5 41250 5:7� 10

5

52.0 49.50 2:0� 10

3

|

O7 39860 5:0� 10

5

47.4 49.41 1:9� 10

3

|

O7.5 38480 4:3� 10

5

43.0 49.32 1:8� 10

3

|

O8 37090 3:7� 10

5

39.0 49.22 1:7� 10

3

|

O8.5 35700 3:2� 10

5

35.6 49.12 1:6� 10

3

|

O9 34320 2:7� 10

5

32.6 48.97 1:5� 10

3

|

O9.5 32930 2:3� 10

5

29.9 48.78 1:5� 10

3

|

B0 31540 1:9� 10

5

27.4 48.55 1:4� 10

3

|

B0.5 30160 1:6� 10

5

25.1 48.27 1:3� 10

3

|

B1 24000 3:9� 10

4

17 | 5:8� 10

2

|

B2 20300 1:7� 10

4

15 | 3:7� 10

2

|

B5 15000 1:8� 10

3

7 | 7:7� 10

1

|

B8 12400 4:6� 10

2

5 | 3:0� 10

1

|

A0 10100 1:1� 10

2

4 | 1:0� 10

1

|

F0 7150 2:0� 10

1

2.5 | 2:5� 10

0

|

G0 5850 3:4� 10

1

1.0 | 4:0� 10

0

|

G2 5450 4:0� 10

1

1.1 | 4:4� 10

0

|

G5 5150 4:3� 10

1

1.1 | 4:4� 10

0

2:4� 10

0

G8 4900 5:1� 10

1

1.1 | 4:8� 10

0

2:7� 10

0

K0 4750 6:0� 10

1

1.1 | 5:3� 10

0

3:6� 10

0

K1 4600 6:9� 10

1

1.1 | 5:8� 10

0

4:4� 10

0

K2 4420 7:9� 10

1

1.2 | 6:4� 10

0

5:3� 10

0

K3 4200 1:1� 10

2

1.2 | 7:7� 10

0

8:7� 10

0

K4 4000 1:7� 10

2

1.2 | 1:0� 10

1

1:5� 10

1

K5 3950 2:2� 10

2

1.2 | 1:2� 10

1

2:8� 10

1

M0 3800 3:3� 10

2

1.2 | 1:5� 10

1

3:5� 10

1

M1 3720 4:3� 10

2

1.2 | 1:6� 10

1

4:5� 10

1

M2 3620 5:5� 10

2

1.3 | 1:8� 10

1

6:3� 10

1

M3 3530 7:0� 10

2

1.3 | 1:8� 10

1

9:6� 10

1

M4 3430 8:8� 10

2

| | 1:6� 10

1

1:7� 10

2

M5 3330 9:3� 10

2

| | 1:3� 10

1

3:1� 10

2

M6 3240 1:1� 10

3

| | 1:2� 10

1

7:1� 10

2

Column 1: spectral type; column 2: e�ective temperature; column 3: bolometric luminosity; column

4: mass; column 5: logarithm of the production rate of Lyman continuum photons; column 6: V -band

luminosity (� = 5500

�

A, �� = 890

�

A); column 7: K-band luminosity (� = 2:2 �m, �� = 0:6 �m).

Data are from Vacca, Garmany & Shull (1996) and Schmidt-Kaler (1982). The L

K

is computed from

the L

V

using the broad-band colours from Koornneef (1983b).
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Table A.4: Physical parameters of supergiant stars

Type T

e�

L

bol

m logQ

Lyc

L

V

L

K

[K] [L

�

] [M

�

] [s

�1

] [L

�

] [L

�

]

O3 50680 1:9� 10

6

115.9 50.11 3:7� 10

3

|

O4 47690 1:6� 10

6

104.7 50.02 3:7� 10

3

|

O4.5 46200 1:5� 10

6

95.7 49.98 3:7� 10

3

|

O5 44700 1:4� 10

6

86.5 49.93 3:8� 10

3

|

O5.5 43210 1:3� 10

6

79.5 49.87 3:8� 10

3

|

O6 41710 1:2� 10

6

74.7 49.81 3:8� 10

3

|

O6.5 40210 1:1� 10

6

69.6 49.75 3:8� 10

3

|

O7 38720 9:6� 10

5

64.3 49.69 3:9� 10

3

|

O7.5 37220 8:7� 10

5

59.2 49.62 3:9� 10

3

|

O8 35730 7:9� 10

5

54.8 49.54 3:9� 10

3

|

O8.5 34230 7:0� 10

5

50.6 49.45 3:9� 10

3

|

O9 32740 6:3� 10

5

46.7 49.33 4:0� 10

3

1:4� 10

2

O9.5 31240 5:5� 10

5

43.1 49.17 4:0� 10

3

1:5� 10

2

B0 26000 2:6� 10

5

25 | 3:7� 10

3

1:5� 10

2

B1 20800 1:5� 10

5

24 | 3:7� 10

3

1:7� 10

2

B2 18500 1:1� 10

5

23 | 3:7� 10

3

2:0� 10

2

B5 13600 5:2� 10

4

20 | 3:0� 10

3

2:1� 10

2

B8 11200 4:0� 10

4

17 | 3:0� 10

3

2:4� 10

2

A0 9730 3:5� 10

4

16 | 3:3� 10

3

3:1� 10

2

F0 7700 3:2� 10

4

12 | 4:4� 10

3

6:1� 10

2

G0 5550 3:0� 10

4

10 | 3:7� 10

3

1:1� 10

3

G2 5200 2:9� 10

4

11 | 3:3� 10

3

1:1� 10

3

G5 4850 2:9� 10

4

12 | 3:0� 10

3

1:2� 10

3

G8 4600 2:9� 10

4

13 | 2:8� 10

3

1:3� 10

3

K0 4420 2:9� 10

4

13 | 2:5� 10

3

1:4� 10

3

K1 4330 3:0� 10

4

13 | 2:5� 10

3

1:6� 10

3

K2 4250 2:9� 10

4

13 | 2:3� 10

3

1:7� 10

3

K3 4080 3:3� 10

4

13 | 2:3� 10

3

2:2� 10

3

K4 3950 3:4� 10

4

13 | 2:1� 10

3

2:6� 10

3

K5 3850 3:8� 10

4

13 | 2:1� 10

3

4:9� 10

3

M0 3650 4:1� 10

4

13 | 1:8� 10

3

4:6� 10

3

M1 3550 4:4� 10

4

16 | 1:8� 10

3

5:3� 10

3

M2 3450 5:5� 10

4

19 | 1:8� 10

3

7:2� 10

3

M3 3200 5:6� 10

4

21 | 1:8� 10

3

1:2� 10

4

M4 2980 1:6� 10

5

22 | 1:8� 10

3

2:2� 10

4

M5 2800 3:0� 10

5

24 | 1:8� 10

3

4:5� 10

4

M6 2600 4:5� 10

5

25 | 1:8� 10

3

|

Column 1: spectral type; column 2: e�ective temperature; column 3: bolometric luminosity; column

4: mass; column 5: logarithm of the production rate of Lyman continuum photons; column 6: V -band

luminosity (� = 5500

�

A, �� = 890

�

A); column 7: K-band luminosity (� = 2:2 �m, �� = 0:6 �m).

Data are from Vacca, Garmany & Shull (1996) and Schmidt-Kaler (1982). The L

K

is computed from

the L

V

using the broad-band colours from Koornneef (1983b).
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Appendix B

The evolutionary synthesis code

STARS

Evolutionary synthesis models presented in this work are based on the code STARS

developed by Kovo, Sternberg & Alexander (1998; see also Krabbe, Sternberg & Gen-

zel 1994). STARS was briey described in chapter 3, along with the details of the

improvements made in the context of this thesis. This appendix complements chapter

3 with a more complete description of the basic synthesis algorithm followed in STARS,

of the input parameters required, of the properties predicted, and of the theoretical

and empirical data used to compute the various output quantities.

B.1 Overview of synthesis techniques

In general, all existing evolutionary synthesis models compute isochrones from available

sets of stellar tracks. Various approaches can be followed to obtain the distribution

of stars in the theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD), and these can lead to

signi�cant di�erences in the predicted integrated stellar properties. It is thus important

to understand the particularities of di�erent synthesis techniques in order to assess the

advantages and limitations of a given technique for applications to a speci�c study.

STARS is based on the conventional synthesis technique, and is similar to other

models developed by several investigators in the past (e.g. Tinsley 1968, 1972; Huchra

1977; Bruzual 1983; Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange 1987; Doyon, Joseph & Wright

1994; Leitherer & Heckman 1995). In such models, stars are binned in mass and each
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mass bin is rigidly assigned to a �xed evolutionary track. At a given age, stars in a

given mass bin populate a segment on their track whose length is determined by the

stars' age dispersion and, in turn, by the star formation timescale. Thus, the HRD of

the evolving population at that age is approximated by the collection of the populated

segments on the �nite number of tracks.

Alternatively, the fuel consumption theorem states that the contribution of stars

in any post-main-sequence stage to the integrated bolometric luminosity of a burst

population is proportional to the amount of nuclear fuel burnt by the stars during

that stage (e.g. Renzini 1981; Renzini & Buzzoni 1986; Buzzoni 1989). Models based

on this theorem usually assume that for an instantaneous burst population, a given

isochrone can be approximated beyond the main sequence by the evolutionary track

of the current main-sequence turno� mass, and assign the same initial mass function

(IMF) weight to all evolved stars.

Finally, Charlot & Bruzual (1991) introduced the isochrone synthesis method in

applications to evolutionary synthesis of galaxies. Continuous (in mass) isochrones are

computed by interpolating in the HRD between the stellar tracks available for evolu-

tionary stages of equivalent physical signi�cance. The number of stars of a given mass

on the isochrone is inferred from the IMF. The resulting isochrones for an evolving,

coeval stellar population thus vary smoothly. The integrated properties for a burst pop-

ulation with �nite star formation rate (SFR) are then inferred by means of convolution

integrals. This approach allows a more accurate determination of the distribution of

stars in the HRD compared to conventional models and to those based on the fuel con-

sumption theorem. In addition, it overcomes the uctuations of conventional synthesis

in the limit of short bursts (duration � 1 Gyr) due to the \discreteness" in mass of

the populated segments on the �nite number of stellar tracks. It also avoids the un-

certainties associated with the assumptions involved in the fuel consumption theorem

approach, which may underestimate burst ages.

For applications to young starbursts such as in M82, where the ages are typically

<

�

50 Myr, conventional synthesis is satisfactory. Indeed, because of the very rapid

evolution and large range in bolometric luminosities of massive stars, which dominate

the integrated properties at such ages, the spread in the HRD of the stellar distribution

is large and uctuations are small or negligible.
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B.2 The evolutionary synthesis code STARS

B.2.1 Basic assumptions

The basic assumptions involved in STARS are the following:

� the stellar population is treated as a closed system,

� the SFR varies smoothly with time, independent of the mass of the stars,

� the IMF is a simple function of stellar mass, independent of age,

� the chemical evolution is not important after the onset of star formation,

� the mass return and mechanical energy deposition in the interstellar medium are

neglected, and

� the e�ects of dust and gas are excluded, except for nebular continuum emission.

These simpli�cations are introduced for convenience only. In particular, there is no

solid justi�cation for the independent treatment of the IMF and of the SFR, neither

on theoretical nor on observational grounds. In the case of localized bursts, where the

star formation occurs during relatively short periods (of the order of � 1 � 10 Myr),

the assumptions adopted provide a very good description of the starburst event. For

longer star formation timescales or for very large systems (such as entire galaxies),

these approximations may not be appropriate. However, all arbitrary complex star

formation histories can in principle be represented by the convolution of a series of

single shorter bursts weighted according to their SFR.

The e�ects of dust extinction and the emission from gaseous nebulae excited by

the stars are taken into account separately. More speci�cally, correction for dust ob-

scuration and for the contribution from nebular emission lines must be applied to the

observed data before comparison with the theoretical predictions from STARS. The

emission line spectrum from H II regions excited by the OB stars, for example, can

be modeled a posteriori from the integrated spectral energy distribution (SED) of the

stars using photoionization models. This is done in this work with the code CLOUDY

(Ferland 1996), as described in chapter 3.
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B.2.2 Stellar evolutionary tracks

STARS makes use of the most recent stellar evolutionary tracks from the Geneva group

(Schaller et al. 1992; Schaerer et al. 1993a, 1993b; Charbonnel et al. 1993; Meynet et

al. 1994). These sets cover initial masses in the range m = 0:8 � 120 M

�

for �ve

metallicities (mass fraction of heavy elements Z = 0:001; 0:004; 0:008; 0:020; 0:040) and

two assumptions about the mass-loss rates (\normal" and \high"). The evolution of

high-mass stars is followed up to the end of the C-burning phase, that of intermediate-

mass stars up to the end of the E-AGB phase, and that of low-mass stars up to the

He-ash, i.e. to the onset of He-core burning.

The Geneva tracks give various parameters (such as age, stellar mass, e�ective

temperature, and bolometric luminosity) for 21 initial masses and 51 evolutionary

stages. The actual set of tracks used by STARS is obtained by linear interpolation in

logm of the more widely spaced Geneva tracks. To ensure physical consistency, the

interpolation for a given initial mass m is performed between equivalent evolutionary

points identi�ed on the existing tracks for adjacent masses m

i

and m

i+1

, on either side

of m. The number of interpolated tracks chosen for this work (641) is quite large,

in order to reduce the oscillations inherent to conventional synthesis for short burst

timescales.

B.2.3 Basic algorithms

A power-law IMF speci�es the number of stars formed per unit mass interval between

a lower and an upper mass cuto� m

low

and m

up

:

dN

dm

/ m

��

: (B:1)

An exponentially decaying function describes the SFR:

R(t

b

) = R

0

e

�t

b

=t

sc

; (B:2)

where t

b

is the time elapsed after the onset of star formation (or burst age), t

sc

is the

burst timescale, R(t

b

) and R

0

are the SFR at age t

b

and the initial SFR in M

�

yr

�1

.

An \instantaneous", or \delta" burst is approximated by t

b

� t

sc

while a \constant"

burst corresponds to the limit t

b

� t

sc

.

The total gas mass converted into stars after a time t

b

is

M

?

(t

b

) =

Z

t

b

0

Z

m

up

m

low

�

Am

��+1

� �

R

0

e

�t=t

sc

�

dmdt: (B:3)
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The factor A is introduced to ensure that the IMF is always normalized in mass to

unity independently of m

low

and m

up

, so that the amplitude of the SFR is completely

determined by the user-speci�ed initial SFR R

0

; i.e.

A =

1

R

m

up

m

low

m

��+1

dm

: (B:4)

The total luminosity (bolometric, in a given waveband or at a given wavelength) pro-

duced by the stars alive at age t

b

can be expressed as

L

�

(t

b

) = AR

0

Z

t

b

0

Z

m

up

m

low

L

�

(m; t

b

� t)m

��

e

�t=t

sc

dmdt; (B:5)

where L

�

(m; t

b

� t) equals the luminosity of a star of initial mass m and age t

b

� t.

Any property '

�

that is not intrinsically ux-calibrated (for example, the equivalent

width of a stellar absorption feature) is accordingly weighted by the luminosity at the

corresponding wavelength:

'

�

(t

b

) =

AR

0

L

�

(t

b

)

Z

t

b

0

Z

m

up

m

low

'

�

(m; t

b

� t)L

�

(m; t

b

� t)m

��

e

�t=t

sc

dmdt: (B:6)

Finally, the rate and cumulative number of supernova explosions �

SN

and N

SN

at time

t

b

are computed assuming all stars with initial masses m � 8 M

�

end their life at age

t

SN

(m) as type II supernovae:

�

SN

(t

b

) = AR

0

Z

m

up

8M

�

h(m; t

b

)m

��

e

�t

b

=t

sc

dm; (B:7)

where h(m; t

b

) = 1 if t

b

= t

SN

(m) and is zero otherwise, and

N

SN

(t

b

) = AR

0

Z

m

up

8M

�

Z

t

b

�t

SN

(m)

0

m

��

e

�t=t

sc

dtdm: (B:8)

The algorithm implemented in STARS performs the above computations in the

following way. The stars are binned in mass so that all stars with initial mass in the

interval dm centered at m move along the track for mass m. The number of stars

formed per unit time and unit mass interval at mass m and time t, n(m; t), is simply

proportional to the SFR at time t, with the IMF weight. For a burst age t

b

, these stars

will occupy a position along their track in the HRD determined by the T

e�

and L

bol

they have at an age of t

b

� t. A length element along the track for mass m at time t is

de�ned as ds =

q

(dT

e�

)

2

+ (dL

bol

)

2

. The population in each segment ds for the mass

range dm during the time dt required to evolve a length ds is thus:

N (m;T

e�

; L

bol

; t

b

) ds = n(m; t

b

� t) dmdt: (B:9)

The total distribution in the HRD of the stellar population at age t

b

is obtained by

considering all the evolutionary points (for star ages smaller than t

b

� t) in each evolu-

tionary track for masses betweenm

low

and m

up

. The time integration of the right-hand
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side of Eq.B.9 can be performed analytically since the exponential SFR considered is

an integrable function of time. The HRD is then binned in temperature and luminosity

(a 64�16 grid with bins of equal width in log T

e�

and logL

bol

respectively was used for

this work), with properties assigned to each individual cell. The integrated properties

are obtained by summing over all bins weighting by the number population.

B.2.4 Predicted properties

STARS computes a wide range of broad-band and spectral properties in addition to the

gas mass consumed, and to the rate and cumulative number of supernova explosions

(either integrated or in the form of HRDs). The assignment of the stellar properties to

each HRD bin are based on theoretical models and relationships or on empirical data.

The hydrogen ionizing luminosity, or Lyman continuum luminosity (L

Lyc

) is ob-

tained using the L

Lyc

versus T

e�

relationships for main-sequence stars inferred from

the Kurucz (1992) and Pauldrach et al. (1998) stellar atmosphere models (section

B.3.2). The helium ionizing luminosity (L

He I

) and the luminosity in the 6 � 13:6 eV

photodissociation band (L

PDR

) are computed similarly. The number of hydrogen and

helium ionizing photons produced per unit time (Q

Lyc

and Q

He I

) is computed from

L

Lyc

and L

He I

assuming mean photon energies of 15 eV and 25 eV respectively. The

K-band luminosity (L

K

) is derived in the black-body approximation assuming that the

K-band extends from 1.9�m to 2.5�m,

L

BB

K

=

�B

�

(T

e�

)L

bol

� T

4

e�

��

K

; (B:10)

where B

�

(T

e�

) is the Planck function, � is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and ��

K

is the width in frequency of the K-band. In addition, luminosities and colours in

the V -, J -, H- and K-band are computed using empirical stellar data (section B.3.1).

The contribution of the nebular continuum emission, including free-free and free-bound

processes, is accounted for using

L

neb

��

= Q

Lyc



neb

�

�

B

(H

0

; 10

4

K)

��; (B:11)

where �� is the width in frequency of the band considered, 

neb

�

is the nebular con-

tinuum emission coe�cient at the central band frequency � (taken from Ferland 1980)

and �

B

(H

0

; 10

4

K) is the case B total recombination coe�cient for hydrogen at an

electron temperature T

e

= 10

4

K.

The input parameters and the various integrated properties computed by STARS

are listed in tables B.2 and B.3 at the end of this appendix.
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B.3 Recent improvements to STARS

As part of this thesis work, two additional features were implemented in STARS in

order to optimize the code for applications to near-infrared observations of starburst

galaxies: the extension of the evolutionary tracks for intermediate-mass stars up to the

end of the TP-AGB phase, and the prediction of the equivalent widths (EWs) of near-

infrared stellar absorption features. The implementation of these features is described

in detail in chapter 3.

In addition, empirical photometric data and a new set of model atmospheres for

stars hotter than 25000 K were recently included in STARS to better account for the

energy distributions of cool, evolved stars and hot, massive stars. Indeed, for such

stars, simple black-body approximations or the plane-parallel, static, LTE (local ther-

modynamic equilibrium)models of Kurucz (1992), optimized for e�ective temperatures

in the range 5000 � 20000 K, are inappropriate. The empirical data and new model

atmospheres are briey described in the following.

B.3.1 Empirical photometric stellar properties

For the purpose of computing more accurately the integrated properties of cool stars,

particularly at near-infrared wavelengths, the empirical bolometric corrections from

Schmidt-Kaler (1982) and the broad-band colours from Koornneef (1983b) were imple-

mented in STARS. The transformation between spectral types and e�ective tempera-

tures for the HRD is based on the temperature scales from Schmidt-Kaler (1982), dis-

cussed in chapter 2. The predicted luminosities, magnitudes and colours are expressed

in the photometric system de�ned in Wamsteker (1981, see appendix C), which is very

similar to that adopted by Koornneef (1983a).

Such data are more appropriate since cool stars dominate the integrated near-

infrared emission but have energy distributions which are di�cult to model accurately.

For instance, the treatment of molecular opacities is critical but the lack of laboratory

data (notably on H

2

O) hampers satisfactory theoretical modeling. Furthermore, the

assumptions involved in simple black-body approximations or in the Kurucz models, for

example, do not hold for cool evolved stars, which experience mass-loss, have extended

and expanding atmospheres and may exhibit variability. The di�erences implied by

inadequate energy distributions are illustrated in �gure B.1, where the K-band lumi-

nosities computed in the black-body approximation and using the empirical data for a

simple burst of timescale 1 Myr are compared.
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Fig. B.1.| Ratio of the K-band luminosity computed using empirical data for the stellar

photometric properties, L

K

(colours), to that computed in the black-body approximation,

L

K

(BB). The predictions are shown for a simple single cluster with a Salpeter IMF (� = 2:35)

between 1 M

�

and 100 M

�

, and for a burst with timescale of 1 Myr.

B.3.2 Model atmospheres for hot stars

In the case of hot and massive stars, the most severe deviations to the assumptions

involved in the black-body approximation or in the Kurucz models are due to important

and rapid mass-loss. Since these stars are the primary energy source in H II regions,

and because a key application of the synthetized SEDs generated by STARS is the

nebular photoionization modeling to predict the evolution of diagnostic nebular lines in

starbursts, the choice of appropriate models is crucial. The recent non-LTE models for

stars hotter than 25000 K from Pauldrach et al. (1998) were thus implemented. These

are more realistic for expanding stellar atmospheres with strong, radiation-driven winds

in hot, massive stars.

The main features of the Pauldrach et al. atmospheres include accurate atomic

data for a very detailed multilevel non-LTE treatment of the metal ions, revised in-

clusion of extreme ultraviolet and X-ray radiation by shock-heated matter, and, most

importantly, the consistent calculation of line blocking and blanketing. This results

in generally atter (i.e.harder) SEDs compared to the Kurucz models, as illustrated

in �gure B.2 for main-sequence stars of various temperatures. These di�erences have

important consequences, notably on line ratios sensitive to the shape of the ionizing

spectrum that can be used to infer the star formation parameters in young starbursts.
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Fig. B.2.| Comparison between the Pauldrach et al. (1998) and Kurucz (1992) stellar

atmosphere models (grey and black lines respectively) for main-sequence stars of selected

e�ective temperatures. Top: SEDs for T

e�

= 25000 K (log g = 4:0). Middle: SEDs for

T

e�

= 40000 K (log g = 4:0 for Pauldrach et al. and 4.5 for Kurucz). Bottom: SEDs for

T

e�

= 50000 K (log g = 4:0 for Pauldrach et al. and 5.0 for Kurucz). The ionization edges

for the species of interest in this thesis work are indicated by the vertical lines; the ionization

potentials are given in table B.1.
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Table B.1: Ionization potentials of selected species (in eV)

(a)

Z Element 1

st

ionization 2

nd

ionization 3

rd

ionization

1 H 13.6 | |

2 He 24.6 54.4 |

6 C 11.3 24.4 47.9

7 N 14.5 29.6 47.5

8 O 13.6 35.1 54.9

10 Ne 21.6 41.0 63.5

14 Si 8.2 16.4 33.5

15 P 10.5 19.8 30.2

16 S 10.4 23.3 34.8

18 Ar 15.8 27.6 40.7

(a)

The data are given for species whose emission lines are commonly observed in spectra of H II regions

and photodissociation regions around young OB stars. For multi-electron elements, the values listed

correspond to the ionization potential to the S term of the resulting ion in its ground con�guration.

Ionization potentials are bold-faced for the species with emission lines in the range � = 1 � 40 �m

detected in the 3D and ISO-SWS spectra of M82 that are used in this work to infer the average

e�ective temperature of the ionizing stars (see chapter 5; also �gure B.2).

In particular, the [Ne III] 15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m ratio | sensitive between 1.6 Ryd

and 3 Ryd | increases by factors of up to three for starbursts younger than 5 Myr

and a Salpeter IMF extending to 100 M

�

for computations using the Pauldrach et

al. atmospheres instead of the Kurucz ones for hot stars.

To ensure an HRD coverage as complete as possible and a smooth transition between

the Kurucz and Pauldrach temperature regimes, a hybrid grid in log T

e�

� log g

2

was

developed (see also Thornley et al. 1998). The Pauldrach models presently available for

solar metallicity (consisting of six main-sequence and six supergiant stars from 25000 K

to 50000 K; a similar set exists for sub-solar metallicites as well) were interpolated in

the range T

e�

� 25000 K, and the Kurucz models, in the range T

e�

� 19000 K. At

the outer boundaries of the range of parameters covered by the existing models, a

nearest neighbour approximation was used to extrapolate over the adjacent grid cells.

The resulting \Kurucz grid" and \Pauldrach grid" were then interpolated to cover the

intermediate temperature range.

2

g is the stellar surface gravity given by g = 4�G�(m=L

bol

)T

4

e�

, where G is the gravitational

constant, � the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and m the stellar initial mass.
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Table B.2: Input parameters for STARS

Parameter Symbol Values or range available

IMF power-law index � |

IMF lower mass cuto� m

low

0:8� 120 M

�

IMF upper mass cuto� m

up

0:8� 120 M

�

Burst age t

b

|

Burst timescale t

sc

|

Initial star formation rate R

0

|

Stellar tracks metallicity Z 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.020, 0.040

Mass-loss rate dm=dt \normal", \high"

Two arbitrary wavelengths

(a)

�

X

, �

Y

|

TP-AGB extension | (included/excluded)

Stellar atmosphere models | Kurucz (Z = 0:006; 0:020),

Pauldrach (Z = 0:004; 0:020), \hybrid"

(b)

(a)

For the computation of luminosities and colours at arbitrary wavelengths in the black-body approxi-

mation.

(b)

For spectral synthesis of evolving stellar clusters, three main grids of SEDs are selectable: the Kurucz

(1992) model atmospheres for all temperatures, the Pauldrach et al. (1998) model atmospheres for

T

e�

� 25000 K, and a hybrid grid consisting of the Pauldrach et al. models above 25000 K, the Kurucz

models below 19000 K and a transition grid obtained by interpolation for intermediate temperatures.
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Table B.3: Properties computed by STARS

Quantity Symbol Remarks

Number of stars alive N

?

|

Gas mass converted into stars M

?

|

Bolometric luminosity L

bol

|

Absolute bolometric magnitude M

bol

M

bol

= �2:5 log(L

bol

) + 4:75

Lyman continuum luminosity L

Lyc

From model atmospheres

(a)

Hydrogen ionizing rate Q

Lyc

From L

Lyc

(b)

He I ionizing luminosity L

He I

From model atmospheres

(a)

He I ionizing rate Q

He I

From L

He I

(b)

6� 13:6 eV luminosity L

PDR

From model atmospheres

(a)

K-band luminosity L

BB

K

Stellar and nebular

(c)

Rate of supernova explosions �

SN

Progenitors with m � 8 M

�

Cumulative number of

supernova explosions N

SN

Progenitors with m � 8 M

�

Luminosity density at �

X

and �

Y

F

X

, F

Y

Stellar, black-body

(d)

X � Y colour X � Y Stellar, black-body

(d)

V -, J-, H- and K-band

luminosities L

V

, L

J

, L

H

, L

K

Stellar (empirical) and nebular

(e)

Nebular V -, J-, H- and K-band

luminosity densities F

neb

V

, F

neb

J

, F

neb

H

, F

neb

K

From Eq.B.11

EWs of near-infrared W

1:59

, W

1:62

, W

Na

,

stellar absorption features W

Ca

, W

2:29

, W

2:32

Empirical, diluted

(f)

SED Stellar, model atmospheres

(g)

(a)

The relationships for L

Lyc

, L

He I

and L

PDR

versus T

e�

are inferred from the main-sequence model

atmospheres of Kurucz (1992) for T

e�

< 25000 K and of Pauldrach et al. (1998) for T

e�

� 25000 K.

(b)

Assuming mean hydrogen and helium ionizing photon energies of 15 eV and 25 eV respectively.

(c)

The stellar contribution is obtained in the black-body approximation from Eq.B.10, and the nebular

contribution is computed from Eq.B.11 with the nebular coe�cients given in Ferland (1980).

(d)

Luminosities computed in the black-body approximation (see Eq.B.10); colour computed from X �

Y = �2:5 [log(L

X

=L

Y

)� log(L

X

(T

0

)=L

Y

(T

0

))], where T

0

= 9500 K is the e�ective temperature of an

A0V star.

(e)

The stellar contribution is computed using the bolometric corrections of Schmidt-Kaler (1982) and

the broad-band colours tabulated by Koornneef (1983b); the nebular contribution is computed from

Eq.B.11.

(f)

The stellar EWs are computed using the empirical data compiled in chapter 2; dilution by the

featureless nebular continuum emission is accounted for.

(g)

Using the Kurucz (1992) model atmospheres, the Pauldrach et al. (1998) model atmospheres, or the

hybrid grid (see note (b) to table B.2).
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Appendix C

Photometric systems

A photometric system is de�ned by the e�ective central and cuto� wavelengths of

a set of broad-band �lters, and by the absolute ux density for a source with zero

magnitude in each �lter. For spectroscopic data, formulas giving the spectral energy

distribution for stars of a speci�c type with known broad-band magnitude can be used

to calibrate the data at each wavelength.

For the 3D data of M82 presented in this work, no reference star was observed for

the purpose of ux calibration. The instrumental transmission pro�le as a function of

wavelength was accounted for by the division with the spectral at-�eld. The absolute

ux calibration was performed by setting the average ux density in the wavelength

ranges observed with 3D equal to the photometric measurements reported in Rieke et

al. (1980) within identical apertures centered on the nucleus of M82. The following

ranges were covered with 3D for all spatial pixels: H-band: � = 1:52 � 1:78 �m, K-

band: � = 1:96�2:42 �m. The �lters employed by Rieke et al. were centered at 1.6�m

and 2.2�m with bandwidths of �� = 0:4 �m and �� = 0:5 �m respectively. Since

the continuum emission in M82 is relatively at and strongly dominates the broad-

band ux densities (the emission lines contribute less than 2% at all positions observed

with 3D), the di�erences in the wavelength ranges between the respective data sets

introduce only small errors in the absolute ux calibration of the 3D data. These are

estimated to be less than 3% and are thus much smaller than those from other sources

of uncertainties, in particular from the mosaicking.

For the data interpretation, the broad-band uxes are converted into magnitudes

and luminosities for the purpose of comparing the results with near-infrared stellar

colours and evolutionary synthesis models, and of computing numbers of representative
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stars. The apparent magnitude m

�

in a bandpass centered at � is given by

m

�

= �2:5 log

"

f

�

f

�

(0)

#

(C:1)

where f

�

is the observed broad-band ux density and f

�

(0) is the ux density of a source

with magnitude zero. The luminosity L

�

in the same bandpass can be computed from

L

�

L

�

= 4�

�

D

m

�

2

 

��

�m

!  

f

�

Wm

�2

�m

�1

!

�

3:85 � 10

26

W

�

�1

(C:2)

where L

�

= 3:85� 10

26

W is the luminosity of the Sun, D is the distance to the object

and �� is the bandwidth. The photometric system adopted throughout this thesis

is the one described in Wamsteker (1981) and its de�ning characteristics are given in

table C.1. The stellar luminosities and colours used for the data interpretation and

implemented in the evolutionary synthesis code STARS are based on the empirical data

presented in Koornneef (1983b). These are appropriate for the photometric system

described in Koornneef (1983a), which is very close to that of Wamsteker. Again,

for the M82 data, the di�erences between the ranges covered by the �lters in these

systems and by 3D introduce errors which are negligible compared to other sources of

uncertainties.

Table C.1: Photometric system adopted for optical and near-infrared photometry

(a)

Band � �� f

�

(0) f

�

(0)

[�m] [�m] [Wm

�2

�m

�1

] [Jy]

V 0.55 0.089 3:64� 10

�8

3670

J 1.25 0.3 3:18� 10

�9

1650

H 1.65 0.4 1:18� 10

�9

1070

K 2.20 0.6 4:17� 10

�10

673

(a)

FromWamsteker (1981). The table gives the central wavelength, the bandwidth and the ux densities

for a source of magnitude zero for the bandpasses relevant to this work (used in the evolutionary

synthesis code STARS and for the 3D data).
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Appendix D

Near-infrared He I emission

Ratios of emission lines which have di�erent ionization potentials but similar critical

densities probe the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the ultraviolet radiation �eld

between the threshold frequencies of the lines considered. Such line ratios therefore

give a measure of the luminosity-averaged e�ective temperature of the ionizing stars,

T

OB

e�

. Three T

OB

e�

diagnostic ratios available at mid-infrared wavelengths have been

discussed in chapter 3, and used in chapter 5 from the ISO-SWS data of M82: [Ne III]

15.6�m/[Ne II] 12.8�m, [Ar III] 8.99�m/[Ar II] 6.99�m, and [S IV] 10.5�m/[S III]

18.7�m. Their variations with T

OB

e�

or their evolution with age for single stellar clusters

were modelled directly with the photoionization code CLOUDY (Ferland 1996) using

single star SEDs or integrated stellar cluster SEDs (see �gures 3.6 and 5.11).

At near-infrared wavelengths, the He I 2.058�m line has been commonly used in

combination with the H I Br line at 2.166�m to estimate T

OB

e�

(e.g. Doyon, Puxley

& Joseph 1992; Doherty et al. 1994, 1995). Precise modeling of this line ratio, as well

as of other ratios involving several optical and infrared He I lines is, however, di�cult

due to complicating radiative transfer e�ects (e.g. Robbins 1968; Clegg 1987; Shields

1993). As a result, these ratios are sensitive to the nebular conditions and to T

OB

e�

in a particular way. Notably, He I 2.058/Br does not vary monotonically with T

OB

e�

and needs to be combined with additional ratios, such as He I 1.701/Br10 or He I

2.113/Br, to constrain T

OB

e�

uniquely.

This appendix gives a brief overview of the processes a�ecting the He I recombi-

nation line emission (e.g. Osterbrock 1989 and references throughout the text below).

Predictions for He I 2.058�m can be obtained directly using CLOUDY, but not for He I

1.701�m and 2.113�m. The procedure followed to derive these line uxes indirectly

from predicted optical lines is here described as well.
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Fig. D.1.| Partial energy-level diagram of He I, showing some of the strongest optical and

� = 1 � 5 �m lines observed in H II regions as well as the resonant 1

1

S � 2

1

P line. The

wavelengths of the transition lines are given in

�

A. The near-infrared lines discussed in more

detail in the text are indicated with boxes around the respective wavelengths. The 1

2

S level

and the terms with n � 6 or L � 3 have been omitted for the sake of space and clarity.

Transitions are given as lower level { upper level in the text.
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D.1 Background

Because He I is a two-electron system, it has separate singlet and triplet levels (see

�gure D.1). All recombinations to singlet levels are followed by radiative cascade

leading ultimately to the 1

1

S ground level via the 2

1

S or 2

1

P levels. Atoms in the

2

1

S level quickly decay by two-photon emission to the ground state. Atoms in the

2

1

P level rapidly decay either to the ground state with emission of a resonant He I

Ly� photon at 584

�

A, or to the 2

1

S level with emission of a 2.058�m photon, with

relative probability of approximately 1 : 10

�3

. Due to the scattering of the 584

�

A

photons, which constantly re-populates the 2

1

P level, the 2.058�m line is ampli�ed

by resonance uorescence. Absorption of 584

�

A photons in H ionization, for instance,

reduces this e�ect.

All recaptures to triplets lead ultimately to the highly metastable 2

3

S level through

downward radiative cascade. Depopulation of this level occurs 1) upon absorption

of photons in the 2

3

S � n

3

P series, 2) by collisional excitation to the 2

1

S or 2

1

P

singlets, and 3)much less importantly, by radiative decay to the 1

1

S level with strongly

forbidden emission of 626

�

A photons.

The large optical depth in the 2

3

S�n

3

P series has the following important e�ects

on the line intensities. 1.083�m photons emitted in 2

3

S � 2

3

P transitions are simply

scattered, but those resulting from 2

3

S�n

3

P transitions with n � 3 may be converted

to n

0 3

S � n

3

P photons with n

0

� 3; n � 3 or to n

0 3

D � n

3

P with n

0

� 3; n � 4. A

simple example is the absorption of a 3889

�

A photon, which can lead to the emission

of a 3

3

S � 3

3

P photon at 4.295�m, followed by a 2

3

P � 3

3

S photon at 7065

�

A and a

2

3

S � 2

3

P photon at 1.083�m. Thus, the lines in the 2

3

S � n

3

P series are weakened

due to self-absorption whereas those originating from upper levels n

3

S and n

3

D are

strengthened by resonance uorescence. Theoretical calculations show, however, that

even though the intensity of 2

3

S�n

3

P and n

0 3

S�n

3

P lines can vary by large factors,

the n

0 3

D � n

3

P lines are little a�ected (e.g. Robbins 1968).

Collisions between atoms in the 2

3

S level and electrons compete against the ef-

fects just described since they involve a spin change, and thus lead to singlets. The

probability for collisional excitation to the 2

1

S and 2

1

P levels, which lie at energies

above that of 2

3

S comparable to the mean thermal energy of electrons at typical H II

region temperatures, is larger than for collisional de-excitation to the ground state.

Furthermore, the critical density is only a few 10

3

cm

�3

. This mode of population of

the 2

1

P level contributes in turn to strengthen the 2.058�m line. As T

e

increases, the

2

1

P population becomes more and more enhanced at the expense of the 2

1

S one.
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D.2 Predictions for He I to H I line ratios

Theoretical modeling of the He I 2.058/Br line ratio by Doyon, Puxley & Joseph

(1992), Doherty et al. (1994), Shields (1993) and Lan�con & Rocca-Volmerange (1994,

1996) all agree on the behaviour at low temperatures. In the absence of dust, the ratio

exhibits a steep increase with T

OB

e�

up to about 40000 K (the location and value of

the maximum depends somewhat on the model assumptions and on the atomic data

used). This primarily reects the increase of the volume of the He

+

zone within the

H

+

zone with stellar temperature or, equivalently, the increase of the number density

fraction y

+

of He

+

relative to H

+

. At higher temperatures, though, the models of

Shields and Lan�con & Rocca-Volmerange predict a decrease in the ratio, contrary to

those of Doyon, Puxley & Joseph and Doherty et al. , which indicate rather that it

saturates. As recognized by Doherty et al. (1995), the decline is due to the variation

with temperature of the ratio y

0

of neutral He to neutral H in the He

+

zone. Indeed, as

the radiation becomes harder, y

0

decreases and, consequently, the number of resonant

photons at 584

�

A is reduced. The He I 2.058/Br at high T

OB

e�

is thus very sensitive to

the treatment of the He I Ly� opacity, which is one of the major sources of uncertainties

in the model predictions (e.g. Ferland 1998).

Since He I 2.058/Br depends critically on the physical conditions and on T

OB

e�

, it

is necessary to use additional ratios to constrain T

OB

e�

uniquely. In the � = 1:5�2:5 �m

range, Vanzi et al. (1996) and Doherty et al. (1995) have proposed the 3

3

P � 4

3

D line

at 1.701�m and the blend of triplet and singlet 3P � 4S transition lines at 2.113�m

as useful diagnostics. The 1.701�m line does not su�er from collisional e�ects and,

because it originates from the 4

3

D level, is also essentially una�ected by self-absorption

in the 2

3

S � n

3

P series. Similarly, the singlet component of the 2.113�m blend is a

\pure" recombination line. However, the triplet component arises from the 4

3

S level

and is therefore ampli�ed by resonance uorescence. It is also potentially a�ected by

variations of the y

0

fraction as the 2.058�m line, due to the reduction of the number

of atoms in the 2

3

S level for absorption of 2

3

S � n

3

P photons. The intensity of the

2.113�m blend must therefore be interpreted with caution.

The He I 1.701/Br10 and He I 2.113/Br ratios have been used in studies of Galactic

H II regions and blue compact dwarf galaxies (Doherty et al. 1995; Vanzi et al. 1996;

Vanzi & Rieke 1997). Unfortunately, the intrinsic weakness of both He I lines make

them di�cult to detect in strong continuum sources such as infrared-luminous galaxies.

They have, therefore, not yet received much attention and no extensive modeling of

their intensities with various parameters have been published. From unpublished data

by Smits (but details of the theoretical computations can be found in Smits 1991,
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1996), Vanzi et al. (1996) generated theoretical predictions for n

e

= 100 cm

�3

and full

ionization (i.e. He

+

and H

+

zones coinciding):

He I 1:701=Br10 = 3:60C

1:7

(T

e

)

n

He

n

H

(D:1)

where C

1:7

(5000 K) = 0:95, C

1:7

(10000 K) = 1:00 and C

1:7

(20000 K) = 1:05. Similarly,

He I 2:113=Br = 0:40C

2:1

(T

e

)

n

He

n

H

(D:2)

where C

2:1

(5000 K) = 0:68, C

2:1

(10000 K) = 1:00 and C

2:1

(20000 K) = 1:58. n

He

=n

H

is the number abundance of He relative to H.

Combining the above equations with model predictions for case B recombination

using CLOUDY, the variations of He I 2.058/Br, He I 1.701/Br10 and He I 2.113/Br

with T

OB

e�

were derived as follows. Of the lines of interest here, only the He I 2.058�m

line is directly predicted by CLOUDY, which accouns for the collisional and optical

depth e�ects discussed above. The Br and Br10 intensities were �rst computed from

the predicted H� intensity using the intrinsic emissivities for case B recombination from

Hummer & Storey (1987), for the appropriate electron density n

e

and temperature T

e

.

In the photoionization modeling (described in chapter 3), n

e

is kept constant but T

e

varies for each T

OB

e�

(see �gure 5.7).

Since triplet transitions originating from high n

3

D levels are essentially una�ected

by collisional e�ects or scattering from the metastable 2

3

S level, the He I 4471

�

A/Br10

ratio was used to derive the He I 1.701/Br10 ratio. The He I 4471

�

A line, predicted by

CLOUDY, corresponds to the transition 2

3

P � 4

3

D and thus shares its upper level

with the transition producing 1.701�m photons. The He I 4471

�

A/Br10 ratio was

scaled by the ratio of the saturation values (reecting full He I ionization within the

H

+

zone) for He I 1.701/Br10 from Eq.D.1 and for He I 4471

�

A/Br10 as obtained from

CLOUDY. The relationship from Smits was interpolated for the appropriate T

e

for

each T

OB

e�

. Since collisions are unimportant for both He I lines involved here, especially

for the low n

e

and T

e

ranges of interest in this thesis (chapter 5), Eq.D.1 was also used

for n

e

up to 10

3

cm

�3

. A similar procedure was followed for the He I 2.113/Br ratio,

also using the He I 4471

�

A line. However, the triplet component of the 2.113�m blend

does su�er from optical depths e�ects in the 2

3

S � n

3

P series and can be enhanced

by up to a factor of � 1:6, depending on the physical conditions (Robbins 1968). It

is also potentially a�ected by the decrease in y

0

in the He

+

zone as T

OB

e�

increases,

due to the reduction of the number of atoms in the metastable 2

3

S. This e�ect is not

present for the 4471

�

A line. Consequently, the predictions for He I 2.113/Br derived

here are more uncertain. The variations of the three ratios for the nebular parameters

appropriate for M82 are illustrated in �gure D.2.
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Fig. D.2.| Variations of He I to H I near-infrared recombination line ratios with e�ec-

tive temperature of the ionizing stars. The model predictions were derived by combining

photoionization modeling using CLOUDY and theoretical computations from Smits (1991;

1996), as described in the text. The curves are illustrated for the nebular parameters ap-

propriate for M82 (chapter 5): n

H

� n

e

= 300 cm

�3

, R = 25 pc, logU = �2:3 dex, solar

gas-phase abundances and no interstellar grains mixed with the ionized gas. Predictions for

other nebular parameters are shown in �gure 5.12 of chapter 5.
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